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Preface
Writing musicological studies always entails writing about the
 history of musicology itself. Our Festschrift aims in the first place to
 develop knowledge on a wide range of musical topics and to stimulate
scientific discourse. It is also meant as a contribution to the tradition of
honouring prominent academics by means of a celebratory publication
– a long-established practice in German-speaking countries, and one
which has become widespread internationally. Thus, it is our intention
to dedicate the present volume to a scholar, lecturer and intellectual
whose lifetime’s work has had a major impact on the consolidation of
modern musicology at the Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas,
Universidade Nova de Lisboa: Mário Vieira de Carvalho.
A Festschrift usually reflects the dedicatee’s scholarly fields and
 research interests. Our Essays on Music, Meaning and Society
encompass some core issues in areas of research close to Mário Vieira de
 Carvalho’s own. His work has consistently explored the relations
 between musical phenomena and their social environment. For Mário
Vieira de Carvalho music and society cannot be viewed as separate
realms: they belong  together and interact in multiple ways. It follows
from this that musicology must devise ever more refined approaches to
the interrelation of social and musical processes and practices. The
 chapter Social Existence Determines Human Consciousness:
Interdependencies between Music, Society, and Technology addresses
precisely those questions.
The implications of Mário Vieira de Carvalho’s work for music
analysis, criticism and aesthetics are manifold. Differentiations in
 musical reception or musical behaviour respond to differentiations in
musical structure, which in turn reflect the musical intentions of the
11Como integrar
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composer – a view developed by Mário Vieira de Carvalho since the
time of his encounter with Christian Kaden as a former doctoral
supervisor, and brought to fruition in his well-known studies on the
music of Fernando Lopes-Graça, among other composers. Interrelations
between composition, performance and reception are outlined in our
chapters Analysing Music and Musicians: Text – Performance – Context
and The Meaning of Meaning: Music, Discourse, and Silence.
Finally, we have taken the opportunity afforded by our homage
to Mário Vieira de Carvalho to engage a discussion of musicological
methods and issues which make up the bulk of the first chapter,
Methodological Discourse, or: Musicology Reconsidered.
Mário Vieira de Carvalho has always distinguished himself as a
scholar by building bridges between Portuguese musicology and other
musicological traditions. His close relationship to Germany and its
artistic and scientific culture hardly needs emphasising, and this
 aspect also finds reflection in the present volume. We wish to extend
our thanks to all colleagues from Portugal as well as Brazil, Chile,
Great Britain, Italy, Finland, Germany and Austria for their
contributions to this Festschrift. 
We also wish to thank all institutions and individuals who have
supported this publication and helped in various ways. The research
unit Centro de Estudos de Sociologia e Estética Musical (CESEM)
– originally founded and directed by Mário Vieira de Carvalho –
provided the natural environment for the conception and realisation
of this volume, which was funded by the FCT – Fundação para a
Ciência e a Tecnologia. Cordial thanks must go to Manuel Pedro
Ferreira, Executive Director of CESEM, as well as to all the research
unit’s members, including Rui Magno Pinto, who transcribed the
majority of notated musical examples, Beatriz Serrão, Zuelma
Chaves, and Rui Araújo. All members of CESEM embraced the
 project with enthusiasm and made possible the small miracle of
 keeping it a secret from Mário Vieira de Carvalho until the last
minute.
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Many thanks must also go to David Hardisty, Hilmar Heister,
Maria Heyne, Christiane Rhode, and Emily Rubis in their capacity as
translators and/or linguistic reviewers, as well as to Vasco Rosa and Pedro
Serpa for their work as designers.
Lisbon, June 2015
Gilbert Stöck Paulo Ferreira de Castro Katrin Stöck
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Mário. Memories and Commentaries
Christian Kaden
Berlin
1. You and I
The Kaluli people, a tribe of hunters and horticulturists in the
rainforest of Papua New Guinea, have a linguistic custom that could be
of some interest for Western sociologists. When individuals are involved
in intense face-to-face communication with each other, they make use
of a specific, socially indicated grammatical structure. This mode of you
& I, articulated by a characteristic order of words, is reserved for those
who are related to each other as so-called cross-cousins (who are allowed
to marry), but also for friends who cooperate regularly. It expresses the
knowledge, experience and feelings that the communicating persons
share. The you & I mode appears as the language of an intimate small
world.
In the following article, I would like to adopt such a perspective
when writing about Mário Vieira de Carvalho. He and I never were,
and never will be, cross-cousins. Consequently, we never had, and never
will have, the intention to marry. But Mário is not only one of my very
best friends. He is so near and dear to my heart that I will try to find
distinguished words for describing values, life-events and scientific
approaches that are essential for him and me.
2. A Portuguese in East Berlin
Mário and I met in Berlin, in East-Berlin, at the beginning of the
1980s. I think he was given a scholarship by the Gulbenkian Foundation
in Lisbon. And he was preparing a doctoral thesis on the social history
of the São Carlos Theatre: Lisbon’s opera house, and perhaps the most
Como integrar 3
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important cultural institution of the Portuguese capital during the last
three centuries. Mário could have studied with Carl Dahlhaus at West
Berlin’s Technical University, but he preferred Humboldt University –
primarily because Gerd Rienäcker, a renowned opera history scholar,
was teaching there. Mário could also have lived in West Berlin, where he
would have had the opportunity to buy all sorts of fruit during the
winter time – whereas the people of East Berlin were advised by their
government to eat potatoes. But again, he stayed in East Berlin: living
in a small apartment at the corner of Greifswalder Strasse and Moll-
Strasse. When Mário’s girlfriend Teresa or his mother Maria Vieira were
visiting him, a special atmosphere could be experienced in this rather
narrow and very modest space. I found the opening of cultural horizons
especially fascinating. To summarise it with a joke: the highlight of these
cross-cultural communications was the eating of dried cod organised by
Mário’s mother. My daughter (who was then an 11-year-old girl) was
also invited. Maria Vieira received us warmheartedly: with many, many
words. We did not understand one of them. It took me years, and much
tutoring by Maria, to learn at least the word obrigado (thanks) – which
had to be pronounced in a gracioso style. Unforgettable! And then the
dried cod. We knew that this was a preferred dish in Portugal, and in the
whole Mediterranean era. I must confess: I tried to like it, but I did not
care for the taste. And after dinner, we had the sweetest cake I have ever
eaten; it was indeed an experience.
Perhaps I should add that Mário himself became one of my best
teachers in cross-cultural eating. He opened my eyes, or better, my mouth
for the enjoyment of seafood. He was also the first friend to convince
me that olives are some kind of confection, comparable to chocolate,
pralines or sweet pastry. Today, these customs seem self-evident to me.
But to a citizen of the Hauptstadt der DDR (capital of the GDR), who
had absolutely provincial taste, it was a new world of adventures and
mysteries.
But why did Mário study in East Berlin – and not with Dahlhaus?
The answer is that it was worth doing so. The fact that Mário was at the
same time a member of the Portuguese Communist Party must have
4 Laudatio
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been of secondary importance. And of course, the political regime of
the GDR was characterised by a completely anti-democratic structure.
But there still existed cultural scenes, islands of creative thinking that
eventually caused the crisis of the small country and its decay. A number
of excellent theatres were especially significant in this regard. East Berlin
had two opera houses, the State Opera and the Komische Oper, but also
the Deutsches Theater, the Berliner Ensemble (paradoxically, this was a
rather old-fashioned institution during that time), and last but not least
the Volksbühne, which was famous for its experimental shows and its
explicit political criticism. It could be said that although the citizen
movement did not occur until the summer and autumn of 1989, it was
intellectually prepared by the artistic activities on the stages of East
Berlin theatres.
A second argument for East Berlin was the fact that although it was
difficult to get good books in the GDR, they still circulated from person
to person via lending, resulting in a form of communication that was
much more lively than what can be experienced today. The
internationally renowned belles lettres were even published in a limited
number in prominent editions such as those of the Aufbau-Verlag, the
edition Volk und Welt, and Reclam in Leipzig. Foreigners were
motivated to buy these books because they were exceptionally cheap.
And Mário, like all owners of a passport, was allowed to travel to West
Berlin when he needed sociological literature that was not available in
the socialist paradise. Thus he also helped us, his colleagues. I clearly
remember that he was the first one who told me about Norbert Elias; in
the early 1980s I did not even know this name. Mário lent me his
personal copy of On the Process of Civilization for a period of several
months. Elias’ book became one of the most important sources of my
thoughts in music sociology.
A third argument for Mário’s choice is not to be forgotten: In East
Berlin, a highly qualified and interesting musicological tradition had been
established. Officially, this tradition was claimed to be a Marxist one. But
step by step it had opened itself up to more liberal models of Communism,
such as the propositions of the reforms in Czechoslovakia (which were
eventually silenced by Soviet troops in 1968), Euro-Communism in Italy
C. Kaden: Mário. Memories and Commentaries 5
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and France etc. At least two GDR musicologists who had been trained as
Stalinists during the 1950s incorporated this new way of socialist thinking.
The first one was Georg Knepler, the second one Harry Goldschmidt.
Both of them had no official post, and were pensioners. But as Jews and
victims of the Nazi regime, their influence on cultural politics continued,
and was not to be underestimated. Goldschmidt’s lasting merit was the
organisation of an International Beethoven Convention in 1977, where
everyone from the East and from the West, that is to say highly prominent
researchers, assembled. This event was a breakthrough in GDR cultural
history, opening the eyes and the ears of Eastern European musicologists. 
Knepler’s role was a little bit more complicated. After having been
compelled to retire as the head of the Institut für Musikwissenschaft at
Humboldt-University in 1969 (he had publicly sympathised with the
Prague Spring), Knepler transformed his activities in an extremely multi-
faceted way. He never resigned, but instead, started to write a book on
the origin of music and the principles of music history (Geschichte als
Weg zum Musikverständnis, Leipzig 1977). This book was influenced by
extended discussions with biologists, psychologists, linguists and
ethnologists. It ultimately provided a completely new theory of musical
communication, which Knepler perceived to be deeply rooted in the
pre-history of mankind and in biological evolution.
Knepler himself introduced models and terminologies of
cybernetics and general system theory. But this approach, which is
dismissed as fashionable (in the negative sense of the word) by some
historians even today, was developed with the use of contemporary
natural sciences of the East and the West. It thus implied an
internationally compatible scientific language. This is the reason why
some younger scholars – first and foremost in East Berlin – attempted
to use system theory and communication theory as the basis for a new
definition of systematic musicology. The first steps in this direction had
been taken by internationally renowned ethnomusicologists Doris and
Erich Stockmann. A comprehensive text on the topic was published in
1977 by Reiner Kluge (Auf dem Wege zu einer Systematischen
Musikwissenschaft). At the same time, Kluge succeeded in institutionalising
6 Laudatio
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a type of systemic musicology at Humboldt University. Since the late
1970s, students of musicology in East Berlin were trained in psychology,
sociology, statistics, data processing (!), information theory and musical
semiotics. The project was, in fact, quite avant-garde. Furthermore, the
department of systematic musicology included an interdisciplinary team
of researchers, comprised of Kluge himself, a statistical expert and an analyst
of systems, Michael Cienskowski, a professional psychologist who was
trained in experimental methodologies, Ralf Zimmermann, an
information technologies specialist, as well as myself, an
ethnomusicologist who had switched to music sociology (because for
comparative cultural studies, which should be independent, and not be
controlled by the GDR secret service, the wall was an insurmountable
borderline). 
I do not remember exactly when Mário started to become interested
in system theory, but it could have been as early as the first months of his
stay in Berlin. Perhaps he had heard Kluge’s or my lectures in systematic
musicology, thus becoming acquainted with matrices, social graphs,
statistics and the measurement of information. Or he might have read some
of the early sketches of my book Musiksoziologie, which was published in
1984 in East Berlin and Wilhelmshaven (West Germany) by the
Heinrichshofen edition. In sum: Mário told me that he would apply my
theories – and modify them, which he did. The result was one of the best
dissertations I have ever read. And it was one of the pioneering
contributions to a new type of social history. In the West, this approach
became known as Strukturgeschichte (Structural History). 
3. “Denken ist Sterben” (Thinking is a form of dying)
This is the ironic title of Mário’s dissertation. It is a quotation from
a turn-of-the century Portuguese journalistic chronicle, where it
indicated a completely irrational upper class mentality. Mário
concluded that it was exactly this mentality that had formed the
C. Kaden: Mário. Memories and Commentaries 7
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deeply ideological structure of the São Carlos Theatre, at least since the
beginning of the Romantic Era. The same structure was aesthetically
present up to Salazar’s dictatorship in the 20th century. 
Mário and I had many discussions concerning this thesis. They were
mutually productive, for him and for me, particularly since around the
same time, I had written a text on sensualist aesthetics in France and
Germany during the second half of the 18th century. I argued that there
was a direct relationship between the aesthetical norms of Jean-Jacques
Rousseau’s conceptions (imitation, expression) and the empiric
structures of communication and of defining social identities. One
observation was that during the Baroque Era, opera productions tended
to be epic structures, in the sense of Bertolt Brecht. They generated
colourful illusions – but at the same time demonstrated that they were
illusions. For instance, there was no doubt that an empirical singer
differed essentially from the dramatis persona he played. At times, this
difference was even savoured: If male roles in Venetian theatres were
performed by castrati, the gap between a hero (in the story) and a 50%-
man (in reality) had a special sex appeal. Similarly, the ABA’-aria
reflected a sort of duplication in regard to spectators and listeners. The
parts A and B showed the emotions of the theatrical figure, of Serse or
Deidamia or Didone etc. In part A’, by contrast, the virtuosity of the
singer himself was to be heard: a second identity appeared, the identity
of the musician. In short, the recipient of this type of artistic double
structure had to perceive at least (!) two semantic levels: the level of the
story – and the level of empiric virtuosity. 
This type of doubling was criticised by sensualist philosophers,
especially by Rousseau, Lessing, and Christoph Willibald Gluck (under
the influence of his poetical mentor Calzabigi). In fact, the essence of
Gluck’s opera reform could be summarised by the rule that there must
only be un-doubled persons with an un-doubled identity on stage, but
never characters who could be understood inside the story as well as
outside of it. Thus, a norm was established: the singer had to empathise
with the dramatis persona consistently (in Germany this was called
Einfühlung) and he had to deny any explicit virtuosity. The empiric
singer, which Rousseau called “le musicien”, had to disappear in the
structural sense.
8 Laudatio
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When I offered these ideas to Mário, he replied by saying: “This is
interesting.” But they did not at all coincide with his findings
concerning the second half of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th
century. He agreed that a similar decay of epic structures had taken
place in Portugal, as well. But this decay did not result in an advantage
of the drama’s character (as the aesthetics of Walter Felsenstein had
postulated at that time) but rather, favoured the empiric artists
themselves. While in sensualist, and later in Romantic conceptions (such
as those of Richard Wagner), the illusion on stage had to be taken as
reality, the São Carlos practice produced an inversed structure: empiric
reality was beautified by illusions. Mário was able to prove this. With a
detailed content analysis of novels, newspapers and different types of
poetry, he was able to demonstrate that the above mentioned focus on
live artists was intentional and by no means a coincidence. It had a
specific social function, which can be precisely described:
1) The main communication between actors (actresses) and the
public did not take place in the theatre, but in places such as cafés or
restaurants – a cultural environment that Mário referred to as
promenade. Being the lover of an actress, or being her protégé, was a
means of defining one’s cultural status, one’s cultural potency. Or,
speaking with the categories of Pierre Bourdieu (that Mário introduced
me to): It was a method of acquiring cultural capital. 
2) The theatre play itself was not constructed to criticise the prosaic
structures of reality (Hegel) in the form of some compensational
feedback. As Adorno would have said, it was affirmative. It installed the
illusion that the ruling social norms, as summarised in the culture of
promenade, were good and even beautiful. The audience was not merely
allowed, but provoked to forget the misery of poor people, political
corruption and political cruelties – as far as the theatre was concerned,
it appeared as the essential, the real world. In this context, Mário found
evidence of a continual tradition from the 19th to the 20th century.
Salazar’s fascist regime in fact misused the mechanism of beautification
to legitimise itself and its power. Demonstrating this Ästhetisierung der
Politik (political use of aesthetics) is one of the most important results
of Mário’s dissertation; his doctoral thesis proved to be a political text
C. Kaden: Mário. Memories and Commentaries 9
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itself. It also showed an alternative option: Politisierung der Kunst
(political relevance of the arts). Intellectuals in Portugal where thus
inspired to erect a democratic republic after having freed themselves
from fascist dictatorship.
Some facts need to be added:
- Mário obtained his Doctor of Philosophy in 1985. His text was
printed in Germany as volume 5 of the series Musiksoziologie in 1999.
Meanwhile, it had been translated into Portuguese, and was published
in Lisbon in 1993. Around the same time, it won an important prize in
Portugal. In short, the book became widely known and its author
became famous, as well.
- When I visited Lisbon for the first time in 1989, I attended the São
Carlos Theatre to see Mozart’s Figaro; Mário accompanied me. I was
enchanted, as this Figaro was an example of the inversed communication
structure that Mário had detected. The cast members were not the
youngest of age, and at first glance, it seemed impossible to imagine that
they were playing a 20-year-old Susanna or a 25-year-old Figaro. But the
singers sang well and in a very professional way. Additionally, they
managed to exhibit their own erotic charm, the charm of people at the
age of 40 or 50. This strange fact, along with the beautiful voices, was
fascinating enough. In Germany, under similar conditions, there would
have only been boring cast members on stage – ugly, fat and dull – with
perhaps an excellent voice. I learnt that belcanto (Mário wrote an
excellent essay on this subject) could not only be experienced as sound
and sounding throats, but as a corporeal totality, a totality of artistic
behaviour. And I learnt that the aesthetics of opera, and opera
communication, is not at all one European system: It differs from
region to region and between one culture and another. This approach
of multiplicity is worth being preserved in the future.
- The fact that the two models Ästhetisierung der Realität and
Politisierung der Kunst might be brought together: naturally not in a
Salazarian sense of misuse but rather, in a creative contrast that was
experienced by Mário and me during his stay in the GDR. In 1984,
we visited Bad Lauchstädt and the small theatre where Goethe had
10 Laudatio
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directed several plays of his contemporaries. During this time, Mário
was living in Dresden. He had become an assistant of Joachim Herz
who staged, if I remember correctly, Alban Berg’s Wozzeck at the
Semperoper. One weekend, we took his car to Halle and went on to
Bad Lauchstädt, where the premiere of Händel’s Floridante, which was
directed by Peter Konwitschny, was announced. Konwitschny, as the
son of a famous conductor and the pupil of Ruth Berghaus, was
extremely well-known because he behaved as the enfant terrible of the
GDR opera scene. In my personal opinion, he was/is much more gifted
than Berghaus herself, and also much more than Herz in Dresden and
Harry Kupfer in East Berlin. But the simple fact that at least four
excellent stage directors were competing in ONE small country was a
challenge for Mário: he wanted to import a similar scene to Portugal;
that is why he was intensively engaged in problems of opera practice. As
expected, Konwitschny’s reading of the Floridante text was
unconventional. There were a lot of epic breaks, effects of Verfremdung
(distortion), as if Brecht or Berghaus themselves had been involved in
the conception. A deeply moving surprise happened just at the end of
the staging. The lovers came together in the lieto fine that is obligatory
in most Baroque operas. But the pair, hand in hand, like Pamina and
Tamino, left the stage in the wrong direction. They did not go to the left,
and they did not go to the right. They marched towards the wall behind
the stage. And then a miracle occurred: The door of the emergency exit
opened. It opened to the fresh air – and to a wonderfully blossoming
chestnut tree. The lovers were covered by this green. There was no
chance to improve nature’s beauty by any artificial means. But art, at the
same time, was lifted by reality. An enormously political message
evolved. The Fall of the Wall: this was evident. But the people who
lived or had been living in Halle also became aware of another point.
One of the industrial hells of the GDR was located only a few miles
away from the Goethe theatre; the factory Buna had been installed by
Hitler for the production of synthetic rubber. The manufacturing of
Carbide caused extreme pollution that poisoned the environment in a
radius of more than 50 kilometres: from the city of Naumburg all the
way to Bitterfeld. Even today, the poison remains stored in the walls of
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the houses and several meters down in the ground. Buna was death in
reality. But the audience of Floridante could see, as in Wagner’s Parsifal:
“Das ist nicht so” (That is not the case): the trees were still alive. But
they also knew that the leaves would be grey or even brown after two
weeks’ time. This created a deeply melancholic situation that was
simultaneously full of hope and full of despair. I am convinced that
demonstrations as that of the green leaves in Floridante were seeds of
the citizen movement in the GDR: they were directed against a political
class that had lost all contact with reality. The flowering trees in Bad
Lauchstädt burst open the borders of a theatre play. And they became a
symbol of the political change in 1989. 
4. An East German in Lisbon
In the spring of 1989, the year of the change, Mário officially invited
me to the Universidade Nova in Lisbon where he had become a professor
of music aesthetics and music sociology. He probably was the first
professor in Europe with this denomination and title. The invitation itself
was a life event for me because I was allowed to leave the GDR, travelling
into the Western direction for three (!) weeks. The conditions of this
permission stipulated that the inviting institution had to cover all costs of
the stay, including the tickets. Otherwise, the travel arrangements would
have been cancelled by the GDR government a priori. Generous customs
in a system that defined itself as a proletariat’s dictatorship. 
The Universidade Nova was very new at this time; it was planned to
be a modern addition to the old university of Lisbon, with innovative
research projects and new curricula for the students. I was asked to give
lectures on the sociology of music and on musical communication theory.
Generally, I had an open-minded audience and my English was not good,
but good enough to be understood by the students. Much more
impressive for me was the fact that I could stroll through the different
parts of Lisbon with its several downtown areas. I was overwhelmed by
the old architecture – Alfama for instance is some kind of oriental medina
– but also by the Jugendstil (art noveau) buildings in the centre of the city.
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I also admired the first postmodern houses in the Avenida de Berna,
where the New University was located. The main building of the
university was constructed as an open book; years later the same structure
inspired the architects of the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris. 
I lived with Mário in his marvellous apartment in Cascais (near
Lisbon); it is one of the most beautiful places on the European Atlantic
coast. In 1989, you could smell the atmosphere of a fishermen’s village;
by now it has become a luxurious suburb of Lisbon. Mário and I had a
lot of talks, and I noticed that Mário was a gifted story teller. One
example of this story-telling came when he was giving me a ride home
with his car along the coast. We passed a rather small, but ugly
fortification; I do not remember the name, but it was gray, painted in
the main colour of the GDR. Mário informed me that right here, the
late dictator Salazar had spent his holidays, and that right here, an
accident occurred that eventually resulted in his death. Salazar –
according to Mário – was extremely stingy; he used to lie at the walls of
the fortress in a rather old deck chair. Mário started to smile: using
German expressions, he described for me that a little worm (“ein kleiner
Wurm”) was living in the chair. This worm had a big appetite for wood,
and thus he ate away at the chair. One day, while Salazar was sitting in
it, the chair broke down and Salazar fell on the stony ground and injured
his head. After this accident, his mental capacities decreased little by
little, and eventually he died. Mário said: “Salazar’s downfall was caused
by a little worm”. Unbelievable!
Several times, Mário took me to the fabulous surroundings of
Lisbon, where I experienced that my friend’s mythic identity was
rooted in German culture and at the same time nurtured by the
Portuguese landscape. Naturally, we went to the mountains of Sintra.
On our way there, we took a break in a palace and its park, called
Monserrate, which had almost tropical vegetation, water cascades,
fountains, exotic birds and flowers. Mário commented: “This is
Klingsor’s garden!” Richard Wagner in Portugal. Then came the next
confession: “Here, in the mountains and woods of Sintra, is the home
of all fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm.” Could a deeper sympathy
between Portuguese and German culture have existed? The proof of this
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could be found at the Palácio of Pena, near Sintra, where a German duke,
Ferdinand of Sachsen-Coburg-Gotha, had erected a remarkably strange
castle (he had married Queen Mary II of Portugal and ruled as Dom
Fernando II). Georg Knepler, who visited the Pena building a few
months after I had been there, sent a postcard to me: “Today I was in
Portugal’s Schwanenstein!” It was funny indeed that as one of the
foremost Wagner experts (Knepler had every passage of the Ring
memorised), he was unable to recall the correct name of Neuschwanstein
in Bavaria. Most strikingly, Ludwig II had ordered for his castle to be
built around 1869 (the year the construction was started), whereas Pena
had been erected in 1840. Apparently, European streams of cultural
history did not only flow from the centre of Europe to its periphery (as
often claimed), but also took the inverted route. 
The palace of Pena was by no means an exceptional case. Mário,
during a ride to Coimbra, demonstrated the central position of
Portugal in medieval history for me. We visited some Gothic
architectural highlights in Alcobaça, a Cistercian monastery that had
been furnished with a typical Gothic Western façade in the late 12th
century – about the same time that Notre Dame was built in Paris. We
visited the ruins of Conimbriga, a Roman village. We stopped at the
monastery of Batalha (dating back to the end of the 14th century), where
a battle had taken place that secured Portugal’s independence from
Castile. A few years later, Mário and I finally visited the city of Tomar,
where we once again met Richard Wagner. Near the cathedral of the
castle we visited was an octagon chapel pointing directly to the Knights
Templar, whose members had come there as refugees after the Paris
massacre in 1312. Mário declared that this was the setting for Parsifal.
Actually, the Templars are said to have preserved the Holy Grail during
the Middle Ages. We also admired the western facade of the cathedral:
the architectural ornaments were meant to imitate rope and the
cathedral appeared to represent a ship. Vasco da Gama was looking
down at us from above: one miracle followed the other. I was so
fascinated by this essentially new understanding of European history
that I forgot to move. “Kaden, come on!”, I heard Mário cry out several
times. But my friend did not succeed in disciplining me. 
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Naturally, I was also the guest of Mário’s mother Maria Vieira, who
had her own small but very elegant apartment in Lisbon. Every time I
visited her, she would celebrate a rite. We kissed each other on both
cheeks. But as soon as we entered the salon, Maria commanded me, in
a friendly voice: “Kaden – piano!” She knew that I liked the instrument
and as she loved Robert Schumann, so I often played short pieces from
the Kinderszenen. Maria always applauded enthusiastically. Then she
would take her revenge by playing piano rags without any sheet music
at lightning speed. Mário, who loved his mother very much, explained
to me that she was a female Jacobin.
At the end of my stay in 1989, Mário, Maria and I had an
unpleasant experience. Because of the official status of my invitation,
Mário had contacted the GDR embassy in Lisbon and the cultural
representative of the mission, Dr. Kohlmann, had told him that a
meeting with me would be helpful for discussing a potential further
cooperation between Humboldt-University and Universidade Nova.
This sounded promising indeed. Maria Vieira took a practical approach
and invited Mr. Kohlmann for dinner. Kohlmann in turn offered for
me to spend the last night before my flight home at the embassy. To
Mário and me, the proposal seemed strange, but we thought it would
not be polite to refuse it. Thus Mário took me and my luggage to the
embassy; he had to wait outside, because the building was confined by
a wall, to which Mário remarked with a smirk: “Typischer Mauer-
Komplex” (typical wall complex). Once inside, I was told to come back
in the evening, at half past 11 at the latest. After spending the evening at
Maria’s house, I returned to the embassy at 10 past 11. When I opened
the door to my room, I was welcomed by a telephone call. Dr.
Kohlmann evaluated me: “Excellent, in time!” At this very moment I
became angry: they had apparently observed me with a camera. The
representative of culture then continued: “Tomorrow morning, you will
have to pay 50 dollars for tonight’s stay!” I replied that I had no more
money at all (I did of course have some D-Mark, which I intended to
smuggle home). Officially, I owned only the so-called Sicherheitsbetrag
(security fee) that had been given to me by the Ministry of Science for
hypothetical cases of catastrophe. Of course, I was obligated to return
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this money (coincidentally exactly 50 dollars) once I had returned to
Berlin. But Kohlmann assured me that this was not an issue for him:
“We also accept the Sicherheitsbetrag”. This constituted a typical GDR
deal: One ministry (that of Foreign Affairs) lived at the expense of
another ministry (that of Science). Indeed, I did not have to pay
anything back, although I was anxious that I would have to for several
weeks after my trip.
In the morning, Mário picked me up; he became as angry as I had
been when I told him about my experience. At the airport, we met
Kohlmann again, who said that as a diplomat, he wanted to accompany
me to the customs check point. But once again this was only half the
truth. After having passed customs, he handed me an envelope that I was
to take to a special police station in Berlin Schönefeld. Not only had he
taken my money (more money than an average hotel room would have
cost for the night) and spied on me, he also took advantage of me by using
me as a postman. And to add insult to injury, he proceeded by inviting
me to a cup of coffee – and by sounding me out about Mário’s political
affairs. Until that time, I had never had any direct contact with the East
German Staatssicherheitsdienst (secret service). Although Kohl mann
did not tell me that he was ordered to question me by the so-called
Stasi, it was still an extremely dangerous situation. Mário and I both
admired Mikhail Gorbachev; we had often discussed the perspectives of
Glasnost and Perestroika, even when we were still in Berlin. It goes
without saying that we had a relationship of absolute confidence. What
could I do? The Communist Party in Portugal was as restrictive and
conservative as the SED in East Germany. And apparently, Mário was
well known for his efforts againsts the hardliners of his party. How could
I protect him without remaining completely silent? I decided to lie. But
just as I started to lie, I actually found myself telling Kohlmann the exact
truth: “Mário is the best communist I know. And he is absolutely
confident in all of his political activities.” Kohlmann most likely saw
through my strategy, which must have been quite a disappointment. He
quickly gave up, paid for the coffee and left the scene. A cooperation
between East Berlin and Lisbon was never established, at least not when
it came to musicology. The reason for this was the fact that Kohlmann
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and those like him only had a few months to survive politically. Mário
was one of the first well-wishers when the wall opened. From then on,
our friendship developed free from the dangers of political intrigues.
5. Glückes genug (Perfect Happiness)
Mário’s biography since 1989 has been a story of continual success.
As a member of the International Sociological Association, he became
a respected scholar, not only in the field of musicology. He was invited
as a research fellow by the Free University of Berlin (1992) and the King’s
College in London (1995). In 1997, he was a speaker at the International
Congress of the IMS (“Musicology and its Sister Disciplines”) in the
symposium “Sociology”. In the same year, he founded the CESEM
(Centro de Estudos de Sociologia e Estética Musical) in Lisbon, which
has since established itself as a highly productive institution. In 2002,
Mário returned to Humboldt-University as a visiting professor (he
held similar positions in Innsbruck and São Paulo.) Several times (if
I remember correctly), he was offered the position of director at
the São Carlos Theatre, but he preferred to remain a professor
at the Universidade Nova. Additionally, he was a state minister in
the Portuguese government between 2005 and 2008; his
responsibilities included cultural development. One of the
outstanding activities of the CESEM was the organisation of an
International Symposium on Music Sociology in 2010. Nearly all
representatives of the discipline, from Portugal, France, Britain,
Germany, Austria and even from the USA and Latin America, assembled
in Lisbon. It was remarkable that quite a lot of younger scholars took
part: the interest in sociological theory as well as in empiric processes of
globalisation became evident. Elder statesmen, such as Mário and myself,
were explicitly encouraged by this meeting. It seemed to me that
sociological thinking in musicology had become a self-evident fact.
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A special event should be given a special emphasis, especially
since it was one of the highlights in Mário’s life, and in mine, as well.
I am thinking of the agregação procedure that took place in 1996 – a
Portuguese equivalent to the German Habilitation. Essentially, this
was only a formal act as Mário had published half a dozen books in the
Portuguese language since the 1970s in addition to Denken ist Sterben.
Although his teaching success at the Universidade Nova and at other
universities was already proof of his being an outstanding professor and
even though he had excellent references all over Europe, a ceremony that
would officially confirm these qualities seemed to be inevitable. The
Universidade Nova asked me to be a member of the agregação
commission. I had a strange feeling about this, as my friendship to Mário
had always felt like a sort of brotherhood – or like we could have been
cousins. 
Nevertheless, the perspective of the procedure was a challenge for
me, too. Mário and I were to debate a chosen topic in English. He told
me that the ceremony was an academic event with a formal dress code.
Thus I went to a shop and bought a black jacket and a red tie. Although
Mário had left the Portuguese Communist Party in 1989, I imagined
the symbol of solidarity would inspire and motivate him. Concerning
the subject of our disputação (dispute), he had suggested for me to
prepare some ideas on progress in music, and on the concept of linear
time. Mário wanted to criticise these concepts by discussing some
compositions of Luigi Nono (I remember No hay caminos) and the
theory of history by Walter Benjamin. During this talk, we engaged in
a fascinating exchange of arguments on Benjamin’s idea of Tigersprung
in die Vergangenheit (Tiger’s leap into the past). This idea could not only
be demonstrated by showing traces of musical historicism in Nono’s
works (some years later, in 2007, Mário published a wonderful book on
the subject: A tragédia da escuta), but was at the same time the essence
of Igor Stravinsky’s aesthetics. Mário and I agreed that any philosophy
of linear progress, even in a dialectic version, appeared as an
oversimplification that could no longer be useful for political or artistic
decisions. In this regard, both of us suggested to put Marxism into
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perspective without denying its merits. Incidentally, this also included
overcoming the dogmas of the Second Viennese School, especially those
formulated by its main theoretical proponent Theodor W. Adorno.
At that point in our disputação, I fell victim to a vision. I wore a
black suit. Mário and the dean of the faculty both wore a gown with
a white collar and a black cap. The ceremony seemed to be deeply rooted
in medieval traditions; it was itself a realisation of the Tigersprung in die
Vergangenheit. And the vision? Suddenly, Mário appeared to me like a
reincarnation of Adorno. There were without a doubt some physical
similarities between the two thinkers. Both of them were rather short,
showed sign of baldness and were gifted with a soft face that was very
intelligent and completely non-aggressive. Adorno’s nickname, which he
owed to his figura, was Teddy, which seemed very fitting for Mário, too.
I felt I was having an epiphany: Adorno was among us! Admittedly, it
was a rather funny epiphany; imagine Theodor W. in a black gown!
Subsequently, I found my way back to reality and I noticed the
essential differences between both men. Adorno had only seemingly
been non-aggressive. His theories were laden with a gesture of
intellectual imperialism – as if he himself owned the perfect truth.
Mário, however, does not only seem non-aggressive, but is a true
democrat and a real philanthropist, in his theories as well as in all parts
of his life. I am aware of the fact that he is an admirer of Adorno,
particularly due to Teddy’s claims of ethos and morality (such as those
of Minima moralia). But we have learned in recent years that Adorno
was a womaniser and a cynic: a man who purposely humiliated many of
his lovers. This explains why the female students of the Frankfurt
Institut für Sozialforschung did not accept him as their representative in
the movement of 1968. 
As far as personalities are concerned, Mário was, and still is, the
exact opposite of Adorno. When she was a child of about 10 or 11, my
daughter loved him; he was like an uncle to her, although she always
called him “Mário”. Even today, she remembers him as a sensible,
perfect gentleman. I personally admire Mário’s steady serenity. Only
once have I seen him in anger. This was in 1989 when we were stuck in
a gigantic traffic jam in Lisbon. Mário became silent, waiting patiently.
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But finally, he had had enough: he jumped out of the car, stomped his
feet on the road and shouted one sentence in a loud voice, nothing else.
When he returned, I asked him: “With whom did you communicate?
Were there any problems?” “Not at all,” was his answer, “I only said (!):
This is a chaos!”
I think it is a great challenge to know a person of such charisma
and strength of character as Mário, especially in modern times. He is a
great scholar because his science is grounded in social competence – and
in a humanistic way of life. I am proud of being his friend. 
Dear friend: Countless compliments and best wishes for your
further career. And, please, kindly accept these lines.
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The Periphery Effaced:
The Musicological Fate of the Cantigas1
Manuel Pedro Ferreira
Lisbon
When considering the identity of modern Europe, the position of
the Iberian Peninsula on the periphery is often seen as implying both
dependence and irrelevance. This perception has been reinforced by
accounts that have either ignored the Peninsula altogether or have
retrospectively imposed a diffusionist model that denies its cultural
autonomy. By disregarding the contribution of the periphery, the
authority of the centre and its learned representatives has remained
undisputed. Musicology has actively participated in this process, as
illustrated by the treatment given to the Cantigas de Santa Maria during
the past one hundred years.
The Cantigas de Santa Maria form a collection of 419 songs written
in Galician-Portuguese, of which nearly nine tenths (357) narrate
miracles of the Virgin, while the remaining 62, occurring in the sources
in groups of ten, celebrate her in a more lyrical vein. The collection was
formed at the Castilian-Leonese court of Alfonso X (king between 1252
and 1284), who personally planned, managed and contributed to the
collection. These songs were copied into four large manuscripts during
the 13th century, all of which still exist and three of which record both
text and music.
23
1 This paper develops part of a seminar paper presented at All Souls College,
Oxford, on 25 February 2010.
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1. Musicological reception: early to mid- 20th century
1) The French derivation thesis
Historical interest in the music of the Cantigas de Santa Maria  has
been documented in Spain since the 17th century and was revived around
1900 mainly through the work of Felipe Pedrell (1841-1922), an exponent
of musical nationalism, who denied any substantial influence of Arab or
Moorish culture on Spanish music, but was ready to admit the imprint
of popular song in the Cantigas.2 A modern scientific approach to their
notated sources was, however, introduced in the early 20th century by
Pierre Aubry (1874-1910); he is mostly known for his work on French
troubadour song and the issue of its intended rhythm.3 Today his views
about the systematic presence of modal rhythm in the troubadour
repertory may easily be dismissed, but he was a serious scholar and his
contributions were both well-reasoned and influential. Indeed, his claims
of French influence in the Cantigas elicited a nationalistic response which
dominated the two following decades.
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2 Israel J. Katz, “The Study and Performance of the Cantigas de Santa Maria: a
Glimpse at Recent Musicological Literature,” Cantigueiros 1 (1987): 51-60, here
53; Susan Boynton, Silent Music: Medieval Song and the Construction of History
in Eighteenth-Century Spain (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011): 113-40.
Felipe Pedrell, Cancionero musical popular español, Vol. 1 (Barcelona: Boileau,
1918): 104-107. Francesc Bonastre, “Pedrell Sabaté, Felipe,” in Diccionario de la
música española e hispanoamericana, Vol. 8, ed. Emilio Casares Rodicio (Madrid:
Sociedad General de Autores y Editores, 2001): 548-559. The Cantigas entered the
realm of modern musical historiography with Mariano Soriano Fuertes, Historia
de la música española: desde la venida de los Fenicios hasta el año de 1850 (Madrid-
Barcelona, 1855), which includes harmonised transcriptions of a number of
compositions. Pedrell published a number of harmonised and romanticised
versions and also monodic excerpts in the series Salterio Sacro-Hispano and later
in his multi-volume Cancionero musical popular español. 
3 Pierre Aubry, “Iter Hispanicum: Notices et extraits de manuscrits de musique
ancienne conservés dans les bibliothèques d’Espagne,” in Sammelbände der
I.M.G., Vol. 9/1 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1907): 2-51; John Haines, “The
Footnote Quarrels of the Modal Theory: A Remarkable Episode in the Reception
of Medieval Music,” Early Music History 20 (2001): 87-120.
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This is rather ironic since Aubry was ready to acknowledge a large
measure of originality in the Alfonsine collection. He states that  “however
real the French influence of troubadours and trouvères over the aesthetics
of the Cantigas may have been, Alphonse X nonetheless retains a marked
indigenous character in his compositions, and it is mainly in the
 construction of the musical stanza that this particular feature appears”.4
What led some people to object to Aubry’s opinions were his
statements that the Latin rondelli of French or strictly Parisian origin could
easily have reached the King’s ears, and that this song mould was
characteristic enough to allow one to draw the conclusion that Alfonso
 consciously imitated a usual form of French music, even if it had been 
 locally developed and consequently fully part of the Galician heritage.5
2) The nationalist reaction
The first scholars to react against Aubry’s evaluation were the French
composer Henri Collet (1885-1951) and the chapel master of the Monastery
of El Escorial, Luis Villalba (1872-1921), in a joint article.6 They remarked
that Aubry had not alluded, as he presumably should have done, to what
they perceived as the Spanish character of the tonality and notation of the
Cantigas. In their analysis of selected songs, they observed several analogies
with popular Spanish dance rhythms and melodic themes, particularly
those with Basque or Castilian traits. They were prepared to recognise some
French influence, but curiously enough they related this to the presence of
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4 Aubry, “Iter Hispanicum,” 40: “Quelle que réelle que soit l’influence française
des troubadours et des trouvères sur l’esthétique des Cantigas, Alphonse X
conserve néanmoins à ses compositions un caractère indigène accentué et c’est
surtout dans la construction de la strophe musicale que cette physionomie
particulière apparaît” (translation M. P. F.).00
5 Aubry, “Iter Hispanicum,” 41-42: “[Les rondelli latins] d’origine française et même
parisienne, ont pu parvenir aisément à la connaissance du roi de Castille [...]. Ce
moule est assez caractéristique, pour qu’il nous soit permis de conclure à
l’imitation consciente par Alphonse X d’une forme usuelle dans la musique
française, mais développée dans les Cantigas et devenue en quelque sorte partie
intégrante de la lyrique galicienne”.
6 Henri Collet and Luis Villalba, “Contribution à l’étude des ‘Cantigas’
d’Alphonse le Savant (d’après les codices de l’Escurial),” Bulletin hispanique 13/3
(1911): 270-90 and plates.
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what they understood as binary meter, including perhaps Cantiga 100, the
dotted rhythms of which may have reminded them of the French Baroque.
The article by Collet and Villalba had the virtue of calling the attention of
their contemporaries to this 13th-century Marian collection. In the general
history of music by Eduardo López-Chavarri (1871-1970) published in 1914,
there is for the first time some space reserved for the songs of Alfonso X,
even if the author did limit himself to quoting and paraphrasing the
above-mentioned article.7
Until then, general histories of music had ignored the Cantigas, which
was quite understandable. The European historiographical narrative was
built around musical treatises all connected to France and later associated
with related core repertories. There has been no musical treatise directly
connected to the Alfonsine songs. Thus, even if their notations are relevant
to the history of mensural music, the absence of a theoretical counterpart
expounding the system or systems used implies that these notations have
not been discussed in the secondary literature. And since devotional
vernacular song was always a diffuse, ever-changing repertory and never
treated as equal to liturgical song on the clerical side or to troubadour song
on the secular side, it fell into a limbo.
3) The Arabic derivation theory; musicological reactions
The publication in 1922 of the first substantive musical edition of the
Cantigas by a respected specialist of Arabic literature, Julián Ribera (1858-
1934), drew much attention and caused much controversy in musicological
circles. In the following years, Ribera also published a number of
complementary studies.8 He claimed that the songs collected by Alfonso X
26
7 Eduardo López-Chavarri, Historia de la Música (Barcelona: Hijos de Paluzíe, 1914;
3rd corrected edition, n. d.), 57-58. The Cantigas are also given some attention based
on the folkloristic approach championed by Felipe Pedrell, in Rafael Mitjana, “La
musique en Espagne: Art réligieux et art profane,” in Encyclopédie de la Musique
et Dictionnaire du Conservatoire, Vol. 4, ed. Albert Lavignac and Lionel de
Laurencie (Paris: Delagrave, 1920) 1913-2351 [1936-7].
8 Julian Ribera, La música de las Cantigas. Estudio sobre su origen y naturaleza con
reproducciones fotográficas del texto y transcripción moderna (Madrid: La Real
Academia Española, 1922 [English abridged translation: Music in Ancient
Arabia and Spain (London: Humphrey Milford, 1929)]); id., Historia de la
música árabe medieval y su influencia en la española (Madrid: Editorial Voluntad,
1927); id., “La música de la jota en el siglo XIII en ‘Las Cantigas de Alfonso el
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represented a florilegium of Arabic music intended for the people. He also
claimed that Arabic music was the source both of many characteristic
Spanish popular genres and of the entire French troubadour tradition and
that these melodies anticipated the contents of the Spanish songbooks of
around 1500 and even traits of modern tonality.
The followers of Felipe Pedrell quickly dismissed Ribera’s claims:
even before the publication of his edition, the critic Adolfo Salazar (1890-
1958) wrote to the composer Manuel de Falla, saying, “Have you heard
what barbarisms have been spoken at the Royal Academy about the
Cantigas of Alfonso X? The Arabs had [allegedly] discovered chocolate,
photography and the motorcar!”9 But no serious scholarly criticism
followed in Spanish.
While at the start of the century scholarly discussion had been
mostly in French, musicological reactions now came mainly from
Germany. In 1924 Ribera’s claims were rejected in passing by Friedrich
Ludwig (1872-1930) in the Handbuch der Musikgeschichte. The negative
response of the German scientific community in the following years is
summarised in an article by Otto Ursprung (1879-1960) published in
1934, which  exposes Ribera’s shortcomings.10
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Sabio’,” in La música de la jota aragonesa. Ensayo histórico (Madrid: Instituto de
Valencia de Don Juan, 1928): 99-113; id., “La Música Andaluza antigua y su
influencia,” in Boletín Musical [Córdoba] 2/14 (1929): 1-4. id., “La música de la
jota en el siglo XIII en ‘Las Cantigas de Alfonso el Sabio’,” in La música de la jota
aragonesa. Ensayo histórico (Madrid: Instituto de Valencia de Don Juan, 1928):
99-113; id., “La Música Andaluza antigua y su influencia,” in Boletín Musical
[Córdoba] 2/14 (1929): 1-4.
9 Letter dated December 26, 1921, quoted in Elena Torres Clemente, Manuel de
Falla y las Cantigas de Alfonso X El Sabio (Granada: Universidad de Granada,
2002), 51: “¿Ha visto Vd. qué barbaridades se han dicho en la Real Academia sobre
las Cantigas de Alfonso X? Los árabes habían descubierto ya el chocolate, la
fotografía y el automóvil!!!!!” (translation M. P. F.).
10 Friedrich Ludwig, “Die geistliche nichtliturgische und weltliche einstimmige und
die mehrstimmige Musik des Mittelalters bis zum Anfang des 15. Jahrhunderts,”
in Handbuch der Musikgeschichte, ed. Guido Adler (Frankfurt am Main:
Frankfurter Verlags-Anstalt, 1924): 180-81; Otto Ursprung, “Um die Frage
nach dem arabischen bzw. maurischen Einfluß auf die abendländische Musik
des Mittelalters,” Zeitschrift für Musikwissenschaft 16 (1934): 129-41, 355-57. An
English summary of the discussion appears in Gustave Reese, Music in the
Middle Ages (New York: Norton, 1940), 245-47.
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Cultural circles in the Iberian peninsula were generally unaware of
the German musicological reaction to Ribera’s claims. His novel theories
had sympathisers in Portugal, Spain and Latin America until after the
Second World War, but most historians, faithful to a centuries-old
tradition of Christian-minded nationalism, including musical figures
such as Pedrell, Salazar and Falla, disagreed with their implications.
Ribera endangered an ideological narrative that presupposed the
cultural or even racial superiority of the northern Iberian conquerors
and the strict separation between Christian and Islamic domains.
Instead, he boldly put forth Arabic culture as a source of Spanish and
even European culture.
His statement was implicitly a political one but his arguments were
weaker than his belief in the legacy of Arabic civilisation. In the end,
this weakness proved fatal to their acceptance in musicological circles.
“Ribera’s theory concerning the Arabic derivation of medieval secular
music in Europe rests upon no solid foundation”, wrote Gilbert Chase
(1906-1992). “The derivation of the music from Moorish origins [...] is
purely a speculation”, agreed Jack A. Westrup (1904-1975).11
The failure of the Arabic thesis put forward by Ribera reinforced the
traditional historiographical exclusion of the Iberian Peninsula from the
mainstream of western Christendom. This exclusion rests on what María
Rosa Menocal eloquently denounced as “the anachronistic belief that, as
an appendage of the Oriental world of Islam, the [Islamic] civilisation
of Spain did not constitute an integral part of Europe”, a belief sustained
by “a vision of Latin-Christian Europe, Hellenic in its ultimate ancestry,
in relation to which the new civilisation developing south of the
Pyrenees constitutes merely a temporary break in a cultural continuum
and one that can be comfortably ignored”.12
28
11 Gilbert Chase, The Music of Spain (New York: Dover, 1941; second revised edition,
1959), 327 (see also pp. 26-29). Jack A. Westrup, “Medieval Song,” in The New
Oxford History of Music, Vol. 2: Early Medieval Music up to 1300, ed. Anselm
Hughes (London: Oxford University Press, 1954): 220-69, here 263.
12 María Rosa Menocal, “Close Encounters in Medieval Provence,” Hispanic Review
49 (1981): 43-64, here 50-51, 53.
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4) The return of the French theory
Aubry had been the first to suggest that the Cantigas were based on
a local imitation of foreign styles. Whereas Ludwig had been typically
cautious, his Catalan student, Higinio Anglés (1888-1969), published in
1927 a selection of Cantigas transcribed according to strict French modal
rhythm.13 Then in 1931 Heinrich Besseler (1900-1969), while conceding
some picturesque scenic details in the melodies, concluded that they
were akin to those of Provençal troubadours, that the forms
corresponded to the French virelai and that the rhythms, in spite of
some freedom, seemed to be modal, all of which pointed to a connection
with the Gothic north.14
Echoes of this position can be found in the statement by Gustave
Reese (1899-1977) that in these songs “we find a style similar to that of
the troubadours” or in the belief voiced by Paul Henry Lang (1901-1991)
that “the cantigas which arose at the court of Castile bespeak the
Provençal influence”.15 Jacques Handschin (1886-1955) is more prudent:
for him the repertory recalls the Miracles de Notre Dame by Gautier de
Coinci, leaving the impression that French influence is paramount but
that melodic material is mostly autochthonous.16 Jack Westrup mentions
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13 José López-Calo, “Las Cantigas de Santa María y Monseñor Higinio Anglés,”
Ritmo 550 (1984-1985): 54-59.
14 Heinrich Besseler, Die Musik des Mittelalters und der Renaissance (New York:
Musurgia Publishers, 1931), 166-167, 182. Speaking of King Alfonso, Besseler
states: “Als Haupform seiner ‘Cantigas de Santa Maria’ dient die refrainumrahmte
Kanzonenstrophe, dem französischen Virelai entsprechend. Auch die Rhythmik,
die trotz gewisser Freiheiten durchaus modal gehalten ist, deutet auf Zusammenhänge
mit dem gotischen Norden. Im übrigen bewegen sich die Melodien Alfonsos auf der
Linie des provenzalischen Minnesangs und verraten allenfalls in Einzelzügen die
veränderte landschaftliche Atmosphäre.”
15 Reese, Music, 245; Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (London: J.
M. Dent & Sons, 1941), 116. See also Alec Harman et al., Man and His Music. The
Story of Musical Experience in the West (London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1988; published
in fascicles 1957-1959, first edited in book-form in 1962), 90: in Spain, “a country
closely bound to France by cultural and political ties [...] the visits of several
troubadours, among them Guiraut de Bornelh and Guiraut Riquier, were mainly
responsible for the rise of a native school of composers who wrote a large number
of songs called ‘cantigas’, of which over 400 have survived”.
16 Jacques Handschin, Musikgeschichte im Überblick (Luzern: Räber, 1948; repr. 1964,
1981), 186.
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three kinds of parallel with French music: the Miracles by Gautier de Coinci,
the use of ouvert and clos endings and the virelai form, but he also echoes
Besseler and Handschin in suggesting that “the monodies of the Cantigas
often have a flavour which is unmistakably Spanish”.17
More recent narratives omit this subjective, diplomatic nuance. Andrew
Hughes (1937 - 2013) remarks: “many features demonstrate the undoubted
influence of the trouvère tradition [...] Melodically, the tunes cannot be
distinguished from trouvère tunes, and the same kind of variation occurs”.18
Giulio Cattin (1929 - 2014) states:
In order to understand the nature of the cultural soil from which the cantigas
flowered, it will be enough to recall that the last of the troubadours, Guiraut Riquier,
spent a long time at Alfonso’s court. [The cantigas] take their inspiration from the
Miracles de Notre Dame of the trouvère-monk Gautier de Coinci [...] The most
common strophic structure is a reworking of the French virelai [...] Another element
derived from French tradition is the presence of the suspended and final cadences
(ouvert and clos).19
However, nothing can outdo the chauvinistic summary by Jacques
Chailley (1910-1999) in Roland-Manuel’s Histoire de la Musique, published in
1960. Since French prestige in the 13th century was so pervasive, he argued,
“[…] At first, Spanish attempts at imitation were to take southern [French]
genres. The Cantigas de Santa Maria of Alfonso X, which narrate the miracles
of the Virgin in a style similar to that of the troubadours, are directly inspired
by the Marian songs of Gautier de Coinci and take up the schema of our
[French] virelai and the laudi [...].”20 Here there is not even a hint of colourful
local detail: the Cantigas are presented as direct imitations, a concise foreign
tribute to the glory of French music.
30
17 Westrup, “Medieval Song,” 260-66, here 263.
18 Andrew Hughes, Style and Symbol. Medieval Music: 800-1453 (Ottawa: The
Institute of Mediaeval Music, 1989), 459-60.
19 Giulio Cattin, Music of the Middle Ages I (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1984; original Italian edition: Il Medioevo I [Torino: Edizioni di
Torino, 1979], 143).
20 Jacques Chailley, in Histoire de la Musique, Vol. 1, ed. Alexis Manuel Levy [Roland-
Manuel] (Paris: Gallimard, 1960, repr. 1974): 742-743: “Le prestige français est tel
que, vers le milieu du xiiie siècle, Alphonse X le Savant ou le Sage [...] n’ hésite
pas à reprocher à Pero da Ponte d’avoir opté dans ses Cantiones de amigo [sic],
Methodological Discourse, or: Musicology Reconsidered
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5) The mature work of Anglés
This is clearly not a position subscribed to by the mature Higinio
Anglés. Having been educated under the influence of both Pedrell’s
musical nationalism and the modal school of Ludwig-Beck-Aubry,
Anglés soon became aware that this Alfonsine collection required a more
nuanced approach. In the 1930s, while keeping the folkloristic, anti-
Arab stance of Pedrell, he developed a personal theory concerning the
cultural background and notation of the Cantigas, and began a
productive collaboration with the German philologist Hans Spanke,
whose studies on the textual forms and metrics of the songs
complemented his own regarding the musical contents.
Their main conclusions were echoed in 1942 by Adolfo Salazar, who
had moved to Washington during the Spanish Civil War and then
immigrated to Mexico. In the first volume of the historical narrative La
música en la sociedad europea, he sees similarities with French models, not
in the melodies themselves but in their forms of virelai or rondeau
(which, he concedes, could have been independently developed on the
basis of the Latin conductus). The notation is presented as mensural-
modal, but with a great rhythmic variety possibly derived from popular
influence.21
Then in 1943, a year before Hans Spanke was killed in Germany in
a bombing raid, the first full musical transcription of the Cantigas
prepared by Anglés was published but the accompanying commentary
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pour le style national, au lieu de suivre le modèle de nos poètes. L’imitation
espagnole vise d’abord les genres méridionaux. Les Cantigas de Santa Maria
d’Alphonse X relatant, dans un style similaire de celui des troubadours, les
miracles accomplis par la Vierge, s’inspirent directement des chansons mariales de
Gautier de Coincy et repprennent le schéma de notre virelai e des laudi, groupant
avant chaque strophe (estrofa), un refrain (estribillo) avec l’ouvert et le clos
classiques.” (translation of the central passage M. P. F.). Only four lines are
dedicated to the Cantigas de Santa Maria by the same author in id., Histoire
musicale du Moyen Age (Paris: PUF, 1950): 174, 228.
21 Adolfo Salazar, La música en la sociedad europea, Vol. 1: Desde los primeros tiempos
cristianos (México: El Colegio de México, 1942; repr. Madrid: Alianza, 1983), 243.
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volume, in two parts, would only appear in 1958.22 With this publication,
it became evident that the collection was so varied and immense and its
music at times so arresting that it would have been unwise to ignore
it in a general history of music. In the last quarter of the 20th century, it
eventually became a worldwide favourite of Early Music performers and
their audiences. 
2. Musicological reception: after the 2nd World War
1) Attachment to the French paradigm
Unlike musicians, mainstream musicologists are frequently at a loss
as how to approach this repertory. The language provokes some
estrangement although, as stated by Richard Hoppin (1913-1991), “the
texts of the Cantigas are not as far removed from the traditions of
 the troubadours and trouvères as they might at first seem”.23 The use
of mensural notation is in his opinion unexpected; and not only its
use: the notation itself is sometimes odd. Not everyone agrees with
Anglés that it is mensural, and most would disagree that it is perfectly
mensural, as he claims. His views on the matter have not in fact always
been accepted.24 The many instances of proposed popular identity have
all the hallmarks of the subjective, nationalistic folklorism of his youth.
More importantly, his acknowledgment of many exceptions to the
French paradigm is difficult to reconcile with the theory of French
influence.
This is a problem because the Besseler-Chailley line of thought
remains to this day the natural hermeneutic horizon of the musicologist.
Two illustrations will suffice. One is the centrality in musicological
32
22 Higinio Anglés, La música de las Cantigas de Santa María del rey Alfonso el Sabio,
3 Vols. (Barcelona: Biblioteca Central, 1943-1964).
23 Richard H. Hoppin, Medieval Music (New York: Norton, 1978), 319.
24 A good synthesis of the scholarly debate concerning the notation of the Cantigas can
be found in Alison D. Campbell, Words and music in the Cantigas de Santa Maria:
The Cantigas as song (MLitt thesis, University of Glasgow, 2011), 82-85, 91; Accessed
May 19, 2014. http://theses.gla.ac.uk/2809/1/2011campbellmlitt.pdf.
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commentaries of Cantiga 340, which has been identified as a
contrafactum of a troubadour song by Cadenet. This Occitanic
borrowing is a very rare occurrence in the collection and the melody is
very atypical, but some musicologists, such as Hendrik van der Werf
(*1926), are so relieved to see an indisputable connection with France
that they tend to concentrate their commentaries on this song and to
ignore the remaining four hundred.25
The other symptom, also found in van der Werf, is the sceptical
attitude towards the notation. One would expect a scholar with his
impeccable credentials in the treatment of troubadour song to approach
the Cantigas with an open mind. But no: for him, medieval song is at
odds with rhythmic identity and the only system deserving the mensural
label is the one propounded by Franco of Cologne.
In order to expose the subjectivity of Anglés’ transcription, he
applies Franco’s rules to Cantiga 340. These rules were originally devised
for the French motet but are simply presented as neutral and universal
“medieval rules of mensuration”. Since the notation of the Escorial
codices is not Franconian – and it could hardly be, for it predates the
vogue of Franco’s treatise – van der Werf concludes that it is “decidedly
non-mensural”, allowing the transcriber to decide at will “which neumes
M. P. Ferreira: The Periphery Effaced 33
25 E.g. Zoltán Fálvy, Mediterranean Culture and Troubadour Music (Budapest:
Akadémiai Kiadó, 1986), 30-43, here 31-37; Francisco J. Oroz, “Melodie
provenzali nelle Cantigas de Santa Maria,” in Text-Etymologie. Untersuchungen
zu Textkörper und Textinhalt. Festschrift für Heinrich Lausberg zum 75. Geburtstag
(Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1987): 134-47; Hendrik van der Werf, “Accentuation 
and Duration in the Music of the Cantigas de Santa Maria,” in Studies on the
Cantigas de Santa Maria: Art, Music and Poetry proceedings of the International
Symposium on The Cantigas de Santa Maria os Alfonso X, el Sabio (1221-1284), ed.
Israel J. Katz and John E. Keller (Madison: Hispanic Seminary of Medieval
Studies, 1987): 223-34; Chantal Phan, “Structures poético-musicales du chant
mélismatique chez Guiraut Riquier et Alphonse le Sage,” Tenso 2/2 (1996): 163-
78. On Cadenet’s melody, see also Olivier Cullin and Christelle Chaillou, “La
mémoire et la musique au Moyen Âge,” Cahiers de Civilisation Médiévale 49
(2006): 142-62.
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indicate duration and which do not”.26 He must have learnt at school
that the only acknowledged rhythmic coherence before 1300 had
originated in France.
2) Diffusionism or Isolation
The position of the Cantigas in musicological narrative therefore
remains a challenge. In general histories of music or volumes dedicated
to the medieval period, there have been two strategies: to include them
either in the section of geographical curiosities or in the section of
European devotional song.
The cabinet of geographical curiosities is normally justified as
a study of French influence abroad: thus Richard Hoppin entitles
it “Diffusion of Vernacular Song in Other Countries of Western
Europe”. The more recent Oxford History of Western Music by Richard
Taruskin (*1945) also has a chapter for “Geographical Diffusion”,
apparently implying that European people were unable to sing
properly in their own language before the French came to teach
them.27
It would not be much better if the cabinet of geographical curiosities
had been justified as a study of European exoticism. In the field of Early
Music performance, the Cantigas provided the central field of experiment
involving Arabic traditions.28 A recording directed by Thomas Binkley
34 Methodological Discourse, or: Musicology Reconsidered
26 Werf, “Accentuation,” 227-28. The author’s blind confidence in the universal
validity of Franconian theory is so widely shared by the musicological community
that his article was judged by Alejandro E. Planchart, in a book review in Notes
47 (1991), 715, as “largely devoid of the sharp polemic tone of some of his earlier
writings”!
27 Richard H. Hoppin, Medieval Music (New York: Norton, 1978); Richard
Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music, Vol. 1: The Earliest Notations
to the Sixteenth Century (Oxford: OUP, 2005); Albert Seay, Music in the
Medieval World (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1965), 66-67, implies a
diffusionist vision as well.
28 John Haines, “The Arabic style of performing medieval music,” Early Music
29 (2001): 367-78; Jonathan Shull, “Locating the past in the Present: Living
Traditions and the Performance of Early Music,” Ethnomusicology Forum 15/1
[The Past in Music] (2006): 87-111.
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(1931-1995) with the Studio der Frühen Musik and Moroccan professional
musicians in the early nineteen seventies so thoroughly imitated the
structure and style of the Andalusian nawba that it was presented in
the year 2000 by an Algerian literary scholar at an International
Symposium in Portugal as proof that the Cantigas were indeed Arabic
music: Binkley would have been amused. His experiments attempted to
give musical flesh to a perceived ontological distinction between southern
and northern sound-worlds.29 The reality is of course more complex.30
Numerous European traditions are actively connected by means of
contacts and the circulation of cultural agents and artistic fashion.
Although a certain dominance of the centre versus the periphery may be
understood to exist for certain genres of polyphony and monodic song,
this cannot be said when describing other genres corresponding to
different musical realities, and one cannot assume that that influence
will always continue in the same direction.31
M. P. Ferreira: The Periphery Effaced 35
29 Thomas Binkley, “Zur Aufführungspraxis der einstimmigen Musik des Mittelalters
– Ein Werkstattbericht”, Basler Jahrbuch für Historische Musikpraxis I (1977): 19-76.
30 Ann Livermore, A Short History of Spanish Music (London: Duckworth, 1972),
correctly regards the Cantigas as a composite repertory and suggests on p. 42 that
“the types of music, French, Castilian, Galician, Portuguese, Morisco, cover realms
and peoples with whom Alfonso X had links”. Cultural confluence, based on
collaborative work involving the King and court musicians of different
backgrounds, is also suggested in Antonio Martín Moreno, Historia de la música
andaluza (Sevilla: Editoriales Andaluzas Unidas, 1985): 39-95, here 89. For an
updated vision of cross-influences in the Cantigas, see Manuel Pedro Ferreira,
“The Influence of Chant on the Cantigas de Santa Maria,” in Cantigueiros 11-12
(1999-2000): 29-40; id., “Iberian Monophony,” in A Performer’s Guide to
Medieval Music, ed. Ross W. Duffin (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2000): 144-57; id., “Andalusian Music and the Cantigas de Santa Maria,” in Cobras
e Som. Papers from a Colloquium on the Text, Music and Manuscripts of the Cantigas
de Santa Maria, ed. Stephen Parkinson (Oxford: Legenda, 2000): 7-19; id.,
“Rondeau and Virelai: The Music of Andalus and the Cantigas de Santa Maria,”
in Plainsong & Medieval Music, 13/2 (2004): 127-140 [the latter two papers were
reprinted in Poets and Singers, ed. Elizabeth Aubrey (Farnham-Burlington:
Ashgate, 2009)]); id., Aspectos da Música Medieval no Ocidente Peninsular, Vol. 1:
Música palaciana (Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional – Casa da Moeda / Fundação C.
Gulbenkian, 2009); id., “Rhythmic paradigms in the Cantigas de Santa Maria:
French versus Arabic precedent”, Plainsong & Medieval Music, 24/1 (2015): 1-24.
31 Dwight F. Reynolds, “Music in Medieval Iberia: Contact, Influence and
Hybridization,” Medieval Encounters 15 (2009): 236-55; repr. in Al-Andalus,
Sepharad and Medieval Iberia: Cultural Contact and Diffusion, ed. Ivy A. Corfis
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A geographical division in historical narrative does not necessarily
imply a diffusionist theory, although it necessarily detracts from its
diachronic coherence.32 A reasonable alternative has been to include the
Cantigas de Santa Maria in the treatment of a pan-European genre,
vernacular devotional song, together with the Italian lauda and other
corresponding repertories. Friedrich Ludwig had already done this in
1924. His approach was followed by Jacques Handschin and more
recently by John Caldwell (*1938) in his Medieval Music and by John
Stevens (1921-2002) in The New Oxford History of Music.33
Stevens acknowledges the unique character of the collection,
although he sometimes misunderstands its context. He is intrigued by
36 Methodological Discourse, or: Musicology Reconsidered
(Leiden: Brill, 2010): [80-99], accessed through Google Books. See also Arie
Schippers, “Hispano-Arabic Literature and the Early Romance Literature,” in
Études de langue et de littérature médiévales offertes à Peter T. Ricketts, ed. Ann
Buckley and Dominique Billy (Turnhout: Brepols, 2005): 71-78.
32 Cf. Gerald Abraham, The Concise Oxford History of Music (London: Oxford
University Press, 1979), 98-99; Jeremy Yudkin, Music in Medieval Europe
(Englewood Cliffs [NJ]: Prentice-Hall, 1989), 302-307; David Fenwick Wilson,
Music of the Middle Ages: Style and Structure (New York: Schirmer, 1990), 177.
The clearest example of geographical dispersal in narrative is found in The
Cambridge Companion to Medieval Music, ed. Mark Everist (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2011), where the core chapter on 13th-century music
is confined to France and the remaining regions fill Part II, significantly entitled
Topography. This is paralleled in Donald J. Grout et. al., A History of Western Music
(New York, London: W.W. Norton, 72006 [released 2005]), Chapter 4. The several
20th-century editions of Donald J. Grout’s popular textbook A History of Western
Music, first published in 1960, spend only a couple of lines on the Cantigas de Santa
Maria, associating them with the style of the troubadours. The situation is
markedly different in the latest editions. For context, see Kristy Johns Swift,
“Grappling with Donald Jay Grout’s Essay on Music Historiography,” Journal of
Music History Pedagogy 1 (2011): 135–66. The change in geographical perspective
is outlined in  J. Peter Burkholder, “Music of the Americas and Historical
Narratives,” American Music 27 (2009): 399-423. A general critique of standard
musicological narratives of medieval vernacular song can be found in John Haines,
Medieval Song in Romance Languages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2010), 51-55, 146-155. In spite of his critical stance, the author ignores the literary
evidence from the Iberian Peninsula.
33 Handschin, Musikgeschichte,” 186; John Caldwell, Medieval Music (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1978), 110; John Stevens, “Medieval Song,” in The New
Oxford History of Music, Vol. 2: The Early Middle Ages to 1300, ed. Richard
Crocker and David Hiley (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990): 357-451,
here 433-451.
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its presumed courtly audience since the Italian counterpart, even if
produced by friars and other clerics, was meant to be popular urban
music, and it eventually found permanent urban support in the
confraternities. In the recent Handbuch der musikalischen Gattungen,
Andreas Haug points out that while songs like Alfonso’s Prologue use
the high register of troubadour lyrics, most Cantigas use a low formal
register appropriate for performance in urban contexts.34 But the
Cantigas, as far as we know, were not supported by an urban tradition
although they had largely been inspired by urban music.35 Their poetical
schemes, known in France from the mid-13th century onwards, are
similar to those found in the zajal, which had already been well
documented in Spain in the 12th century and which is probably much
older.36 According to Arabic sources, the zajal, based on the local dialect,
was mainly cultivated in four Iberian towns (Seville, Córdoba, Valencia
and Málaga), “not counting with the Christians of Al-Andalus”.37 In
spite of its popular, non-sectarian, urban character, it made its way into
the most cultivated Islamic circles. Alfonso X established his court
mostly at Seville and made a conscious effort to appropriate professional
skills and courtly entertainment from both Christian and non-Christian
quarters. The choice of song form for most of his Cantigas de Santa
Maria should be seen in this larger context: a zajal-inspired form allowed
him to reach, through his minstrels, a much wider audience than the
refined troubadour style, aimed at the upper class. But eventually,
minstrelsy had little echo and urban confraternities ignored the Cantigas.
My hypothesis is that the Cantigas failed to bring about such a tradition,
and that this failure is connected to a larger, political defeat (a theme that
I will pursue elsewhere).
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34 Andreas Haug, “Musikalische Lyrik im Mittelalter,” in Musikalische Lyrik, ed.
Hermann Danuser (= Handbuch der musikalischen Gattungen 8/1; Laaber:
Laaber-Verlag, 2004): 59-129.
35 Manuel Pedro Ferreira, “Jograis, contrafacta, formas musicais: cultura urbana nas
Cantigas de Santa Maria,” Alcanate. Revista de Estudios Alfonsíes 8 (2012-2013): 43-53.
36 A recent synthesis on the subject is found in Otto Zwartjes, Love Songs from
al-Andalus. History, Structure and Meaning of the Kharja (Leiden: Brill, 1997),
94-124. For the larger Andalusian musical context see Dwight Reynolds,
“Music,” in The Literature of Al-Andalus (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000): 60-82.
37 Cit. in Emilio García Gomez, Todo Ben Quzmán, Vol. 3 (Madrid: Gredos, 1972), 36.
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3. Conclusion: tasks for contemporary musicology
The Cantigas de Santa Maria should be seen in a larger European
context, not only including France of course, but also Western and
Southern Iberia and the Byzantine world. The peninsula’s Islamic past
should be integrated into the historical panorama. The more extensive
surveys of Spanish Music have normally included a section or chapter on
the Arab-Andalusian tradition.38 However, before 1995 it was not even
mentioned in passing in narratives of Portuguese Music39 and it appears,
unconnected to the larger narrative, almost as an afterthought in the
latest single-authored book on Medieval Music in Spain, written by
Maricarmen Gómez, a musicologist trained in Germany (an
anomaly corrected in the history of music in Spain and Latin
America, recently edited by same author).40 In more general historical
narratives the Islamic Andalus is generally ignored, an exception being
The New Oxford History of Music, where it occupies the wrong
chronological position (the corresponding chapter by Amnon Shiloah
appears in the early Renaissance volume).41 Only after that kind of
correction has been made can the French influence be honestly evaluated
on a par with other cultural connections.
38
38 Adolfo Salazar, La música de España. Desde las cuevas prehistóricas hasta el siglo
XVI (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1953), 46-72; Livermore, A Short History; Ismael
Fernández de la Cuesta, Historia de la música española. Vol. 1: Desde los orígenes
hasta el “Ars Nova” (Madrid: Alianza, 1983), 203-10.
39 João de Freitas Branco, História da Música Portuguesa (Mem Martins: Europa-
América, 21995), 51-52. See also Manuel Pedro Ferreira, Antologia de Música em
Portugal na Idade Média e no Renascimento, Vol. 1 (Lisbon, Arte das Musas/Cesem,
2008), 13-14, 41.
40 Maricarmen Gómez Muntané, La Música Medieval en España (Kassel: Edition
Reichenberger, 2001), 325-43; Historia de la Música en España e Hispanoamérica,
Vol. 1: De los orígenes hasta c. 1470, ed. id. (Madrid: Fondo de Cultura Económica
de España, 2009), 125-43.
41 Amnon Shiloah, “Muslim and Jewish Musical Traditions of the Middle Ages,” in
The New Oxford History of Music, Vol. 3/1: Music as Concept and Practice in the Late
Middle Ages, ed. Reinhard Strohm and Bonnie J. Blackburn (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2001): 1-30.
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Meanwhile, the Cantigas are given just one-and-a-half lines in
the Neues Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft and are not even referred
to in the recent encyclopaedic History of European Music, directed by
Jean-Jacques Nattiez.42
The discipline has been keen to incorporate fashionable social issues
in its discourse but has failed to address the unfairness of the historical
balance within Europe itself. If musicology is to cease in its complicity
in effacing the periphery and the corresponding ideological
empowerment of the centre, it must acknowledge the contribution of
the southern regions, both West and East, in shaping European culture.
To paraphrase Nietzsche: il faut méditerraniser la musicologie [...]
42 Die Musik des Mittelalters, ed. Hartmut Möller and Rudolf Stephan (= Neues
Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft 2; Laaber: Laaber-Verlag, 1991), 313;
Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Musiques, Vol. 4: Histoire des musiques européennes
(Paris: Actes Sud / Cité de la musique, 2006 [Italian edition: Enciclopedia
della musica, Vol. 4, Torino: Einaudi, 2004]).
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11Como integrar
Reviewing Music Sociology
in the Light of Its Recent Epistemological Challenges
Paula Gomes Ribeiro
Lisbon
rien n’est moins innocent que le laisser-faire
Bourdieu 2007 [1993], 1454
Sociology is not concerned with a ‘pre-given’ universe of objects, but with one
which is constituted or produced by the active
doings of subjects. Human beings transform nature socially,
and by ‘humanizing’ it they transform themselves. 
Giddens 1993 [1976], 168
Doing sociology and writing sociology are aimed at disclosing
the possibility of living differently, with less misery or no misery:
the possibility daily withheld, overlooked or unbelieved.
Not-seeing, not-seeking and thereby suppressing this possibility is itself part of
human misery and a major factor in its perpetuation.
Bauman 2000a, 89
1. Prologue/Manifesto
It is my conviction that the exercise of the sociology of music is a way
– through the identification and discussion of social order and structures,
the analysis of power mechanisms and social conditioning systems, the
questioning of the normalised and invisible rules of the mechanics of
social living – of increasing our level of freedom. The sociological study
of music does not only aim to improve our knowledge, questioning and
understanding, of music itself, of art or even culture, it has the goal of
discussing and understanding power relations, institutions, individuals,
society... I believe that the sociology of music is an act of social
engagement and commitment, in addition to being an academic activity.
In fact, like Pierre Bourdieu and Zygmund Bauman, I consider that the
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main role of social sciences is to remember the existence of social
mechanisms (cf. Bourdieu 2007 [1993]; Bauman 2000a), which usually
present themselves in their invisibility. Since the ordering and
segmentation of knowledge is a cultural and political production, it is
imperative to develop a conscious, reflexive and engaged practice of
science. I don’t believe in the efficacy of disconnecting elements that
are originally connected, just for the benefit of a supposed clarity of
exposing and understanding. It is important to accept that the very act
of valuing clarity or determining rhetorical modes of scientific
organising, are situated circumstances that have political, economic and
institutional reasons (cf. Haraway 1991). They are dependent on the
dynamics of symbolic capital in the academic sphere, as well as of political
and economic goals and forces from the institutions which define them.
In order to be engaged in a sociological activity, it is indispensable to
analyse scientific fashions, their justifications and political
appropriateness. Furthermore, we must take the risk of being
unfashionable. “There is no choice between an ‘engaged’ and ‘neutral’
way of doing sociology. A non-committal sociology is an impossibility”
(Bauman 2000, 89). I cannot imagine another way of practising the
sociology of music. Doing science is a way of humanising the world and
through that, of transforming human beings. It therefore requires a
conscious, serious and committed act. 
In this article I discuss the recent paradigm shift in the domain of
the sociology of music, mainly through the mapping and discussion
of its trends and by the examination of its state of the art, in dialogue
with recent epistemological changes in the domain of social sciences.
I argue that, thanks to recent studies, the use of the sociology of music
is, more than ever, a decisive way of discussing, understanding and
interfering in social and cultural circumstances. 
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2. A paradigm shift in the sociology of music
“A new kind of capitalism, a new kind of global order, a new kind
of politics and law, a new kind of society and personal life are in the
making which both separately and in context are clearly distinct from
earlier phases of social evolution. Consequently a paradigm shift in both
the social sciences and in politics is required.” (Beck 2000a, 81) 
The last three decades witnessed the emergence of a wide range of
conceptual and theoretical approaches in the sociology of music field,
contributing to expand its dynamics, relational status and intersections.
The greatest gain of these last years in the production of knowledge on
the sociology of music has mostly resided in an ensemble of scholars’
constant urging and their ability to criticise, discuss and update the
conceptual and theoretical layout of the discipline itself, engendering a
deep revision of its objects, methods and perspectives in the light of the
latest advances and inquiries in the social and human sciences. 
Despite the differences between the music sociology conceptions
presented along this paradigm shift, they have in common some main
concerns: firstly, the establishment of mechanisms of revision and of
self-reflexivity, involving a critical and continuous adjustment of the
main objects and methods of this field of study. Secondly, the need to
approach music as a social process, a multi-layered social network that
is studied as it is mobilised “in action” 1 (cf. DeNora 2000; DeNora 2011;
Martin 1995; Latour 1987), rather than as epitomised in closed works,
genres or styles, allegedly representing a codified reproduction of society;
and, thirdly, the emergence of post-constructivist concerns. These
processes have been well inscribed in societal and epistemological
transformations within the last decades and they emerge in dialogue
with the state of the art in human and social sciences as well as with the
changes in living conditions, as I will demonstrate throughout this article.
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The sociology of music has never been so determinant and
integrated as it is today, not only because it went through a critical
process of renewal and updating of its perspectives, research strategies,
and goals, but mainly because it is proving that its skills and devices are
not confined to the properties and exigencies of a subgenre-of-a-subfield
(of sociology of culture or sociology of the arts, and sociology) revealing
a flexible and interdisciplinary field of study with advanced tools,
adapted to our current social landscape. The increase of interest in music
social studies coincides with the rising urge to inquire and sociologically
explain recent and intensive social transformations. Sociological practice
has thus acquired an extraordinary importance in these last few years:
“an importance of which past generations of sociologists could only
dream” (Bauman 2002, 22). He underlines the present relevance of its
potential of explanation that promotes understanding which, according
to him, “comes into its own more than at any other time in its history”
(Bauman 2000a, 88).
The legacy of Michel Foucault and of Pierre Bourdieu in
particular, and of post-structuralism, deconstruction, constructivism
and post-constructivism, critical theory, postmodernism, gender
studies and cultural studies, provided a very important basis for the
revision of theoretical foundations and practices that have taken place
in the sociology domain. 
Since the beginning of the 21st century music sociology has also
gained more strength and visibility then probably ever before, due to
the engagement of several scholars in the study of musical practices and
behaviour as a socially complex processes, and in its critical
incorporation and dialogue with the dynamics and achievements of an
increasingly integrated cultural and artistic field of study. The discipline
has also kept up a continuous process of inquiry and “deconstruction”
of subsisting patterns and narratives associated with the old canons of
geniality and of aesthetic autonomy and transcendence, with all that
they involve – among other principles that shaped musical thinking for
a long time – examining its fabrication, legitimation and dissemination
processes, its ideologies and related power mechanisms. These working
directions enabled sociology to intensify the progressive filling of an “art
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world formerly only including a very few chefs-d’oeuvre and geniuses”
(Hennion 2003, 81). These procedures also involved the examination of
the mechanisms of scientific knowledge production, ordering and
control, in which Latourian theories have had decisive implications
(Latour 1987; 1999; 2005; Latour and Wolgar 1979). This movement –
that provided a series of tools, concepts, studies, descriptions, which are
fundamental to the way we conceive the study of music nowadays – is
deeply related with the epistemological transformations that shaped
social and human sciences in the last decades of the 20th century.
The sociologists William G. Roy, of the University of California,
and Timothy J. Dowd, of the Emory University, dedicate an article to
the advances in the sociology of music field, which they believe “has
become a vibrant field of study in recent decades” (2010, 183). Nick
Prior, lecturer of sociology of culture at the University of Edinburgh also
identifies the important developments in this domain, mentioning that:
“an emerging strand of new music sociology has attached to the complex
ways the social and the aesthetic are embedded in and activate one
another, implying a more open relationship to the material and sensuous
properties of the work and a scepticism towards accounts that gloss these
properties” (Prior 2011, 122).
He goes on to conclude that “music sociology provides an
interesting case because it constitutes one of the biggest growth areas in
cultural sociology” (Prior 2011, 126). Mário Vieira de Carvalho, in an
article devoted to the construction of the object of the sociology of
music, underlines the increasing centrality of music, mainly since the
1980s, regarding social scientific thinking, and the process it engages of
critical revision (Carvalho s.d., 15). Eduardo de la Fuente, in an article
which he names The “New” Sociology of Art refers to the work of DeNora
as being at the forefront of a “very exciting revitalization” of the
sociological study of music (2007, 416).
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3. Melting modernity
One of the aspects that sociologists such as Anthony Giddens,
Ulrich Beck or Zygmunt Bauman underline in the transition of
modernity to its state of radicalisation – a “second modernity” (cf. Beck
1992; 2000; 2003; Beck and Loon 2000) – corresponding, in a way, to
a shift from relatively stable or predictable social patterns, inherited from
an industrial and bourgeois paradigm, to a social set characterised by an
increasing mutability of societal dynamics and exposure to risk. We can
observe that the theorisation of this idea – a late modernity, as Jameson
called it (1991) – leads to the use of all sorts of terms that indicate
movement and transformation in the discussion of recent and current
societal conditions and processes. We can thus witness the insistence of
the use of terms such as process, action, mobility, uncertainty,
networking, intermediation, plurality, refashioning, remediation, as well
as various images of fluidity. “What is happening at present is, so to
speak, a redistribution and reallocation of modernity’s ‘melting powers’”
(Bauman 2000, 6). 
If society is rapidly changing, then, the terms in which it is discussed
must naturally be revised. Zygmunt Bauman recognises that the challenges
introduced by the “liquid phase of the modern era” (cf. Bauman 2000a;
2000b; 2006; 2011), are so astonishing, that “few if any of the instruments
in our toolbox are fit to tackle them” (Bauman 2002, 22). The same
question is considered by Ulrich Beck, who remarks: “I cannot understand
how anyone can make use of the frameworks of reference developed in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in order to understand the
transformations into the post-traditional cosmopolitan world we live in
today” (Beck 2000, 211).2 Analogue observations are made in the sociology
of music field – stating that it has not been possible to perpetuate, in a
complex, plural and fragmented society, the use of ideas and methods
associated with older and universalising readings (cf. Martin 1995; 2007). A
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revision of the object and methods of social sciences is required. In fact,
the use of models and concepts which have no correspondence with the
current ways we understand social networks and living, is probably one of
the main problems of some certain sciences projects and discourses: “By
using the old categories (like class, family, gender roles, industry, technology,
science, nation state and so on) they [conventional social sciences] take for
granted what they actually try to demonstrate: that we still live, act and die
in the normal world of nation-state modernity” (Beck 2000, 211). Beck
develops a “discontinuist” interpretation of modern social development
(Giddens 1990, 3), observing that “many of us have been caught up in a
universe of events we do not fully understand, and which seems in large part
outside of our control” (1990, 2-3).
These can be seen, in a way, as various ways of representing from a
multiplicity of connections that is, in my opinion, not far from the
Deleuzian idea of a rhizomatic structure. The concepts of network
(Castells; Beck; Bauman) and of mediation (Hennion 1993; 1997; 2003;
Born 2005), as well as some analoguous terms, lay at the centre of many
debates. Society is increasingly viewed as a network rather than a
structure (Bauman 1997). In this shifting process, inquiring into the
ways scientists produce order from disorder (Latour 1986; 1987) must
become an essential procedure. Bauman intensively discusses the idea
of a new social ordering, shaped upon previous structures.
Configurations, constellations, patterns of dependency and interaction were
all thrown into the melting pot, to be subsequently recast and refashioned; this
was the ‘breaking the mould’ phase in the history of the inherently
transgressive, boundary-breaking, all-eroding modernity. In such a world,
little is predetermined, even less irrevocable. (Bauman 2000, 62). 
In this quotation, the ideas of “unpredictability” and
“formlessness” 3 are associated with present living conditions, in a
“transgressive, boundary-breaking, all-eroding modernity” (Bauman
2000b, 62). 
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One of the key figures in the shaping of our understanding of
the social, communicational and political dynamics of the
information era is the sociologist Manuel Castells who, in his
systematic and ground-breaking research, introduces the concept of
network to replace the metaphor of the machine that he considered
to be out-dated (cf. Castells 2010a [1996]; 2010b [1997]; 2010c [1998];
2001). This is also the case with the concept of mediation, well
discussed by Hennion, or the idea of “music in action” (DeNora 2000;
2011), where the concepts of network and of flows (and space of flows),
are central tools for the examination and discussion of recent or present
cultural or musical practices. The space of flows corresponds, according
to the author (cf. Castells 2010a [1996]), to a new spatial form
characteristic of social practices that dominate and shape the network
society (flows of capital, information, technology, organisational
interaction, images, sounds, symbols). “By flows I understand purposeful,
repetitive, programmable sequences of exchange and interaction between
physically disjointed positions held by social actors in the economic,
political, and symbolic structures of society.” (Castells 2010a [1996], 442).
This concept has become essential for updating the discussion of the
various levels of production, participation, circulation and consumption
of culture, and of the ways this is infused with meanings and its use is being
expanded in media and convergence culture studies. As regards research in
the field of sound practices, in everyday life – involving the study of the
sharing and participation of plans regarding music production, new
listening paradigms, and the creation of “a personalized soundworld” (Bull
2000, 10), among many other subjects – I can refer, as an example, to the
work of Michael Bull (2000; 2007; 2013).
In the next section, I will discuss how these recent concerns and
the theoretical trends regarding social living conditions are in direct
dialo gue with the new trends in the sociology of music. 
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4. The sociology of music is not only about music…
From a constructivist to a post-constructivist paradigm
There have been two main phases in the aforementioned sociology of
music paradigm shift, which are neither strictly separable from one another,
nor do the single currents exist at the same time: the first expresses itself
through a mainly critical, post-structuralist, systemic or constructivist
frame, and has been present from approximately the middle of the 1970s
until the end of the century (when it underwent some changes); the second
defines itself mainly through its move towards a post-constructivist
approach, and has been visible mainly since the end of the 1990s. These
trends are intertwined, involving a great variety of studies – from which I
will only identify a selected set – and define the movement from a
production of culture perspective to a music production of social life
perspective. Between the former and the new paradigm, we can say that
the focus changes from “how music is produced” to “how does music
produce” or “how does it construct people” (cf. Frith 1988; DeNora 2000;
Hennion 1999).
The first phase of this paradigm shift involves the emergence of
several studies and viewpoints that contribute to introducing and
expanding alternative research paths to the dominant idea that cultural
and social structure mirror each other (cf. Peterson and Anand 2004;
Martin 1995; DeNora, 2000; Frith 1983 [1981]; Bennett et al. 1993;
Carvalho 2000b; Kaden 2000; Hennion 1999; 2003). Within this
discussion, the sociologist Peter Martin writes, in Sounds and Society: “If
music ‘reflects’ societal patterns, does this mean that composers and
performers are little more than puppets whose strings are being pulled
by ‘the culture’?” (Martin 1995, 80). Tia DeNora, Professor of the
sociology of music at the University of Exeter, argues that the former
perspective – which she calls the “music-is-parallel-to-society approach”
(2000, 3) – was specially suitable to dealing with static analytic frames,
but less so to addressing aspects that relied on processes or changes or,
as she observes: “the subtler matter of music stylistic change” (2000, 4).
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Christian Kaden (2000, 274) put it this way: “music was no longer said
to be only an image or an imitation of social reality, but a social reality
in itself, a form of human life”.4
The consolidation of the production of culture perspective, which
gained consistency in the late 1970s with the important contributions
of the sociologist Richard A. Peterson,5 had a decisive impact on
research within the sociology of music research. He deepened the idea
that the symbolic elements of culture – created by groups of producers
– “are shaped by the systems within which they are created, distributed,
evaluated, taught, and preserved” (Peterson and Anand 2004, 311).
Together with John Ryan, he produced the first academic study on
country music, in considering the different stages of the production of
country music songs (Ryan and Peterson 1982).
Howard Becker’s Art Worlds (1982) and Pierre Bourdieu’s La
distinction (1979), or Les règles de l’art (1992), among other works by
these authors, are some of the most decisive and influential marks
in the establishment of the idea that culture must be considered as
the result of a set of actions and mediations developed by people
working together, within specific realms of production. Ultimately,
Becker argues, within a symbolic interactionist perspective, that “art
works can be conceived as the product of the cooperative activity of
many people” (Becker 1974, 767). The production field understood as
a “social microcosm” is, for Bourdieu, “a space of objective relations
between positions […], and one can understand what happens there
only if one situates each agent or each institution in its relations with
all the others.” (1993, 179). Di Maggio and Stenberg, having been
4 This article is included in the proceedings of the decisive 16th International
Congress of the International Musicological Society in 1997 and includes several
perspectives on the importance of the shift which was occurring in musicology.
5 Professor of Sociology at Vanderbilt University, Peterson (1932-2010) left a very
important and prolific work in the field of the sociology of music, especially in
the field of popular music studies, as well in the area of the construction of musical
taste (cf. for instance Peterson 1976; Peterson 2005; Peterson and Anand 2004;
Peterson and Kern 1996; Peterson and Simkus 1992 etc.).
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influenced by both authors, and admitting that “works of art are
socially constituted and controlled” (1985, 107), draw attention to the
processes of disciplining and control by cultural institutions: “formal
organizations – art museums, galleries, record companies, publishing
houses, symphony orchestras, and theatres – have become the key
‘gatekeepers’ determining the structure of artistic opportunity and
regulating the flow of new works to the public.” (1985, 108). The
examination of collective action, conceived as the collaboration and
negotiation between a diversity of agents and institutions involved in
the mediations of art, has become decisive to the models of study of
musical social dynamics. 
Concerning the increasing importance of the study of the systems
of production, it is essential to mention Jacques Attali’s ground-breaking
approach to the political economy of music – Bruits (1977). The
examination of agency and structure plans, in the context of the social
construction of Beethoven’s genius, by DeNora (1995), was a decisive
step forward, as was the aforementioned Sounds and Society by Peter
Martin (1995), Simon Frith’s sociological studies on rock and pop (1978;
1983 [1981]; 1988 among others) or Peter Wicke’s essays on culture,
aesthetics and sociology of rock music (1990 [1987]). Several other
studies underline the importance of music in the processes of identity
production and social structuration (Willis, 1978; Thornton 1995; Weber
1994; Born 1995 etc.). Oriented by holistic approaches, Vieira de
Carvalho (cf. 1991; 1993; 2000a; 2000b) and Christian Kaden (cf. 1984,
2000), contributed decisively to this process, theorising music as a social
communicative praxis: Carvalho writes: “If the character of music as a
system is accepted, the sociality of music, that is, the network of
interactions of what it consists of and its location in the web of social life
– becomes evident” (Carvalho 2000b, 349).6 These scholars focus on the
emergence of, and changes in, musical socio-communicative systems,
in their relations with other emergent and changing socio-
communicative systems (Carvalho 1993; 2001), in the discussion of the
political, social, institutional aspects of musical experience.
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During this period, approaches to music as a complex and
interactive ensemble of social processes were reinforced. New research
tools and methods were developed in tune with scientific advances in
social and human sciences, and in knowledge understanding. This
process of returning society to music, was developed with the
acknowledgement of the intense transformations occurring in the social
order, socioeconomic policies, and world conceptions. The
postmodern/late modern debate became essential in this changing
moment in music sociology research models, and some lines of its
questioning, such as the breakdown of the boundaries between high and
low cultural forms, became essential to the sociology of music concerns
of the period. Sociological approaches to music proliferated regarding
“contemporary and historical culture” embracing “all types of music” as
the cultural historian of music Katharine Ellis puts it (2009, 43). The old
narratives of deification of some artists and their works were analysed as
social constructs and as mechanisms of negotiation and as forms of
legitimation of worldviews, integrated in wider processes of the
definition of symbolic structures and power relations involving complex
networks of differentiation and hierarchisation of styles, genres,
practices, behaviours, tastes and discourses. 
5. Examining science and culture in the making
The second phase of this paradigm shift was developed partly
out of a critique of aspects of social constructivism, and the
production of culture perspective. Essays from this emerging trend
argue that, ultimately, these studies fail to integrate crucial aspects
concerning, on the one hand, the aesthetic experience, and on the
other, the unpredictability of the process. As DeNora pus it: “the realm of
the aesthetic was implicitly treated as an object of explanation but not
as an active and dynamic material in social life” (2000, 5). Latour (1999),
Pickering (1989) or Hacking (1999) criticise what they understand as
social reductionism, proclaiming the need for a new realist perspective
(Latour 1999) and therefore envisaging a movement beyond social
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construction. The sociologist Peter Wehling considers the post-
constructivist approach to be essential “in order to denote a new and
distinct research perspective that has emerged in science and technology
studies over the last two decades” (Wehling 2006, 82), questioning both
“traditional representationalist realism” and “‘classical’ social
constructivism established by the ‘sociology of scientific knowledge’”
(Wehling 2006, 80).
In my view, post-constructivism is not a renunciation of
constructivism but its revision in the sense of the integration of empirical
instruments into its methodological approaches, with the purpose of
establishing a detailed examination of the several aspects and stages
of construction practices, their transformations, accepting their
unpredictable features and results. Therefore, what unites these
scholars is, in part, their intention to examine science in the making.
What can be observed in this change of perspectives in music
sociology is the acknowledgement, appropriation and updating of
conceptual and theoretical devices inherited from micro-level
analysis, symbolic interactionism and ethnomethodology, especially
from Simmel, Goffman and Norbert Elias (cf. Manning 1992;
Goffman 1956; Goffman 1971; Elias 2000 [1939]; Elias 1993; Frisby
2000 [1992] etc.). The focus on how groups and individuals live music
every day, and how or why they inscribe meanings in themselves that
they find/establish in music, has become increasingly central in the
redefinition of the new sociology of music research parameters. Focusing
on agency, and recognising music’s discursive and material powers
(2000, 39), DeNora underlines the importance of music properties in
the composition of everyday life. The author examines an ensemble of
situations of music in action (2000, XI), evoking circumstances of external
and self-regulation. A reinvestment in emotional dimensions in the
examination of the symbolic exchanges and mediations which form
music actions, and the study of the modes in which individuals interact
with aesthetic pleasure, can be seen mostly in works of the last
fifteen/twenty years (Frith 1996; DeNora 2000; DeNora 2003; Tota
1999; O’Hara and Brown (2006); Hennion 2004; Hennion 1993;
Bennett 2000, among others).
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Robert Merton (1968 [1949]), Anthony Giddens (1984) and Pierre
Bourdieu (1977; 1979), contributed decisively to more adaptable
compromises between micro and macro-levels approaches with,
respectively, the theories of the middle range, structuration theory and
the notion of habitus. Bourdieu’s conceptual and theoretical frame for
culture studies and Giddens’ flexible conception of agency and structure,
in a process that examines human beings’ ongoing actions as they occur
through the flow of time (cf. Johnson 2008, 460; Giddens 1993 [1976];
Giddens 1984), have supplied strategic tools to culture and music sociology
in the last decades.
Among the contemporary orientations in the sociology of music,
there is a predominant focus on music as an active everyday life device
for social ordering and self-management – accentuating the affective
and aesthetic dimensions of this activity –, involved in a multi-layered
production of social meanings and emerging as a network of mediations.
Antoine Hennion underlines that art work must be seen as a
transformation, a productive process:
Understanding the work of art as a mediation, in keeping with the lesson of
critical sociology, means reviewing the work in all the details of the gestures,
bodies, habits, materials, spaces, languages, and institutions that it inhabits.
Without accumulated mediations – styles, grammar, systems of taste,
programs, concert halls, schools, entrepreneurs, and so on – no beautiful work
of art appears. (Hennion 2003, 82). 
In my opinion, these approaches can be characterised by a general
attitude that not only incorporates post-constructivist principles, but
also conceptual instruments and viewpoints by which contemporary
social routines and transformations are considered, specially in the
theoretical frame shared by Bauman, Giddens, Castells, or Beck and
that I called melting modernity. In this frame, there are constant
negotiations between macro-, meso- and micro-levels of approach. The
focus is on movement, on the processes and politics of social
transformation, on the everyday processes of practicing life, on the
instability of cultural forms, on power mechanisms, on the infinite
negotiation of identity understood as a fluid instance, on the
decenterings and recenterings of the subject, on the density of networks,
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on representations and simulacra, on the network of symbolic flows, on
virtualisation processes, on genderisation phenomena, on changing
lifestyles and behaviour, on the movement of reiteration, appropriation
and remediation of materials and ideas, among others. Antoine Hennion
remarks:
Mainstream productions and copies, conventions and material constraints,
professions and academies, performance venues and markets, and codes and
rites of social consumption have been pushed to the front of the scene. These
mediations range from systems or devices of the most physical and local
nature, to institutional arrangements and collective frames of appreciation
such as the discourse of critics, right up to the very existence of an
independent domain called art. (2003, 81).
I therefore conclude that the intense dialogue between the new
trends in the sociology of music and emergent sociological theories, in
the light of the modes of understanding and questioning knowledge,
have revealed new and integrated multi-layered approaches.
6. Epilogue.
Toward an integrated and committed music sociology
Music is part of a complex multi-layered network of flows of
meaning that contribute every day to the maintenance, reproduction,
production, or transformation of living patterns, conditions and styles.
It is a social technology, and while it produces society, it contributes to
its functioning, normalisation or renovation, being involved in the
process of the legitimisation of ideas and categories of perception.
Being a decisive part of everyday life, mediating expectations and the
aim of belonging, music is a privileged instrument of social identity
construction and management, and a way of establishing subjectivities.
To observe and understand musical practices, it is not useful to divide
its multiple actions, agents, mediations, discourses, emotions, texts,
negotiations, because they are all part of this musical social acting. As
it is a form of social existence, music must be discussed and observed in
its full social complexity and unpredictableness – that is, in movement.
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The understanding of the multi-layered processes of music’s social
presence became a central concern, reinforcing the importance of the
individual action network in the mechanics of social structure.
“Mediations, says Hennion, are neither mere carriers of the work, nor
substitutes that dissolve its reality; they are the art itself, as is particularly
obvious in the case of music [...]” (Hennion 2003, 84). 
Perhaps the underlying current question is: how musical (human)
practices, discourses and mediations develop themselves in everyday
life, and shape society and subjectivities. Sound is a constant presence
in our lives, but nevertheless, its role, functions and manifestations
has only recently been valued. 
In the beginning of this article I said that, like Bauman and
Bourdieu, I considered that the main role of social sciences is to recall
the existence of social mechanisms. A system of conduct, norms and
conventions manage our experience of music, and the way in which
we relate to the production of musicological knowledge. If we do
not address this question directly, in a critical way, we cannot aspire
to inquiring into the ways in which the process of social knowledge
management occurs. Neither can we deal with the way perceptions and
expectations are regulated as, being accepted and naturalised,
mechanisms, canons and conventions assume an apparent neutrality.
Inquiry into the mechanisms of the ordering and control of knowledge
is indispensable to the practice of a discipline which takes as its aim the
observation and questioning of the construction and maintenance of
social structuring devices, and the regularisation of meanings, behaviour
and practices. Canons, like other social and symbolic mechanisms,
organise the musical significance market, through processes of
domination and power (cf. Bergeron and Bohlman 1992; Citron 1993;
Weber 1994 etc.). They are, than, disciplinary entities that contribute
to the norms regulating society and to the prevention of changes in the
social order. Besides the identification of the aforementioned social
mechanisms, in order to make effective our inquiring processes, we must
examine ourselves analysing the mechanisms, the codes of behaviour,
and the way we act with regard to this observation and analysis.
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Music, like society, involves networks of social processes. Music is
social not because it is affected or fashioned by society and its social
variables, but because it is in itself society, performance and
communication. The new sociology of music is not only well located in
the current inquiries and advances of the social sciences, but it also
possesses the conditions to propose new points of view and platforms for
social interpretation. Doing sociology of music is a way of questioning
and understanding society, groups, individuals, networks, humanity and
culture. It is also a way of identifying and inquiring into power
mechanisms involved in social differentiation, stratification and ordering.
Through the cultural and sociological study of music we can deepen the
understanding of our world, we can recognise its disciplinary norms and
increase our levels of choice and freedom.
“A non-committal sociology is an impossibility”
(Bauman 2000a, 89).
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Anniversary Celebrations in the World of Music
as an Initial Moment of Self-Construction
Tatjana Böhme-Mehner and Klaus Mehner 
Leipzig
Whether it be Bach and Wagner, Verdi and Schütz, Boulez
and Schaef fer, the Bayreuther Festspiele and the Ina-grm, or the Ring
and Swan Lake, institutions’ anniversary celebrations as well as
celebrations of and for musicians of any kind – composers as well
as performers – represent a large part of today’s musical culture.
This is not only because modern, event-oriented forms of
presentation attract broad attention and even wider audiences than
most other forms of musical presentation.
We of course have to discern between the kinds of anniversaries
being celebrated. Is it to celebrate something long established, which
would be well-attended even without the celebration, and so the
celebration becomes nothing more than a way to raise the event’s profile
that much higher? On the other hand, there are the sorts of anniversaries
that exist only within the human consciousness and which are more or
less intended to bring those celebrating back to a past state of
consciousness in a more general manner.
In the following, we will discuss the social function of anniversary
celebrations within today’s music culture in general, as well as how such
celebrations are viewed and understood in the field of musical research.
We will therefore pursue two lines of questioning: on the one hand, we
will ask, what are the social reasons that motivate such celebrations? On
the other hand, we will attempt to demonstrate the effects at the
interface of social and aesthetic issues. First and foremost, however, it is
the character of anniversary celebration itself that interests the following
study, and in particular its development and impact on musical culture.
Como integrar 11
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In order to deal with the character of select anniversary celebrations,
we will have to speak as well about the development of this kind of
celebration over the years, as we are convinced that this kind of social
action or event carries with it two very important and significant aspects
– the image or representation of tradition or heritage and the appearance
of that kind of anniversary celebration in its particular time. This is
owing to the coincidence that we can both discover a special access and
relation that societies have to music as well as discover knowledge about
the role that society attributes to certain musicians. Finally, it will be
possible to discover how musical culture in the inner sense uses this in
reverse to establish certain phenomena.
Thus, in 2013, we can say that anniversary celebrations themselves
have their own history and manifest a kind of independent tradition
that develops the character of heritage. This tradition, as well as its social
standing, is our topic.
1. Anniversary Celebrations and the Concept of Heritage
The solemn celebration of musicians’ birthdays within the art
world can be understood as a constitutive quality of the bourgeois
society. Of course, these celebrations mark only a small proportion of
the diverse assemblage of different kinds of festive days and festivals
that are celebrated with some regularity. Examples from the field of
music are festivals such as the Bayreuther Festspiele, the Händelfestspiele
in Halle and the Bachfest in Leipzig.
By comparison, anniversary celebrations represent an exceptional
case, in so far as they refer in a special and impressive way to personalities
and therefore look to outline their relevance to and for the present.
We can thus presume that this relevance or importance is not only
a result of a certain artistic quality – which has been proved for a long
time, already – but that it depends in a crucial manner on notions that
come along with the conception of how best to deal with the art of the
past. What is understood as next to present? In what way is a piece of
art or a body of work chosen as an artistic ideal or paradigm?
66 Methodological Discourse, or: Musicology Reconsidered
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Reflecting on this question, one quickly discovers that decisions are
largely dependent on social and political positions. This means the
political-historical circumstances not only influence such decisions, but
also influence the decision-makers.
In order to substantiate this, we will analyse the situation of musical
culture in Germany after the foundation of the two German states, and
especially the musical culture of the German Democratic Republic
(GDR).
There can be no doubt that in the Federal Republic of Germany
there was no special need to justify the continuation of the bourgeois
attitude toward music. The case in the new East German state, however,
must have been completely different, as the GDR sought to define itself
by referring to the traditions of the labour movement as part of its core
socialist ideology. This leaves us faced with the question of where to find
the GDR’s artistic roots?
As from a today's perspective can be found out, in matters of music
it was not — or not primarily — the traditions of an existing music
culture of the working class, nor did the GDR refer too much to the
development of New Music in the early years of the USSR, but
consciously to the big achievements of bourgeois music.
Thus it was the aim of social activity not only to manage this
heritage but also to accept this inheritance, what it meant to maintain
it and to reprocess it according to their needs.
Toward these ends, it was first necessary to develop a particular
theory concerning heritage, which would need to make clear why certain
phenomena ought to be centralised and others not as much. Were we to
look more closely, we would see that the premises and consequences of
this theory have changed a lot over the years. The changes that made
music part of the cultural heritage of the 20th century are especially
significant. The reasons for those changes can be found in the concept
of the self, which is predetermined by the social and political situation.
For instance, just after the foundation of the GDR, the approach
to musical heritage maintained a kind of unifying tendency, as can be
seen in the celebration of the Bach-Jubilee in 1950, as compared to
what happened one year before at the celebration in honour of
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Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. As a result of the rising assertiveness and
broad discrimination against the other German state, the question of
heritage was posed in a much more intense way. The subject was the
legitimation of cultural heritage, an effort to determine who was the true
heir of this tradition. Within the discussion of prominent bourgeois
achievements it was nearly from the beginning one name that garnered
the majority of attention – Ludwig van Beethoven. For most leading
party officials Beethoven was the measure of all things; his instrumental
music and especially his symphonies enjoyed a good reputation as the
revolutionary art works of a bourgeois revolutionary artist. Almost
inevitably, that status led to the decision to use the 200th anniversary of
the composer’s birth in 1970 to clearly articulate the GDR’s entitlement
to this piece of shared German heritage.
The preparation of a musical festive day – including the associated
research conference – was planned with military precision, as Matthias
Tischer showed by analysing party and government documents.1 Crucial
points – aside from statements concerning Beethoven and the time in
which he lived and worked – include first of all phrases describing the
use of heritage in a more general way. These state that only in the GDR
was this realised in the historically accurate manner. Of special interest
here is the way in which the manuscript written by Beethoven scholar
Harry Goldschmidt progressed to published paper and then found its
way into the speech of the Prime Minister, Willy Stoph, as the main
ceremonial act of the party and government.
The following two examples show how the political statements
were reinforced as part of this process, and therefore how the state’s
activities around Beethoven were justified: “In 1970 it is right to ask,
which of the two German states has the historical and ethical
legitimation to call the genius Beethoven his own? It can already today
be seen, that the imperialistic state of Bonn aims to occupy Beethoven’s
birth town to gild its historically overtaken existence by the aura of
68 Methodological Discourse, or: Musicology Reconsidered
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Beethoven.”2 However, “nowhere else within German countries other
than the GDR, the German state building the highest developed
system of socialism, can be found the social conditions to embrace the
forward-looking personality of Beethoven. Just in this part of his
homeland the state is able to identify wholeheartedly with Beethoven.
It is here where his art is understood correctly, because it excludes any
unaccommodating aestheticism.”3
Excursus I:
The 1985 GDR Tribute to Bach, Handel and Schütz
Long before 1985, the great year of jubilee, it became apparent that
the pending celebrations of the composers Heinrich Schütz, Georg
Friedrich Handel and Johann Sebastian Bach would concern the GDR
in some manner. After all, all three left distinct marks within the musical
culture of the central German region – Schütz mainly in Dresden,
Handel in Halle and Bach in Thuringia, Saxony-Anhalt and, of course,
Saxony. For those reasons a joke popular at the time was that, because of
their places of birth – which were all in GDR territory – they were all real
GDR-citizens.
Apart from such outwardness, however, the idea of celebrating those
anniversaries was thoroughly justifiable. Other than in cases such as that
of Beethoven it was possible to come back to existing and established
structures, such as the Händelfestspiele or the International Bachfest.
There also existed research institutes or museums at the places of
birth or the musicians’ houses that – at least in the cases of Bach and
Handel – had an international reputation.
Other than in the case of Beethoven, in 1970 the political discussion
surrounding the question of heritage was not obvious. None of the three
celebrations included any official ceremonial act. Party and state leaders
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took the opportunity to publish in the socialist party’s official newspaper
a basic statement concerning the cultural heritage of Germany of the 17th
and 18th centuries. A huge group of functionaries in the cultural sector and
musicologists developed, during a nearly two-years-long work process,
the ideological presumptions of this statement. It is easy to read between
the lines that the relationship to pre-classical heritage was much more
difficult for political officials than was their relationship to the classical
heritage. Thus it was, for instance, no longer possible to avoid discussion
of the fact that Johann Sebastian Bach had not only written profane
music, but that his profane works could not be heard without seeing it
in relation to his sacred music. Past attempts to bestow upon Bach the
image of some kind of a proponent of the Enlightenment were also no
longer tenable.
More than ever before, the problem of traditions within different
music cultures – and this not only within central Europe, but across the
world – came into focus.
As a result of the big anniversary celebrations, the International
Music Council remitted the Sixth International World Music Week to
the GDR. Especially in Berlin, Leipzig and Dresden, several musical
events attracted to the country artists from all over the world. A large
international congress brought artists and researchers together in Berlin
to discuss, from 2nd to 4th October, 1985, the subject of tradition in music
culture, today and tomorrow.
Within this context, the huge pre-classical heritage of central
Germany was assigned a special role.
2. Celebrating Oneself:
The 2013 Celebrations of Verdi and Wagner 
In turn, 2013 is slated to be a very special year of celebration, as it
will see the commemoration of the 200th anniversary of two of the most
celebrated composers of the 19th century – Giuseppe Verdi and Richard
Wagner. What is intriguing at present is that, although the two men
were contemporaries, they were in a way opposed.
70 Methodological Discourse, or: Musicology Reconsidered
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That the second half of the 19th century made these extremes
possible is representative for a bourgeois musical culture that was – aside
from all the pre-existing resentments – open enough to accept both
phenomena and to love them in an idolatrous manner. This has not
changed even today, as the international projects and the number of
performances of the works of both composers demonstrate. As in the
case of the examples mentioned above, it is also in this case clear that
the festivals and celebrations do not exist in order to make the works of
these composers more popular. Rarely do these celebrations promise the
discovery of truly unknown works. Of course, especially this year, even
small opera houses will not let the opportunity pass to play their works,
which of course will challenge them quite a lot while the bigger houses
will reinforce their existing glamour. Parallel scientific activities
underscore the importance of this artistic heritage to the present while
perhaps bringing some new perspectives to the discussion.
In general, celebrations such as those of Verdi and Wagner, and the
manner in which they proceed, can be seen as proof that the real subject
of these celebrations is the celebrating society, that society is always
celebrating itself and its partaking of a vast music tradition. We – people
living today – manifest that we belong to this tradition, which is an
established motivation within bourgeois society, while the effective
affiliation can be restrictive.
Here the differences between the two celebrated musicians and the
way they are integrated into their particular cultures and into
international music culture have played a huge role. Musical theatre in
a way constitutes the centre of both men’s oeuvres while, in the case of
Giuseppe Verdi, there is an intense relationship to Italian and French
opera and, in the case of Richard Wagner, after comparable beginnings
we discover a composer making his way to his music drama.
Both composers in their time encountered very different social and
political preconditions for their artistic work. Whereas we are used today
to speaking of Verdi as an Italian, we tend to neglect the fact that, in his
time, there was no Italy – at least as is understood by today’s
governmental structure. As part of the intense fight to see such an Italy,
Verdi as an artist became an important figurehead, in large part because
his early work, in particular, could without reservation be regarded as
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politically motivated. As an example, we will mention his opera Nabucco
and its reception at the time. Later on, Verdi took the position of a
demotic composer who, in his choice of subject matter and musical
creation, ripped into the heart of Italians. Also, the growing international
recognition of his operatic works has a share in what will go on during
the celebration set to occur in 2013. Of course here they will play first
of all the works from the middle period of his career, such as Rigoletto,
La Traviata, or Aida.
Wagner, on the other hand, can be seen to be a typically German
phenomenon. Although the political preconditions were entirely
comparable – Germany, like Italy, did not exist in a strictly modern
political sense – and Wagner’s revolutionary engagement, namely in
Dresden, was acute and remarkable, he searched out his subject
matters, especially in early history and mythology. According to a
modern understanding, Wagner can be accessed through works such
as Tannhäuser, Lohengrin, and Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, but his
unique position is based on compositions such as Tristan und Isolde,
Der Ring des Nibelungen, and lastly, Parsifal. The adoration of Wagner
– especially in Germany – is nearly cultic in nature; numerous
Wagner appreciation associations strive make use of the idol. Finally,
the master, with his idea of Bayreuth, paved the way himself. In
international matters, also, this is seen as part of a larger musical heritage. 
3. Celebration as Justification: The Case of New Music
More than any rediscovery or the start of any musical renaissance,
it is the intention to integrate so-called New Music – or by any means
younger and not that popular or well-known music – into what the
musical world understands as tradition by attributing to it a tradition
that has in recent years used the celebrating of anniversaries to justify or
promote itself. The more what is understood as New Music develops
a history or a tradition of its own the more it can make use of such a
principle. Nevertheless, we are convinced that this follows other aims
and mechanisms to finally achieve them.
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When we discuss, in the following paragraphs, this unique attribute
of musicians’ anniversary celebrations, we first must mention the other
role of tradition in the field of new or contemporary music. We have to
take into account the premise that, in the 20th century, two things have
changed and came to interpenetrate in a way that can be understood as
unique and symptomatic of the relationship of New Music’s
historiography, aesthetics and its social sphere. The first is the
observation, first mentioned by Jacques Amblard,4 that at the turn of
the century, when everything became possible in matters of material and
techniques, when canons became loose, it became all the more
important that the artistic or aesthetic character of what was sold as art
be justified by aesthetic communication, by the production of aesthetics
itself. And because more and more becomes possible in matters of sound
and sound creation, there appears to be a gap between scientific theory
and artistic production. Nikša Gligo sees,5 in the dispersion of a formerly
strong aesthetic theory, a reason for the development of something that
can be called a composer’s theories, and therefore asserts that personal
theories justify each person’s approach to aesthetics. To continue this
argument we must add that most of these theories refer, in one way or
another, to the past, to history and therefore to a tradition that is already
established as an aesthetic one.
This can be seen in relation to the second premise, which
accompanies the above-mentioned principle of heritage: the dominance
of the established compared to the new. The loss of importance by the
new therefore provokes important processes in matters of establishing a
new fundament concerning profound traditions.
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4 Jacques Amblard, “L’oeuvre esthétique ou l’esthétique musicale comme art,
concurrent de son objet d’étude,” in Art et mutations. Les nouvelles relations
esthétiques, ed. Marc Jimenez (Paris: Klincksieck, 2004): 11-19.
5 Nikša Gligo, “‘Structure, un des mots de notre époque’. Die Komponistentheorie
als notwendiger Beitrag zum Verständnis der Neuen Musik,” in Verbalisierung
und Sinngehalt: Über semantische Tendenzen im Denken in und über Musik heute,
ed. Otto Kolleritsch (Wien, Graz: Universal Edition, 1989): 82-103.
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Thus it is in every case a new sense of importance that was attached
to the past at the beginning of the 21st century, which also may profit
from anniversaries and other celebrations of a lasting past. Within the
last two decades, this approach to dealing with the past has naturally
developed a new relevance in the social field of music.
Observing the recent celebrations of the 75th and 100th anniversaries
of musicians, we can discover different forms of celebration, different
grades and, of course, different purposes. There are, on the one hand,
extreme traditional performances and, on the other, performances with
the character of a festival that unify different ways of approaching the
music. In every case the celebration justifies itself and, by that fact,
justified the playing of just this specific music.
When in 2013, as part of the celebration of Benjamin Britten’s 100th
birthday, the World Wide Web makes it possible to unify the celebrations
occurring across the world and attributes to them the character of one big
festival, more traditional forms of presentation will simultaneously use
both forms to establish tradition.
In the case of Cage, during the last year, it was nearly the same, albeit
for different reasons, nearly the other way round – here forms of
presentation being even today in this or that way strange were somehow
justified by celebration. Nearly everything was made possible within the
framework of those celebrations.
Between these two extremes we can find a dialectic that can be seen
as a kind of guiding difference, anchoring art works of this or that kind
within a form of aesthetic communication and thus within the art
system. These two poles are that of a dominating belief in progress
within the art system and the mentioned anchorage within a traditional
line. Thus by celebrating the birthdays, people can attribute to the
missing-at-the-time side the not that obvious progress – as in the case of
Britten, who always maintained an exceptional position because of his
relation to traditional forms and styles, or, in the case of Cage, the
character of art to presentations, materials and composition techniques
far from established norms.
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The following discussion of the special case of the celebration of
Pierre Schaeffer’s 100th birthday, in 2010, is both a kind of exceptional
case as well as a prototypical one, especially because Schaeffer can never
be seen just as one person but rather ought to be seen as the composer,
the author, the researcher, the technician and the radio man he was. The
celebration thus develops certain forms to unify all those facets, so that
celebrants can acknowledge an image of Schaeffer that is compatible
with the actual images of the artist.
Excursus II:
The Celebration of Pierre Schaeffer’s 100th Anniversary
Of course this celebration was more separate – in matters of space
as well as in matters of time – than the larger festivals celebrating the
greatest heroes of western culture, such as Wagner or Verdi, but also as
compared to those of the above-mentioned Britten or Cage. This was the
case for several reasons, of course, but in nearly all of them, the central
characteristics of the phenomenon were represented.
Pierre Schaeffer was, first of all, celebrated as the inventor of
musique concrète, meaning he occupied a space as both a composer and
as the father of a certain aesthetic, which even in this moment has
retained an image as having been or being innovative. Nevertheless, we
know that Schaeffer understood his work first of all as that of a
researcher and functionary, of which his music creation was a part. It is
the diversity of Schaeffer’s fields of activity that made the anniversary
celebrations so diverse: new editions of his writings, as well as of his
music, some celebratory conferences – most of them either hosted by
institutions or organised by people who were somehow personally
connected with and to the celebrated. In this case, performances were
always related to technical requirements – to sound systems or to a
certain hall – more so than was the case for most other celebrations of
20th-century composers.
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In general, in the field of electro-acoustics, works and
productions retain the spirit of their time as they are. Thus, the
celebrated things somehow represent a kind of paradox because they
try to integrate or justify the not-yet-contemporary in terms of
aesthetics and the no-longer-contemporary in terms of technology.
The celebration thus functions as a kind of mediator between the
uncommon or unusual and the remarkable old-fashionedness of tools
by celebrating a historic pioneering spirit and thus making it part of
an established tradition. In the field of electro-acoustic music it is
often like that: anniversary celebrations are instituted to unify several
layers and spheres of the inopportune.
4. Conclusions:
Celebrating, Inheriting and Living
The presented examples were selected to show that searching for
relationships to and connections with the musical past is not only an
artistic or aesthetic problem. Musical heritage always exists; it gets
larger from period to period. Although the matter of how each present
is related to this heritage can be seen as crucial, because it cannot
simply be denied as a heritage in real life, its justification will always
be subject to public discussion. Just in this context, the aesthetic question
of heritage appears as deeply social, even at times politically determined.
This becomes especially obvious in the celebration of musicians’
anniversaries. Of course they are simply given, but the concrete handling
of them has a lot to do with those who are celebrating them.
In the ideas and conceptions of those ceremonial procedures is
much more manifest than the concrete appreciation of selected
personalities, but at least a self-portrait of this society and with that the
integrated image of musical culture.
There cannot be any doubt that the artistic heritage often dominates
musical practice. At least with the initiation of so-called “historic
concerts” – such as those realised by Mendelssohn in Leipzig – the
amount of older works that continue to be performed and appreciated
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has been greatly increased. Other than at concerts and in the opera
market, in general, this situation is essentially not reflected and is taken
as a kind of understatement among the participants. In the case of artists’
anniversary celebrations we can discern a more or less obvious
positioning against this heritage. This can be seen especially clearly by
observing the 1970 Beethoven Jubilee and especially in its public
discussion. The appreciation of the vast artistic achievements of the
composer often gives the impression of being a welcome opportunity for
an explanation of the self-image of the socialist GDR at the time. The
naturalness of the reclamation of the young state, as it sought to
establish itself as the true heir of Beethoven’s artistic heritage, proved at
once the inner sovereignty of this state and was also an explicit challenge
to the other, competing, German state. The arguments presented here
are, of course, less artistic than political; the celebrated personality and
its work often function only as a kind of framework for this other –
political – side.
Jubilees meant to celebrate 20th-century composers can be seen as
markers for another social-aesthetic problem, which somehow comes
along with some measure of uncertainty concerning questions of the
integration of these phenomena into the contemporary music market.
Here the described process seems to counter-rotate in a way: the fact that
those anniversaries are celebrated in a manner comparable to the
established anniversaries serves as a kind of proof that the not-that-
established celebrations are also part of the manifest tradition thus
reinforced.
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A Lesson – To Learn From? 1
Gerd Rienäcker
Berlin
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, third act, second scene: Hans Sachs,
citizen, cobbler, master-singer, in conversation with the knight from
Franconia, Walther von Stolzing. At first glance it seems to be a lesson.
But at second glance?
Before this, on the threshold of the conversation, when asked
whether he has had a good night, Walther affirms that he has slept short,
but well, and, in fact, he had a wonderful dream. Sachs wants Walther
to tell him his dream, as it might lead to a master-song. Walther refuses,
insisting that dreams vanish when you talk about them, that is, that
dreams are beyond the realm of words. Furthermore, he has had enough
of master-singing after the break, meaning: after his failure that
morning, when the master-singer guild rejected his audition song.2
Although not directly verbalised as such, such statements reveal the
reservations the younger one has toward his elder. Wasn’t it Sachs who
– according to how Walther was informed3 – turned from an advocate
into an opponent and, even worse, into a rival for the woman Walther
loved? Wasn’t Sachs, in fact, on the same side as the master-singers who
had made him fail? And hadn’t Sachs prevented Walther and Eva’s
escape, and brought him to his house and locked Walther up against his
Como integrar 11
1 Two years ago Werner Hintze, chief dramaturge at the Komische Oper Berlin,
asked me for an essay for his program – an essay of a special kind. I was requested
to search the conversation between Sachs and Stolzing for their discourses,
particularly on the principles, or maxims, of pedagogical instruction, seen with the
eyes of somebody who himself had been teaching for several decades! I wrote the
(even for me quite unusual) essay that was published in the program of the
Komische Oper. Later I extended the text. Today (April 22, 2013), I’m dedicating
it to one of my former students.
2 See notes 20-24. 
3 See the conversation between Eva and Walther, second act, third scene.
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will? Worse still, hadn’t Sachs served earlier in the evil masquerade to the
same ends: to prevent Eva and Walther from being happy together
beyond the bounds of the town?
So much suspicion, and so many attempts are required to
confront him face to face. Here several arguments come together. On
one hand, they are related to the incidents of the night before,4 on the
other hand, to the rights of the young and of the old, and thirdly, in
connection with this, to poetry, to their trade, and to their background,
to becoming a master, being a master and calling oneself a master. From
this point on, the issue of the dream is seen anew: to tell it, or, more
precisely, to sing it, now crosses with the regulations of poetry and with
the question of poetry’s liability.
Ready to begin singing, Walther von Stolzing asks for the rule.
He is advised to set the rule himself, that he may abide by it.
He manages to sing the first verse, followed by the second, finally,
only the Abgesang remains to be sung (assuming that he was clued into
its meaning). Thus, he has accomplished the first strophe! And then the
second, but not the third, which may still take a good while.
Why all this? That all this concerns the question of Walther’s
happiness is still concealed in darkness; and it cannot be understood
until Eva comes and loosens his tongue for the third stanza. Before this
not at all, or hardly!
Is this a lesson taught to the young by the old, or a dispute between
the two, a conversation, in which each must come back to himself?
In either case we see the pattern of an ancient, medieval dialogue,
in which the teacher instructs the student. What will come of it is not
easy to say. Dreams and poetry both play a role, with their
commonalities and differences, as do all the ways that exist from the
non-sayable to the sayable,5 from tone to word and back to tone again,
at the time of Wagner, before and after and from within and outside the
80
4 See second act, Beckmesser’s song, Sachs’ popular tune and the ensuing brawl.
5 See beginning of the Prologue of the Ring tetralogy.
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Romantic view of art and life. Last but not least, the sheer inextricable
interaction of intuition and construction comes into play, before, during
and after the act of creating.
As for Walther this is no coincidence! As early as the first act he
introduced himself with two proper stanzas6 to the master-singers. Were
the rules unknown to him, or did he abide by them unknowingly
because his presentation, above all, his reference to nature and to
Walther von der Vogelweide, could not be articulated differently than it
was? Even his audition song, which was criticised by Beckmesser,
demonstrated two stanzas with dimensions which were beyond what
Beckmesser and the others were able to comprehend, the very reason
for which the marker misunderstood the song’s form!7 Did the knight
return to what he suspected, half-consciously or not at all conscious?
Certainly he didn’t go back to the measurements of the audition song
as a whole, but maybe to those two stanzas, with which he had
introduced himself to the master-singers? This, too, however, remains
half in darkness unless you take what was sung as it is without asking
what came to pass before it. In any case, the lesson, or conversation,
loosened Walther’s tongue, to which he, moreover, owes his happiness
– that happiness of the young.
At this point it would require a bottomless vessel to contain
everything that is connected with this situation: within and outside the
Arts and their ruling entities; within and outside the correlation between
the Arts and a life, fully lived, experienced, and suffered through; within
and outside the mutual support and contradiction of the young and old
toward each other;8 and, above all, when one considers historical and,
indeed, political dimensions – within and outside precarious
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6 “He already framed two nice stanzas there,” one of the master-singers said after
Walther had introduced himself with dignified words.
7 See Carl Dahlhaus, Richard Wagners Musikdramen (Stuttgart: Reclam, 21996), 102.
8 For this reason I omitted the Meistersinger in my book Richard Wagner. Nachdenken
über sein Gewebe (Berlin: Lukas-Verlag, 2001), distrusting the popularity attributed
to the work!
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connotations of pro-Germanic and anti-Semitic thinking and writing,9
within and outside Early and Late Romantic views of art and
philosophies of life.10 One must also consider, in connection with this,
that the semantic fields of wähnen (to fancy, to imagine) and Wahn
(delusion, madness) come into play,11 in the case of Wagner and beyond
(Was it not preceded by the conversation of the so-called
Wahnmonolog!), and finally, if we are not to forget musical commentary,
those mono- and poly-thematic textures, in which fragments of the
contest song appear.
82
9 See (among others) Theodor W. Adorno, “Versuch über Wagner,” in Musikalische
Monographien (= Gesammelte Schriften 13; Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1974),
11; Paul Lawrence Rose, Wagner, Race and Revolution (London: Faber, 1992); Dieter
David Scholz, Richard Wagners Antisemitismus (Würzburg: Königshausen und
Neumann, 1993); Gerhard Scheit, “Wagners ‘Judenkarikaturen’ Oder: Wie ensorgt
man die Enttäuschung über eine gescheiterte Revolution?,” in Musik und
Revolution, Festschrift für Georg Knepler zum 90. Geburtstag, Vol. 2, ed. Hanns-Werner
Heister (Hamburg: von Bockel, 1997): 133-171; Marc A. Weiner, Antisemitische
Fantasien (dt. Berlin: Henschel, 2000); Jens Malte Fischer, Richard Wagners
“Das Judentum in der Musik” (Frankfurt am Main: Insel-Verlag, 2000); Joachim
Köhler, Der letzte der Titanen (München: Claassen, 2001); Gerd Rienäcker,
“Deutschtum und Antisemitismus in Wagners Werken?,” in idem, Musiktheater im
Experiment. 25 Aufsätze (Berlin: Lukas, 2004): 78-88; Robert Sollich, “Hier gilt’s der
Kunst – aber welcher?,” in Programme of the Bayreuther Festspiele 2007. To what
extent both his publications and musical works are marked by anti-Semitism is
discussed controversially. In my opinion, influences of anti-Semitic thinking in his
works are possible, but philologically the problem is that Wagner hardly ever took
up intonations of Jewish synagogue singing: obviously, he didn’t know them!
However, in traces there is evidence of slandering Jewish behaviour as it was
thought to be in his compositions. Marc. A. Weiner remains strangely vague in
his evidence – given the expectations that I (among others) placed in his analyses!
10 See (among others) Gerda Heinrich, Geschichtsphilosophische Positionen der
deutschen Frühromantik (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1976); Wolfgang Heise,
Realistik und Utopie (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1982), 232; Manfred Frank,
Einführung in die frühromantische Ästhetik. Vorlesungen (Frankfurt am Main:
Suhrkamp, 1989), esp. 272, 297, 311, 341 ff.
11 See Heinz Krause-Graumnitz, “Der Wahnmonolog,” in Schriften zur
Theaterwissenschaft, Vol. 2, ed. Theaterhochschule Leipzig (Berlin: Henschel,
1960): 369-487, esp. 376-381.
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“Another grace – ah, a different one [...]”,12 which gives me no rest.
Over the decades during which I taught at universities and colleges, in
which I helped young people to become familiar with the high and low
points of music history and of musical theater, including the rules of
the past, the present and the future, I am inclined to investigate why it
is that teaching poses only one way of instruction – which happens in
general in the determination of what is possible and impossible, what is
success and what is failure, those high and low points. Hans Sachs and
Walther von Stolzing are not alone when they come to speak of the
rules of art, or of the peculiarities of a work of art, its interpretation, or
the connections between art and life. In both conversations not only do
the two generations fight each other, but reservations become more or
less burdens, indeed become a temporary block, all because of the rules,
and the experiences stored within them, and, furthermore, because life
experience does not easily pass itself on to the next generation.
This provides us with reason enough to continue here through
different provisions, elements and situations:
How do those generations relate to the next, with which they come
into conversation – or perhaps not relate, because the teacher
administers a proverbial Nuremberger funnel so that any question or
objection is refused, or better said, so that questioning and objection is
channeled, to the point of the funnel becoming merely an ornament?
Does every course lecture, as understood from the current debate about
so-called frontal teaching now show such deficiency? Is listening merely
passive, a defenseless acceptance of even that which is not to be accepted,
or are there even fictive dialogues while the student listens, which later
can be converted into real ones?
How do communication strategies and procedures make themselves
determined – in the tension between the symmetrical and asymmetrical,
indeed, in authoritarian communication,13 which disguises itself as or
even renounces its supposed opposite?
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13 See Christian Kaden, Musiksoziologie (Berlin: Verlag Neue Musik, 1984), Chapter
II, 75 ff.
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What happens in this kind of communication to the younger
generation, to the knowledge attained, unquestioned until now, to the
right to their own knowledge, and to the same right for the older
generation? And what can be taken from this, carried further, and what
then will be lost?
How does one relate to rules at all, particularly with those whose
sense lie half in darkness – which nevertheless must be taken in,
appropriated. If not...
How is it with the experience-able and the experienced, will it be
communicated to others? When are the rules essential for the young and
when do they become mere roughage, which should be discarded?
When – however it is intended – does an hour of instruction
become an hour of emptiness (Lehrstunde vs. Leerstunde)? When will
the learning material prove itself to be empty, whether or not it is so-
called professional, a transfer of rules which lead to wrongness, falseness,
even to that which is untrue? Will that demonstrated knowledge prove
to have been channeled, an ornament of pre-fabricated sentences, which
cannot be questioned? When will it be shown that one who presents
himself as a master, is really only a master of lies, disguises, or is, in the
mildest case, a walking blind man?
If danger on behalf of the teacher, namely in regard to the student, is
among the difficulties, it is impermissible that these dangers, difficulties
and complications be ignored. If the student does refuse the information,
the knowledge, the reflections shared, if he considers his suspicion of lies,
danger – when does it suddenly change into mere narrow-mindedness
and falling into complacent circles? How would it be to confront this?
Thus, the conversation between Sachs and Walther is, delicately
put, not only special, but far beyond that. It refers to the difficulties of
teaching, of being taught, of such things to which both monologues and
involved dialogues are inherent.
It is obvious – or should be! – that any instruction should be more
than and different from merely passing on interesting facts. This results
in considerable problems, potentially serious collisions, conflicts, which
are only partially owing to the issues of both opposition and mutual
support between young and old, or to the conflict-ridden combination
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of differing life concepts and life styles. Without question these problems
touch upon content and structure of all material communicated, in
order to test their legitimacy. In this sense, for the teachers and the
taught there is no lose-lose situation.
To address this, to convey it, is part of the lesson, if it is not to lose
its meaning. Whoever has taught for decades, and has done so from the
innermost sense of a calling, knows, or should know this, no matter
what he chooses to address or be able to manage. (Successes carry their
opposite within themselves anyway.)
From this point on, a few special qualities may be noted regarding
the conversation between Sachs and Walther.
First, it is repeatedly about learning and teaching – and about the
rules of poetry, and even about master-rules, which are learned all in
good time.14 What is meant by that is differentiated according to where
the teachers and the taught are at in the process and according to the
nature of the subject matter. Should something that has been secured,
completely solidified, be passed on once and for all, the student taking
it in without any ifs or buts?
Or does it have to do with discourse, arguments, and objects
thereof, situations as well as rules not decreed, but rather explained, that
is, questioned – in order that instruction, which allows both student
and teacher to learn, within which teaching and learning prove to be
two sides of the same medallion? What if what was to be taught were
taken as something first to learn, to search, to discover, and this not just
in appearance?
To what extent does the master-singer guild, who rejected the
knight’s audition – as that, which once and for all bounds security into
a petrified body of rules, any deviation therefrom condemned – issue a
grade or award a prize according to the degree to which the student
recapitulates the unquestioned knowledge? In this way they also wanted
to come up against Walther; his bitter follow-up15 lent the guild a
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14 Sachs says to Walther: “Learn the Master’s rules in good time, that they may truly
accompany you and help you keep what in youthful years, with lovely impulse,
spring and love placed unawares in your heart, so that you may cherish it safely [...]”.
15 Second act, third scene, conversation between Eva and Walther.
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haunted feeling. Sachs, who had touchy encounters with several
members of the guild himself, admits that it is more about men of
honor, who make mistakes, who are complacent, do not tolerate that
which is contrary to them – in order to roughen this picture afterwards.16
If that guild’s insistence were not also mixed with real concern, it would
lead from injury to the rules to loss of rules, to anarchy, to chaos, and is
this not far beyond the realm of poetry?
Sachs himself, however, pleads for the other way of teaching.
He does not just look for reasons for former regulations and for the
actual motives of its supporters. Rather, it seems to Sachs that none other
than in the act of learning would the act of teaching be possible.17
Is such obedience to instruction an exceptional case?
Let’s inquire again into the situations that play into this same
conversation, in which the same is taking place – first and foremost to
where each of the two sides find themselves.
It is undeniable their situation is precarious in three ways: for one,
because citizens and aristocrats, craftsmen and knights, and on the other
side, because old and young stand against each other; thirdly, in both
cases they have failed what they wanted to achieve.
“Completely sung away his chance”, this the judgement of the
master-singers in response to the knight,18 and this not only because he
disobeyed the rules with his song, rather only because those present,
citizens who are not so well disposed toward a nobleman, did not ponder
whether the construction of his stanzas did not conform. The whole
thing was too spacious, as well as all of its parts, and furthermore,
sinuated, so that Sachs, his advocate, could take in only some segments;
these, however, nest together with the scent of lilacs.19
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16 See Sachs’ reply in annotation 24.
17 “If I want to teach the rules to you, then you should explain them to me anew.” 
18 First act, last scene. Before Beckmesser introduced himself as the marker: “[...] in
this way the knight sang incorrectly.”
19 The orchestral support in the so-called Lilac-Monologue (second act, second
scene) is based on segments of the audition song.
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The way to the master-singers and, along with it, the way to Eva,
remains – for the time being? – blocked. The escape, also thwarted in such
a way that Sachs could take him into custody, may hardly be interpreted
as a sign of possible change for the better. It remains to be known what
Sachs and the nobleman discussed with each other during the night, as is
what was going through Walther’s head before sleep overtook him.
Sachs failed in his attempt to campaign for Stolzing. The
misunderstanding of most of those present followed the harsh defeat of
Sixtus Beckmesser, in that same respect, the cobbler, too, was denied
the competency of the master-singer, and even of a craftsman; he only
composed popular tunes and as for Beckmesser’s shoes, they would be
in a bad state. Did the marker only speak for himself?
That Sachs as cobbler and hammer-swinging marker sent Beck messer
into a crisis that night – as a response to that morning’s insult! – had
terrible consequences: an orgy of unbridled violence!20
His rude attack on the crowd could detain the pent-up conflicts for
the moment, but could not take them away. And, indeed, that old
madness, which fell upon the inhabitants at night like a stormy wind,
must be taken as it is – perhaps so that it finely directs, that is, better
said, channels, so that perhaps Eva and Walther would come together in
a legal way, by way of master-singing on the festival grounds.
But how could Sachs move the young nobleman, especially within
the vice of the merciless passage of time?
It is hardly a straight path! Circular paths were, are needed – here
as elsewhere, of which competent teachers are aware, and this not just
in the classroom.
First, if the effort shall be successful, the question is the condition
of the knight, the healing power of quietude, of sleep.21
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20 Not completely unjustly Theodor W. Adorno compares the so-called brawl scene
with Kristallnacht 1938. See Adorno, Versuch, 11-25.
21 Sachs says to Walther, “You’ve rested till now? You were up late, and then you slept?”
Walther: “A little, but deeply and well.” Sachs says, “So you are now in good heart?”
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Afterwards Walther’s surprising announcement follows that he had
a wonderfully beautiful dream, to be so understood,22 that a bridge has
been built which could lead to master-singing.
And, accordingly, should the dream be told, interpreted, carefully
stored, it would lead to master-singing.
Here a two-fold rejection: The dream would vanish if it were to be
thought, much less verbalised. Also, the dream could not be inspired by
the master-singers.23
Multiple approaches are required to identify barriers, and to reduce
and dismantle them:
Inevitably, at least, ideally, with the second encounter with the guild
of master-singers who had rejected him! What the knight learned – and
transformed into hybridised images of madness – must be confirmed
and at the same time questioned.24 One has to do this with men worthy
of honor, who make mistakes, are complacent, and suspicious of all that
is new. The song made them anxious, and, as Sachs implies, not because
of the breaking of the rules, but rather only because one could tempt
girls and daughters with it. Does this kind of reinterpretation entail a bit
of concern of the cobbler for Pogner’s daughter? Not until later does
the nobleman answer to this – namely when he emphatically asserts his
love toward Eva, his wish to marry her.
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22 Walther: “I had a wonderfully beautiful dream.” Sachs says, “That bodes well!
Tell it to me!”
23 Walther says to Sachs: “I scarcely dare even to think of it: I fear to see it vanish
from me.” Sachs in response, “What are the odds that your dream told you how
you might become a Master today?” Walther answers, “No, from the guild and
its Masters my vision did not want to take its inspiration.”
24 Sachs says to Walther, “So please give up your resentment now! You are dealing
with men of honor; they make mistakes and are content [...]. Your song made
them uneasy; and rightly so; for when you think of it, it is with such fire of poetry
and love that daughters are seduced to adventure; but for loving and blissful
wedlock other words and melodies were invented.”
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Before this, one further defeat: Sachs, who finds different tunes for
marriage necessary other than the one sung the previous day, is
confronted by Beckmesser’s nocturnal serenade together with its terrible
consequences – were they intended?25
With laughter the cobbler overrides his consternation in order to
direct his steps into the center – possibly because the knight finally
comes upon the information,26 and just in time.
Once again, this is about masters and master-singing, not about
keepers’ of the holy grail dogmatically conceived system of rules, rather,
it is about human beings who once sang of their love in the springtime,
who, nevertheless, with the decades are confronted with the hardships
of day-to-day life and of aging.27
Sachs speaks of highly demanding masters,28 truly, a highly
demanding man, who experienced much suffering. In the middle of all
the hardships the masters created an image of remembrance, with which
to refresh it all, when it threatens to disappear: songs, together with their
rules, which are their basis!
The master-rules are worth learning early on29 – namely, they could
stand by a young person through the years in order for him to be able
to create an image of remembrance, to refresh and to renew it.
If the second encounter with the master-singers, with master-singing
and its rules is not enough to break down the barriers, a further, more
surprising step can follow. Not Sachs, no, rather, Walther could be the
teacher; he may be able to teach the elder the rules, that is, that Sachs
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25 Walther: “These too I know [referring to the words of wedlock, G. R.], since last
night; there was so much noise in the street.” Sachs responds, “Yes, yes! Very true!
The time-beating as well [referring to the popular tune that drowned out
Beckmesser’s third stanza] you must have heard!”
26 “A beautiful song, a master-song: how am I to grasp the difference?”
27 “Whoever then [that is, in the middle of the drudgery of daily life and of aging.
G. R.] can still succeed in singing a beautiful song: Behold! He is called a Master!”
28 Walther: “[...] who was it who made the rule?” Sachs says in response, “It was
sorely-troubled masters, spirits oppressed by the cares of life.”
29 See Sachs’ response in annotation 14.
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rediscovers them, still more, that he set them himself, in order to afterward
follow them. Once again it is about dreams – to interpret them in terms
of the possibility of art, and this within friendship and mutual support.30
If Walther sings in an encouraged way further help will be bestowed
upon him. Sachs compares the stanzas and the Abgesang with the content
of the dream and its fulfillment – with the loving married couple and the
child.
What this is all about will become clear: the rules are, when one
looks closer, the rules of life. Thus, works of art shine through by way
of a better, wiser, happier life!
Once again, what is related to this in terms of Early- and Late
Romanticism ideas of art and life cannot be discussed here –
completely irrelevant though it is not.
Whatever separates me, a university teacher, from Sachs and Walther,
from the master-singers, from the rules, from Wagner’s thinking and
work, it come nevertheless back to what there is in common:
Circular ways, so distinctly present in conversation, to me seem
closer to teaching than any straight-pointing way, which I have been
charged with as the only right way, namely, a linear way, which does not
know wrong ways, bends, loops or question marks, turns out, in spite
of all intentions, to be a Nuremberger funnel, in which valuable
knowledge is only an empty formula.
Zig-zagging paths, however, winds, spirals, often lead – not always!
– to what is real. This was taught to us by my teacher Georg Knepler –
with lasting but not immediate success!31
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30 Walther: “So it might be not dream, but poetry?” Sachs: “The two are friends,
gladly standing by each other.” Walther: “How do I begin according to the rule?”
Sachs: “You make it yourself, and then you follow it. Think of your beautiful
dream of this morning: let Hans Sachs take care of the rest!”
31 In the first years of my studies we sought straightforward, clear arguments – easily
taken down in notes! Decades later Knepler’s arguments made more sense.
Perhaps it is the same for some of my students who, during their studies, have not
had an easy time in my problematic lectures.
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It also suggests to me that the rules of poetry, of painting,
architecture, of theater, of music finally originate from an experienced
life. In the words of Bertolt Brecht: all the Arts unite in the art of living.
Whatever we know of the interplay between art and life, such insights
cannot have the final word.
If Hans Sachs can acknowledge hope32 in the face of repeated defeat,
so I, too, will follow him in this. In an unteachable way!
32 Sachs: “I will not let hope be diminished, nothing has yet overthrown it; [...]”.
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The Role of Mário Vieira de Carvalho
in the Renewal of Lusophone Musicology
From Ideological Action to the Legacy of Resistance
Through the Analysis of the Social Function of Music
Diósnio Machado Neto
São Paulo
In 2000, I participated in the I Colóquio de Música no Brasil Colonial,
organised by the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon. I had barely
started to attend academic events and was already debating with
consecrated musicologists in the area such as José Maria Neves, Manuel
Carlos de Brito, Rui Vieira Nery and Gerhard Doderer, among others. I
unravelled my ideas in the same ensemble made up of new generation
researchers; a great experience to start; almost recklessness in fact. That
visit brought me, in addition to this experience, an inestimable value. It
was the first time I came into contact with Professor Mário Vieira de
Carvalho.
The visit started me along a path of admiration and learning that I
cannot assemble in simple terms. His observational principles intersect
with the way I carry out my analysis, showing an immense debt to which
I can testify. Nevertheless, I am aware of what is valuable for me: the
essential consideration of the sense of music in the creation-
communication relation within a social perspective.
I would chiefly emphasise my admiration for his shrewd
observation of the platforms of music reception through a complex
network of retroactive aspects of music and daily life, where political
and creative individuality – what is defined by Habermas as the “vital
world” (cit. in Corchia 2009, 55) – forge musical experiences of both
creation and reception. This aspect was in itself sufficient for me to
subscribe to Mário Vieira de Carvalho’s musicology. I concur in the
desire to observe the interludes of the relation between public and
private processes in determining tastes and / or strategic actions, always
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considering them as structures inside a communicative dynamism where
music becomes discourse through its language. I also accept that
communication takes on the primary role in shaping musical meaning,
since it gives fruition to the symbolic process where language and idea are
joined together for a purpose. In summary, I subscribe to the valorisation
of the aesthetic experience in terms of its retroactive political and
economic effect, or of the forces that create meaning associated by a
symbolism created in a space that balances the public and is proved in the
construction of its meaning.
Another projection of his analytical propositions in which I set my
sail is that music, as an essentially sociological condition, must transcend
its speciality of analysis to integrate a “knowledge sociology” (Carvalho
1999, 13).1 Knowledge is always recognised as discourse, i.e. a representative
ideological process formed from a union of intentions and interests, and
in many cases it is possible to observe this in its method of use and its
received impact. Moreover, as far as Fernando Lopes-Graça is concerned,
whom I met through Mário Vieira de Carvalho, I agree that there is no
way to subtract a relationship with social forces from music, even
when observing the uninterested postures of composers to the
sociopolitical conjunctures that surround them. Music by itself is the
expression of a position regarding life, even when this is not the
composer’s intention:
Truly speaking, Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner or Mussorgsky have not
taken a profession of political faith, nor feudalised music to politics. What
they did was express, in the field of their activity, some desires, some
aspirations, some problems, that troubled their contemporaries. Desires,
aspirations and problems that in other fields – philosophical, political, literary
– were called, e.g. Theocracy, Dogmatism, Classicism, Democracy, Criticism,
Romantism, Socialism, Materialism, or Naturalism, without such a diversity
of denominations implying a difference of content between artistic,
philosophical and social conceptions of a certain time because, in the end, the
question is only one – Man and his Fate. (Lopes-Graça 1978, 205)
94
01 Unless indicated otherwise, all translations are mine.
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In this field of analysis there arises what seems to be crucial to this
research modality: the network of senses led by complex interactions of
ideologies that define spaces of social interaction within the work. This
opens the analysis of the relationship of music and politics; of power
dimensions in the inductive processes of social spaces through musical
actions; of intersubjective relations in the composing act; of listening as
a cognitive act of the ideological structure; of musicological discourse
itself as a political act regarding the affirmative relations of power
structures.
1. The critique of technical rationalism
through the delineation of the isolation of musicology
The tangential point of various texts by Mário Vieira de Carvalho
(“Pensar é morrer” ou o Teatro de São Carlos; Razão e sentimento na
comunicação musical; A tragédia da escuta) is located in the
observation of the relation between musical production (creation,
interpretation, the music market, literature – musical or fiction that
has action based on music, etc.), the listening culture and the strategies
of action of the dominant ideological machine.
According to Vieira de Carvalho, music derived from the
bourgeois culture within the capitalist system verifies those procedures
for the possible levelling of awareness through technical rationalism.
It is in the experience of political systems or in the structures of the
cognitive-social formation of the social-economic model that the artist’s
individuality is induced to replicate models of adherence legitimised by
the dominant ideology.
On this perspective, and considering the Teatro de São Carlos, he
puts the following question: “when and why are thoughtful members of
the audience excluded from opera reception? Or, in other words, when,
how and why is the action taking place on the musical stage, in the
process of production and reception, emptied [depleted, drained] of
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meaning?” (Carvalho 1993, 13). In the same way, he analyses the action
of the market on musical production. In A Tragédia da Escuta he
declares, along the same lines:
[...] we have entered unhesitatingly into the era of the music businessman
(whether he is a composer or a performer), where – as never before – in his
relations with agents, the mass media, printing and recording music editors,
producers, he is no more the artist but the businessman himself, the bearer of
a brand image and as such treated by the operators that are partners in his
market transactions. (Carvalho 2007, 14)
This problem is considered in terms of what is musicologically
conceivable. In the foreword to Razão e Sentimento na comunicação
musical he discourses on the fixedness of the system that has kept up the
illusion of the validity of a science that asserted its canon with a single
rationality. He intensifies the question by observing that this teleological
analysis had reached the epistemological structures of musicology,
institutionalised as a field of study within universities which found greater
arguments to define the patterns of traditional use and discourse: the
affirmation of the domain of musical rationality in the bourgeois culture
tradition, or, in other words, within the principles that justify the
conservation of the valuing codes of society’s rationalisation models – the
canon of the great art as expression of the dominant rational ideal.
Given this bias, Vieira de Carvalho states that the conservation of
the epistemological model which was forged to certify European musical
creation inside an evolutionary chain involving technical reasoning has
led musicology to isolation from the human problem. There is a
suggestion that the attitude of musicology and its entailment only to
the musical text has led to a perspective that considers the social / human
phenomena as extra-musical. Vieira de Carvalho is emphatic when
asserting that the chronic distancing of musicology from a
transdisciplinary procedure discoursing on human knowledge has
succeeded in this phenomenon. He finds this position within the birth
of musicology itself (Carvalho 1999, 14).
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Therefore, considering the foundation of musicology (as praxis or
theory), closed inside the borders of a language in the service of the
conservation of a universal musical rationality, he observes that the area has
lost its focus on the communicational problems that, among other
aspects, would bring about the possibilities to introduce music into the
processes involving the understanding of human knowledge. For Vieira
de Carvalho, that isolation had been provoked by the fixedness stemming
from the traditions of music education itself that had assigned historical
and contextual properties to the extra-musical domain. (Carvalho 1999,
14). To recover the communicative bias of music would quench the
determinism of music history itself, thus invalidating it as a phenomenon
within an evolutionary chain and its consideration as one of human
expression.
Following this observation, Mário Vieira de Carvalho seems to
develop his efforts to understand elements of the formation of musical
communicative action and relate it to the senses of use, also inside a logic
of aesthetic transformation induced by commercialisation factors. That
is how he presents the problem of musical composition in the chapter
“Arte e Mercado”, in the book A tragédia da escuta, from 2007.
However, in order to define the parameters of politic discussion in
music and the framework that defines the musician’s place (position,
placement) in society, he formulates a question: considering music as a
specific language that forms a specific scientific field – musicology –,
could it define its own epistemological models that would form
sociocommunicative and cognitive structures theories capable of
answering the challenges of the very valuation of musical language in
times of “the hegemony of market forces”? (Carvalho 2007).
The essence of the question links the process regarding sounds (any
sound) within the ideological conjunctures determined by models of
usage: music establishes itself when a sense of discourse is formed over
a sound. As discourse, music establishes – a priori – an inherent relation
with models of enunciation linked to platforms (terraces) involving the
expression of social realities constituted in time. As with any other
language, this process of discourse enunciation unveils a symbolic capital
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that can – and effectively does – become power. As power structure, it
legitimises itself as ideology and thus starts to participate in the
comprehension of the individual or collective models.
It is at this point, in the interpretation of the world, and from this
to action in the world, i.e. a critic of feeling, saying and acting, that
music locates itself as an active problem in the comprehension of human
beings, since music is a language and helps to locate human beings in
space and time, for it constitutes part of human knowledge. Thus, music
takes part, or should take part, in the analysis within such platforms of
knowledge, as well as interacting with the theories and epistemologies
defined in other areas of the humanities and social sciences that do not
necessarily rely on the study of music as a specific language.
However, this process brings ambiguities: (1) music as occupation
(métier) against music as science; (2) music as an expression of a social
logical reasoning against music as a domain of individual sensitivity;
(3) music as discourse against the egocentrism of its technical
expression; (4) the definition of musicology in the intertwining of
disciplines attributed to the social sciences and humanities that have
discredited the specialty of musical language, thus transforming it into
an object of defined rationality outside its nature (regarding this specific
aspect, the chapter “Saber ouvir” de Estes sons, esta linguagem – 1978 – is
exemplary).
To define the patterns of rationality of the musical object, Mário
Vieira de Carvalho resorted to tools from historical materialism,
analysing the processes of production inside a platform clearly
interested in the affirmation and reproduction of the structures that
maintain the hegemony of the market economy. He focuses, for
example, on the problems of the enlightenment as an ambiguous tool
for critical construction when questioning whether such elucidation is
for human or market growth?
It appears to me that in this sense Vieira de Carvalho finds himself
firmly alongside Habermas: valuing cultural flexibilisation as a link in
the strategic action determined by vital modes, which breaks the
strength of instrumental reasoning in the formation of the senses. This
problem is firmly developed in Razão e sentimento na comunicação
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musical. Vieira de Carvalho establishes (situates) his analysis of the
space in the definitions of music around the rational and emotional,
considering this “an inseparable debate of enlightenment and its dialectic,
its contradictory reception” (Carvalho 1999, 19). It is exactly in this
contradiction that the discourses of those that proclaim ownership of the
enlightening attitudes define themselves. Through this perspective he
showed how enlightenment projects itself as a ideology to flatten
procedures involving the interpenetration of structural, functional and
semantic dimensions, where music serves as a vehicle for innoculation.
He observes that, in the era of mediatic massification, the problem of
technical rationality defines the reification of the public space to the
benefit of the development of the capitalist system. 
There is also along this path a critic concerning the desideratum of
musicology that legitimises the analysis of artistic creation and
interpretation in its teleological form: the act of reducing music to
classifying and rationalised parameters based on strategies of action (or
expression) of a cognitive domain consubstantiated in a social pathology
provoked by adhesion to the nature of market reason, as an expression
of bourgeois culture, historically constructed under the protection of
the illumination provided by the Enlightenment.
The problem consists of beholding the affirmation of this superior
technical rationality, in the service of the consubstantialisation of a
cultural superiority or the preservation of a model. Conscious here is
the counter-hegemonic discourse that also tries “to reveal the suppressed
content of music history – that content that history, as a totalising
theoretical system, in the more or less positivistic tradition, or in the
evolutionary tradition, or even, for instance, in the mechanicist version
of historical materialism, excludes from its object from the outset”
(Carvalho 1999, 21; emphasis in original).
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2. Displacement to the area of social sciences:
an act of resistance shared in the desire to reformulate musicology
When Mário Vieira de Carvalho notes that musicology has followed
a path of isolation, he confirms his alignment within a resistance
movement, the conservative dominant stream that kept the interests of
musicology far from music as an act of expression in a field that
Fernando Lopes-Graça located well: music inherently discussing “man
and his destiny” (Lopes-Graça 1978, 205).
This issue of music within a human perspective is what had led to
the renewal of musicological discourse from the 1980s. This problem
can be contextualised by considering an author who has now gained
crucial importance in the formation of contemporary epistemological
musicology, Philip V. Bohlman.
In analysing, in 1993, the racial conflicts that exploded in Los
Angeles in 1991, Bohlman asserts in “Musicology as a Political Act”
that musicology showed no awareness in dealing with and
understanding social crises (Bohlman 1993, 414). This view of a
methodological, conceptual and moral eclipse was linked to the lack
of mobilisation of institutionalised musicology towards social chaos,
largely expressed in music by its actors.
Noting that rap was the way in which the insurgents declared
their disappointment at the racism of American society, Bohlman
initially stated that a “moral panic” had paralysed American
musicology (Bohl man 1993, 413). And what had caused the panic?
The spreading ability of the popular genre inside the social edifice
thanks to its power of communication and adhesion. Ascertaining
that the voice of resistance, rap, rapidly broke not only academic
discussions, but became a genre that overflowed its territory and
joined the expressive consciousness of distant populations on the
outskirts of Los Angeles, he sought to understand why musicology
did not respond to the exposure of the web of social tensions and
representations engendered by rap. Bohlman argued that the “auto-
immunity” of the area was historical (Bohlman 1993, 214). This
phenomenon, revealed in the fact that what was musical had mainly,
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since the advent of written music, been located in the Western
aristocratic-bourgeois tradition, led Bohlman to declare that
musicology was doing nothing more than keeping the dominant
power and globalising discourse through a specific localised use of
music.
Replicas of this sense of reformation would reoccur. In pursuit of
this theoretical, methodological and epistemological transformation,
the self-perception of musical analysis kept modifying itself, as
demonstrated in several theories developed by Leonard Ratner, Susan
McClary, Raymond Monelle, Gary Tomlinson and Christian Kaden,
among others. The construction of the meaning outside the territoriality
of cultures and social and human behaviour was criticised. The syncretic
effects present in daily, spontaneous practices, which acted as corrosive
agents for any culture, even when they possessed common matrices,
were valued. Ironically, the totalitarian histories that emerged in the field
of metaphors, embodied by metaphysical reasoning and determined by
the canon of the dominant Western history, could be seen. A distance
was established from the rationality that called for historicist
redemption. As a matter of fact, the very perception of time in the
evolutionary chain of events and signs that re-established the definition
of the sense of rationality was being dissolved. Reasoning itself was now
considered as within a shifting cultural artifact and, therefore, as an
abstract formation within a dynamic and complex formation of values.
For those who adhered to this epistemological position in
musicology, such as Vieira de Carvalho, the musical text ceased to be
isolated from its context in favour of a concern to equate the symbolic
representations of social bodies. As a result, the division of genres
(popular, folk, classical, transcultural, ecc.) and disciplinary boundaries
were diluted to give way to an understanding of music as an experience
of social bodies, or even individuals. This was a willingness to consider
music as an active process, rather than a model evaluating evolutionary
reasoning.
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3. “Think about the music, change the world”:
the Ibero-American tradition of musicological social engagement
What perhaps distinguishes the musicology of Mário Vieira de
Carvalho in this global process is that its sociological nature received
impetus from the tradition, or at least the habit, of Ibero-American
musicology. I am referring to the connection with a musicology, the
attitude of which is that of engaging in musicological discourse as a
theoretical and political commitment.
An aside: Without wanting to create labels, I consider that the
musicology of Mário Vieira de Carvalho sets up this very attitude of
rescue. Rescue in the sense that there is a commitment to cultural critique
that leads us to the principles of action for musicologists working in the
hard times of the political and ideological polarisation of the mid-
twentieth century. From this perspective, it is impossible not to create a
link between Vieira de Carvalho to what was dear to a generation that
saw in the expression of the musical problem an opening for the
expansion of social criticism that would restore human beings on a path
of resistance to the leveling process caused by capitalist society, or, from
other perspectives, from the classic-romantic academicism that created
alienation from the feeling of national culture. His work, within a
perspective involving the spirit of observation, the extension of applied
methodology and the erudition of his presentation, led to a revival of the
spirit of thinkers such as Mário de Andrade, Alejo Carpentier, Fernando
Lopes-Graça and Fernando Ortiz.
Clearly, I am not trying to create a chain of influence, but the
permanence of an intellectual attitude that fights to promote social
emancipation through cultural criticism. Mário Vieira de Carvalho does
not recover theories or methodologies from these musicological
ancestors. He denies, for example, the normative discourse of national
solutions for national problems. What is at stake in his musicology are the
mechanisms of raising the critical consciousness of contemporary
human beings, exposed to induction models arising from capitalist
society, through the problem of musical communication.
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The common place, however, is the search for a system that thinks
society, observing the tensions of political models versus daily life
through the reception of the music or even the aesthetic ideals of cultural
resistance. This is the rescued quality that reveres the integration of social
struggle through culture. However, if it is necessary to establish a link
with the past, it is clear to everyone that this attitude creates a bond with
another icon of musicology in this cultural area, namely Fernando Lopes-
Graça. It is in the mould of the research structures and positions of
Lopes-Graça that Vieira de Carvalho seems to find his starting point, as
we can see in the following fundamental declaration in O essencial sobre
Fernando Lopes-Graça, in 1989:
Communication structures acquire particular importance in the work of
Lopes-Graça. It does not suffice to consider them only from the point of view
of reception. Their relevance begins in the very process of creation. Who
ignores them as prime determinants of the artistic individuality of the
composer is unable to understand the strategy of the artist-creator, the
specificity of his work; in his case. Lopes-Graça has never written a note
alienated from the forms of social existence with his music consciously taken
as ‘the product of an equation between the artist and his environment’.
(Carvalho 1989, 15)
The communication process is the constant that, in Vieira de
Carvalho, enables judgement of the forms of social behaviour in the
performance of music. It is this political and cultural action in which
he moulds his musical working space. There is his own adhesion to
Critical Theory, founded on the epistemological models of the
Frankfurt School, and on the action of an historical materialism that
expresses ideological beliefs, as in the claim to find firm ground to
equate the loss of human sensitivity before the leveling promoted by
capitalist society.
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4. Conclusion: music sociology reaffirming musicology
within cultural criticism
To sum up, it could be stated that the projections of an engagé
attitude are the link that defines Mário Vieira de Carvalho’s research
epistemology. Firstly, it can been seen that the musicology of cultural
criticism perpetuates itself and has come from a tradition where it is
considered that social manifestation comes from the political structure,
and as such considers the reception, transit and symbolic creative
possibilities through music and also critical development for the
establishment of a fair society.
However, many moments in Mário Vieira de Carvalho’s texts
underlie a position that refutes the universal-local problem and
which leads to questioning the peripheral problematic areas within
the hegemonic system that transcends a local critical perspective
within which Lopes-Graça’s cultural criticism was founded. In Mário
Vieira de Carvalho, the problem is solved from the perspective of
global forces that even prevents on-going questioning of the location
of culture.
In “Politics of Identity and Counter-Hegemony. Lopes-Graça
and the Concept of ‘National Music’”, from 2012, Vieira de Carvalho
develops in an exact manner the problem and circulation of discursive
canons. Observing the criticism and action of Lopes-Graça before the
effacement of folk music as the spontaneous expression of a distant
culture from the big economic centres, the consideration about how
the discursive models of hegemonic ideologies – and why not from
Lusophone musicology itself – disregard the central problems of
culture is woven in: the representation of social functions and their
symbolic capital that reveals and preserves idiosyncrasies which by
themselves are barriers to new forms of colonisation.
Somehow one can interpret the location of the hegemonic
discourse problem concerning folklore, its use as a propagandistic
weapon by the State, including the resistance position of Fernando
Lopes-Graça, as a way of situating the problem in contemporaneous
Portuguese musicology. There is a suggestion that runs through the
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temporality of the object of study – the stance of Fernando Lopes-
Graça regarding national music – that local musicology is defined
by its political alignment to market laws, by the inductive systemic
forces of peripheral regions such as Portugal, which, after all, create
zones of adherence to the civilisation model of the economically
dominant centres. Within this question, there is an inquiry about the
establishment of an intersubjective mechanism of local culture that
would, or should, establish its reception, creation, interpretation and
certainly its critical patterns.
It is at this point that Vieira de Carvalho observes how Portuguese
society expresses its self-criticism, and as such resists discourses or
adherence to the fads of the time, even from musicological trends.
Ultimately, he analyses through the expression of social standards of
taste the porosity to stimuli of a globalised society which by itself
mischaracterises idiosyncrasies and establishes grouping patterns to
promote the consumption and the strategic uses of music.
Nevertheless, the questions refer to other questioners. Would the
decolonisation process only be connected to political problems or would
local cultures maintain the possibility to be receptacles of possible
worlds, idealised and / or alienated from reality and become truly
peripheral? To what extent would interethnic relations, in the interplay
of globalising communication processes, liquidate the boundaries of
cultural structures that are located in this resistance model of a
musicology alert to the local-global? Observing the tradition taken in
time with the celerity of the hypercommunication era, could we even
talk about forms of cultural critical analysis or will there already be one
cybernetically interconnected culture?
It is through this sociopolitical and analytical process concerning
culture that I realise the effort and merits of Mário Vieira de Carvalho’s
musicology. There is always the research into culture expression
where cognitive processes become sensitive to refeudalisation,
hypercommunication and ruptures with traditional problems; they
become observation platforms of a global leveling mechanism that must
be considered in research projects or cultural politics. Indeed, this points
to moments where the intersection of cultures and traditions are
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questioned; of imaginable conditions where the homogenous feeling is
just a virtuality, a projection of recognition; more fantasy than
belonging, or fragments and scraps of something experienced as a form
of self-defence before the doubts and anxieties of exile, displacements or
feudalisations arising from an identity option.
In summary, it is a musicology that is substantiated in the
considerations of social associations that suggest dynamic and mobile
configurations – blasts of refeudalisations – which are forged within
conflictive identities. Through them, the intersection of fantasy and local
reality is accelerated by ambivalences that are forged within resistance
polarities and accommodation. One can search his analysis and approach
using the local reality that is materialised and enhanced by a symbology
that has the function of identifying otherness. This symbology embodies
a representation that is a metaphor that does not restore the source
location nor assumes the place of violence. Notwithstanding this, it
provides a real sensation of resistance. From this resistance, imaginary
trenches that give comfort to imaginary utopias and to anguish and
weakness are derived. Hence, what is left is music and the appeal that it
should be known, more than anything; and to listen to music before
explaining it (Carvalho 1978, 27).
It appears to me that this is the problem in this post-coloniality that
strengths the link between the transformative discourse of Mário Vieira
de Carvalho’s musicology and the tradition of cultural criticism. His
texts are distanced or have always been away from the tradition in which
musicology is defined: attached to the analysis of musical text as an
autonomous entity; carefully concerning problems of musical sources;
bound to the theoretical claims that would locate local expression inside
that of the high work of art.
Finally, I celebrate in his musicology the commitment to the idea
that the experienced is always dynamic, changeable and malleable even
for the dreams concerning the belongingness of hegemonies. The
belongingness pulses in this musicology through rescued and
reconfigured attitudes of criticism of the social model. This even seems
a formula to balance the contrasts of the scientific commitment of the
intellectual that has absorbed his or her historicity linked to political
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struggles. Thus the method arises without abdicating social awareness.
Thus also arises a musicology that seems to respond to a subjacent
perplexity in facing the intricacies of oppression to which humanity, in
general, is subjected, so that without the call of a committed
intellectuality “all that remains is to play an Argentinean tango”, as
Manuel Bandeira has poeticised in Pneumotórax (Bandeira 1998, 252).
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History of Technology as History of Experience
Andreas Georg Stascheit
Bochum
The present paper proposes an approach to the study of experience
via the history of technology. In the sense of an exemplary reference,
this approach is developed with reference to music and the
phenomenological study of musical experience and musical practice.
How does experience shape and configure technology? 
In the context of technological developments and innovations, the
structures of sensory experience and adaptive behaviour often function as
a model – e.g. in the fields of ergonomics and usability engineering – or
as a starting point, e.g. in cases where peculiarities and limits of human
capabilities motivate the development of technical complements or
compensations. An example for such a starting point motivating
technological inventions is the fact that all auditory phenomena fade away
in the continuous flux of consciousness. Before the invention of the
phonograph and the gramophone in the late 19th century, it was
impossible to document auditory results of human action. This presented
quite a desideratum, especially in regard to the spoken word and musical
performances. 
In terms of how experience can function as a model for technical
inventions, examples may be drawn from the realm of everyday-life
experience and specific practices, such as music. We know for a fact
that the quality and volume of the sound produced by a vibrating object
– like a violin string or the membrane of a drum – is improved when
it is subjected to a lesser amount of vertical force. The less pressure is
involved when producing vibrations with a violin bow or drum stick, the
more subtle nuances of sound are made possible. Emile Berliner’s
invention of recording sound using horizontal instead of vertical
modulation on a cylinder and, after 1888, on a disc record, is one
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technical consequence resulting from these observations. To sum it up:
Taking the first question “How does experience configure technology?”
in the sense of an approach to writing the history of technology would
mean to pursue a systematic reconstruction of the active role of
experience and behaviour in the history of inventions.
Let us now move in the opposite direction and ask: how does
technology shape and configure experience? 
It is evident that technological evolution not only affects normative
and institutional structures, but also styles and modes of sensory
experience and understanding, including their corporeal foundation. Due
to this evolutionary dynamic, which has been discussed, among others,
by Gaston Bachelard, speaking of a technological construction of experience
may open up an interesting discussion. Although the term construction
could potentially be misleading in this context, the allusion to Peter
Berger’s and Thomas Luckmann’s famous book The Social Construction
of Reality 1 is quite intentional. This approach has been highly influential
in many areas including science and technology studies, where it provided
the basis for what was discussed as the “social construction of
technology”. But let us retrace one or two steps in history and examine
the foundations of Berger’s and Luckmann’s thoughts. In his introduction
to the German translation of The Social Construction of Reality,2 Helmuth
Plessner points out that for the development of Husserlian
phenomenology, and hence through Alfred Schütz for Berger’s and
Luckmann’s approach, Schelling’s notion of a “working knowledge”
(“werktätiges Wissen”) was of crucial importance.3
If we follow this thread of experience as performed and performing
and raise the question of how the genealogy of technological
implications of experience is to be reconstructed, two different modes of
doing experience have to be distinguished:
112
01 Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality. A
Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge (Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, 1966).
02 Helmuth Plessner, “Zur deutschen Ausgabe,” in Peter L. Berger and Thomas
Luckmann, Die gesellschaftliche Konstruktion der Wirklichkeit. Eine Theorie der
Wissenssoziologie, transl. Monika Plessner (Frankfurt/Main: Fischer Taschenbuch
Verlag, 1969), IX-XVI.
03 Plessner, “Zur deutschen Ausgabe,” XII f.
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(i.) the implicit technological formation of new experience via
experience we go through, in contrast to (ii.) experience we produce in a
more or less intentional process.
(i.) As we go through or find ourselves exposed to what happens, the
inherent subjective activity remains non-thematic. In this way, and as a
result of the mere ubiquitous presence of technological devices in
everyday life, technology and the physiognomic structure of technical
products are tacitly introduced into the subject’s realm as results of long-
term, slow and often subconscious processes.
How can this process of a technological formation of experience be
studied in detail? Let us sketch in a few words a simple experiment that
everyone can try out some time. A part of the lab for this experiment is
provided by the technologically-based reproduction of recorded music
at home. It is safe to say that disc records and CDs, together with the
turntable or, nowadays, its digital counterpart, in some way pertain to
and are part of everybody’s life. Thus, the use of the turntable or CD
player is part of the taken-for-granted structures in and on which our
everyday life is based.
Think about your collection of sound recordings at home. Pick out
one of your favorites among them, preferably one you have listened to
very frequently. The music presented by the recording may come from
any epoch of music history including contemporary jazz and popular
music. You are sure to know every detail of this piece of music and are
well-acquainted with the style and atmosphere of the interpretation, the
acoustics and the specific sound of the instruments on the recording, as
well as the musicians’ style of playing.
As the second part of the experiment, attend a live performance of
that particular work of music. If you have chosen a recording of a work
of music that has been composed and handed down in written form, the
performance you choose to attend should feature a different artist or
ensemble than that of the recording. What will happen during this
experiment? The style and atmosphere of the interpretation on stage
will be more or less different from the recording; the performers’ style
of playing and the sound of the instruments will be different, as well.
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Most likely, you will find yourself tacitly or even explicitly involved in
an ongoing process of comparing the live performance to the recorded
performance you have become so familiar with by listening to it so many
times at home, in your car or while traveling by plane.
To carry out the second part of the experiment described above
confronts us with the technological heritage in and alteration of auditory
experience that led to the inversion of what is commonly known as High
Fidelity. The term first appeared in an advertisement slogan in the 1960s
and was later defined as a technical standard. Initially, Hi-Fi referred to
the endeavor of making the reproduction of a music recording evoke an
auditory experience that would as closely as possible represent the
experience one would have while listening to this music in a concert
hall. 
We do not need to venture further into the details of the two
sound transformation processes, the microphone at the beginning and
the loudspeaker at the end of the long chain of audio signal processing;
the many variables and potential bias-inducing factors along this chain
have kept whole industries alive for decades. What is interesting in the
context of the discussion presented here is the fact that as a result of a
slow but steady development, the meaning of High Fidelity has changed
to its opposite; nowadays, the musician on stage is expected by the
audience to deliver a performance that resembles or emulates in many
ways recorded music, of course not a specific recording, but essential
characteristics generally exhibited by recorded and thus technologically
based music. These expectations extend into questions of playing style,
level of perfection, tempo, articulation, and other aspects of music
performance.
Now follows the third and final part of the experiment: While
listening to the music in the concert hall, try to assume an attitude that
permits you to temporarily suspend the sedimentations and
reminiscences of previous listening experiences, hence striving for a
mode of listening that does not let the sediments of prior experience of
technically produced and reproduced music interfere with the present
experience in the concert hall. – What can be expected to happen? Most
probably, you will find this task difficult and succeed only to a certain
extent, rather than in a pure and perfect way.
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The third part of the experiment precisely represents a short exercise
in what Bernhard Waldenfels has discussed as “technological reduction”
in the chapter entitled “Technische Eingriffe in die Erfahrung”
(Technical interventions into experience) of his book Bruchlinien der
Erfahrung, referring to the “phenomenological reduction”, i.e. Husserl’s
reflection on the problem of method in phenomenological research: 
Um einen Zugang zu diesem Grenzbereich zu eröffnen, bedarf es einer
technologischen Reduktion, die es einerseits vermeidet, erlebte Phänomene in
einer funktionierenden Technik aufgehen zu lassen, die sich andererseits nicht
damit begnügt, technische Prozesse und Gegenstände als Phänomene zu
betrachten. Letzteres würde eine Distanz zur Technik voraussetzen, die gerade
durch die Annahme einer genuinen Phänomenotechnik in Frage gestellt wird.
Phänomenotechnik besagt nämlich, dass technische Momente im Bereich der
Phänomene eine Rolle spielen, so daß diese gleichsam technisch eingefärbt sind.
Die technologische Reduktion wäre somit ein Bestandteil der
phänomenologischen Reduktion, vergleichbar der eidetischen beziehungsweise
der strukturalen Reduktion, die allgemeine Erfahrungsstrukturen ans Licht hebt.4
(ii.) Considering the second variant of doing experience mentioned
above – experience we produce in a more or less intentional process – a
specific way of understanding is provided if we examine what happens
when new technologies are introduced into what Schütz calls
“paramount reality”, i.e. into everyday life.
New technologies always open up new potential dimensions of
Können, of “I can”.5 But at the same time, new technologies define new
limits and pose new obligations to human action and behaviour. Both
effects become manifest on the global, societal and individual level,
thus forming the second explicit way through which technology alters
and reconfigures habitual and potential repertoires of experience and
intentional action.
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Phänomenotechnik (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 2002), 374 f.
05 “The I as a unity is a system of faculties of the form ‘I can’.” (Alfred Schütz,
“Edmund Husserl’s Ideas, Volume II,” in Collected Papers III. Studies in
Phenomenological Philosophy, ed. Ilse Schütz [The Hague: Nijhoff, 1966]: 32).
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But before new technologies can open up new dimensions of Können,
they are terra incognita for us. Being confronted with the inaccessibility
of a new technical apparatus or an updated und thus unfamiliar user
interface nowadays pertains to the basic – at times traumatic –
experiences of everyday life. As new or modified technologies require
new or modified ways of handling, access to a new apparatus first of all
needs to be opened when using the apparatus for the first time. In today’s
‘digital age’, this is a frequently occurring challenge, though the respective
technology does not even necessarily have to be new in order to lack
accessibility. The same occurs with historical tools and apparatuses such
as the turntable player, the successor of Emile Berliner’s famous invention
– the gramophone. In all likelihood, many of us would not know how
to configure the turntable player’s crucial part, the pickup-system.
There are three ways in which we can gain access to something that
is presently not accessible to us: training, play and practice.6
(a) In the case of a technical apparatus such as the turntable,
instructions that are either communicated face-to-face, in writing, or via
other forms of technical documentation provide – or rather, can and
should provide – the necessary and explicitly defined basis to train the
usage or application of the respective technology. Consequently,
educational measures concerning the introduction of new technologies
into business and production processes are usually referred to as training.
(b) Playing around and experimenting with a technical apparatus
represents another way of gaining access to it. In contrast to training, this
way is neither based on nor does it make use of written documents or
verbal instruction. What is essential in order to make use of an apparatus
in this subject-relative way is that the apparatus is being explored via an
intuitional style of experimenting, a kind of learning-by-doing, with the
explorer attentively responding to the observed behaviour of the
apparatus.
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06 Cf. Andreas Georg Stascheit, “Doppelgriffe. Phänomenologische Motive vom
Gesichtspunkt der Musikarbeit,” in Phänomenologie und soziale Wirklichkeit:
Entwicklungen und Arbeitsweisen, ed. Ilja Srubar and Steven Vaitkus (Opladen:
Leske & Budrich, 2003): 215-238.
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(c) Practicing as a method that permits gaining access to something
thus far inaccessible is commonly used as the term that denotes the
primary working method in the context of the arts.7 Translated to the
field of technology, to employ practicing as a method to become
acquainted with a technical device implies that the respective apparatus
undergoes a transformation – the apparatus is converted into an
instrument. In the case of the turntable, the result of this process is the
turntable’s conversion from an apparatus dedicated to the reproduction
of music recordings to a musical instrument that is actively involved in
the production of music – one example being turntable-jazz.
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07 Cf. Andreas Georg Stascheit, “Artistic Practice, Methodology and Subjectivity:
The ‘I can’ as Practical Possibility and Original Consciousness,” in Sound & Score:
Essays on Sound, Score and Notation, ed. Paulo de Assis, William Brooks and
Kathleen Coessens (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2013): 39-46.
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18th-Century Portuguese Opera
and the Question of Portuguese Theatrical Taste
David Cranmer
Lisbon
Before I went to Mafra I had heard of a Portuguese version of Metastasio’s
Operas, and asked of the Father Librarian to show it me. But he had it not,
nor had as yet heard of it. And what do you think that version is? I am
assured that the translator has given the Metastasian heroes many livery-
servants, who take possession of the scene as fast as their respective masters
go off, and have dialogues of their own with the chambermaids and nurses
of the heroines. You laugh! But what fault can you find in Achilles having a
running footman, Semiramis a dry-nurse, or Deidamia a little prating hussy
of a cook-maid who bids the negro-boy to carry the chocolate up to his
mistress? If this is the dramatic taste in Portugal, a version of Goldoni’s works
would make the Portuguese full as happy, as the text does the Venetian
gondoliers. (Baretti 1770, I, 243)
This quotation from the Italian traveller Giuseppe Marc’Antonio
Baretti (1719-1789), in a letter dated Lisbon, 13 September 1760, calls
 attention to a series of questions central to the present theme, specifically
three: firstly, the popularity in Portugal of opera texts by the Italian
librettist Pietro Metastasio (1698-1782), from 1730 Caesarean Poet to the
Austrian Imperial court; secondly, the addition of servants in his operas
– comic characters, known by the generic term graciosos – who have
dialogues independent of the main plot; thirdly, that theatrical taste in
Portugal approached that of the Venetians and their preference for the
comedies of Carlo Goldoni (1707-1793). Although the principal aim in
this text is to clarify how the addition of graciosos in Portuguese
adaptations of Metastasio libretti fits within a Portuguese theatrical
paradigm (that of the so-called “Portuguese operas”), I also seek to
demonstrate how the actual term “ao gosto do teatro Portuguez”
(literally “to Portuguese theatrical taste”) and other similar expressions,
on the one hand, applied to a range of theatrical texts far wider than
just those of Metastasio and, on the other, that the eighteenth-century
taste for tragi-comedy (dramas that mix “serious” noble and “comical”
plebeian characters) was by no means limited to the Portuguese nation.
11
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The earliest reference to this taste appears in the folheto (chapbook)
A mais heroica virtude, ou Zenobia em Armenia, published in Lisbon, by
the “Heirs of António Pedro Galram”, which describes itself on the title
page as a comedy “Composta na lingua Italiana pelo abbade Pedro
Metastasio: agora novamente traduzida e acrescentada segundo o gosto
do theatro Portuguez, no anno de 1755”.1 In this text, unlike Metastasio’s
original, each of the three principal characters – Zenobia, Princess of
Armenia, Radamisto, her husband, Prince of Iberia, and Tiridates,
Prince of Parthia and the Princess’s lover – has a servant, respectively:
Corriola (Bindweed), Bonifrate (Puppet) and Tarelo (Chatterbox). As in
other theatrical traditions of the period (such as the English), comic
characters typically have names that suggest their personality.
It is important to stress that, in the Portuguese version, this
stagework seems not to have been an opera in the usual sense of one set
to music or at least one that included musical numbers, but rather a
spoken comedy. Not only does it make no reference to the inclusion of
music, but in places where we might expect an aria (immediately before
a character’s stage exit) or a finale (at the end of an act), we often find
instead a poetic set-piece – oitava (8-line stanza), décima (ten-line stanza)
or sonnet – a characteristic of the comedies published in the 1740s,
though probably written the decade before.2 Thus it would be wrong to
consider Portuguese theatrical taste as being intrinsically linked to plays
with music.
The second published folheto making reference to Portuguese
theatrical taste, Mais vale amor do que um reino, ou Demofonte em Tracia,
though published in 1758, relates to a performance “no arraial de Nossa
Senhora do Cabo, nas festas do Círio de Lisboa, ano de 1753”.3 This text
120
1 “Composed in the Italian language by the Abbé Pietro Metastasio: now newly
translated and added to according to the taste of Portuguese theatre, in the year
1755.” This and all subsequent translations are the present author’s.
2  From 1742 to 1750 all forms of public entertainment in Lisbon, including at court,
were banned, owing to King João V’s infirmity. The texts published would have
been for home entertainment.
3 “[…] at the hamlet of Our Lady of the Cape, at the festival of Pilgrimage of
Lisbon, in the year 1753.” At this period there was a massive annual pilgrimage
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also has three added characters: the gracioso, Corisco (Flash), a man-
servant; the graciosa, Faisca (Spark), a maid-servant; and Pantufo
(Slipper), Faisca’s father and palace lackey. Despite its designation as an
opera, there are only two explicit musical moments, in both instances in
true-to-life contexts: a dance and a lullaby. It should also be noted,
however, that there are also none of the poetic set-pieces found in Zenobia
em Armenia to replace the musical numbers of the Metastasian original.
We should nevertheless be careful not to assume that this opera really
had no musical or poetic numbers – we may be certain only that none
were printed in the published edition.
In 1761 the Lisbon printer Ignacio Nogueira Xisto published a
volume in a smaller format, the usual size for editions of Italian opera
libretti and other more prestigious theatrical texts, with the title
Colecçaõ de operas segundo o gosto e costume Portuguez.4 Written by
Joaquim José de Sousa Rocha e Saldanha, the five operas contained
therein (Viriato na Lusitania, Fallaris em Atenas, Cassiopea na Ethiopia,
Atlante na Mauritania and Sacrificio de Efigenia) constitute a volume
one, of which, apparently, no further volumes were printed. The titles
of the first four echo several of Metastasio’s (following the poet’s
frequent typology of person in place, such as Alessandro nell’Indie or
Achille in Sciro), and although they each include two comic characters
amid members of royalty and nobility, these works differ formally from
the Portuguese versions Zenobia em Armenia and Demofonte, in the sense
that they systematically print the texts of the musical numbers, which
appear at regular intervals from beginning to end. By contrast, though
it too includes two graciosos, Sacrificio de Efigenia differs not only in the
formulation of its title, but also in omitting any musical text while
printing instead a number of poetic set-pieces (several décimas and a
sonnet). For Rocha e Saldanha, therefore, an opera, it would seem, did
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from parishes in Lisbon and the neighbouring area to Cape Espichel and the
Sanctuary of Our Lady of the Cape, on a promontory to the south of the River
Tagus, near Setúbal.
4 “Collection of operas according to Portuguese taste and custom”.
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not need to have musical numbers, provided it had poetic ones.
Indispensable for them to be operas according to Portuguese taste and
custom, however, was the inclusion of graciosos.
From many points of view, Rocha e Saldanha’s opera texts closely
follow the pattern found in two publications from the 1740s: the eight
operas by the Luso-Brazilian dramatist António José da Silva (known as
“The Jew”, 1705-39), published in Lisbon in 1744, in two volumes, with the
title Theatro comico Portuguez, ou colecçaõ de operas Portuguezas, and a further
set of eight operas, this time anonymous, also in two volumes, which came
out in Lisbon in 1746, with the title simply Operas Portuguezas.5 It should
be noted in this second publication that two of the operas are Portuguese
adaptations of Metastasio texts, with added graciosos – Adriano em Syria and
Filinto perseguido, e exaltado (an adaptation of Siroe) – and others may be
attributed to Alexandre António de Lima (fl. 1737).
What these opera texts have in common is the systematic inclusion of
two or three graciosos as well as the noble characters, musical numbers such
as arias (some of which are explicitly in the form of minuets), duets and
other ensembles (termed aria a 2, aria a 3, etc.), recitados (accompanied
recitatives) – either preceding an aria or duet, or free-standing – and
choruses (typically at the opening or ending of a scene, and especially as a
finale), as well as poetic set-pieces. In the operas of António José da Silva,
these latter are mostly sonnets in contexts where a character “waxes lyrical”,
but they could also be used as exit numbers, for example, in As variedades
de Proteu, Caranguejo’s exit décima “Toda a mulher, que não for” in Part I
Scene 2 and Proteu’s exit sonnet “Naõ intento favores merecerte” in Part II
Scene 1. As variedades de Proteu is one of the very few Portuguese operas of
this type for which music has survived, attributable to António Teixeira
(1707-1779).6 Although the version preserved in the music differs slightly
from the printed text, it is clear that the poetic set-pieces were not set to
music.
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5 Three of the operas from the 1744 publication had already been published
separately the previous decade, as had one from the 1746 edition.
06 Vila Viçosa, Paço Ducal, Arquivo Musical G prática 6. Though the material is
anonymous, to judge from its style and in the light of attributions to him of the
music of other operas by António José da Silva, there is widespread acceptance that
this too is by Teixeira.
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A further feature that appears occasionally in the 1746 publication,
and warrants particular attention, is the pairing of poetic set-pieces (more
usually) or arias (more rarely). This is best exemplified in the anonymous
Os encantos de Merlim. In Act II Scene 2, Celestina (Heavenly),
maidservant to Princess Rosimunda, challenges Merlim (Merlin),
Prince Polidoro’s manservant, also a magician, and Bigorrilhas
(Scoundrel), a palace lackey, to show their capacities in music and in
verse. Merlim sings a minuet promoting his virtues at the expense of his
rival, to which Bigorrilhas responds with another (Theatro comico
Portuguez 1759-1761, III 341-342):
Merlim
Por te dar gosto To give you what you like
Já vou cantando, I go along singing,
E entoando, And intoning,
Fa, re, sol, do, Fa, re, sol, do,
Vay para lá Go over there
Vem tu cá sol Come over here sol
Fa, re, sol, do. Fa, re, sol, do.
Quem tanto afina One who is so in tune
Sabe ser fino Knows how to be fine
Mas do mofino But for the wretch
Não tenhas dó. Have no pity.
Oh quem me déra Oh that I might
Ser de teu gosto, Be of your liking,
Porque bem posto Since well-placed
Só eu o sou. I am the only one.
Celestina
Agora tu. Now it’s you.
Bigorrilhas
Lá vou eu. Here’s mine.
Eu também quero I also want
Darte hum descante, To give you a tune,
Ainda que cante Even if I sing
Sem tom, nem som. Without note, nor sound.
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Que eu cantando For from the moment I sing
Já desafino, I go straight out of tune,
E só dou fino I am only fine
Pontos de amor, In points of love,
Pois nelle estou For there I am
Sempre de ut, Always ut,
Re, mi, fa, sol. Re, mi, fa, sol.
Celestina
Merlim, quanto canta, Merlin, when he sings,
espanta os males, scares off evil,
tu espantas a gente. you [Bigorrilhas] scare off folk.
The scene continues with Celestina setting each of them to
improvise a glosa, that is to say a décima ending with a mote (punch line)
which she has just given them, after which, in an aria, she pronounces
her verdict on them both, systematically denigrating Bigorrilhas and
ending by showing Merlim her explicit preference. 
Returning to the 1760s, an outstanding example bringing together
the various features hitherto referred to is the adaptation of Metastasio’s
Didone abbandonata, which in its various printed editions (1766, 1782
and 1790), entitled Dido desamparada: destruiçaõ de Carthago, describes
itself unequivocally as “Opera segundo o gosto do theatro Portuguez”.7
The plot involves the rivalry between Eneas and Jarba for Queen Dido’s
love. For Metastasio Jarba was King of the Moors, while in the Portuguese
version he is King of Mauritania, with the epithet “preto” (“black”). His
confidant, Araspe, in the Portuguese version is likewise “preto”. This
insistence on their colour is important, for both the plot and the
characters are mirrored in the sub-plot for the graciosos. Here Balandráo
(Cloak8), servant to Eneas, and Calambuco (Calambak – a dark fragrant
oriental wood), a black slave, who speaks a Portuguese creole, both try to
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7 “Opera according to Portuguese taste”. 
8  It is difficult, in this instance, to see how the meaning cloak would reflect the
character’s personality. In modern Brazilian the very similar word balandrão is a
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woo a serving maid, Chamariz (Allurement). And parallel to Eneas’s
desertion of Dido and her rejection of Jarba, so neither Balandráo nor
Calambuco succeeds in marrying Chamariz.9
Particularly well developed in this opera is the balance and
interaction of musical and poetic numbers, two of the latter as well as
most of the former corresponding to musical numbers in Metastasio’s
original libretto (see table below). Unusually, in the Portuguese printed
text the mutações (changes of scenery, or sets) are numbered continuously
from beginning to end instead of beginning again with each act. Paired
poetic numbers are again a feature in two of the comic scenes. In the
latter part of Act I Set 2 there are paired décimas followed by an aria; at
the end of Act II Set 4 there are paired décimas, a sonnet and an aria.
Truly remarkable is a glosa “improvised” jointly by Balandráo and
Calambuco, in Act III Set 8, in which the collaboration goes so far even
as to split between them the closing mote. Some of the instrumental
parts in a setting by Pedro António Avondano (1714-1782) have
survived.10 From these it is possible to ascertain that the printed text
probably relates to the production for which Avondano wrote the music, 
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colloquial word meaning “braggart” and is much closer to the mark. Being
colloquial, it is not to be found in eighteenth and early nineteenth-century
Portuguese dictionaries, but many such Brazilian expressions that are not to be
found in modern Lusitanian Portuguese reflect earlier usages from Portugal itself.
9 She does not die, however. All of these characters except the late Queen Dido
return in the rather weak sequel, likewise designated “opera segundo o gosto do
theatro Portuguez”, Eneas em Getulia. At the end of this, Balandráo, being his
servant, accompanies Eneas when the latter departs, while Calambuco remains
behind with Chamariz. Though there is nothing explicit (since, no doubt, it
would have been seen as socially unacceptable), the audience is left with the feeling
that the black slave and the serving maid are together thereafter.
10 The two violin and bass parts were transcribed by Otto Henry in the 1960s from
a source originating from the Ópera Nova in Rio de Janeiro. The transcription is
to be found in the Curt Lange collection at the Central Library of the Federal
University of Belo Horizonte, Brazil, with the call-mark 10.5.18. A corresponding
part for two horns, from the same theatre, is located in the Arquivo Musical at the
Paço Ducal, Vila Viçosa, G prática 88c. I am grateful to Rogério Budasz for
drawing my attention to the Otto Henry and for making it available to me. 
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Didone abbandonata (1724) Cantoria
Act I set 1 “Dovrei, ma no.” (Enea [4 lines]) 1
“Dirò che fida sei” (Selene)
“Son Regina, e sono amante” (Didone) 2
“Tu mi scorgi al gran disegno” (Osmida)
“Fra lo splendor del trono” (Jarba)
“Se dalle stelle tu non sei guida” (Araspe)
set 2 -
“Quando saprai chi sono” (Enea) 4
“Son quel fiume, che gonfio d’umori” (Jarba)
-
5
set 3 - 6
“Non há ragione, ingrato” (Didone) 7
“Se resto sul lido” (Enea)
Act II set 4 “Ardi per me fedele” (Selene) 8
“Ah! non lasciarmi, no” (Didone) 9
“Fosca nube il Sol ricopra” (Jarba)
-
10
set 5 “Tacerò, se tu lo brami” (Araspe)
“Tormento il più crudele” (Enea) 11
“Ogni amator suppone” (Selene)
set 6 “Chiamami pur così” (Jarba) 12
“Va lusingando Amore” (Didone)
Act III set 7 “La caduta d’un Regnante” (Jarba [2 lines])
set 8 “Quando l’onda, che nasce dal monte” (Araspe) 13
“A trionfar mi chiama” (Enea) 14
“Io d’amore, oh Dio! mi moro” (Selene)
15
set 9 “Va crescendo / Il mio tormento” (Didone) 16
17
“Cadrà fra poco in cenere” (Jarba) 18
(“Ah che dissi, infelice!” [recitativo])
“Vado…Ma dove? Oh Dio!” (Didone)
19
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Dido desamparada (1766)
Act I set 1 “A Patria… / Prossegue” (Eneas, Dido) 
-
“Sou Rainha, e sou amante” (Dido)
-
*“Mal conhece os horrores de hum engano” (Araspe) (oitava)
set 2 “So lexa que fuja os bixo” (Calambuco)
“Callar meu nome intento” (Enea)
*“Vais-te, fico, há tal fadiga” (Chamariz) +
*“Vou indo-me, e estou tremendo” (Balandráo) (paired décimas) 
“Essa vay por despedida” (Balandráo)
set 3 “Tu queres me rendido” (Jarba)
“De teus olhos na liquida corrente” [Recitado] 
→ “A Deos, encanto amado” (Eneas, Dido)
Act II set 4 “Se he grande a fé que ostentas” (Silene)
“Ah, naõ me deixes, naõ” (Dido)
-
*“Mal pode fazer união” (Chamariz) + 
*“Deyxa vozo plezunçaõ” (Calambuco) (paired décimas)
*“Tem rosto de çapato o seu caraõ” (Balandráo) (sonnet)
“Deixa que ladre o cachorro” (Chamariz)
set 5 -
“A rocha endurecida” (Eneas)
-
set 6 “Já glorias me prometto” (Jarba, Dido, Eneas)
Act III set 7
set 8 [ária Araspe]
“Doce afecto da minha alma” (Enea)
*“Diga a pena o que oculta o meu recato”  (Silene)
*“Parto meu bem. / Ay tar lida?” (Balandráo, Calambuco) (Glosa)
“Quem he negro, quem he feyo” (Balandráo, Calambuco, Chafariz)
set 9 “Esta dor, que vay crescendo” (Dido)
“Cahir desfeita em cinzas” (Jarba)
“Ay de mim triste” [Recitado] →
“Vou…mas aonde...” (Dido)
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Table (on previous page): Comparison between Metastasio’s original text of
Didone abbandonata (1724) and the translation/adaptation to Portuguese taste,
Dido desamparada: destruiçaõ de Cartago (1766). The asterisked items indicate
poetic set-pieces, the remainder being musical numbers (cantorias).
differing significantly only in omitting the text for Araspe’s aria –
cantoria (to use the period term, i.e. musical number) 13, in the parts that
have survived. Below is a table indicating the correspondences between
the musical numbers in Metastasio’s original text, the cantorias in the
Avondano music and the numbers (musical or poetic) in the Portuguese
printed text.
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Figures 1 and 2.
L’isle déserte, French version of Metastasio’s L’isola disabitata, published in
1758. The sailor (le matelot), who in this adaptation becomes a kind of gracioso,
initiates the comedy’s closing vaudeville (author’s collection).
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The importance and number of theatrical works that display all or
most of the characteristics of these operas should not be underestimated.
Considered in terms of these features, and ignoring whether they are
designated opera or comedia, or whether they actually make overt
reference to Portuguese theatrical taste – in neither of which there is
much consistency – at least fourteen Metastasio texts were so adapted,
including four different versions of Demetrio, and some thirty or so texts
adapted from or by other authors have been preserved, either in print or
in manuscript. Sadly, no complete music has survived, implying the
need for at least partial reconstruction in the few cases where even this
might be possible.
However, we must now return to the quotation from Baretti,
with which this essay began, and to his observation: “If this is the
dramatic taste in Portugal, a version of Goldoni’s works would make
the Portuguese full as happy, as the text does the Venetian gondoliers”.
He was absolutely right. The Portuguese came to adore Goldoni, as
can be deduced from the simple fact that of the fifteen folhetos with
explicit reference to Portuguese theatrical taste published in the
twenty years following Rocha e Saldanha’s 1761 volume, eight are of
comedies by Goldoni, compared with only three texts by Metastasio
(the Dido desamparada that we have just examined, Ezio em Roma
and Semiramis reconhecida). And many more Goldoni texts without
any such reference were also printed in Lisbon.
Of course, in a comedy by Goldoni, it would have made no sense
to add comic characters. Nor do we find poetical set-pieces or cantorias
in the printed editions, though there is considerable evidence in the
second half of the century for the addition of musical numbers in
theatrical productions of the Goldonian repertoire and in other
comedies and tragedies, both in Portugal and in Brazil (Cranmer 2009).
Thus the notion of adaptations to Portuguese theatrical taste has to be
broadened to take in a taste for the comic genre in general and any kind
of free translation (with cuts, substitutions and additions) of a non-
Portuguese theatrical work. 
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It is in this sense that we should view, for example, A escola das
mulheres, by Molière, “traduzida e posta ao gosto Portuguez”,11 and
published in Lisbon in 1782, at the printing shop of Francisco Borges
de Sousa. Compared with the original version (L’école des femmes), the
differences are small, limited principally to a generalised liberty in
translation, adaptations to the names of the “rustic” characters (Alain
becomes André, and Georgette Domingas) and an added scene
between acts 3 and 4, making possible more fisticuffs between Arnolfe,
one of the protagonists, and the rustics. The point should be made
that though fisticuffs occur in many Portuguese entremezes (one-act
comic interval- or after-pieces) of this period, Molière’s play already
has other scenes of this kind involving the same characters, illustrating
how the tastes of one nation may also exist within the traditions of
other nations.
Indeed, if the inclusion of comic characters constitutes a sine qua
non of Portuguese theatrical taste in serious stageworks, once again this
is not something to which the Portuguese can make an exclusive claim.
In the seventeenth century, inspired above all by the Spanish paradigm
of the siglo de oro, various European theatrical traditions mix serious and
comic elements. As occurs with the Shakespearean fool, the typical
Spanish comedy has only one gracioso, who interacts with the other
characters, commenting on and parodying the noble figures in aparts
aimed at the amusement of the audience. Similarly, Italian operas
frequently contain comic characters and scenes interwoven, often with
a sub-plot parallel to the main plot itself.
In Venice, early in the eighteenth century, a movement arose
associated particularly with the librettist Apostolo Zeno (1668-1750),
that sought to separate out the serious and comic elements, so that
the main opera was entirely serious, while also admitting three-part
comical intermezzi: two parts in the intervals between the three acts
of the main work and typically a third part immediately prior to the
final scene change of the third act. These intermezzi had just two
characters – usually a manservant and a maid, or an older man and a
130
11 “Translated and adapted to Portuguese taste”.
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maidservant – who, after various conflicts, end up marrying. The
paradigmatic and best-known example is La serva padrona, by Giovanni
Battista Pergolesi (1710-1736).
Naples, which up to 1714 continued to be under Spanish
domination, had other ideas. For example, when Tommaso Albinoni
(1671-1750) composed the opera seria Astarto, to a text by Zeno, for
the Venetian premiere, in the autumn of 1708, he also wrote music
for the intermezzi Pimpinone to be inserted in the usual spots of the opera
seria. However, the following year, when Astarto was performed at the
Teatro San Bartolomeo in Naples, to new music by Nicola Fago (1677-
1745), it was staged without intermezzi but with two added comic
characters: the maidservant Lisetta and the soldier (later servant)
Astrobolo. These two characters, as well as singing a duet at the end of
each act (and another before the final scene change), in the same
positions as would have occurred with intermezzi, therefore, also interact
regularly with the other characters throughout each act, akin to
seventeenth-century practice and something quite impossible with
separate intermezzi.
In Madrid, just as in Lisbon, the first performances of operas with
texts by Metastasio go back to the 1730s. Once again we find adaptations.
To exemplify, Por amor y por lealtad, a version of Demetrio, performed
during the Carnival season 1736, has an added scene with a shipwreck
(Act I Scene 6) in which appear a noble, Alceste, and his servant, the
gracioso Cascuncia (Thrashing) (Leza 1998, 627). Other Metastasio
adaptations made in Madrid at this time also limit themselves to adding
just one gracioso. For example, the adaptation of Artaserse, Dar el ser el
hijo al padre, with music by Francesco Corradini (c. 1700-after 1749),
performed at the Colisèo del Principe, in Madrid, during the Carnival
season 1736, has the gracioso Raton (Mouse). Adriano in Siria, which in the
Lisbon version published in Operas Portuguezas in 1746 has two graciosos
– Beringella (Egg-plant) and Chichello (Slipper) – in Madrid in 1737,
with music by José de Nebra (c. 1688-1768), has only one (Silvio,
Farnaspe’s servant). Later, however, we also find adaptations in Spain with
two, as occurs, for example, in No hay en amor fineza mas constante, que
dexar por amor su mismo amante, an adaptation of La Nittetti, performed
in Valencia, in 1772, which has the pastoral graciosos, Torisbo and Silena.
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As for French translations of Metastasio, these generally remain close
to the original. There is, however, an exception, in the one-act comedy,
L’isle déserte, an adaptation of the cantata scenica L’isola disabitata, staged
in Paris in 1758, in which a sailor, who in the original does not even
speak, becomes a kind of gracioso with a secondary but significant role.
It is this character, for example, who initiates the play’s closing
vaudeville, in which the whole cast, one by one, each sing a stanza. 
The point should be made, however, that in France in the 17th and
early 18th centuries there was a strong tradition of appreciation for
tragicomedies. A striking example of this is related by Voltaire (1694-
1778) with regard to his collaboration with Jean-Philippe Rameau
(1683-1764) in the religious opera Samson. In connection with an earlier
version, by the actor-playwright Jean-Antoine Romagnesi (1690-1742),
he tells us in an ironic tone:
Dans cette Piece sublime, Arlequin, valet de Samson, se battoit contre un
Coq-d’Inde, tandis que son Maitre emportoit les portes de la ville de Gaza
sur ses épaules. En 1732, on voulut représenter à l’Opéra de Paris une
Tragédie de Samson, mise en musique par le célébre Rameau: mais on ne
le permit pas. Il n’y avoit ni Arlequin ni Coq-d’Inde: la chose parut trop
sérieuse.12 (Anecdotes dramatiques, 1775, II, 153)
Rameau reused the music in various other operas.
Portuguese theatrical taste is often criticised, overtly or by
implication, for the manner in which it destroys the dramatic balance
sought by Metastasio and others, as if this poet was some kind of
evangelist and his texts biblical. With reference to the Madrid theatres
in the 1730s, Stein and Leza (2009, 258) comment: “These graciosos,
anathema to the Metastasian aesthetic, brought audiences back to the
theaters, though they ruined dramatic purity and balance”. Pasquale
(2007, 89) is still harsher in her criticism of the taste at issue:
132
12 “In this sublime play, Harlequin, Samson’s valet, has a fight with a turkey while
his Master is bursting open the gates of the town of Gaza with his shoulders. In
1732 we wanted to put on the Tragedy of Samson at the Paris Opera, set to music
by the celebrated Rameau: but we weren’t allowed to. There was no Harlequin and
no turkey: the thing seemed too serious.”
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La storia del teatro metastasiano in Portogallo è la storia della composizione
dei suoi rifacimenti, delle motivazioni che portarono a storpiature di senso o
a soppressioni di contenuti oggi improponibili e che solo un’analisi sociologica
del pubblico lusitano del Settecento e della contingenza storica in cui si trovava
il Paese potrebbere spiegare.13
And yet the Portuguese adaptors certainly felt that they were
improving what they found, responding to other demands and
aesthetics, creating other kinds of balance. Moreover, they shared this
sentiment not only with other Latin folk – from Naples and Spain –
but even with the French. Without Harlequin and the turkey, Samson
stood no chance. Were they really all wrong? Surely the problem is our
own incapacity to come to terms with a culture that went to the theatre
to be entertained, not to be enlightened.
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13 “The story of Metastasian theatre in Portugal is the story of the composition of
his remakes, of the motivations that led to the distortion of sense or to
suppressions of contents that could never be proposed today and which only a
social analysis of the Lusitanian public of the eighteenth century and of the
historical moment in which the country found itself might be able to explain.”
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1 Gewandhaus = cloth hall; part of the building was originally used by cloth trading
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2 Helmut Loos, “Das Gewandhaus zu Leipzig,” in Socialist Realism and Music, ed.
Mikuláš Bek, Geoffrey Chew and Petr Macek (Prague: Koniasch Latin Press,
2004): 185-193; id., “Konzertorgeln in Leipzig,” in Die Orgel im Konzertsaal und
ihre Musik. Bericht über das Symposion Sankt Petersburg 14.-15.1.2005, ed. Klaus
Wolfgang Niemöller (Sinzig: Studio-Verlag, 2010): 99-108.
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The Municipal Church Music of Leipzig
Helmut Loos
Leipzig
Leipzig is indeed a musical city with a well-known – one might
even say famous – concert life. The Gewandhaus and its orchestra date
back to the 1743 founding of the Grosses Concert (Grand Concert) and
were named after the venue of their concert hall,1 which opened its doors
in 1781. As early as 1884, Alfred Dörffel provided a comprehensive
documentation of the Gewandhaus repertory, which Eberhard
Creuzburg and Johannes Forner systematically continued in 1931 and
1981, respectively. This constitutes the first and one of only a few rare
cases of a near-complete orchestra programme record over a substantial
period of time – such meticulous record-keeping is normally restricted
to commemorative books published by eager music societies.
The repertory of the Gewandhaus Orchestra thus received a
somewhat unusual amount of careful attention. This is in part due to
the fact that the ensemble was regarded as a leading example for
bourgeois musical activities. Additional impulses stemmed from the Art-
as-religion understanding that became prevalent during the 19th century.
This became especially apparent with the construction of the Neues
Concerthaus (New Concert Hall) in 1884 – also known as the Second
Gewandhaus.2
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The phenomenon of music as a bourgeois Art-as-religion –
complete with imitation of antique temples – was juxtaposed with a
secularisation of the churches. Choral societies such as the Riedel-
Verein used churches as a venue for their concert activities – although
the Riedel-Verein performed mainly sacred music, they did so
outside of the liturgical context. As the center of bourgeois musical
life, the Gewandhaus Orchestra held a unique position. The fact that
the orchestra still had manifold musical connections with other
Leipzig ensembles might be somewhat unexpected, despite being quite
apparent. Musicians of the Gewandhaus Orchestra were naturally also
involved in church music, the repertory of which would otherwise
have seen a drastic reduction. Appearances of the Gewandhaus
Orchestra outside of the Gewandhaus – for example, in joint church
performances with other ensembles – are another question altogether.
In the past, Leipzig’s downtown area housed five churches:
Nikolaikirche (St. Nicholas), Thomaskirche (St. Thomas), Peterskirche
(St. Peter’s was located in the inner city until 1886; the construction of
a new church building in the downtown periphery began in 1885),
Matthäikirche (St. Matthew’s) and the Universitätskirche St. Pauli
(University Church of St. Paul). Among the older churches was also
the Johanniskirche (St. John’s) in front of the Grimmasches Tor. (Of
these seven churches, three are still in existence today). Alongside
the Lutherans, a protestant reformed congregation held their church
services in the Kurfürstliches Amtshaus at Thomaskirchhof before
moving into their own church at Tröndlinring in 1899. Catholics
had been holding their mass in a chapel of the Pleißenburg since
1710; Leipzig’s first Catholic Church opened in 1847. Additionally,
there were several synagogues in the city; a large synagogue located in
Gottschedstraße was especially prominent in terms of musical activity. 
With the city’s rapid population growth during the 19th
century, the number of churches increased as well: a statistical survey
in 1993 counted a total of 59 churches in Leipzig including the
suburban areas and incorporated villages.3 The way in which
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5 Wolfgang Hanke, Die Thomaner (Berlin: Union-Verlag, 1979), 73.
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churches impacted the musical life of the city can only be estimated,
as contributions examining the music history of individual churches
and synagogues are rudimentary at best. A conventional musicological
assessment would likely deem this portion of the city’s musical history
artistically irrelevant and leave it unconsidered. However, the practice of
only considering artistic progress or exceptional examples as relevant is
consistent with the secular worldview in the tradition of Hegel, Darwin
or Nietzsche and does not coincide with basic Christian understanding.
Moreover, from an academic perspective, it has to be noted that limiting
music history to certain segments effectively falsifies a historic assessment,
especially when those segments are not chosen based on universal criteria.
The three-volume work Musikgeschichte Leipzigs (Leipzig’s Musical
History) by Wustmann and Schering ends with the year 1800,4 a time
during which bourgeois music appreciation was still in its early stages.
The contribution begins with extensive coverage of Thomaskirche and
its choir – as the Thomanerchor inevitably played a central role within
the musical activities of the city, particularly in regard to
Thomaskantor Johann Sebastian Bach. The convincing work offers a
broad spectrum, covering – or at least mentioning – nearly all aspects
of the musical life of Leipzig. An examination that extends past the
18th century and offers similar depth, clarity and a comparable wealth
of information remains a musicological desideratum.
In comparison to central bourgeois institutions of municipal
music activities – such as the Gewandhaus or the city theater – church
music is somewhat neglected by music research even today. There have
only been a handful of exceptions, which unsurprisingly mostly refer
to Johann Sebastian Bach, or father Bach, the ‘greatest Thomaskantor
of them all’ who occupies an unalterable position in history.5 It is no
coincidence that Bach’s church (Thomaskirche, the former monastery
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of St. Thomas) and his choir (the Thomanerchor) became the center of
attention and the subject of monographs of various levels of accessibility.
The high period attributed to Bach’s work was of limited duration.
Although the Thomanerchor had been the undisputed center of musical
life for several centuries, its prominence had begun to decline as
bourgeois musical culture gained momentum with its focus on theater,
Singspiel, the Collegia musica, private and public concerts, societies of
instrumental and vocal music and – not to be forgotten – the practice
of singing and playing music at home.
However, this is not to say that Thomanerchor was pushed to the
periphery of musical activities. The changes after the so-called high period
essentially only affected the ranking of the Thomaner within the maze of
municipal music institutions. During a time of increasing competition,
cantor and choir had to re-position themselves as one among several
elements comprising the local music culture. However, Thomaskirche,
Thomaskantor und Thomanerchor remained prominent parts of the
city’s musical life – perhaps due in part to their heritage. This
contribution aims to provide a closer examination of the St. Thomas
Choir and its church music repertory around 1900 – one and a half
centuries after the so-called high period. When we take into consideration
that Leipzig – as previously mentioned – has nearly 60 churches, it
becomes evident that this examination will only cover a single piece of a
complex mosaic and that with regard to the current state of research, the
time for comparisons has not yet come.
Around the turn of the century, the Saturday Motette6 at
Thomaskirche and the church music accompanying the Sunday service
at Thomaskirche or Nikolaikirche constituted the organisational
framework of the Thomaner’s service within their congregation. Reports
about these services can be found in two handwritten notebooks of the
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8 I have not included the anonymous 15th century chorale Alta Trinità beata, which
was performed twice (August 18, 1900 and August 17, 1901). Likewise, I have
omitted two composers whom I have not been able to identify to date: Albert
Trottmann and Otto Zocher. 
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Thomasschule’s choir prefect, which were transcribed by Stefan Altner,7
as well as in the advertisements of the journal Musikalisches Wochenblatt
(Weekly Music Journal, Stadtbibliothek Leipzig, LEm, Z 208). For the
years 1900 and 1901, these sources note 106 Motetten at Thomaskirche
as well as 39 church service performances at Thomaskirche and 37
performances at Nikolaikirche. In addition to the regular church services,
the choir also sang on religious holidays such as Christmas, the Feast of
the Ascension, Reformation Day (October 31) and others, as well as on
monarchs’ birthdays, which were often combined with church services
and celebrated in advance. It cannot be ascertained whether this
documentation is in fact complete – some references to church music
performances could be missing. (A small number of additions to the
notebooks from the Musikalisches Wochenblatt should be mentioned:
the journal kept fairly extensive records of church music activities, which
was exemplary for this type of publication). In any case, the documented
amount of performances is quite impressive and a closer look at the
musical repertory is certainly worthwhile. 
The programme of the Thomanerchor under the direction of Gustav
Schreck in the years 1900 and 1901 contained works by a total of 79
composers,8 65 (82%) of which were – according to contemporary
understanding – German composers; Franz Liszt is actually not included
in this count, as he considered himself part of the Hungarian tradition.
Only one Frenchman is mentioned in the programme, and as a matter
of fact, he is the earliest composer listed there: Claude Goudimel (1514-
1572), a Huguenot martyr who became a key figure of Protestantism. His
four-part motet Agnus Dei was sung.
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Other individuals listed include Franco-Fleming Orlando di Lasso,
Ukrainian (or Russian) Dmitry Bortniansky and Dane Niels Gade,
although the latter could essentially be considered part of the Leipzig
tradition. Besides German composers, the repertory also included Italian
contributions; there are a total of 9 Italian composers (11.5%) listed. All
Italians belonged to the old style of music; Niccolo Jommelli (1714-1774)
was the youngest of the group. The most prominent Italian among them
was Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (1525-1594), 5 works of whom are
mentioned; additionally, two works each have been recorded for Antonio
Lotti (1667-1740), Francesco Durante (1684-1755) and Francesco Antonio
Valotti (1697-1780). All Italian compositions listed have Latin texts, as
do the works of the Catholic composers Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert,
Liszt and Rheinberger. Several St. Thomas cantors used Latin texts for
some of their works, as well, namely Kuhnau, Schicht and Richter (but
not Bach). A Greek Kyrie by Rust is also included.
The composer with the greatest amount of works listed is Johann
Sebastian Bach (68), followed by Gustav Schreck, who was Thomaskantor
at the time (30), Felix Mendelssohn (24) and Ernst Friedrich Richter (20),
another Thomaskantor. Of a total of 332 pieces listed, Bach thus composed
20.5%, Schreck 9%, Mendelssohn 7.3% and Richter 6% (performance
duration cannot be taken into account in this context). No less than 10 St.
Thomas cantors in the repertory continued the tradition: Sethus Calvisius,
Johann Kuhnau, Johann Sebastian Bach, Johann Friedrich Doles, Johann
Adam Hiller, Johann Gottfried Schicht, Theodor Weinlig, Ernst Friedrich
Richter, Wilhelm Rust and Gustav Schreck (since 1892).
Old music appreciation is only present on a fairly small scale;
composers between Goudimel and Heinrich Schütz (those born in the 16th
century) include 11 individuals with a total of 24 works listed. Composers
born in the 17th century (from Andreas Hammerschmidt to Francesco
Antonio Valotti) comprise a substantial portion with 9 composers and a
total of 82 works (68 of which were composed by Bach), while those born
in the 18th century (from David Perez to Carl Gottlieb Reissiger) include
17 composers, but merely 43 pieces, which signifies somewhat of a decline.
The most substantial portion of works listed was written by composers
born in the 19th century – from Carl Zöllner to Emil Paul – with a total of
42 composers and 182 pieces (55% compared with 7%, 25% and 13%).
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As a matter of course, certain traditions formed during the church
year cycle, leading to a connection of church holidays with particular
pieces of music. The Christmas repertory, for example, includes the
Richter motet Vom Himmel hoch, the choral settings of Calvisius (Joseph,
lieber Joseph mein) and Praetorius (Es ist ein Ros entsprungen), as well as
a setting of the Altböhmische Weihnachtslieder by Carl Riedel. In 1900
and 1901, Palestrina’s Improperia were performed during Holy Week
(April 14, 1900 and April 6, 1901). Reformation Day is closely connected
with the hymn Ein feste Burg, the respective motet by Doles was
performed on October 30, 1900 and October 30, 1901; on October 31,
1900, the homonymous cantata by Bach was performed, as well. During
the two-year span, only 7 Bach cantatas were performed. The exceptional
position of Johann Sebastian Bach in the Thomaner repertory is
illustrated by the fact that in this context, the surname Bach can be used
without further additions. In fact, the only other mention of the name
referred to Johann Michael Bach, two works of whom are listed. The
programme, however, appears to have been rather flexible and did not
solely revolve around church holidays – unlike, for example, the fixed
annual programme of the Dresden Hofkirche that was in place at the
same time.
Alongside the strong Thomaskantor tradition – three of the four
most-performed composers were cantors – only Mendelssohn was able to
gain exceptional appreciation. There were apparently no reservations in
regard to his Jewish heritage; in fact, Mendelssohn received great
recognition and affection in Leipzig. As Mendelssohn contributed
significantly to the body of Protestant church music, a denominational
appreciation of his works seems natural. The question of denomination
as a whole did not act as a factor of exclusion. This becomes apparent –
besides the examples of several Catholic composers – with the inclusion
of three compositions by Salomon Jadassohn, who was actively involved
in synagogue music and held a high position within the Jewish
community as the conductor of the Leipzig Synagogal Choir. 
The birthdays of reigning monarchs always called for special festivities.
On these occasions, the Thomaner still sang the text of the traditional
Latin Salvum fac regem. In the two years analyzed here, the Salvum was
performed in the Thomaskirche a total of four times in the settings of three
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composers on the occasion of the birthdays of the German Emperor and
the King of Saxony: during the celebration of the birthday of His Majesty
the German Emperor on January 27, 1900 by Otto Zocher and on
January 26, 1901 by Moritz Vogel (four-part motet); for the celebration
of the birthday of His Majesty King Albert of Saxony on April 21, 1900
by Moritz Vogel and on April 20, 1901 (celebrated in advance) by Ernst
Friedrich Richter.
In addition to works selected to fit a particular date or occasion, some
pieces of music enjoyed a more universal appreciation: Several pieces from
Mendelssohn’s oratorios, among them six from Paulus (St. Paul; January
6, 1900; February 25, 1900; June 10, 1900; June 23, 1901; November 23 and
24 1901) and four from Elias (Elijah; January 14, 1900; January 21, 1900;
September 23, 1900; February 3, 1901). Mozart’s Ave verum corpus was
performed three times (January 27, 1900; February 9, 1901; September 28,
1901); the same text in a setting by Ernst Friedrich Richter was performed
twice (March 17, 1900 and February 16, 1901).
In addition to its church responsibilities, the Thomanerchor
continuously collaborated with the Gewandhaus Orchestra. Between
approximately 1896 and 1902, one joint performance of the Thomaner
and the orchestra took place at the Gewandhaus each year. This concert
usually occurred around the time of Reformation Day (October 31) and
mostly contained secular vocal works (with the cantata listed here being
the exception):
- November 1, 1900 – Paul Hofhaimer: Ach lieb mir Leid; Hans Leo
Haßler: Nun lasst uns fröhlich sein; Johannes Brahms: All meine
Herzgedanken op. 62 Nr. 5; Bei nächtlicher Weil; Gustav Schreck: Das
Alter ist ein höflich Mann.
- October 31, 1901 – Bach: cantata O ewiges Feuer BWV 34; Heinrich
Finck: Ach herzigs Herz; Haßler: Nun lasst uns fröhlich sein; Friedrich
Robert Volkmann: Die Luft so still op. 75 Nr. 2; Mendelssohn: Ich hab ein
Liebchen op. 88 Nr. 2.
At a later time, the concert at the Gewandhaus was moved into the
Advent weeks, although secular works remained on the programme and
Christmas-related vocal works were the exception. 
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A quite complete record of the music programmes of Thomaskirche
and Nikolaikirche can be found in the journal Musikalisches Wochenblatt,
whereas activities of other congregations were only noted in a few rare
exceptions. One such example is an entry about a Johanniskirche
programme realised by cantor Röthing with a sacred vocal music solo
quartet on the topic:
Schatzkästlein deutsch-evangelischer Kirchenmusik; Gesänge aus der
vorreformatorischen Zeit, aus dem Reformationszeitalter selbst und endlich
aus der nachreformatorischen Zeit (bis Joh. Seb. Bach) [Treasure Chest of
German Protestant Sacred Music; vocal works from the time before, during
and after the Reformation (until Johann Sebastian Bach)]; Hassler, H. Leo: In
dulci jubilo; Hassler, H. Leo: Vom Himmel hoch; Bodenschatz, Ehrhardt:
Joseph, lieber Joseph mein; Isaac: O Welt sieh hier dein Leben; Eccard,
Johannes: Mein schönste Zier und Kleinod aus Preußische Festlieder; Franck,
J. M.: Nun Jauchz dem Herren; Löhner, Johannes: Vater voll Güte; Hasler: O
Haupt voll Blut und Wunden; Crüger: O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden; Bach,
J. S.: O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden; Schütz, H.: Ehre sei dir, Christe.9
On February 24, 1901, an unknown ensemble performed two works
at the University Church of St. Paul: “Lassus, O.: Wie könnt ich sein
vergessen; Kittan, G.: In meines Herzens Grunde.”10 On June 24, 1901,
the first part of Mendelssohn’s oratorio Paulus was performed at
Johanniskirche.11
The Thomaskirche saw performances by the Thomaner and by other
ensembles, such as that of the Leipziger Männer- und Damenchor (Leipzig
Gentlemen and Ladies’ Choir) around March 14, 1900. The performance
was conducted by G. Wohlgemuth with soloists Mrs. F. Röthig, Mrs.
Strathmann, A. Markwort and K. Müller premiering Petrus Forschegrund,
a cantata for choir, soloists, orchestra and organ of Friedrich Schuchardt.12
These are individual excerpts from two years of Leipzig’s music
history, which may provide valuable references to the manifold ensembles
and venues of musical activity relevant to a true documentation of
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Leipzig’s musical life as a whole. Only the meticulous task of collecting
and compiling this data will yield a reliable representation of municipal
music history. This exceeds the workload of a single scholar, which is
perhaps one of the reasons why a comprehensive account of Leipzig’s
music history beyond 1800 has not been compiled to date. However, the
difficulty of a task should not discourage scholars, but rather, inspire their
creativity and ambition to find solutions. After all, it is now possible to
process historic material with the use of the so-called Digital Humanities.13
And finally, the possibility of creating research teams and coordinating
one’s scholastic efforts with those of other researchers should not be
regarded as a deterrent by musicologists, even if they are traditionally used
to solitary work.
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13 Helmut Loos, Nicole Waitz, and Gilbert Stöck, “Untersuchungen zum Repertoire
des Leipziger Thomanerchores zwischen 1808 und 2008 auf der Grundlage EDV-
gestützter statistischer Erhebungen,” in 800 Jahre Thomana. Glauben, singen, lernen.
Festschrift zum Jubiläum von Thomaskirche, Thomanerchor und Thomasschule, ed.
Stefan Altner and Martin Petzoldt (Wettin-Löbejün: Stekovics, 2012): 218-233;
Gilbert Stöck and Peter Scholz, “Das Online-Portal zur Repertoire-Erforschung des
Thomanerchores. Fragestellungen, Methoden und Zielsetzungen,” in Forum
Musikbibliothek 33/1 (2012): 34-39.
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The Politics of Listening:
Some Reflections on the Use of Music Technologies
in Early Portuguese Sound Films
Manuel Deniz Silva 
Lisbon
Since the ground-breaking research by Eisler and Adorno in their
Composing for the Films (1947), studies on the use of music and sound
in cinema have been one of the most promising but rather unexploited
fields in the sociology of music.1 In recent years, however, in parallel
with the more classic analysis of the formal implications of the
juxtaposition of music with moving images, a new interest has arisen in
the study of historical musical practices and discourses around fiction
films and documentaries, showing their importance in the construction
of the conceptions of music performance and hearing habits, particularly
in the popular music context. If the initial development of film music
studies as a discipline, in the 1980s and early 1990s, focused on music as
an auxiliary or a supplement to the narrative constructed by the images,2
more recent trends have emphasised what films can tell us about the
various ways music is socially constructed.
In their introduction to Beyond the Soundtrack, a collective volume
published in 2007, Richard Leppert, Lawrence Kramer and Daniel
Goldmark opened a wide-ranging new perspective when they proposed
not only to “conceptualise the use of music in film”, but also “to
understand the ways in which film conceptualises music”. They pointed
out “new questions on the table”, including “how films imagine music,
how films represent music as phenomenon, and how films position
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2 See Claudia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1987), and Kathryn Kalinak, Settling the Score: Music
and the Classical Hollywood Film (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992).
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music and musicality as parts of, or apart from, a fictional world”.3 More
recently, Mark Slobin has stressed the value of film representations of
musical practice from an ethnomusicological perspective, stating that
“since any movie presents the viewer with a human society (or
something similar, in animal based films), the job of the composer is to
offer sonic substance to the housing, clothing, language, and customs of
the place”. In that sense, he argues, “every film is ethnographic, and
every soundtrack acts like an ethnomusicologist”.4
In this paper, I will argue that the study of the representations of the
act of hearing music in fiction films can be an important source in order
to understand how listening has been constructed and negotiated at
different historical, political and cultural moments. Listening has been an
essential element in film almost since the beginning, and even in the
first narrative silent movies the act of listening was often a central subject
of the plot. In this context, the film historian Rick Altman highlights the
importance of some short films by David W. Griffith from 1909, such as
The Voice of the Violin, Schneider’s Anti-Noise Crusade and The Lonely Villa.
As Altman puts it, “not only do the plots of many films turn on moments
when listening is emphasised, but listening increasingly serves an
important role in new methods of constructing narrative space”.5
Eventually, with the introduction of sound, this has not only become a
permanent element of film scripts, but also has fulfilled a variety of
functions in montage techniques and naturally in the film’s score and
soundtrack. One of the narrative elements provided by the introduction
of sound in film has been the possibility to give a more realistic
representation of the act of listening, and the first talkies staged extensively
audio reproduction devices: gramophones, radio sets, loudspeakers and
telephones became a constant presence on the screen. These new items
148
3 Daniel Goldmark, Lawrence Kramer, and Richard Leppert, “Introduction.
Phonoplay: Recasting Film Music,” in Beyond the Soundtrack: Representing Music
in Cinema, ed. id. (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California
Press, 2007): 3.
4 Mark Slobin, “The Steiner Superculture,” in Global Soundtracks: Worlds of Film
Music, ed. id. (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 2008): 4.
5 Rick Altman, Silent Film Sound (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 214.
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served mainly to explore the possibilities introduced by the soundtrack,
but they were also part of the renewal of film narratives, inserting
everyday life activities into the plot such as wireless listening, telephone
calls or the manipulation of records.
The study of listening representations in film has been mostly
oriented to its function as a powerful connotative element, a character
often being presented and socially situated by the kind of music he or
she listens to, or a location defined by the music that is played,
diegetically or not. In that sense, what has been mostly emphasised is the
power of film industries to create and establish a repertoire of musical
clichés. In this research, however, what interests me is not only the music
that the characters are listening to, but also how they are listening and
what their listening procedures, strategies and habits are. In that sense,
the analysis of representations of music in film, looking beyond the
surface of the soundtrack, opens a vast field of research for the sociology
of music and offers new objects for the study of the social contexts of
music production and reception. Film narratives are a vast reservoir
of listening representations, in very different contexts, mediated by
technology whether in live performances, individual or collective,
cultured or popular. Their inclusion in a narrative frame also provides
us with a significant corpus of symbolical constructions surrounding
these various practices, explicitly or implicitly shown as modern or
traditional, meaningful or superficial, proper or improper. 
I will focus my analysis here on the depictions of listening situations
in some of the early Portuguese sound films, namely Gado Bravo (1934),
A Revolução de Maio (1936), Pátio das Cantigas (1942) and O Costa do
Castelo (1943). My purpose is to discuss what these representations can
tell us about the social construction of listening in a particular moment
of Portuguese cultural life, marked by the emergence of the new musical
industries associated with the technology of sound reproduction, radio
and records. I will conclude with some remarks on the politics of listening
that these examples suggest.
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1. Sound technology as a symbol of modernity
One of the first significant appearances of music technology in the
plot of a Portuguese film was in Gado Bravo (“Wild Cattle”), directed
by António Lopes Ribeiro in 1934. It was only the third national sound
film and the local industry was still in its transition period to the new
technology. Although affirming an explicit nationalist agenda – the
film was presented as celebrating the beauty of Portuguese landscapes
–, the production had a significant international contribution: a group
of German technicians and actors escaping the Nazi regime formed an
important part of the crew and the film soundtrack was produced
entirely in Paris. This particular production context was not only
determined by the absence of Portuguese technicians but also because
of previous collaborations by the director and a clear commercial
strategy, as Gado Bravo was thought to be a product destined both for
the national and international market.
The plot of the film is centred on Manuel Garrido (Raul de
Carvalho), a wealthy landowner and celebrated bullfighter that finds
himself torn between the love of his Portuguese fiancée Branca (Nita
Brandão) and the seductive Nina (Olly Gebauer), a German cabaret
singer he has discovered in a Lisbon nightclub. Later in the film, Nina
travels to the Portuguese countryside with her agent, Jackson (Siegfried
Arno), and their car breaks down near Garrido’s farm, in the rural
region of the Ribatejo. A portable gramophone they were carrying in
their luggage plays an important role in a particular scene, when
Jackson comes across a group of local women washing clothes in a
stream. He is enchanted by their song and tries to sing with them, but
speaking little Portuguese he decides to play a jazz record on his
gramophone and dances a foxtrot. One of the washerwomen, Mariana,
is charmed by the strange movements of this man with an
incomprehensible accent and a displaced outfit (Jackson is dressed in
a sort of golf or tennis clothing) and engages in innocent flirtation with
him. Several gags follow as Mariana’s husband discovers them, forcing
Jackson to hide and disguise himself in women clothes. He is eventually
recognised by the jealous husband and only just manages to escape from
the enraged villagers and a frightening bull.
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The gramophone scene in Gado Bravo can be read as a variation on
the theme of music and dance as universal substitutes for the difficulties
of language communication, but it also very clearly opposes Portuguese
folklore and international music entertainment. The opposition between
urban and rural musical worlds in this film can be viewed as quite naïf and
simplistic, but nevertheless it successfully renders the astonishing effect of
the collusion between the traditional live performance and the
modernity of mediated technology. In that sense, it falls under the
category of one of the recurrent “narrative knots” identified by Mark
Slobin in his comparative analysis of musical moments in film history. In
several movies from the first half of the twentieth century, Slobin remarks,
“the gramophone makes a sudden intervention into the space of the
action, always rural”. This intrusion “symbolises the power of the ruling
class or colonisers and/or the onset of modernity”, and Slobin identifies
a first paradigmatic instance of this “narrative knot” in King Vidor’s Bird
of Paradise (1932), where “the American sailors charm the native islanders
with the magic of the record-player”.6 But in the context of the
international strategy of Gado Bravo, both in terms of production and
distribution, the presence of the gramophone as symbol of modernity is
more complex than it seems. The film clearly situates Portugal as a pre-
modern locale, where the wonders of technology and entertainment are
still largely unknown. In a way, the modernity of the gramophone was
that of sound cinema itself, and jazz music becomes the sign of a new
relationship between audiences and cultural commodities, that takes place
outside the community ties that usually defined traditional music making.
The reverse of this negative pre-modern image of Portuguese society was
the emphasis on its authenticity.7 If the Portuguese peripheral condition
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6 Mark Slobin, “Comparative Vistas,” in Global Soundtracks: Worlds of Film Music,
ed. id. (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 2008): 338. Slobin follows the
occurrences of this situation in later films, like White Sun in the Desert (USSR,
1964), The Stone Wedding (Romania, 1972), Tree of the Wooden Clogs (Italy, 1978)
and Spices (India, 1986). We can also trace this “knot” back to the famous
phonograph scene in Robert Flaherty’s Nanook of the North (1922).
7 On the process of “folklorisation” in Portugal, see Salwa Castelo-Branco and Jorge
de Freitas Branco, “Folclorização em Portugal: uma perspectiva,” in Vozes do povo
– A Folclorização em Portugal, ed. id. (Oeiras: Celta Editora, 2003): 1-21.
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seemed unavoidable, and technology necessarily a foreign word,
traditional rural sociabilities could be presented as pure and protected
from the flaws of urban society. The opposition between the restlessness
of the German travellers and the timeless quiet life of the Portuguese
rural world was reinforced by the opposition between the rhythms of
jazz and the swaying movements of Jackson and the natural voices and
working gestures of the washerwomen. In his study of Gado Bravo,
Malte Hagener underlines that “the Germans conquer the heart of the
Portuguese not only with their technology, but also through their
seductive and mediated sounds.” Their advantage can only be balanced
by the action of the Portuguese as a group and Hagener interprets
the film’s narrative as the victory of the Portuguese community over
the German individual, “of the masses over technology and of tradition
over the modern world”.8
This reversal of the modern / pre-modern opposition was
nevertheless made more ambiguous by the means deployed by cinema
itself to convey this idealised rural image. The traditional song was in fact
an original composition for the film, written by the poet António Botto
and the music composer Luís de Freitas Branco. Furthermore, the score
of the song, arranged for voice and piano, was published and widely
distributed by Sassetti editions, becoming a popular hit after the release
of the film. Lopes Ribeiro was thus fabricating authenticity utilising the
cultural industries and for urban audiences whose relation to music was
closer to Jackson’s world than to the idealised Portuguese peasants’
lyricism. In that sense, the comical effect of the gramophone scene can
152
8 Malte Hagener, “Gado Bravo,” in O Cinema Português através dos seus filmes, ed.
Carolin Overhoff Ferreira (Porto: Campo das Letras, 2007): 34. Malte Hagener
points out that Gado Bravo “can also be interpreted – as almost every early sound
film – from the perspective of the use of voice and its auto-referential reflection
on the new technology, as well as from the problems raised by the corporeality of
the characters”.  Near the end of the film, when Manuel Garrido is drinking in a
tavern after his breakup with Nina, he hears the German singer again on the radio.
The film shows us a superimposition of Nina’s face and the radio set image,
emphasising the mediated and technological nature of her seduction. Infuriated
by the spectral reappearance of her voice, Manuel Garrido smashes his glass of
wine against the radio set, destroying the technical apparatus of the illusion and
liberating himself from its magic spell. (trans. M.D.S.).
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be interpreted as a complex and conscious interplay with the tensions
between modernity and pre-modernity, authenticity and artificiality,
periphery and centrality, rather than a simple ideological and normative
message.
The second sound film directed by António Lopes Ribeiro,
A Re vo lução de Maio (“The May Revolution”, 1936), was a very different
production. It was one of the only two films financed directly by the
Estado Novo’s state propaganda department (Secretariado de Propaganda
Nacional, SPN)9 and part of a larger commemoration of the 10th
anniversary of the military coup that had established the dictatorship
on May 28, 1926. The script of the film was co-written by Lopes Ribeiro
and the head of the SPN, António Ferro, and consists of a grouping of
the main ideological arguments of the regime’s propaganda. The story
involves César Valente, a communist activist in exile who returns to
Portugal to organise a revolution and is surprised by the regeneration of
the country under the new regime. As Luís Reis Torgal has underlined,
the film is a cinematic illustration of the “conversion of the unfaithful”
discourse, a theme often developed by the Portuguese dictator Oliveira
Salazar himself in his political speeches.10 César’s conversion to the
regime takes place at different levels. In his journey to the north of
Portugal and in the National Institute of Statistics in Lisbon he is
confronted with the manifestations (roads, buildings, ports) and the
economic and educational achievements of the dictatorship. But what
finally triggers his complete conversion is the love of Maria Clara, a nurse
at Lisbon’s maternity hospital, whose father had been killed defending
the regime against its enemies. In the crucial moment of the film, César
was supposed to replace the Portuguese flag floating in one of Lisbon’s
hills by a red one, giving the signal for the revolution, but instead he
takes off his hat as a good patriot. What is particularly interesting in the
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9 The other one was Feitiço do Império (“Spell of the Empire”, 1940), also directed
by António Lopes Ribeiro. 
10 See Luís Reis Torgal, “Propaganda, ideologia e cinema no Estado Novo. A
‘conversão dos descrentes’,” in O Cinema sob o olhar de Salazar, ed. id. (Lisbon:
Temas e Debates, 2001): 64-91. Feitiço do Império also tells the story of a
conversion, in this case that of a sceptical urban man to the charms of the
Portuguese colonial empire.
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story is that the conversion process is both rational and moral, with César
being presented throughout the film as a good and honest man
misguided by foreign influences.11
In this particular case, the most relevant issue concerning music
technology does not emerge from what we see on screen, but precisely
from what we do not see. One of the pivotal scenes in the film, the
couple’s romantic promenade in the Monserrate gardens in Sintra, near
Lisbon, underwent several changes in the course of the making of the
film. In this sequence, César is going to announce to Maria Clara that
he must leave town and is not sure if he will come back. In the original
script, they were sitting on the grass, having a picnic and listening to a
portable gramophone. César cranks up the gramophone and Maria
Clara plays with a flower while listening to the music. He then asks if
she likes the song and knows the lyrics. She shakes her head and he
asks if she wants him to sing. She nods in agreement, and Lopes Ribeiro
specifically planned two close ups, “César prepares himself to sing” and
“Maria Clara prepares herself to hear”. The last two shots are detailed
as follows:
[378. 0736]
Medium shot. César is singing and Maria Clara listens. César finishes the
song and continues gazing at her. She looks at him. She smiles. Then, she
turns her head and keeps playing with the flower. Neither of them think of
lifting the arm of the phonograph. 
[379. 0737]
Close up. The phonograph. The record has finished playing but continues
to turn. (We hear the sound of the needle on the final groove of the record).
154
11 For a developed analysis of the ideological aspects of the film, see Patrícia Vieira,
Portuguese Film, 1930-1960, The Staging of the New State Regime (New York and
London: Bloomsbury Press, 2013), particularly chapter 1, “Propaganda in the New
State: The May Revolution (A Revolução de Maio)”, 35-56.
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[380. 0738a]
Medium shot. César and Maria Clara entranced: her with the flower, him
with her. Maria Clara notices the record. Looks to the phonograph, and
then to César, laughing. César understands. The enchantment is broken. He
raises the arm of the phonograph. (The sound of the needle stops)12
Parts of the scene were cancelled in the original script and the rest
was entirely rewritten. The main change concerns the removal of the
phonograph from the sequence. Now, a sweet music comes from
Monserrate palace and César sings his song without any preparation or
previous dialogue. The song is accompanied by several views of the
Monserrate gardens, namely a shot of two swans swimming side by side
in the lake. After the song, there is a moment of silence, where both
characters seem absorbed by their thoughts, before the dialogue returns.
Lopes Ribeiro left no indication why he changed the sequence in
the script, but it is not impossible that he considered the love scene with
the gramophone as too “hollywoodesque” for the purposes of the film.
The gramophone – and particularly the needle turning endlessly on the
final groove of the record – had obvious erotic connotations in terms of
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12 A Revolução de Maio, original script, Biblioteca da Cinemateca Nacional – Museu
do Cinema, Lisbon, CP 28-B. (trans. M.D.S.).
Figure 1.
Maria Clara listening to César’s song in A Revolução de Maio. The romantic
cliché and the non-mediated musical expression of pure love.
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cinematic imagery, suggesting an active male seduction and a passive
female acceptance, and functioned clearly as a metonymic reference to
the suspension of time, attention and reasoning associated with passion.13
Lopes Ribeiro reinforced the romantic tone through the introduction of
the swan cliché, but kept away any possible sexual insinuation that the
gramophone could bring. The suppression of the mediated technology
in this context can be understood as a way of reinforcing the authenticity
of the characters feelings and the repression of sensual love.14
2. Sound technology and state power
The ethical approach of mechanical mediation in A Revolução de
Maio can be further developed when we consider the following sequences
of the film, when three different uses of technology simultaneously occur.
After returning from their romantic promenade to the guesthouse where
they are both living, the couple comes across Sr. Barata, another lodger
who is also in love with Maria Clara but who is portrayed as a grotesque
156
13 One of the most famous declinations of this archetypal gramophone love scene in
classical cinema can later be found in Mildred Pierce (Michael Curtiz, 1945). In her
analysis of the film, Claudia Gorbman underlines the importance of these
connotations: “When Monte first seduces Mildred at his beach house, he has put on
a record of mood music […]. ‘Monte… the record,’ says an offscreen Mildred weakly,
as the sight and sound of the scratching phonograph needle acts as a metonymical
figure of the seduction” (Unheard Melodies, 95). Robert Miklitsch interprets the
reaction of Mildred as a sign of her resistance to Monte’s seduction: “[...] the fact that
Mildred notices the record’s skipping says something about her; that, unlike Veda,
she won’t allow herself to be carried away by her feelings [...]” (Robert Miklitsch,
Siren City: Sound and Source Music in Classic American Noir [New Brunswick, NJ:
Rutgers University Press, 2011], 109).
14 The characterisation of the Portuguese woman’s love as pure and chaste was already
at the centre of the confrontation between Garrido’s Portuguese fiancée Branca and the
German cabaret singer Nina in Gado Bravo. This construction of a specific Portuguese
feminine identity, strongly influenced by the Catholic church, was the primary
objective of two state women’s organisations, Obra das Mães pela Educação Nacional
for mothers and the Mocidade Portuguesa Feminina for young women, created
respectively in 1936 and 1937. On the history of these two organisations, see Irene
Flunser Pimentel, História das organizações femininas no Estado Novo (Lisbon: Círculo
de Leitores, 2000).
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figure, embodying all the flaws of the Portuguese people that the
dictatorship set out to reform. Barata tries to impress Maria Clara
announcing that he has been promoted, emphasising his major new
responsibilities but maliciously criticising his superiors. César blames him
strongly for his lack of loyalty and Mr Barata retreats, embarrassed and
humiliated. In the next scene César is in his room with a comrade using
a portable wireless transmitter to send confidential information, while in
the upper floor Barata is lying in bed reading a book. Apparently bored
by his reading, Barata turns on his radio and tunes in to the Emissora
Nacional (EN), the Portuguese official radio station. A radio show of
Brazilian light music is on air and Barata starts to dance alone, fantasising
with the exotic rhythms and the provocative lyrics of the song. The
sequence is built as a montage leading from Barata switching the buttons
of his modest radio receiver – a special model created and distributed at
low prices by the EN – to the transmission towers and the actual studios
of the radio station.
Barata’s behaviour while listening to the Brazilian show can be
seen as an ironic depiction of the typical manners of the stereotypical
consumer of commercial music. We can see several photos of film
and music stars on the wall of Barata’s bedroom, and music appears
as a domestic commodity that can be activated in the event of
boredom. Listening is associated with individual and individualistic
pleasure, providing an artificial world of fantasy and escape. In the
context of the previous presentation of Barata as a bitter, jealous and
petty character, this scene can be seen as the embodiment of his social
and sexual frustration.
While listening to the radio show, Barata hears some intriguing
and repetitive noises. He first thinks there is a reception problem, but
after having turned all the buttons and switched off the radio he
discovers that the sound is coming from below. He puts his ear against
the floor and understands that César is transmitting in Morse code.
He hears the conversation between the two communist agents and
smiles, foreseeing an unexpected opportunity for revenge. However,
the next sequence shows us the political police headquarters, where
two inspectors are locating the source of César’s transmission through
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the triangulation of the intercepted signals. The film narrative implies
that Barata’s denunciation would be both worthless and
inappropriate because the authorities had the technological resources
to detect all potentially dangerous movements.15 
The parallel editing of these three actions emphasises technology
as power. The map, the set square and the protractor on the inspector’s
desk stand for the state’s rational control over society and as a reminder
for the audience that any subversive efforts are useless.16 But the
ideological strategies of the film concerning technical mediation are
again complex and ambiguous. The state expertise over the social, as
demonstrated in the sequence at the National Institute of Statistics,
portrays a complete and unified order that allows neither questioning
nor alternative examination. César’s activities are dangerous because
they are a misuse of technology but his conversion is possible
because, unlike Barata, he is morally honest and can understand the
rationality of power. This alliance between morals and science is what
enables the main political goal of the film, the denial of violence and
coercion as the fundamental features of the dictatorship’s rule. The
political police are portrayed as a benevolent observer that accompanies
the misguided activist in his regeneration process, allowing César to
158
15 The dismissal and condemnation of denunciation as a political weapon is
particularly striking when confronted with the actual modus operandi of the Salazar
dictatorship’s political police. The action of the State Defence and Surveillance
Police (Polícia de Vigilância e Protecção do Estado, PVDE), renamed in 1945 the
International State Defence Police (Polícia Internacional e de Defesa do Estado,
PIDE), relied mainly on a large network of informers and was characterised by its
brutal methods of interrogation, the use of torture and the assassination of the
regime’s opponents. See João Madeira, Irene Flunser Pimentel, and Luís Farinha,
Vítimas de Salazar. Estado Novo e Violência Política (Lisbon: Esfera dos Livros,
2007), and Irene Flunser Pimentel, A História da PIDE (Lisbon: Círculo de
Leitores, 2011).
16 In a later scene, Barata goes to the political police headquarters to denounce his
neighbour, but is confounded by an audio recording of his contradictory
statements. The police officer comments sarcastically: “You see, Mr. Barata, how
easy it is to ‘go back on your word’”, dismissing his insincere allegations and
stressing how the state technological surveillance was total and infallible.
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Figure 3.
The TSF sequence in A Revolução de Maio.
Figure 2.
Barata listening to an Emissora Nacional radio show in A Re volução de Maio.
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understand the truth by himself. But if César is to embody the state
apparatus after his conversion, the condition of those who are not
destined to become experts requires a different formulation. The division
between those who have the moral strength and access to knowledge
and those who do not, between the experts and the masses, constitutes
one of the seminal foundations of the ideological framework of the
Estado Novo. The film strongly implies that common people should not
be involved in the discussion of political affairs. They are not supposed
to go beyond the limits outlined by the authorities and should not resist
the truth as formulated by the official propaganda experts. In the final
sequence of A Revolução de Maio, Lopes Ribeiro used documentary
footage of the actual celebrations of the 10th anniversary of the military
dictatorship in Braga, and in the film we can hear part of the speech
where the Portuguese dictator Oliveira Salazar famously settled these
truths:
Às almas dilaceradas pela dúvida e o negativismo do século procurámos
restituir o conforto das grandes certezas. Não discutimos Deus e a virtude;
não discutimos a Pátria e a sua História; não discutimos a autoridade e o seu
prestígio; não discutimos a família e a sua moral; não discutimos a glória do
trabalho e o seu dever.17
Common Portuguese people were placed in a passive and
consumerist position, regulated and supervised by the network of
official institutions. In that sense, the radio listening scene also
illustrates the efforts and the commitment of the authorities
regarding the control of popular leisure. Mediated technology,
despite being disapproved from a moral perspective, is thus presented
by the film as an essential instrument in social regulation. The music
that allows the masses to escape into individualistic worlds of fantasy
160
17 “To the souls torn apart by doubt and the negativism of the century, we tried to give
back the comfort of great certainties. We do not discuss God and virtue; we do not
discuss the Nation and its History; we do not discuss authority and its prestige; we do
not discuss family and its morals; we do not discuss the glory of work and its duty.”
António de Oliveira Salazar, “As grandes certezas da Re volução Nacional,” in Discursos,
Vol. 2 (Coimbra: Coimbra Editora, 1945, 2nd edition), 130. (trans. M.D.S.).
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is explicitly presented as a standard program of the official
broadcasting station and the radio receiver that brings to every house
the joys of controlled entertainment is a model specially designed
and distributed by the state itself at low prices.18
3. Sound technology as popular illusion 
The second group of examples I would like to discuss are from two
Portuguese Comedy films, a distinctive genre particularly popular during
the so-called cinema golden age of the 1930s and 1940s. The first can be
found in O Pátio das Cantigas (“The Courtyard of Songs”, 1942), one of
the greatest successes of the period. The film takes place in a popular
neighbourhood of Lisbon, during the preparations for the Feast of Saint-
Anthony. The opening scene shows us a man setting up a gramophone
horn on the top of a roof, and connecting it to a sort of do-it-yourself
radio station. This character is called “engenhocas” by his neighbours, a
Portuguese nickname for people who have a passion for machines and all
sorts of technological devices. But, despite his best efforts, the radio set
doesn’t work. All we hear is a series of screeching noises, crackles and
blasts, and eventually the neighbours start to get impatient and to make
fun of him. Later in the scene, Engenhocas announces in triumph that
he has managed to make the radio work and we begin to hear music,
provoking a warm and cheerful reaction from the others. Everybody starts
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18 On the politics of the official broadcasting station during the Estado Novo regime,
and specifically the contradiction between the negative discourses on popular
music and its pragmatic acceptance in its regular programming, see Manuel Deniz
Silva, “‘Não aborrecer, nunca aborrecer’: propaganda e divertimento na
programação da Emissora Nacional nos primeiros anos do Estado Novo (1933-
1945),” in Transformações Estruturais do Campo Cultural Português (1900-1950), ed.
António Pedro Pita and Luís Trindade (Coimbra: Centro de Estudos
Interdisciplinares do Século xx da Universidade de Coimbra – CEIS20, 2008):
365-397, and Manuel Deniz Silva and Pedro Moreira, “O essencial e o acessório:
práticas e discursos sobre a música ligeira nos primeiros anos da Emissora Nacional
de Radiodifusão (1933-1949),” in O Estado Novo em questão, ed. Nuno Domingos
and Victor Pereira (Lisbon: Edições 70, 2010), 111-130.
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to dance, and Engenhocas proudly asks: “Quem foi que arranjou uma
música toda catita para a rapaziada, quem foi?”19 At that precise moment
the camera shows us (the viewers) that in fact it is not the Engenhocas’s
radio set that is playing. The music is coming from the apartment of a
mysterious man, a Russian called Boris, who lives with a cat and who is
surrounded by books.20
The man is talking to his cat, saying with a strong Russian accent:
“É necessário ser bondoso para com os animais. O nosso vizinho tem a
ilusão de que seu aparelho toca. Para quê tirar-lhe essa ilusão.”21
Eventually, when Engenhocas wants to stop the music, he realises that
he cannot put an end to the irrepressible flow of sound. When Boris
finally turns off his own radio, Engenhocas is hammering at all the
different components of his heteroclite machinery, and again has
the illusion that he has solved the problem by himself. 
The last example is a short scene from another famous Portuguese
comedy, O Costa do Castelo, directed by Arthur Duarte one year after
Pátio das Cantigas, in 1943. In a small pension, also in a popular Lisbon
162
19 “Who provided you with such wonderful music, who?” (trans. M.D.S.).
20 The character, played by Russian actor Eliezer Kamenesky, is called “Boris do
Nove” (Boris who lives at number 9), in an obvious pun on the opera title Boris
Godunov, thus reinforcing his foreign identity and difference from the other
inhabitants of the courtyard, both in terms of nationality and of cultural
background.
21 “We must be kind to animals. Our neighbour is under the illusion that his radio
is working. Why would we destroy his illusion?” (trans. M.D.S.).
Figure 4.
Technology as illusion in the opening scene from O Pátio das Cantigas.
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neighbourhood, all the guests are gathered to celebrate the birthday of
Luisinha. Among the guests, there is Simplício Costa (known as “O
Costa do Castelo”), a man with no defined profession but very cheerful
and obliging. And there is also Daniel, a very wealthy aristocrat who has
rented a room pretending to be a chauffeur. Actually, he fell in love with
Luisinha when he saw her on the street and discovered where she was
living, declaring a false identity in order to live under the same roof.
Simplício Costa interrupts the dinner to offer his birthday gift to
Luisinha, a wireless radio, but apparently he has no idea how it works.
He switches all the buttons but we only hear screeching noises and
crackles. Costa then develops some strange theories about sound waves
and wireless reception, while Daniel, the young aristocrat, tries to hide
his amusement:
Januário Mas isto toca?
Costa   Se toca?! Isto abre-se... liga-se à parede... e é uma torneira a deitar
música. Você vai ver! [We hear some screeching noises] 
D. Rita  Ai, o que aí vai!
Januário   Ó diabo, está a ligar para o jardim zoológico! 
Costa   São as bobines que ainda estão frias. “Frappé”. Não vê você que a
onda bate na lâmpada e recua e daí o som quer sair e não pode. Tem de
aquecer o carburador… 
Januário   O quê? [We hear static noise] 
Costa   Olhe, olhe! Já está a levantar fervura, olhe. 
Daniel   Vê-se que o Sr. Costa percebe disso. [Costa continues to switch the
buttons and we start to hear music] 
Costa   Hã? E agora? 
Luisinha   Que bonito! 
Costa   Pronto. Jantar à americana! Vá, dança tudo, minha gente!22
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22 “Januário Does it play?   Costa Does it play?! You open this... plug it in... and it’s like
a tap with music. You’ll see!   D. Rita Oh, what a mess!   Januário Oh, hell,you’re tuned
in to the zoo!   Costa The coils are still cold. ‘Frappé’. Can’t you see that the wave hits
the bulb and goes back and so the sound can’t get out? You must warm up the
carburettor... Januário What?   Costa Look, look! It’s starting to boil, look. Daniel
You can tell Mr. Costa understands this...   Costa Hey? What now?   Luisinha How nice!
Costa An American-style dinner! Come on everybody, let’s dance!).” (trans. M.D.S.).
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Here again, the radio listening is preceded by a series of screeching
noises, and we witness the same confrontation between someone who
has apparently no knowledge regarding technological questions and
someone who has, but doesn’t interfere to preserve the illusion of the
ignorant ones. In this particular situation, the mastery of new media
technology operates clearly as an element of class distinction. Daniel
can’t expose Simplício Costa’s nonsensical speech without unmasking
his own high-class origins and that’s why his intervention can only be
ironic.
4. The politics of listening
These depictions of social appropriations of music technology raise
some fundamental questions on the evolution of listening habits. They
show not only the impact of the emergence of mechanised sound at the
beginning of the 20th century, but also the opposition between two ways
or two cultures of listening, a cultivated one and a popular one. In recent
years, a considerable literature has shown the impact of the emergence of
mechanised sound in the last decades of the 19th century and the first half
of the 20th.23 The technical reproduction of sound profoundly changed
164
Figure 5.
Daniel’s benevolent irony in O Costa do Castelo.
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Sound Reproduction (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003) and Mark Katz,
Capturing Sound: How Technology Has Changed Music (Berkeley, London:
University of California Press, 2004).
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the way music was listened to, played and perceived. All musical forms,
from high culture to popular hits, became accessible to almost everyone,
everywhere and anytime. French historian Ludovic Tournès has pointed
out that the continuous presence of recorded sounds in traditional
soundscapes that used to be silent was often felt as a great violence.
Tournès calls this invasion of public and private spaces by mechanised
sound the “electrification of sensibilities”, an evolution that was far from
being self-evident.24 If the depiction of the difficulties in the handling of
new technologies by common people are particularly current in film
narratives during the 1930s and 1940s,25 it is because the misunderstandings
between users and technological devices are a perfect symbol of the anxiety
towards modernity, as represented by individuals struggling with
unresponsive machines, listeners scared by unexpected noises, odd sounds
or disembodied voices, something that would also play a fundamental
role in the development of the sound aesthetics of horror and science
fiction films.
The mass dissemination of mediated sound was not only a
technological process, but also a social and a cultural one. Among many
other scholars, Sophie Maisonneuve has described how these new
technological devices were assimilated, and specifically concerning the
legitimising of musical reproduction. This cultured listening was mainly
an elitist practice, a response to the industrialisation of artistic products
and their dissemination as commodities for the masses. Indeed, for many
intellectuals of the period, the democratisation of music consumption
was a danger to the traditional hierarchies and the legitimate listening
strategies, as the most advanced technology was placed in the hands of
ignorant and tasteless users. The artification of mediated music was a
complex process, developed by specialised magazines and listening guides,
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électrique et la mutation du paysage sonore en France (1925-1939),” French
Cultural Studies, 16/2 (2005): 135-149.
25 This is also true in classic American cinema, where we can find several depictions
of improper uses of sound technology. We can find one of the most famous
examples in Howard Hawks’s Scarface (1932), where one of the gangsters is unable
to properly use a telephone during the entire film.
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grounded in the development of private collections, repertoire choices
and a new musical taste. Maisonneuve has identified the emergence of a
specific culture of listening, borrowing its standards from earlier
relationships with music, namely the paradigms of the instrument and of
the concert, that were adapted to the new medium.26 More importantly,
Maisonneuve stresses that this cultured listening, or discophilia, was
grounded on a specific number of skills and a certain kind of sensibility,
which required training and contributed to the formation of an
enlightened community of amateurs. In that sense, the authority of
certain discourses, the regulations and the control systems that surround
the emergence of every new technology can be viewed as strategies to
contain the irruption of unregulated practices and to preserve a certain
distribution of hierarchies and rank.
The representation of music technology as a symbol of modernity in
early Portuguese sound films is clearly associated with high-class
characters, revealing through their listening habits not only their
sophistication but also the knowledge that they have about what they
do. The mastery of technology is thus assimilated to personal self-
consciousness and social self-control, as a part of the codes of sociability
and civilisation. But at the same time they are connoted with urban life,
foreign origins and artificiality. In Gado Bravo, Jackson’s fox-trot sounds
alien, odd and misplaced in the Portuguese countryside when
confronted with the unmediated and natural song of the
washerwomen, and the hesitation in the script of A Revolução de Maio
concerning the role of the gramophone can be seen as an evidence of this
paradoxical meaning of technology, torn between the aspiration of
modernity and the fear of the inauthentic.
On the other hand, we can say that the representations of musical
listening in the Portuguese comedies contribute to drawing the line
between those who know what they are doing and those who don’t. The
popular characters are clearly presented in a paternalistic manner,
166
26 Sophie Maisonneuve, L’invention du disque 1877-1949: Genèse de l’usage des médias
musicaux contemporains (Paris: Éd. des archives contemporaines, 2009).
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authentic but naïf, and it is not surprising that, in both examples, it is
through the eyes of an outsider that these clumsy uses of musical
technology acquire their full sense: in the first, the ascetic music lover;
in the second, the disguised aristocrat. It is through the comparison
between the knowledge of these social groups and the ignorance of the
common people that the absence of skills and sensibility is made visible.
The paternalistic point of view has been stressed by Paulo Jorge Granja
as one of the main characteristic of the Portuguese Comedy style, a bias
clearly resonating with the dictatorship’s ideology.27 Also, this popular
listening was identified with the workers’ leisure time and consumption
habits, and it is not surprising that in almost all the examples light music
serves as an invitation to dance, rather than to an individual aesthetical
pleasure. But even if the careless use of the new technologies is seen as
improper behaviour, it has its own role and legitimacy in the narrative
space constructed by the film. What these films show us is that the
technical illusions surrounding these popular occasions of leisure have
a sort of magical power that brings joy and happiness to the simple
world of the working class. And that’s why the outsiders that have the
knowledge, the foreign music lover or the gentleman, are not tempted
to break the spell or to ridicule the ignorant. We can thus say that if the
cultured handling of music technologies is recognised as a more
legitimated practice, it is often associated with characters that are social
outsiders, who have – from the film’s point of view – a strange and
enigmatic behaviour, or at least that are presented as following standards
and behaviour that are not useful in the popular sphere where these
narratives take place. Moreover, the popular characters in these films
apparently have no need and no aspiration to learn how to listen
properly. Simplício Costa’s technological ignorance, for example, is
largely compensated by the effect listening to the radio has on the
houseguests, and by the fascination with modern commodities signified
by the reference to the American dinner.
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branco do Estado Novo,” in O Cinema sob o olhar de Salazar, ed. Luís Reis Torgal
(Lisbon: Temas e Debates, 2001): 194-233.
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Alan Masson has analysed the transition from silent film to the
talking pictures not as a technological revolution, but rather as the shift
from an aristocratic and symbolist approach to the image to a plebeian
recognition of the power of speech. In the late 1920s, cinema audiences
were divided into two trends, one that could be defined as cultured,
demanding serious films and poetic imagination, and a popular one,
primarily looking for entertainment. For Masson, the symbolist
aesthetics of cinema was confronted by a new technical mentality,
emerging from the industrial urban masses and based on capitalistic
functionality and efficiency. If it privileged the cultivated and loyal
spectators, cinema would be at risk. In order to remain popular, it had
to become plebeian and accept the power of speech and the imperatives
of entertainment.28 The directors of the Portuguese popular comedies
knew that the audiences filling the movie theatres belonged to this new
world. Despite their burlesque and ironic point of view, these film
narratives were acknowledging the popular ways of listening that
were the counterpart of their own new cinematic regime. In a way,
the affirmation of this plebeian hearing culture – grounded on the
assumption that you don’t have to know how things work to enjoy them
– was a necessary step in the extension of mediated sound within the
mass culture system. The characters of these comedies are engaged in a
learning process based on empirical experiences, assuming that
everybody has the right to manipulate technology in their own way.
On the other hand, these representations do not show these
activities as inattentive, effortless or not requiring certain skills. They
just demand different skills, and, in particular, a certain form of
attention from the listeners. In all the examples discussed above, we can
follow a group of people preparing themselves to listen to music and
observing specific technical procedures, even if they don’t fully
understand them. They react strongly to what they hear and they
frequently become impatient or frustrated. This could be another way
of studying these representations, in the context of a more general
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28 Alain Masson, L’Image et la parole: l’avènement du cinéma parlant (Paris: La
Différence, 1989).
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history of sensibility, and specifically the social history of attention. In the
line of the works of Jonathan Crary, we can follow the development of
an increasing demand for individual attention as one of the basic features
of modernity and capitalism, not only in artistic experience but also
in productive work. Individual attention would be necessary both in
factories and in all aspects of everyday life, allowing not only more
productive output but also a more effective social control of the masses,
avoiding the dangers (for society) of inattention, dreamlike experiences
or reverie.29
In conclusion, I would argue that films, in their particular
association of music, sound, moving images and the narratives that
support them, are a privileged viewpoint regarding the evolution of the
rules that define where, how and by whom music is made and listened
to. And I would add that understanding the social relationships
constructed by listening practices demands necessarily taking into
account their political foundations. Not only in the sense of a better
understanding of the individual practices and choices that build the
connection between users and machines, whether from the perspective
of a sociology of taste or a history of technology, but also in the sense of
a sociology concerned with the fact that these practices are the location
of a political tension, as they continuously draw and redraw the lines
between proper and improper behaviour, between those who have the
knowledge and those who do not. In a word, they are privileged objects
for a possible social history of the ear.
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Venetian Postcard 
Paulo de Assis
Ghent
1. Venetian Postcard 
In the summer of 1974, a group of Venetian harbour workers sent
a postcard to the Portuguese Communist Party, expressing their joy,
solidarity, and confidence in the success of the Portuguese democratic
revolution of the 25th of April 1974. The improvised postcard uses a
photo of Venice taken from the Giudecca Island – where Luigi Nono
lived – and reproduces a very suggestive image. In the background one
sees S. Marco’s waterfront – the Campanile di S. Marco, the Biblioteca
Marciana, the Palazzo Ducale, the Hotel Danieli and the Vivaldi church.
In the foreground, in an impressive and monumental first plane there is
a six-metre high hammer and sickle, ending with a five-headed star – the
international symbol of communism. This hammer and sickle, situated
at the Giudecca, apparently in front of the Palladian Chiesa delle Zitelle,
is being mounted. Four men are at work with the help of two big ladders
sustaining each other. The workers are connecting electric cables,
installing lights on the star and fixing the whole structure. The two men
on the right seem to replicate a Michelangelian gesture, extending their
arms and hands as if passing some kind of fundamental energy flow
from one to the other. This photo was probably shot during the summer
of 1974 during the Venice Biennale, a biennale that was dedicated to
Chile and to the brutal repression of the socialist government of Salvador
Allende. But this particular photo speaks of other potential messages. In
the place of the old order (the church, the doge, tourism), a new order,
a new arrangement of public things is possible. Communism is under
construction and shall replace the old order. The size of the symbol and
its strategic location in front of S. Marco, in a place of the utmost
visibility in Venice, allows no doubt about the confidence, decisiveness
and strong will of those who built it. 
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Figure 1.
Photocopy (preserved at the Archivio Luigi Nono) of the original postcard.
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Figure 2.
Photocopy (preserved at the Archivio Luigi Nono) of the original postcard.
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On the backside of the photo nineteen workers of the harbour of
Venice signed a short message of fifteen words: 
“Per la vittoria della rivoluzione democratica e comunista in
Portogallo anche la nostra attiva solidarietà.”
The last signatory, on the right-low corner is Luigi Nono. He was
not a harbour worker, but he was indeed a member of the Section Bruno
Crovato (Giudecca) of the Italian Communist Party (PCI) since 1952. In
1974, Luigi Nono was about to be elected as a member of the Central
Committee of the PCI, a function that gave him enhanced responsibility
as an official representative of the party. 
2. Luigi Nono’s Visit to Portugal in 1975
Nine months after the Portuguese democratic revolution (25th of
April 1974), on the 4th of February 1975, Luigi Nono landed in Lisbon
for a two-week long visit to Portugal. Invited by the Célula dos Músicos
of the Portuguese Communist Party (Carvalho 1999, 69), Luigi Nono
made a series of presentations of his music, participated in public
discussions about the ongoing revolutionary process and gave a couple
of interviews. 
The impact of Nono’s presence in Portugal was substantial and
the newspaper Diário Popular published an interview with him (Diário
Popular, 5.2.1975). This interview – conducted by José Eduardo Moniz
– was made immediately after Nono’s arrival in Lisbon, on the 4th of
February. It is short and the transcription does not always report Nono’s
literal answers, but a rewording of his thoughts made by the journalist.
However, the main issues addressed by Nono were quite clear and
sharply driven: music should refuse any form of bourgeois culture
(cultura burguesa) and it should be an instrument more embedded
within the revolutionary process, an instrument at the disposal of the
working class. The term vanguard is described as having two meanings
– one, bourgeois, which Nono rejects, and which means solely the use
of high technological means and techniques, reinforcing the
dominant capitalist society, and another one (which Nono defends)
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in which all the technological means are used in order to serve the
masses, defining a new concept of culture where workers, peasants,
technicians, intellectuals, the military and others find a common ground
of understanding (ibid.). 
The following day (February 5, 1975), Nono participated in a round-
table at the national broadcasting company, the Emissora Nacional,
together with João de Freitas Branco, Fernando Lopes-Graça, Joly Braga
Santos, Nuno Barreiros, Luís Cília, José Jorge Letria and Má rio Vieira
de Carvalho (República, 6.2.1975). According to the report published in
the newspaper República (ibid.) this round-table was not broadcast live.
The topics under discussion included: the social function of music, the
role of culture in a revolutionary process, and the approaching and
eventual merging together of all different types of music, eliminating
the barriers between art music (música erudita) and popular song (canção
popular). 
On the 6th of February Francine Benoit published a substantial
article about Nono in the Diário de Notícias (6.2.1975), referring to his
music and aesthetic goals – situating them in relation to his political
vision and social engagement. 
The rest of Nono’s visit to Portugal included several concerts in
diverse cities. He presented recorded music of his own followed by a
discussion with the audience. His itinerary (cf. Diário Popular 5.2.1975
and 10.2.1975; República 6.2.1975 and 13.2.1975; O Século 5.2.1975; Avante!
6.2.1975) brought him to the following places: Reitoria da Universidade
de Lisboa (7.2.1975), Barreiro (8.2.1975), Porto, (10.2.1975), Coimbra
(12.2.1975), Vila Franca de Xira (13.2.1975) and Évora (14.2.1975).
According to Vieira de Carvalho (1999, 69) he also went to Setúbal and
Alentejo. In Lisbon Nono was received and guided by the member of the
Central Committee of the PCP, Aurélio Santos (O Século 5.2.1975); in
the North of Portugal by the musician and militant of the PCP, José
Luís Borges Coelho (oral communication to the author from José Luís
Borges Coelho, 23.9.2010). 
A closer description of Nono’s visit to Portugal in 1975 would be
beyond the scope of this text. One aspect of that visit, however,
constitutes an important document: the interview he gave to Mário
Vieira de Carvalho for the Portuguese public television (RTP). 
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3. The TV-Interview to Mário Vieira de Carvalho 
Mário Vieira de Carvalho was a member of the Célula dos Músicos
of the Portuguese Communist Party. In that role he was one of the
promoters of Nono’s visit to Portugal (cf. República, 6.2.1975). Moreover,
he organised an interview with Nono for the Portuguese television, the
Rádio Televisão Portuguesa (RTP) – an interview that remained
unknown for many decades, and was only rediscovered in 2010, on the
occasion of the International Symposium on Luigi Nono, organised by
the Centre for the Sociology and Aesthetics of Music (CESEM) of the
Universidade Nova of Lisbon at the Culturgest in Lisbon. During that
symposium, and as part of the official programme, the interview was
presented in its original, audio-visual format. Only very recently, in
October 2013, in the Portuguese translation of Luigi Nono’s selected
writings was it published for the first time (Nono 2013). 
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Figure 3.
Luigi Nono and Mário Vieira de Carvalho at the house of Luís Cília,  during
the interview. (Archives of the Portuguese Broadcasting  Company RTP).
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The interview consists of Nono’s answers to five questions posed
by Mário Vieira de Carvalho. The questions and answers are framed
by audio excerpts of A floresta é jovem e cheia de vida (1968), a piece by
Nono with a Portuguese title referring to the Portuguese colonial war in
Angola. In short, and summarising their respective contents, the five
questions were the following: 
1. What is Luigi Nono’s perspective and position about the ongoing
Portuguese revolutionary process? 
2. What are the role and the function of art (and of the artists) in a
context of socio-political transformation?  
3. A comment on the proclaimed problem of contemporary art
being for elites and not accessible to the masses. 
4. Some information about Nono’s activities in Italy related to the
diffusion of culture and cultural activities. 
5. Some information about A floresta é jovem e cheia de vida:
technical aspects of the composition, its function and context (both
formal and ideological).
Luigi Nono’s answers, in their elaborated details and perfectly
structured discourses, turn this interview into one of his most
transparent and best-articulated accounts. In the answer to the first
question Nono reveals a sound knowledge of the Portuguese situation
and insists upon the need for a specific, Portuguese mode of creating
and defining a new socio-political order. This topic (the need for an
original, “Portuguese-specific” form of revolution) seems to be extremely
important to Nono and his answer to the second question continues
developing it. Avoiding giving a general answer to that question, Nono
reaffirms the originality of the Portuguese revolution and early
revolutionary process, refuting categorically the importation of pre-
existing models. After this statement, he describes the theories of Gramsci
concerning the role of the arts (and of the artists) as that of changing
collective super-structures and the individual perception of the world,
finalising his second answer with a substantial reference to the
importance of the use of all available technologies (an aspect that
reappears later on, when answering the final question). As for the third
question (the accessibility of the arts), Nono starts with a strong
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critique of the generalised concept and practices of the Western
vanguards. Negatively referring to West-Germany, France and the USA as
examples of nations that created cultural systems where the vanguards
simply play the game of the established powers, it seems to me that Nono
is implicitly alluding to three composers, from those countries, whom he
criticised: Karlheinz Stockhausen, Pierre Boulez and John Cage. Opposed
to that system, Nono presents examples that he considers much more
engaged with society and with a change of social super-structures. The
given examples include accounts of recent experiences from Cuba, the
Soviet Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia and East Germany. In the fourth
answer (concerning Nono’s socio-cultural activities in Italy), Nono
mentions his experiences with Claudio Abbado, Maurizio Pollini and
others, where music is brought to the workers, to factories, to public
spaces of debate, in order to generate forums of discussion around the
arts, politics, and society in general. The last answer (the longest of all) is
divided into three main parts: (1) again concerning the question of the
distinction between high art and popular art, where Nono advocates a
fusion of both; (2) some technical details about the work A floresta é jovem
e cheia de vida; and (3) an extended definition of the role and function of
the artist in a socialist society: to be an active participant in the social
realm; to include the most advanced technologies of the time in the
making of art; to organise groups and structures for the discussion,
production and dissemination of artistic things. 
Comparing this interview with other previous ones given by
Nono, there is nothing really new here. The topics he is addressing and
the perspective he presents are very much the same as in the interviews
from the late 1960s and early 1970s. What most strikes the listener (and
now the reader) is the clarity and precise direction of the
argumentation, as if Nono was summarising and bringing together
several aspects of his previous reflection. His recent functions as
member of the Central Committee of the Italian Communist Party
might also have contributed to a more structured discourse. That Nono
was speaking in his name but also as a representative of the PCI, we do
know from a letter he sent to Giorgio Napolitano on the 25th of January
1975 (Nono 2008, 223), a few days before departing to Portugal: 
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[…] vado a Lisbona verso il 5-6 febbraio. penso di venire a Roma, prima, il
2-3 febbraio per parlare con voi su questo mio viaggio, e se pensate a qualcosa
di particolare come ben sai, sono a vostra disposizione […]
Before travelling to Lisbon, Nono did (according to this source)
consult the direction and the staff of the PCI in Rome. When answering
Mário Vieira de Carvalho, Nono, at some moments, seems to be
conveying a message that goes beyond the questions, referring to
ideological statements that seem to be of fundamental relevance to him.
The constant insistence upon the specificity, the originality of the
Portuguese revolutionary process (and not in the acceptance of
preformatted, given models), is an example of a reiteration of a strong
ideological statement – in this case of a major directive from the 20th
Congress of the Soviet Communist Party from 1956, the congress in which
Stalinism was officially condemned by the party. In the context of Italian
Eurocommunism (recently defined and implemented by Enrico
Berlinguer in the PCI) such principles gained new wings, offering
solutions substantially different from those proposed by the Soviet
paradigm of the 1970s. In this view, Nono’s insistence upon the
originality of the Portuguese revolution could also have been a deliberate
message aiming at reaching certain political sectors – probably even
inside the Portuguese Communist Party, which openly had a pro-Soviet
praxis and ideology. 
In any case, and concerning the aesthetic and ideological position
of Luigi Nono, the whole interview with Mário Vieira de Carvalho is
clearly situated in his politically engaged phase, explicitly affirming the
role of the composer as that of a socially responsible person, of an active
socio-political agent fully immersed in the society of his or her time.
Musically, in those days, Nono was working on two pieces that are very
much in line with this political and ideological position.
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4. Luigi Nono’s Works Premiered in 1975:
Al gran sole carico d’amore and Für Paul Dessau
In the period between the sending of the Venetian Postcard described
in the first section of this text and his visit to Portugal, Luigi Nono was
composing two works: his second azione scenica – Al gran sole carico
d’amore (1972-75) – and of a short piece for tape – Für Paul Dessau (1974).
Both were to be premiered in 1975: Al gran sole carico d’amore was
performed in Milano, at the Teatro Lirico, on the 4th of April 1975 (two
months after Nono’s journey to Portugal); Für Paul Dessau in Berlin, on
the occasion of the celebrations of Paul Dessau’s 80th birthday, on the 15th
of December 1975. In spite of their obvious differences (in terms of genre,
scope, duration, instrumental and technical forces in use), both pieces
share a close thematic relationship and certain musical techniques. They
both take as starting points great international revolutions, the fight for
freedom and liberty, and the use of texts from relevant revolutionary
leaders. As Erika Schaller has pointed out (Schaller 2006, 64), “[these] two
works complete one another in a certain sense.” Where Al gran sole carico
d’amore reflects on past revolutions, Für Paul Dessau captures present
revolutionary processes (in Cuba, Congo and South-America); where Al
gran sole deals exclusively with failed revolutions (like the Commune of
Paris or the first Russian Revolution), Für Paul Dessau refers only to
successful revolutions; where the characters and historical persons of Al
gran sole are all women (reflecting also the role of women in revolutions),
Für Paul Dessau includes exclusively charismatic political leaders like Lenin,
Lumumba, Che Guevara and Fidel Castro; finally, where Al gran sole
carico d’amore is almost a desperate requiem on collapsed revolutions, Für
Paul Dessau functions as “a hopeful manifesto for the necessity of a new
society to come” (Schaller 2006, 64). Another common aspect of both
pieces is the extensive use of self-quotations, of the integration of excerpts
and fragments of previous works into the overall sonic texture and
musical dramaturgy. As Jürg Stenzl wrote – referring to Al gran sole carico
d’amore – “Astonishing is the fact that musical passages that were
composed fifteen years earlier could be perfectly integrated into the new
composition, without stylistic incongruences and only noticeable to
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experts” (Stenzl 1998, 90). If this is a sign, on the one hand, that both
pieces belong to the same creative period and share, therefore, several
musical, compositional and technical constructive materials, it is also a
warning signal of a growing exhaustion of those very materials and
composition techniques. And indeed, after these two works, Luigi Nono
entered a period of reflection, of rethinking the fundamentals of
composition, enabling a reorientation of his technical and aesthetical
goals. It is not the place here to make evaluations concerning the famous
and polemically debated turn in Luigi Nono’s musical output (a
discussion that I myself extensively addressed elsewhere – Assis 2006,
127-183). The interested reader might simply hear Für Paul Dessau (1974)
and Nono’s next piece – .....sofferte onde serene… (1976). The comparison
(and the degree of subtlety in the treatment of the music materials)
should be elucidating. 
5. Venetian Postcard 
The postcard sent by Communist militants of the Giudecca to
Portugal in 1974, with its explicit beliefs and commitment to an ideology,
works almost like a visual metaphor to Nono’s strong and existential
engagement in politics, society, music and art in general – particularly in
those years. Nono’s interview with Mário Vieira de Carvalho, his letters
and musical works from that period, can all be seen as written and
composed counterparts to the postcard, as final manifestations of an
entire creative and ideological period. Much has been discussed about
the potential loss of musical content, structure and control of the
material, when explicit political messages seem to dominate the artistic
work. This might have been the case in some pieces of Nono, or at least
in some sections of certain pieces. But even those sections and those
pieces continue to touch us, to interrogate us, and to lead us to critical
thinking. Al gran sole carico d’amore and Für Paul Dessau, and also
Nono’s interview with Vieira de Carvalho, are different instantiations –
in different media, with different tools and modes of expression – of the
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same spirit and attitude. In their explicit content and fierce messages,
they still challenge us today, raising fundamental questions about the
making of art and the role of the artist in society.  
When contemplating the list of signatories of the Venetian postcard,
one wonders in which role Luigi Nono signed it: was it the militant of
the Italian Communist Party? the musician? the composer? the socially
engaged citizen? Probably all of them at the same time. In an irrepressible,
Borgesian gesture, and after looking again and again to the Venetian
postcard, I cannot avoid thinking that that postcard was not sent by the
Venetian harbour workers to the Portuguese Communist Party but that
it was sent directly by Luigi Nono in 1974 to Mário Vieira de Carvalho
in 2013. For his 70th birthday. 
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Popular Music and Angry Young Chileans
during the 1960s
Towards a Social History of the Present Time
Juan Pablo González
Santiago de Chile
Latin American popular music has evolved within strong social
agendas, whether these be explicit or implicit. There are several
examples of development of that kind, such as the process of
legitimising music and dance from socially excluded individuals – as
happened with the Argentinean tango in the 1910s, the Brazilian samba
in the 1930s, and the Colombian cumbia in the 1940s –; the constructions
of national identities based on local music – like the Chilean cueca
and the Mexican ranchera –; the development of movements for the
renewal of Latin American song in the 1960s based on political
agendas; the practice of rock in Spanish or English as a form of
resistance to the dominant trends during the 1970s; and the
industrialisation of music at the fringe of the law like the Argentinean
cumbia villera, funk Carioca and Mexican narco-corrido in the late
20th Century.1
This essay explores the ways in which middle-class Chilean
university students in the mid-nineteen sixties channelled their social
discontent through diverse popular music practices of a critical nature.
These practices may be characterised both in terms of their venues,
circumstances of production and types of public, as well as their musical,
literary, performative and productive resources. The interplay of these
musical practices with their social and cultural environment and the
degree of awareness they manifest within mass culture may determine
Como integrar 11
1 A previous version of this article was presented at the conference Sociology of
Music: Tendencies, Issues, Perspectives, Lisbon: Centro de Estudos de Sociologia e
Estética Musical da Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 23-26 July, 2009.
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the critical nature of such practices. I will explore the dialogues between
critical popular music with other arts such as poetry, theatre, design and
photography, as well as with the two other musical practices that
surround popular music: classical and folk music.
1. Angry Young Chileans
The visible face of the social discontent of young Chileans in the
mid-nineteen sixties was their status as angry young men, translated into
Chile as coléricos by the Chilean press in the late 1950s. Angry young men
was a category introduced by the British press in the mid-nineteen fifties
to designate a group of British writers and playwrights who maintained
a critical attitude towards society (see Ritchie 1988, 42). This concept
expanded its profile in the early nineteen sixties, impacting on bands
like The Beatles and beat music in general. Thus, the bands of the so-
called British Invasion – “invading” the US first and then Latin America
– were presented in Chile as bandas coléricas. This term was applied by
extension to the followers of these bands, mostly young people and
university students from the middle and upper classes.
However, together with the colérico followers of beat music, another
kind of colérico was active in Chile during the mid-nineteen sixties: the
followers of new song. Rockers and folkloroides – as this dichotomy was
called in Mexico (Arana 1988) – shared the concept of angry young men
or colérico in Chile, despite the fact that the followers of new song did
not have a clear visibility within mass culture as such. Instead, they had
a political visibility, being called young leftists, revolutionaries, or simply
communists, in a general sense.
The Mattelart brothers, two Franco-Belgian sociologists who
conducted a comprehensive study of Chilean youth in the late nineteen
sixties, concluded that the coléricos were young men with a greater
awareness of an existing crisis in Chilean youth. This was a crisis “which
was a common denominator in all strata of society” (1970, 112).2 This
awareness of a crisis was a common attribute both for coléricos and for
184
2 Unless indicated otherwise, all translations are by the author.
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revolutionaries. Moreover, the degree of awareness was a permanent
category of measurement of intellectual, political, and cultural status
of the young Chilean of the time. Social consciousness, class
consciousness and self-consciousness were types of awareness that
defined social niches in an era involving considerable personal
definition with regard to society. Mattelart states that: “Young people
have become aware of the phenomenon of ‘youth’, a consciousness of
group, and an awareness of the role they must play.” (1970, 94)
As this broad range of awareness revealed, colérico is not a
homogeneous or closed concept, since young revolutionaries would
also be integrated into it. According to Mattelart, the concept involves
a spectrum ranging “from its superficial and epidermal manifestations
to the psychosocial attitude of rebellion” (1970, 111). This view, which
coincides with some ethical visions of the period, where the coléricos
would manifest unusual acrimony in their judgment of the social
structure to which they belonged and which they hoped to transform,
“in part by a conscious and responsible opposition, partly under the
influence of forces that are strange to them” (Piga 1966, 11).
The students themselves distinguished two prototypes of coléricos:
“the imitator who follows the movement because it is fashionable and
the ideologized rebel” (Mattelart 1970, 116). These were the main
divergent features of the angry young Chileans, which have been
commonly recognised as such. They were young people with some
awareness of their psychosocial condition from which they expressed
an attitude of rebellion and opposition to the prevailing social system.
As this was a range of features in which there are some gradations, we
may locate the musical practices of a critical nature within two
different trends: rebel without a cause and rebel with a cause.
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Angry young Chileans
Rebel without a cause Rebel with a cause
Critical attitude Critical action
Self-consciousness Social consciousness
Hippie look Revolutionary look
Anglo influence Latin American influence
Beat music New song
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While both types of rebels seem to be oppositional, beat music
and new song contributed to the social expansion of critical positions
in the field of culture and art. These positions emphasised creativity
and were against the bourgeoisie which was condemned for being
trivial and conformist. Thus, popular music in the mid-nineteen sixties
had to adapt its traditional role of entertainment, dancing, and
courtship to the needs of the angry young people increasingly aware of
their historic role in the spirit of social and cultural change. From the
awareness of this generation and the social crisis, a popular music related
to other arts was developed. This was a kind of music that sought
vanguard positions, called people to action, and wanted to transform
its own language in an effort to transform social reality.
2. The university and the cultural industry
The artistic renewal proposed by beat and new song musicians in
Chile needed production resources which accepted and encouraged this
kind of renewal in popular music. Thanks to its independence from
commercial interests and from the established music industry, the
university provided some resources for that renewal. Thus, both beat
music and new song were developed in a university and student
environment containing social criticism and the aspiration to build a
new society as the central task of their efforts.
The focus of folklore, anthropology and ethnomusicology in
traditional cultures led universities to create archives, sound libraries
and collections of folk art, as well as organising performances of folk
and popular music. This has happened since the beginning of the 1940s
in Chile, for example, with the creation of the Folk Music Research
Institute at the University of Chile. As traditional music entered the
music industry in the nineteen fifties and sixties, the universities began
to look for new ways to respond to the phenomenon of the
modernisation of the folk tradition, which, to some extent, also involved
their own students participating in the cultural industry.
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As a result, Chilean universities designed teaching programs for the
training of popular musicians; organised and hosted song festivals and
folk clubs; opened their halls for concerts of new popular music; and
created their own recording labels. The first two festivals of Chilean new
song in 1969 and 1970, for example, received support from the Vice
Chancellor for Communications at the Catholic University of Chile, an
organism created as a result of the university reform process. In addition,
the universities provided their own students as musicians and as the
main audience of the critical currents of popular music.
An important part of the social changes led by the Chilean youth in
the nineteen sixties became clear in the process of university reform,
which began in Chile in 1967 with the student strikes at the Catholic
University, extended the following year to the remaining Chilean
universities. This reform was based on three main ideas: the
democratisation of the university to allow access to low-income sectors;
the participation of all its members in the university management and
leadership; and the adjustment of teaching to the developmental needs
of the country. The idea was to open the university to the problems of
society, projecting the power of youth in the building of a better and
fairer country.
This university reform demonstrated that youth were a new power
structure, becoming a group capable of defending its interests and
fighting to “change life and impose its own conception of society”
(Mattelart 1970, 11). At the University of Concepción, a city 500
kilometres south of Santiago, the Revolutionary Left Movement – MIR
– arose, which encapsulated the extreme current of the Chilean left,
followers of the Cuban model. Meanwhile, a renewal of the young Right
arose at the Catholic University, which became the support foundation
for the Pinochet regime after the 1973 coup. Both revolutionaries and
coléricos, and young from the Left and from the Right, took to the streets
of Santiago and clashed with police in the late nineteen sixties, moving
from critical attitude to critical action. 
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3. Yankee Go Home?
Both rock and roll and rock were left out or resisted in Latin America
in the nineteen fifties and sixties. Only Bill Haley and His Comets made
a tour to South America in the late nineteen fifties, but at a time when
their impact was less meaningful. Furthermore, there were no major
concerts of rock stars in Latin America until the nineteen eighties, with
the exception of the concert given by Alice Cooper in San Pablo in 1974.
Local milestones were the massive concerts by Queen in Mexico and
Buenos Aires in 1981, and by Rod Stewart in Santiago in 1989.
The entire Latin American political spectrum participated in the
condemnation of rock. Conservative governments and dictatorships
were opposed to the large youth agglomerations found at rock concerts.
The moral majority condemned the moral relaxation related to rock,
while Left sectors rejected the cultural invasion of rock in English in an
era of anti-colonialism. Rock was also perceived by the Left as a capitalist
expression rather than as a counter-cultural phenomenon. Finally, the
local music industry remained faithful to pop songs and folk music
trends, which had a guaranteed market.
However, rebellion was not everything among university students.
The initial impact of rock and roll was diluted by 1958 with the arrival and
promotion of a second generation of young singers in North America,
which now had the strong support of the record labels and television.
These singers reclaimed the romantic songs of Tin Pan Alley, after having
been shaken by rock and roll. They were not the black musicians of
rhythm and blues, nor former truck drivers or rude country men like
those in the mid-nineteen fifties. These new singers were correct and good-
looking white teenagers, some of them university students, who came to
calm down the unrest left by the initial Blackboard Jungle or Semilla de
maldad – Seed of Evil – as the title of the famous film had been translated
in Mexico. They also had “pretty faces”, as they were called.
Because of this, there was no problem for these pretty faces to go to
Chile and other Latin American countries at the height of their careers in
1960 and 1961. Thus, Paul Anka, Frankie Avalon, Neil Sedaka and Brenda
Lee, among others, filled radio auditoriums, nightclubs, theatres and
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sports venues in Santiago and Valparaiso attended by young professionals
and employees. They produced replica artists in Chile, initiating a media
phenomenon called nueva ola or new wave between 1960 and 1965.
The initial impetus of nueva ola artists was to sing in English, like
their North American models. In addition, the monosyllabic tendency
of English favoured the rhythmic singing of rock and roll, adding a
modern and outspoken attitude associated with the United States.
However, the difficulty of finding local young singers with good
English, combined with the industry’s interest in expanding the
domestic market, led records labels to promote nueva ola recordings in
Spanish from 1961, with this tendency being fully consolidated two
years later. However, with the emergence of a new generation of
teenagers in the mid-nineteen sixties and the strong impact of The
Beatles and the British invasion of 1964, a new beat sensibility began to
be forged within the Chilean rebels without a cause. This sensibility
created a rock music self-conscious of its counter-cultural capacity. 
In addition, the teens of the baby boom of the nineteen fifties that
gave rise to the phenomenon of rock and roll had been transformed in
the nineteen sixties into university students, musicians, artists, poets and
writers which in turn transformed teenage rebellion into youth
revolution, a model to follow for the new generation of angry young men.
Thus, the reaction against the local pretty faces was immediate. The
angry self-conscious young men that started beat music in Chile thought
something like this: “If they sing in Spanish, then we will sing in English,
as rock is sung”.
In this context Chilean beat-influenced bands emerged such as Los
Mac’s (1964-69), Los Jockers (1964-68), and Los Vidrios Quebrados3
(1966-68) (see Planet 2007, and Escárate 1999). The latter were a group
formed by law students from the Catholic University. They recorded an
album for the UES university label, considered one of the first LPs of
beat influence recorded in Chile, entitled, in English, Fictions (ues/rca,
1967). The UES label accepted the group’s proposal to record original
J. P González: Popular Music and Angry Young Chileans 189
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songs written in English, which the band had been performing in
university festivals and during strikes. It would have been difficult for
this proposal to have been accepted by a major label in Chile in the
nineteen sixties, geared towards the local scene in Spanish. 
The influence that Bob Dylan and The Beatles had on Fictions is
clear. Simultaneously, Los Vidrios Quebrados achieved some originality
with their Concerto in A minor, a timid hybridisation between rock and
classical music, and the frenetic Fictions, a tribute to the Argentinean
writer Jorge Luis Borges. With this LP, Los Vidrios Quebrados
demonstrated the capacity of Chilean bands to insert a rock style within
the new beat trend, giving a musical cause to their rebellion without
one.
4. There is no revolution without songs 
The expectations of change, aroused by the Revolution in Freedom
of the Christian-Democrat government of Eduardo Frei (1964-70), fed
the university reform process and the rise of the angry young Chileans.
Among the rebels with a cause, these expectations were expressed in
terms of the defence of Latin American identity against cultural
uniformity and political alignment encouraged by the United States
during the Cold War. This direction of critical action and social
consciousness created what was called Nueva Canción Chilena – NCC
– in the late nineteen sixties. This was a vocal and instrumental musical
practice that emerged in Chile in the mid-1960s inspired by singer
songwriter Violeta Parra (1917-1967) in the context of the movements for
social and political change within the country and beyond. Part of a
widespread development which saw similar musical trends develop in
Argentina, Uruguay and Cuba in the 1960s, the Chilean new song
differentiated itself from those trends by integrating influences from
other Latin American countries to a greater and wider extent.
ncc also formed part of the university reform process and its three
main groups were made up of university students: Quilapayún (*1965),
Aparcoa (*1966) and Inti-Illimani (*1967), as a direct consequence of
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student awareness of folk music raised during the reform process at the
Universidad Técnica del Estado in Santiago. These groups participated
in a circuit consisting of universities, folk clubs and theatres, and were
supported by student unions and by political groups. For the first time,
radio shows – active in Chile until the late nineteen sixties – were not
involved in the career of a Chilean band; the format of the radio show
related to the star system seemed inappropriate for the artistic, cultural
and political goals of NCC musicians. Their critical position led them
to transform the language of the popular song as part of their idea to
transform society. This was only possible through a conscious and
reflective attitude, as shown by the manifestos and protest songs written
by the three main NCC singer-songwriters: Violeta Parra, Víctor Jara
and Patricio Manns (see González et al. 2009).
Furthermore, this critical position required a permanent open-
mindedness to other artistic expressions. Given this, NCC was forged
from a dialogue involving popular song, poetry, theatre and visual arts,
developing an innovative aesthetic linked with mass culture. During the
nineteen sixties, new singing groups put poetry by Pablo Neruda to
music; collaborated with classical composers; designed their
performances with the assistance of Víctor Jara as a theatrical director;
and worked with photographers and graphic designers, such as the
Larrea brothers, to build a visual image of the rebel with a cause.
Within this dialogue, with the arts as part of the transformation of
society, NCC musicians expanded the format of the song towards bigger
formats, such as the baroque cantata revived, and developed purely
instrumental music. To do this, they used Andean instrumental music,
wrote incidental music for theatre and dance, and explored the
possibilities offered by the guitar and other Latin American instruments,
playing them both in traditional and more innovative ways. Thus, by
crossing Latin American musical practices, genres and instruments, the
rebels with a cause constructed a more sonorously integrated society.
Doing this, they also put into practice the idea of Latin America as a
great motherland, achieving the distinctive sound of NCC.
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5. Closing words
The critical attitude of the angry young Chileans in the nineteen
sixties was analogous to a revisionist position because they attempted to
correct political and moral principles of the bourgeoisie. There were
young people with “a degree of maturity and an earlier sense of realism”;
who assumed their responsibilities and took their decisions
autonomously, expanding the boundaries within which Chilean youth
had developed (Matterlat 1970, 93).
Popular music and youth movements are clearly related to each
other in times of student rebellion. The experimental spirit of beat and
new song was linked to the climate of rebellion and change of the late
nineteen sixties. Moreover, we can ask whether the assignment of this
music to critical movements also formed part of the social construction
of them. The rebellious and critical attitude – with or without a cause
– of the youth and political movements of the nineteen sixties, gave the
Chilean beat and new song musicians a solid platform to develop a
critical dialogue with mass culture.
This dialogue enabled the youth of the nineteen sixties to socially
expand a much narrower music and psychosocial attitude. This music
served as a Trojan horse filled with poetry, theatre, classical music and
visual arts that penetrated the young and massive venues of popular
culture. Such symbolic elements supported the rebellions with or
without a cause; self-consciousness and social consciousness; and critical
attitudes and actions. Thus, if a youth rebellion without rock and roll
was not possible, a revolution would not have been possible without
songs, as the new song musicians made clear to the President of Chile,
Salvador Allende, a year after his election in 1970.
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A Musical Reading of Pessoa:
O menino da sua mãe by Fernando Lopes-Graça
Ana Paixão
Paris and Lisbon
Four years after Salazar arrived to power, Fernando Lopes-Graça
wrote the score to O menino da sua mãe (His mother’s boy 1) based on a
poem of the same name by Fernando Pessoa. The score dates from 1936,
a period characterised by new repressive measures being enforced: trade
unions were abolished, the secret police and the State’s defence force
were set up and censorship was brought in. In short, this was the start
of Portugal’s lengthy dictatorship (1926-1974).
As a young man, Lopes-Graça (1906-1994) did not remain
indifferent to the political upheaval and he revealed himself to be an
activist right from the start, being consistently harassed by the political
police during the 1930s.2 The work he composed belongs within this
framework and the musical score of O menino da sua mãe never wavered
from his political commitment. His choice of Pessoa’s poem is not
innocuous in the same way that the particular manner in which the words
are used by the musical composition is not innocent. The semes focussing
on death in their associations with the notion embodied in the Empire,
although also found in the rhyme and poetic rhythm, most assuredly
suggest that Lopes-Graça undertook a musical intersemiotic translation.
183
1 The translation “His Mother’s Boy” was used by George Monteiro (2000, 132).
2 Carvalho 1999, 183.
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1. When the words have music...
O menino da sua mãe | His mother’s boy 3
No plaino abandonado On the abandoned plain
Que a morna brisa aquece, Warmed by the tepid breeze
De balas traspassado Pierced through by bullets
Duas, de lado a lado, Two, side by side,
5 Jaz morto, e arrefece. He lies dead, and grows cold.
Raia-lhe a farda o sangue. The blood gleams on his uniform.
De braços estendidos, His arms outstretched,
Alvo, louro, exangue, Pale, blond, bloodless,
Fita com olhar langue He stares at the lost skies
10      E cego os céus perdidos. In a blind languid gaze.
Tão jovem! Que jovem era! So young! How young he was!
(Agora que idade tem?) (How old would he be now?)
Filho único, a mãe lhe dera An only child, his mother had given him
Um nome e o mantivera: A name and she had kept it:
15      “O menino da sua mãe”. “His mother’s boy”.
Caiu-lhe da algibeira From out of his pocket fell
A cigarreira breve. A cigarette case, small.
Dera-lha a mãe. Está inteira Given by his mother. It is unharmed
E boa a cigarreira. And a good cigarette case it is too.
20 Ele é que já não serve. He is the one who has no further use.
De outra algibeira, alada From another pocket, a fluttering         
Ponta a roçar o solo, Corner grazing the ground,
A brancura embainhada The sheathed whiteness
De um lenço... Deu-lho a criada Of a handkerchief... given by his old
25 Velha que o trouxe ao colo. Nanny who nursed him as a baby.
Lá longe, em casa, há a prece:  Far away at home, the prayer is:
“Que volte cedo, e bem!” “Come back soon, and safely”
(Malhas que o Império tece!)  (Webs the Empire weaves!)
Jaz morto, e apodrece, He lies dead, and rotting,
30 O menino da sua mãe.4 His mother’s boy.
198
3 Free Translation A. P.
4 Lopes-Graça 1988, 14-18.
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The poem develops a verbal musicality that is woven by means of
a rhyming game (that criss-crosses and binds together) and involves
redundancies based on timbres and rhythms, and on the regularity of the
hexameters. Apart from the musicality of its sounds, the poem is built
upon a contrast that turns around two semantic harmonies: one that is
particularly funereal while the other is tender and maternal. The first
harmony appears to be connected with present time and with the “plaino
abandonado | abandoned plain”; the second establishes at one and the
same time a twofold harmony that relates to both the past (his
childhood) and the present (waiting for him to return home). The
cigarette case and the handkerchief are located on the “plaino | plain”
and act as elements that connect spaces and temporalities which
accentuate the pervading feeling, bolstered by the title of the poem in
contrast with the semes based on death. A death that is semantically
linked to his “farda | uniform” (line 6) and the “Império | Empire” (28).
The notion that the Empire contains a discursive plurality, where
we are sent back to Pessoa’s universe to find the meaning of the concept
that evokes a duality between the material Empire versus the Empire of
culture,5 is also present in this poem. The first concept emerges in its
relationship with death and with the demise of the material Empire
recalling a Sebastian-like nostalgia which opens the way to a “spiritual
sphere”6 accomplished by the “literary phenomenon”.7 All Pessoa’s work
is an attempt to respond to this spiritual domain and Menino da sua
mãe seizes upon the chance to do so. The poem, which is moulded or
shaped,8 is immersed in rhetorical devices: the antithesis of “aquece |
warm[ed]” (2) || “arrefece | grows cold” (5), “sangue | blood” (6) ||
“exangue | bloodless” (8); redundancy as seen in “De balas traspassado |
– Duas, de lado a lado | Pierced through by bullets | – Two, side by side”
(3-4); an oxymoron as in “Fita com olhar [...] | Cego | He stares at [...] |
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5 Pessoa 1979, passim.
6 Pessoa 1979, 222.
7 Pessoa 1979, 223.
8 In the double Pessoan sense, in poems such as “Autopsicografia”
(“Autopsychography”), and the Latin fingere: to form, create, shape or mould
with one’s fingers.
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In a blind languid gaze” (9-10); a rhetorical question in “(E agora que
idade tem?) | (How old would he be now?)” (12); the syntactic inversion
of a hypallage in “a cigarreira breve | A cigarette case, small” (17), or a
war-like metaphor in “brancura embainhada | De um lenço … | sheathed
whiteness | Of a handkerchief …” (23-24).
It was precisely at this departure point, the background canvas, that
Lopes-Graça would create his musical score. As Pierre Boulez stresses:
The poem’s structure, its formal relationships, are the basic material of the
equivalent musical structure, whether it is a simple support that is reduced to
the barest minimum of being able to exist alone, or whether it becomes an
ample commentary that is shaped upon the architecture (I do not dare say the
debris ...) of the word, in the same way that vegetal life puts down its roots
on the stone thus emphasising it.9
The musical inter-semiotic translation listens to the literary text in
a rather unusual way.10 The line of the song recites, sustains and enhances
Pessoa’s poem. The piano score is thus free to accompany the melody,
comment upon it, create new meanings and compose another text
which is different yet listens to the words.
3. When the music listens to the words…
Fernando Lopes-Graça’s score enhances the various aesthetic
effects in Pessoa’s poem and at the same time, suggests diversity in
the relationship between the music and the work of literature. The
composer works on the asymmetries between the texts in the two arts,
200
9 Boulez 1995, 484. See also Bosseur 2008, 17-28. Boulez 1981, 200 (translation
A. P.). See also “Entre musique et texte” in Bosseur 2008, 17-28.
10 David Michael Hertz underlines this exact point, stating that the connections
between music and literature as regards songs is characterised by a concordance
between the texts in these two arts: “The flow of the poetic stanza is similar to the
organization of the musical period, making the stanzaic unit, based on the four-
part, symmetrical phrase, the most common structuring device of the song”
(Hertz 2000, 19). The common structure of the song is precisely what Lopes-
Graça wanted to avoid. In order to do so, he sought to create musical outcomes
that were not at all usual.
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proposing a variety of relationships at the level of the piano’s discourse.
He leaves behind him the convention which seeks to match the
musical notes with the word.11 Apart from the variety of ways that
govern the relationship between the music and the poem, the line in
the song is directly linked to the content and the expression in the
literary text from the first to the last line so as to provide a support for
the semantic nature of the words. We are able to see this in the three
large sections into which the musical score had been divided, and
which are situated between the following bars 1-11 (p. 1), 12-46 (pp. 1-
4) and 47-64 (pp. 4-5).12
The first musical moment refers to the first stanza or strophe of
the poem; in the first line of the song, this is characterised by an almost
constant unison or prime interval in B-flat and short intervals over
the next few notes. This musical procedure transmits the stillness of
the “plaino abandonado | abandoned plain”, which is disturbed by the
appearance of the past participle of the word “traspassado | pierced”
(with an ascending interval involving a perfect fifth and another one
descending using a perfect fourth), and by the expression “de lado a
lado | side by side” (an ascending perfect fifth interval and a
descending minor sixth interval). In musical terms, these intervals
represent the action of piercing or passing through as described in the
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11 The dialectical tension between the centripetal lines of force and the centrifugal
investigation of differences associated with the Bakhtinian convention of genres
(Bakhtin 1986, passim) are found in O menino da sua mãe where relations are
established between the musical and the literary. The musical score is attracted in
a centripetal-like movement by the poem. At the same time, it moves away from
it owing to the new kinds of centrifugal relations forged between the music and
the words. As Boucourechliev stresses, the conventional connection between
music and literature involves “a strict structural correspondence [...] between the
form [of the literary text] and the musical form itself” (Boucourechliev 1993, 15,
translation A. P.). Precisely in order to outstrip this conventionality, Lopes-Graça
uses time lags or gaps as one of his most efficient musical stratagems so as to escape
from the “strict structural correspondence” that Boucourechliev speaks about.
12 The melodic line takes on a hermeneutic role with regard to Pessoa’s poem and
in it, discovers a multiplicity of meanings that Lopes-Graça carries over to and calls
upon the historical time-setting in which he is composing, thereby following the
premises which Emmanuelle Goulon referred (Goulon 2011, 55-78).
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poem. In interacting directly with the words, the unison and the
intervals bear witness to the presence of a normative correspondence
between the two arts as shown in Example 1.13
Example 1 – The beginning of the melody (Lopes-Graça 1988, 14).
The idea of immobility in the expression “Jaz morto | He lies dead”
is musically reinforced by a unison, which is changed in “arrefece | grows
cold” by the descending intervals, yet again suggesting a verbal
semanticity. The two last syllables [“-fece”] in the word arrefece are
recited in a fusion of song and declamation that closely resemble
Schönberg’s recitative Sprechgesang (Example 2).14
202
13 Here, we go back to Mukařovsky’s concept of developing the aesthetic rule,
departing from the antonym established between unlimited duty and permanent
variability. O menino da sua mãe shows the two sides of the norm exactly when
considered along Mukařovskyan lines: the coordination between the melody and
the words that are sung or recited, and a variety of semiotic relations arising
between the piano and the poem. (Mukařovsky 1979, passim).
14 According to Fernando Lopes-Graça, “Arnold Schönberg’s revolution in music is
a unique phenomenon in the long history of art and the human spirit” (Lopes-
Graça 1986, 46, translation A. P.). His deep admiration for the composer is most
assuredly witnessed in his use of certain Schönberg-inspired techniques (see also
Roy-Gerboud 2009, 171-183 and Hervet 2011, 39-51).
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Example 2 – Sprechgesang 1 (Lopes-Graça 1988, 14).
During the first part, the piano score for the left hand contains
octaves which complete the scale of full descending tones (with the
exception of the interval (C / C flat) between the 6th and the 7th beat.
The music for the right hand obstinately repeats two octaves that are
insistently on the same note: B. The repetition underlines the idea of the
unison suggested by the song and intensifies the static nature evoked by
the poem (Example 3).
Example 3 – The piano score based on the first stanza (Lopes-Graça 1988, 14).
The second part of the musical score dealing with stanzas 2 to 5 is
an intermediate stage situated between bars 21 and 28 (the equivalent of
the third stanza). When this section begins, that is between bars 12-19,
the song continues to display the general characteristics that were seen
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in the first part: unison and the descending intervals (on “exangue |
bloodless”) or the ascending intervals (on “céus perdidos | lost skies”) in
coordination with the literary text (Example 4).15
Example 4 – The song for the second stanza (Lopes-Graça 1988, 14-15).
In the piano’s discourse, the score reminds us of a lullaby; it
becomes independent of the words in the poem: the second stanza
describes the dead young soldier while the music opens the way for the
world of feelings that the poem speaks about a little further on. Indeed,
the musical score expresses the harmony surrounding the topic of
childhood that is also present in the poetic discourse, although it is
preceded by the music. This musical lead sets up a contrast between the
piano and the poem which is associated with that line in the song. Be
that as it may, the contrast is in no way irreconcilable: the music
surprises us with new semanticities and creates a semiotic diversity in the
relations established between the two arts (Example 5).16
204
15 The coordination meant here is based on Guy Lelong’s perspective (1994, 25-52).
It involves a collection of prosodic, emotional, configurative and semantic
procedures. As regards the prosodic features, the language’s musical rhythm and
melodious characteristics are worked with; in terms of configuration, the way the
recitations cut in and the balance between the way in which the syllabic metre and
the musical metre are observed; finally, where semantics is concerned, the self-
styled quality established between the literary and the musical discourses that is
witnessed.
16 Marcel Beaufils analyses this capacity that the music has in changing the imagery
in the literary text: “In the poem, the music seeks out the images: it will discover
them. But it recreates all the imagery by using its own means” (Beaufils 1994, 86;
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Example 5 – The piano part based on the second stanza (Lopes-Graça 1988, 15).
The intermediate movement in the second musical section which is
situated between bars 20 and 27 (pp. 2-3), reveals a greater diversity in the
intervals in the expressively descending lines in “Tão jovem! que jovem
era! | So young! How young he was!” or the ascending intervals leading
to the line “O menino da sua mãe | His mother’s boy” (Example 6).
Example 6 – The melody of the third stanza (Lopes-Graça 1988, 15-16).
translation A. P.). In having the music take the lead in the lullaby, the world of
feelings evoked by the poem has time to emerge before the words have the chance
to do so. Concerning this question see also Bonnet 2012, 13-54.
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In rendering this line, the piano part once more moves away from
the song and the words of the poem are singled out and recited
separately without any accompaniment. The piano is played in arpeggio
format, the notes issuing in rapid succession until they come to an end
in perfect fifths without any bearing on the text as it is being sung. The
line in the song and these arpeggios reveal a tonal variety that is difficult
to decipher in the absence of key. Owing to this characteristic, the
moment comes close to being atonal despite the key signature being
present throughout the whole passage (Example 7).17
As from bar 29 (p. 3) and the fourth stanza in the poem, the lullaby
returns to the piano part and the vocal line abandons unisons and its
near neighbours, to gradually open itself up to a wider range of intervals.
The lullaby is once again taken up and is introduced by the composer’s
instruction in tempo although from the fourth stanza onwards, the
tempo is quickened: Poco più mosso first, then animando et crescendo
following on and ending in poco agitato when the song comes to the words
“Dera-lho a criada velha | Que o trouxe ao colo | given by his old | nanny
who had nursed him as a baby”. The vocal line also becomes sharper
throughout the fourth stanza which spans an octave (E flat 3 to E flat 4).
The melody connected with the fifth stanza resorts to the same note as in
the previous stanza (E flat 3) and rises until it reaches F flat 4, thus
accompanying the accelerando. The agoge, or tempo/pace, also has a direct
bearing on the melodic ascent – the fourth stanza starts off piano but ends
up mezzo-forte; the fifth stanza pursues its course up to forte when the
word “lenço | handkerchief” is sung, thereafter slowing down at precisely
the same time that the tempo falls to poco agitato (Examples 8a and 8b).
206
17 This passage clearly shows that there is no well-defined central tone, but this
phenomenon is audible for several moments in the musical score. In using an
atonal language, the centrifugal force is also accentuated, distinguishing the
uniqueness that governs Lopes-Graça’s musical discourse here. As Eero Tarasti
pointed out: “The atonality deliberately avoids tonality owing to the fact that it
reveals anti-tonal (and therefore centrifugal) forces, that are obtained when
repetition is rejected” (Tarasti 2006, 67, original emphasis; translation A. P.).
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Example 7 – Stanza 3 (Lopes-Graça 1988, 16).
Example 8a– Stanza 4 (Lopes-Graça 1988, 16-17).
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Example 8b – Stanza 5 (Lopes-Graça 1988, 16-17).
Bar 47 gives way to the third part of the musical setting where it
coincides with the last stanza of the poem and where the instruction is
“Funereal”. The piano recalls the famous funeral march of Chopin,18
208
18 Quotation from the second movement of Chopin’s Sonata No. 2 in B flat Minor,
opus 35.
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once again on the fringe of the corresponding literary text owing to
the fact that at the beginning of this stanza, the poem suggests the
realm of the emotions: “Lá longe, em casa, a prece: | ‘Que volte cedo e
bem’/ Far away at home, the prayer is: | ‘Come back soon, and safely’”
(Example 9).
Example 9 – The beginning of the last stanza (Lopes-Graça 1988, 17).
The contrast obtained between this melody and the piano’s funeral
march further reinforces the music’s autonomy. The distance placed
between the texts does not mean that there is any instability between the
two discourses because the meaning represented in either one of them
is identical. The musical text chooses not to reiterate the literary
semanticities simultaneously (see Example 10), which sheds light on the
variety of the possible congruent semantic relations between the poem
and the music.
Example 10 – The funeral march of the last stanza (Lopes-Graça 1988, 18).
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Bar 59 is particularly crucial in this piece. The notion of the Empire,
as referred to above, brings together a series of specific meanings from
the Pessoan world in the poem. The musical score also produces new
semanticities based on this word.19 The line that appears in brackets,
“(Malhas que o Império tece!) | (Webs the Empire weaves!)” is recited
according to Schönberg’s Sprechgesang technique (Example 11). 
Example 11 – Sprechgesang 2 (Lopes-Graça 1988, 16).
The recitative quality of this line in Sprechgesang stresses the
words composing the stanza and bears witness to a sense of
commitment: the conviction that music and art in general have a
decisive role to play in the social and political predicament. In choosing
this recitative technique that Mário Vieira de Carvalho defines as
“parlato”,20 the unlyrical expression, the sudden absence of melody
emphasises the spoken words. As Mário Vieira de Carvalho also stresses,21
19 I have not followed the idea espoused by Boris de Schloezer for whom, “[t]he
sense of the words that are sung is not the same as the meanings they had before
they were set to music […] but they acquire the meaning that the musical phrase
confers upon them” (Schloezer 1979, 273; translation A. P.) . The words are not
absorbed by the music, in the same way that the music is not totally conditioned
by the literary text. The example of O menino de sua mãe shows that the musical
discourse is free to build up other semanticalities based on the word. As Nicolas
Ruwet states: “In a manner of speaking, all the information contained in the music
on the one hand, and the words on the other, is passed on” (Ruwet 1972, 48,
emphasis added; translation A. P.). Likewise, Michel Butor states “the music is able
to shape new relations from the text as regards the grammar of writing or speaking
[...] transforming the text, bringing latent possibilities into prominence” (Butor
1982, 260; translation A. P.).
20 Carvalho 1999, 186.
21 Carvalho 1981, 48-54.
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by speaking the song, the music reveals the composer’s resistance to the
dictatorial regime; his opposition to the imperialism of the Estado Novo
(New State) is made clear. The same technique is used in the following
line “Jaz morto, e apodrece | He lies dead, and rotting” where the absence
of life is underlined by the absence of music (Example 12).
Example 12 – Sprechgesang 3 (Lopes-Graça 1988, 16).
The melody returns to the last line, in which the words “O menino
da sua mãe | His mother’s boy” are sung molto dolce precisely so as to
stress the tenderness and at the same time, the semantic intricacy of the
literary text (Example 13).
Example 13 – The final melody (Lopes-Graça 1988, 16).
The musical work ends with three low octaves in B flat which give an
iconic rendering of whistling bullets.22 Here, there is a fusion between
Lopes-Graça’s score and the semantic contents of the poem (Example 14).
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22 An icon is a sign that is understood to be connected to the real object, whereby
only the characteristics of this real object are referred to because it is capable of
making that object conceptually present. (cf. Peirce 1960, § 5. 247).
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Example 14 – Final notes (Lopes-Graça 1988, 16).
4. Semiotic diversity, musical asymmetry
and political resistance
O menino da sua mãe reveals a multiplicity of semiotic relations
between music and literature, going beyond conventional relationships
as regards the simultaneous nature of the bond between the musical
sound and the word. The variety of writing techniques created by Lopes-
Graça, mainly when resorting to the recitative Sprechgesang, when
differentiating the tempo of the poem, the lullaby or the funeral march,
when placing a distance between the song and the piano part during
the third stanza, or when removing a well-defined central tone, allowed
him to explore new ways of connecting the two arts. The composer gives
a diversity of written instructions that, parallel to the poem, bring
together variety and constancy, asymmetry between the two texts and
semantic stability in the recollection of a lullaby or a funeral march.
Even so, the semiotic musical diversity does not prevent a basic
connection from being set up as far as the coordination of
interrelationships between musical signs and the word are concerned.
The music listens to the poem and explores its sounds, discovering new
directions in its reading. 
In terms of the diversity, particularly in using the recitative Sprechgesang
mode, the musical strategies develop into a sort of textual relationship
that ceases to be semiotic in order to take on political features, thereby
imbuing the poem with another new meaning. In reciting the lines
“(Malhas que o Império tece!) | (Webs the Empire weaves!)” and “Jaz
morto, e apodrece | He lies dead, and rotting”, and applying this
technique, we are able to discern a critical perspective that links death
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and imperialist ambitions during one of the bleakest moments in
Portuguese history. The techniques which Lopes-Graça uses when
writing music reveal a committed interpretation of Pessoa’s poem, in
the light of which the strategies used to contrive the variations in sounds
lend themselves to the shaping of political resistance. The un-lyrical
strategy permits to stress the words “Empire” and “dead” associating
them. The proof is that this song was censured until the end of the
1960s, a time when the composer’s music was already admitted regularly
in radio.23 O menino da sua mãe carries this refusal within its inter-
semiotic diversity; through the musicality of the sounds and the words,
it dares to shout out its opposition in the face of an empire gone deaf.
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The Experience of Sound and Listening.
Federico Mompou: Ideas, Methods and Techniques
of Composition and Interpretation
Cosimo Colazzo
Trento and Lisbon
The work of Catalan twentieth-century composer Federico
Mompou (1893-1987) expresses a distinctive and original sense of sound
and silence, of listening, of tempo and narration, of compositional
construction and musical interpretation. This study aims to focus on
some important matters arising from Mompou’s own studies and the
analysis of his musical language:
How is sound revealed as resonance in his music? How does the
structure of a composition undermine a sense of linear and expansive
continuity? In what way does silence find itself performing with a sound
that strives to be fluid, mobile and resonant, and not a merely punctual
reality defined within a rigid boundary?
Mompou’s opinions regarding musical interpretation, which are
expressed in some of his texts, should also be taken into consideration,
as they raise further important questions about the aspect of musical
experience in conjunction with compositional research. How can this
kind of composition give breath to sound beyond the abstract grid of a
sound controlled and managed by an absolute coordination centre? How
can we manage the time of sound, which is radically different from the
constrained span of the metronome? And how can sound be conceived
as an identity that is broader than the one of a sound-note, within the
complexity of an event during which a transformation progresses
between silence, sound and resonance?
This contribution will deal with these themes. We will observe how
composition, interpretation and listening are interrelated in terms of a
fluid confluence. The experience of Mompou proposes such a way of
mutual opening of these dimensions, following the idea that sound is an
original reality that always surprises us and cannot be completely
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enclosed by a representation. For this reason, the researcher should keep
an open mind when approaching his subject. He must not take anything
for granted but instead, penetrate reality beyond its encrypted surface,
thus entering into its folds. Where there is little or almost nothing to be
found, he can understand and discover a life rich in details, a universe,
a wide world without boundaries.
1. Composition: Searching for a New Beginning
Mompou says about his music that it moves toward a new
beginning. However, it never starts from a ground zero, but rather,
resembles an option within a context. This context is that of the
twentieth century and the experience of its achievements and
contradictions; a world of reason and technology brought to their
greatest culmination. Science seems to brighten any space, drawing a
perfectly adequate world. In such a dimension, a critical lever, made of
a different material, is needed. No calculation or reason, no development
or production, no progress, no analysis or discursive articulation, but
listening and silence, which are always improbable, mobile, ever-
changing domiciles.
Mompou’s masterpiece Música callada perhaps sums up his theories
and aesthetic endeavours, and in the opinion of the composer, it
represents a renouncement of the sense of progress, which also involves
art and symbolises introversion and silence (Mompou [1987b], 322).
We are increasingly invaded by a technical rationality that
overwhelms and stifles art, leading to results that have no relation to the
human language. This is an illusion of complete knowledge of the world,
of a form of reason that produces its effects by understanding and
illuminating everything. But human reality is also something else: an
irreducible shadow. In this respect and precisely in such a phase, a
limitation of the effects of logical-rational abstraction is necessary
(Mompou [1987b], 324), and so is the return to the human being as a
root that cannot be reduced to a complete measure or technique. This
human being is an entity loaded with temporality and as it is pierced by
voids and oblivion, it does not follow linear paths.
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In music, the adoption of this dimension of subjectivity leads to
thinking about composition as an experience, as something to find and
study continuously, not by planning and application, but by listening to
the breath of every little thing that can be detected as an event, as the
fold from which another logic emerges, another world, another way of
working. We must learn to listen to things as they are, to observe with
a different, non-analytical and non-functional look. This is important in
order to understand things as they present themselves, not as something
solid and complete, but as a resonance of their time. 
Consequently, the compositional method of Mompou incorporates
a profound sense of listening as a complex experience made of the very
fabric of time, which tends to spread and disperse, but which also
contains the aspect of memory attempting to create its own connective
pathways. Traditionally, the aspects of temporality have been
compressed, whereas the structuring function of memory, which has
found its absolute representation in the power of writing and scoring
against the dimension of orality, has been emphasised. Mompou,
however, aims to instil a sense of temporality into his compositions,
taking memory beyond an emphasis of its ideological function in the
sense of temporality and listening. This entails a new definition of the
act of composition as something that must define its own elements in
order for them to come together in the creative process.
2. A Proposal Against Analysis and Development
According to Mompou, sound has to be discovered in its original
condition of complex and changing life, which is embryonic and not
yet codified. This sound lives in every stage: during the time of its onset
and identification and during its resonance and dissolution. It is highly
dynamic and finds itself in a completely fluid relationship with silence.
Adhering to this original condition of sound, which man tends to
dominate through his conceptual schemes, results in a specific option on
the compositional level. It is the idea of a simple and concise form,
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which is extraneous to the dimension of development, and opposes long
narrative arches, as they tend to be defined in elaborative and
evolutionary terms.
Composition subsequently finds itself on a threshold, waiting for
listening and sound. Mompou stated more than once that when he
composed, he waited for something to reach him. He would spend
entire days seeking a single sound or a particular chord. Another layer
of reality had to come to him in an almost mediumistic way. This shows
that the composition process must be disempowered, deconstructed, in
order to leave room for something new to emerge. When he composed,
Mompou thus tended to reduce the action of processing. Instead of
eagerly developing, varying and analysing materials to make them
maximally productive, he subtracted, reduced and simplified, as form
should be simple and concise. The information conveyed must be
essential and able to conceive the possibility of a vacuum. It should
neither be afraid of it, nor dominate or saturate it. Instead, it must let
itself go toward silence and emptiness.
3. Simplification
The musical language of Mompou tends to be void of any
redundancy and aims for simplification. This is what the composer
defines as a primitive instinct towards the simple line, the concrete form
(Mompou, [1987b], 323). The rhythmic articulation of his music also
reflects this form – in the figurative sense – which often moves stepwise,
with fairly regular segmentation adopting recognisable sound systems
as a point of reference. Mompou loves the primitive procession of
organum and descant. He is enchanted by the resonance of parallel fifths
(Mompou, [1987b], 323). These types of progressions already
characterised his first compositional attempts and are recurrent in his
entire oeuvre.
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Figures 1a and ib. 
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Primer Cuaderno (1959), I (without bar
numbers). Paris: Éd. Salabert, 1959. Cadences with parallel fifths.
Figure 2. 
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Primer Cuaderno (1959), VII, bars 37-39.
Paris: Éd. Salabert, 1959. Concluding with resonant fifths.
Mompou loves the simple movement of a monody in a resonant
context (see fig. 3).
Figure. 3.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Primer Cuaderno (1959), I (without bar
numbers). Paris: Éd. Salabert, 1959. Modal language. Simple monody in a
broad resonance context.
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Another example is a very simple and reduced texture that combines
two lines of counterpoint in two phases: a first presentation and the
subsequent exchange of the lines, resulting in a figure of chiasmus (fig. 4a
and b).
Figures 4a and 4b.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Cuarto Cuaderno (1967), XXVII (without
bar numbers). Paris: Éd. Salabert, 1974. Counterpoint of two lines: first
presentation and exchange of the lines, chiasmus.
Harmony can also be complex, with added notes, but it is not
hermetic. Polymodal stratifications, or situations of polyharmony can be
identified in some cases. However, this does not impede the process.
Compositional construction can also be realised with the use of elliptical
and lateral lines of coherence. In some cases, sound systems that are
usually separate and unrelated, are juxtaposed with a certain immediacy,
revealing some surprising lines of assonance (see fig. 5).
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Figure 5.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Cuarto Cuaderno (1967), XXVII (without
bar numbers). Paris: Éd Salabert, 1974. Juxtaposition and porosity of different
sound systems.
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However, the overall impression is clear and distinct, as it was
liberated from all overly complex warps. Beauty and richness of sound
can be found in a context of simplicity. The sound stands out if it is not
full of information, if it is allowed to breathe in the vacuum, if it appears
out of silence and returns to it. This sound must be expressed in its every
quality, including its taking form, resonance and disappearance. If the
sound is allowed to take the time of its breath, the music will find its way
to poetry. Consequently, it is important that composition is conceived
as a process of subtraction and reduction, as a construction of silence,
in which the silent scene moves toward the levitation of sound.
According to Mompou, simplicity and vacuum thus become important
elements of composition.
4. Repetition and Displacement
The Rotating Dance of the Motif
Composition draws attention to the dimension of resonance. Hence,
listening for resonance can lead to composition. Silence, which is
contained inside the resonance, is permeated with sound that becomes
impalpable and assumes the soft and interpenetrable reality of silence.
Like the act of listening, sound becomes an event when it is enveloped
in resonance. This is how sound and listening can occur. Consequently,
complex narrations are not required, and the process burdened with
causal connections evolving through clues and implications must be
reduced. Music does not produce outward-facing gestures, but rather, it
is introverted and contains within itself a sense of silence and
contemplation. This music of silence is related to inner listening. It is
characterised by a reduction of elements and, as a choice of simplification,
focused around very little. This music is reserved and silent; the emotions
evoked are secret and intimate. Its sound shape is resonance (Mompou,
[1987b], 322).
According to Mompou, musical information must be reduced to
few and simple elements that should not be forced into becoming part
of a developmental or narrative machine. Instead of processes of
compositional development that require detailed analysis, the composer
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focuses on presentation and displacement, a sort of reverse approach:
there is no need to exploit the subject in order to accomplish maximum
development. The material is expressed as a dimension of presence,
allowing the listener to perceive the life of an otherwise invisible layer,
which is made of jagged edges, ramifications and deviations. The
listening process should revolve around concrete factors, such as sound
presence, rather than becoming a hunt for clues. Listening must simply
occur, be present and remain undirected. It must be traversed by sound
and simultaneously traverse sound. Consequently, sound and listening
must become mutually permeable and composition must leave the
necessary space to allow for this experience.
Repetition and displacement are the main elements of narration,
whereas composition barely plays a role at all. It should instead set things
up fairly, respecting their uniqueness, which must not be reduced (figs. 6a,
b and c).
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Figures 6a, 6b (on previous page) and 6c.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Tercer Cuaderno (1965), XVII, bars 1-8, 13-
15, 18-23. Paris: Éd Salabert, 1966. The musical discourse consists of repetition
and displacement.
We revolve around things while keeping our distance from them;
repeating, transposing, but not breaking or shredding the reality in front
of us. What we hear is not analysed with all its connections in order to be
pushed towards other conditions. This reality makes sense by itself; it does
not need to be further developed in order to disclose itself. Reality speaks
to us if we are around it, as long as we do not act. Being around it, drawing
ever-widening circles around it, getting away. Reducing our presence more
and more and getting lost in the horizon of sound and silence.
Figure 7.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Segundo Cuaderno (1962), XII, bars 5-12.
Paris: Éd Salabert, 1962. Displacement.
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Figure. 8.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Segundo Cuaderno (1962), XII, bars 23-
30. Paris: Éd Salabert, 1962. Displacement.
Figures 9a and 9b.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Segundo Cuaderno (1962), XII, bars 33-35,
38-40. Paris: Éd Salabert, 1962. Displacement.
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Figure. 10.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Segundo Cuaderno (1962), XII, bars 41-
48. Paris: Éd Salabert, 1962. Repetitions.
Figures 11a and 11b.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Primer Cuaderno (1959), II, bars 1-5; 9-13.
Paris: Éd Salabert, 1959. Displacement with combinations of transpositions.
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Figures 12a and 12b.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Segundo Cuaderno (1962), XVI, bars 1-6,
9-14. Paris: Éd Salabert, 1962. Displacement at the distance of a tritone.
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Figures 13a (on previous page), 13b and 13c.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Tercer Cuaderno (1965), XVIII, bars 1-13.
Paris: Éd Salabert, 1966. Various displacements of perfect fourths.
5. Slow time and the Almost Nothingness
In order to achieve a dimension of enchantment during the act of
listening, a sense of contemplation, of passive provision; in order for the
beauty of sound to start dancing all around, it is necessary that everything
else subsides into a state of expectation and suspension.1 The material
should not work compositionally, but must be settled into its presence.
Figure. 14.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Cuarto Cuaderno (1967), XXII. Paris: Éd
Salabert, 1974. Mompou gives breath to form, here with an abundant use of
the resonant suspension with fermatas. Resonance and fermatas play a key role.
1 Mompou significantly used these verses of Paul Valéry’s Les pas from the collection
Charmes (Valery, 1958, 46) as an introductory epigraph to his second piece in the
Primer Cuaderno of Música callada: “…Car j’ai vécu de vous attendre, | Et mon
coeur n’était que vos pas”.
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In order to realise Mompou’s intentions in this regard, the tempo
must never be hurried. It is meant to be slow and placid, laid back and
meditative, large and tranquil. It is a calm temporality that is transmitted
through successive waves and spreads all around. In Música callada, the
sense of something large, slow, suspended and quiet envelops all,
dominates the listening experience and is transmitted by all musical
pieces. 
Figures 15a, 15b, 15c and 15d.
The tempo in the four books of Música callada of 
Mompou.
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An alternate universe is shown to us. It is made of vacuum and
silence, of time that is slowed down and almost stopped, of figures that
float in different dimension, yet do not change, do not develop. It is
like the inside of an aqueous dimension, with slow movements and
attenuated dynamics.
Figure 16.
Federico Mompou, Música callada, Tercer Cuaderno (1965), XIX. Paris: Éd
Salabert, 1966. An example of mobile and flexible temporality. Observe the
continuous transformative intervention of tempo, with poco rit., a tempo, rit.,
a tempo, rit., più mosso, rit., più lento, poco accel., rit., molto cantabile, rit.,
Tempo I, poco rit., a tempo, rit.
In such a sparse landscape and within such a slow time frame,
dynamics exist in a dimension of intimacy, concentration and
meditation. In this slowed and attenuated dimension of musical
experience, the definitions of figure and sound lose their significance of
defining objects. They are subjected to folds, revealing an inner life into
which listening can also enter and indulge itself, losing all sense of
conclusion, of aim and governed scan.
6. From Compositional Method
to a Method of Interpretation
The subversive potential contained within the music of Mompou is
expressed by an alliance interweaving composition and listening.
Listening is full of temporality, therefore seeds of dispersion are
contained inside it. Thus far, composition has always tried to fight
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against this possibility. It attempted to get rid of the sense of
precariousness, of temporality that escapes into every direction. A
composition being permeated by listening means that this composition
is open to orality, revealing the element of writing to be merely an
approximation and not as proven fact or a document of authority.
In Mompou’s opinion, even interpretation addresses the issue of
sound and the listening event. It is important to penetrate the condition
of sound and to carefully trace all the details contained in the experience
of the individuation of sound. 
7. A Slowed-Down Temporal Universe
Mompou discussed some of his opinions on musical interpretation
in a text entitled L’expressío. Per a l’interpretació al piano.2 Our
conception of time, which also extends into music, is the one
prescribed by the metronome, a regular and periodic beat. But
according to Mompou, time is not a strictly governed, isometric order.
Instead, it is dynamic and flexible, floating along over and through the
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2 Mompou’s text, which is included in the book of Clara Janes, Federico Mompou,
Vida, textos y documentos (Madrid: Fundación Banco Exterior, [1987]), was
reproduced in its original typescript form with handwritten corrections. We
decided to include Mompou’s corrected title, which reflects his typical minute
calligraphy. The composer replaced the title Estudi del sentimento with L’expressío,
written in pen, while the subtitle remains unchanged. In this way, we try to fulfil
a desire for clarification of the author, who perhaps, with expressío, attempted to
bypass some possible misinterpretations of the word sentiment, especially
considering the emphasis on the subject that the last century has brought forth.
In his text, Mompou mentions a specific pronunciation of the musical phrase,
which relates to emotional and sentimental resonances. He indicates that there are
“phrases of passion” that connote the feeling of pain, and “phrases of purity” that
connote the feeling of melancholy. At the same time, he discussed expression in
reference to some sensitive areas of musical time that should be treated
appropriately, because inside them a particularly dense urgency of expressive
interpretation is gathered.
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regular goads of time. The expressive interpretation must therefore
choose fluctuating movement over the rigour of the measure. This sense
of time promotes a different approach to sound that is not found in its
conventional components, but within the inner life of sound. Between
the management of time and the individuation of sound, an
interwoven relationship of constant co-implication is formed
(Mompou, [1987a], 275). 
In an expressive interpretation, time adopts the characteristics of
fluency. The phrase is retraced in its sensitive points and expressive
moments. Time penetrates the phrase, revealing its inner folds. The
sensitive sound implies a slight, imperceptible delay. For this reason,
management of time is essential, and may not be metronomic.
Especially the opening loops of a rallentando reveal sound to be an event
comprised of its resonance, its inner life and the details of the phrase.
(Mompou, [1987a], 280-81).
In his essay on interpretation, Mompou proposes a striking and
charmingly paradoxical idea. For him, time is not only flexible
and fluctuating, but also quite radically marked by a sense of
general orientation toward the ritardando. Time is constitutively
ritardando. An increased sensitivity leads to an increasing delay
(Mompou, [1987a], 309). If attention is directed toward an expressive
sense, which becomes increasingly sensitive, time needs to open up to
a dimension of increasing broadness, until it is almost suspended.
The individuation of a sensitive and expressive sonority recalls a
time that grows broader. For Mompou, the expressivity correlates to
a slowing movement that first concerns sensitive notes, as they are the
place where the search for sonority is focused. However, this approach
promotes a propagation of each event. In Mompou’s works,
substantial time is a slowing time, a time which spreads and grows
ever broader.
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8. Entering the Folds of the Phrase:
The Interpretation of the Time of Resonance
In Mompou’s opinion, it is essential that the focus of musical
interpretation should be directed inside the phrase. The music should
not be interpreted phrase by phrase. Our sound sensitivity should not
seek emotional interpreting phrase by phrase in the general economy of
the work. (Mompou, [1987a], p. 277). Instead, it should move into
the phrase, grasping sound in detail, including its internal breaths and
minimum figural definitions.
At the same time, Mompou emphasises that performance is not
about playing note by note, but about managing time and sounds,
which also includes the resonances between the notes. In fact, studying
‘good sound’ while focusing on the good sound of one note is a futile
effort. The sound to be searched for and studied is that between one
note and the next. The secret and the root of emotion lies in resonance
(Mompou [1987a], 275). This is a very important point. Sound is not
a discrete event, but an event that unfolds within the dimension of
time and is made of the variable and transforming matter of resonance.
Phraseological structure is not to be understood as a hierarchical
guide to music. Internal elements make sense, are shaped, and gain a
sound definition by themselves, evoking or dissolving the role of the
higher structure that is phraseological in nature. According to Mompou,
in order to advance in the art of interpretation, we must analyse this
detailism of sound and time as if we were using a microscope
(Mompou, [1987a], 276). This approach penetrates the reality of sound
and time, revealing their inner life, the folds that they consist of. This
allows us to deepen the study of interpretation (Mompou, [1987a],
295).
Time is not a straight line with a polished surface. It is made of
folds and ramifications. And likewise, sound is not an entity-note, but
a complex reality that we should trace in its discovery and definition.
Listening to the folds of phrases and their resonance becomes
important; derivations and digressions make sense. Regarding
notation, Mompou criticises the habit of scoring phrases with long
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ligatures. Greater value is instead assigned to the signs of legato
referring to smaller entities located within the phrase. They are
sensitive points in which sound and time are flexed to find the correct
expressive individuation (Mompou, [1987a], 304).
It is necessary to give breath to events. They should be endowed
with their own time, as time is what allows the individuation of
expression and sound figures. For this reason, a slow tempo is necessary.
The slowing down of notes allows them to float over time like single
individualities endowed with a significance of themselves. 
9. The Role of Dynamics
Dynamics are not neutral and still, but move through imperceptible
crescendos and diminuendos. The management of time and the study of
sound guide the movement of dynamics through increase and decrease
(Mompou, [1987a], 284-85).
An absolute measurement of dynamics does not exist. Each
dynamic definition has its special quality, which does not run
contradictory to the sense of sound as individuation, propagation and
resonance. All the modulations of sound should reflect the initial
and original condition of sound. This means that even when playing
pianissimo, sound must have the potential of resonance. It is not a
reduced sound, but has a specific personality. Forte is also a specific
sound quality and not a means to reinforce and strengthen (Mompou
[1987b], 282-83).
10. Legato as the Breath of Time
According to Mompou, staccato in the traditional sense does not
exist. Even in specifically notated staccato, we must include a sense of
legato. Essentially, all sonorities must be legato. The note must retain the
fullness of sound, the intensity of vibration in order to be modulated
(Mompou [1987a], 280). Sound is propagation and resonance. Staccato
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is an artifice applied to the fundamental tendency of sound to continue,
resonate and autonomously fade. Consequently, it can only be achieved
with an essential reference to legato.
The latter does not merely correspond with one articulation among
many; it is the way in which musical sound is defined. It is a domicile,
a context that provides in its interior a variable management of time
and dynamics. Legato lets musical time breathe. Ligatures that identify
figures and phrases are folds of time. The sign of legato establishes a sort
of domicile for what it collects and at the same time induces the music
to breathe. It indicates the folds, the breaths, the sighs of musical time
(Mompou, [1987a], 303-04).
Another characteristic of legato is that when integrated additional
signs intend to draw attention to certain sensitive expressive notes, legato
creates the necessity for time to open itself to further digression, further
hospitable folding. In the context of sensitive and expressive notes, time
changes the route again towards ritardando and ritirando.
11. Restart: A Long Route
In his compositions, Mompou consistently aims to achieve
something simple, concise, essential and barely articulated, in which the
sense of evolutionary variation is not present, while the sense of
repetition and displacement is inherent. We must set the event free.
Attention must be paid to other aspects, namely the local and single
event.
Regarding interpretation, Mompou indicates a way of sound detailism,
an interpretation that takes every detail into consideration and reaches
the dimension of sound when discovering sound in a dynamic and
changeable life. Time is flexible and made of folds, of local resonances,
while sounds must receive the utmost care at every moment.
Mompou tells us that every moment of music is a sensible universe,
every second and every sound is a gateway to time and sound
universes. To the opportunity of contact, Mompou adds a relationship
with these other, unseen worlds. We must sharpen our listening skills.
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This can only be achieved if we reject the rigidity of the production
and development system. We need to feel a sense of expectation and
contemplation of the time that is extended into another dimension. We
have to subtract, delete, and enter a dimension of simplicity and silence.
We have to remain passive, and act as little as possible. We may not want
to increase the action, but rather, reduce it. We should prefer staying
around the same things, repeating instead of developing. This sharpened
process of listening, which involves the self as well as composition and
interpretation, raises listening awareness and creates an opportunity to
perceive time and sound in new ways. This is the key to Mompou’s
method of composition and interpretation. Also, this is the key to a
different attitude of the ego towards the world.
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Spectral Agency in Madonna’s Album
Music (2000)
Sebastian Klotz
Leipzig
Over the last 30 years, sociomusicology has articulated some
fascinating approaches to a wide range of music-driven social
interactions. However, popular music and its appropriation by dancers,
listeners and consumers continue to pose a challenge. Although
interpretations along the lines of Adorno’s categories of
commodification, musical autonomy and fetish still hold true in a very
general sense, it appears that we lack adequate tools to capture the
textures and communicative structures of popular music. In the absence
of refined methodologies concerning the analysis of sound,
programming and mastering techniques of popular music materials, the
search for cultural meaning of popular music is a difficult task.
In 2000, pop icon Madonna released the album Music, which is
usually regarded as a turning point in her career, as it signifies a new
direction towards electronica and dance that was already anticipated in
1998 with the album Ray of Light. Considering the impact and
orientation of her previous musical projects, why would Madonna
choose a seemingly general and somewhat interchangeable title (Music)
for this album? Does this imply that her earlier work was not (about)
music? Or did she intend to consolidate her position in a global market
and cultural field by implementing a generic category? It will be argued
that the concepts typically employed by cultural studies fail to address
some crucial points in regard to this album and to post-2000
mainstream pop in general. Therefore, a shift of perspective will be
suggested: instead of a text-centered interpretation, it will be examined
how Madonna, by fashioning a specific auditory emotional and physical
experience, achieves cultural plausibility in this album. This cannot be
done without addressing the issue of ideology, which, according to Slavoj
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Žižek, bridges the gap between a symbolic reality and actual reality
(Žižek 1994). The album Music, despite being a symbolic representation
of reality, manages to function as a sort of reality of its own. Drawing on
Žižek’s notion of the spectre, the performativity of Music will be regarded
as a kind of spectral apparition that navigates and eventually bridges the
gulf between symbolic and actual reality. The core of the ideology under
review, i.e. free individualism, independence and hedonism, is evoked
by the lyrics, as they articulate and dramatise social norms, values and
moral convictions. In what relation to these norms is Music positioned?
Is the album an ideal transmitter, a sort of spectral supplier, or does it go
as far as contradicting what is stated by the lyrics? How does it blend
into the cultivation of excessive individualism, mixed with melancholic
traits?
In this context, it is evident that the complex construct of Madonna1
is quite different from the way pop stars presented themselves up until
the mid-1990s. Madonna plays with her own constructedness, and fans
seem to accept this and draw pleasure out of this arrangement. Moreover,
the ideology of individualism is by no means hidden. Hence, critical
reflection must develop new frames of inquiry. 
Given that this hypothesis might carry some truth, the direction of
questioning needs to be altered toward the spectrality of the phenomenon
and towards the way it encapsulates ideology. This ideology has become
distributional and spectral (Žižek 1994): Music is a form of ideology, not
in the illustrative manner of a specific view, but enacted in ideological
242
1 Although a fair amount of strategic and artistic decisions seem to have been taken
by Madonna Louise Ciccone herself, the phenomenon Madonna, according to
Peter Wicke, includes many collaborators (studio entrepreneurs, body and voice
coaches, audio and video producers, post-producers, programmers, musicians,
top-liners, dancers, marketing experts, concert bookers, ticket vendors),
companies and record labels, as well as law specialists (copyright regulations, legal
conditions, international rights management, in-crew contracting and casting).
Details about this are usually enclosed only in the fine print, but it is obvious that
mediations and a highly diversified and legally codified division of labour and of
expertise are essential. – The album Music was to a large extent co-written and
(co)-produced by Madonna and Mirwais Ahmadzai, an experienced electronica
composer and producer.
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performativity itself. Although it is heavily aestheticised, the performance
carries a particular “truth” (Hewitt 2005, 207), which is ideological in
itself. Moreover, we need to take into account that technology becomes
performative (Hawkins 2004). This has repercussions for the kind of
agency at work here: it is tied to vocal and technological authorities
creating their own realism and dialogicity. This outreach manifests itself
in the repeated phrase “Do you like to boogie-woogie | Do you like to
boogie-woogie | Do you like to boogie-woogie | Do you like my Acid
Rock?”, which resounds through the opening track of the album.2
Can this blend of agency be grasped directly through the auditory
material that Madonna provides with Music? The album appears to be
utterly accessible, posing no obstacles to an easy and laid-back music
consumption. Where exactly do authority, commercial power and
creative and technical expertise reside? While in this context, I cannot
provide any empirical data along the lines of qualitative research on
individual responses and appropriations of this music,3 I can try to chart
some heuristic and tentative remarks that draw on Žižek’s spectrality, on
theories of agency and on recent critical techno-musicological
interpretations of Madonna – particularly of the album under review
here.
The situation is reminiscent of a similar blend of female physicality,
performativity and well-orchestrated marketing in the early phase of
modernity. Perhaps not by chance, it also involves the dance
component, which is very important to Madonna, as she started her
career as a dancer. The Tiller Girls spurned critics like Siegfried
Kracauer with a new take on cultural phenomena that did not even
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002 All lyrics quotations of the album were taken from http://www.madonnalyrics.
org/ music.html, Accessed October 1st, 2013. The album version under review
here is the European release from the Import Box Set, featuring the following
tracks: 1. Music 2. Impressive Instant 3. Runaway Lover 4. I Deserve It 5. Amazing
6. Nobody’s Perfect 7. Don’t Tell Me 8. What It Feels Like For A Girl 9. Paradise (Not
For Me) 10. Gone 11. American Pie.
003 Future research might clarify if deconstructive assumptions can be tested by means
of empirical research. Naturally, one could regard record sales and album
downloads as hard empirical evidence.
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attempt to conceal their artificiality. Žižek goes one step further, stating
that ideology lies in the very form of the appearance of cultural artifacts
themselves (Žižek 1994). Thus, it becomes needless to ask to what extend
the artists’ performances reflect their convictions or personal experience.
Nor will a merely mimetic analysis yield any critical insight. According
to Andrew Hewitt, a historian of social choreographies, protagonists of
the popular Girlkultur of early modernism employed their mesmerising,
machine-like presence and perfection, emerging as pioneers of the
spectral momentum (Hewitt 2005, 206-212). In regard to Žižek’s three
steps of spectrality, they celebrated ideology as ritual (step 3), fully
conscious of the fact that they were offering themselves as fetishised
commodities for visual and acoustic consumption: “Our ‘false’ narrative
is part of their ‘true’ operation.” (Hewitt 2005, 207).4
Roughly eight decades after the Tiller phenomenon, we encounter
a refinement of this spectral ideology. While the Tiller Girls clearly
provoked fundamental questions regarding the reason of their existence
and the sources of their authority, Madonna acquired sufficient status
and power to enable her to control and shape her agency and her very
existence. In this context, agency embraces the options of social and
aesthetic action, the shaping of a subject position and the conscious
deployment of power. Madonna operated from a position of potency
that she utilised to conjure up pop fantasies (Hawkins 2004). The details
of the functional operators allowing this kind of agency to unfold with
regard to the album Music are worth a closer look.
After successfully claiming the cultural territories of gender, self-
conscious female expression and the erotic extreme, Madonna turned
towards another generic category: music.5 This strategy clearly supports
her ambition to conquer and control a whole cultural field. How exactly
is this cultural field being addressed?
As previously mentioned, the album does not seem to contain
anything that stands in the way of an easy, laid-back consumption. It is
clearly recognisable as an album by Madonna, thus securing the
4 The statement refers to commercial Girlkultur in early modernism.
5 I use smallcaps letters to denote the declamatory dimension of music as a cultural
practice as cultivated since the 19th century.
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continuity of her musical identity and stardom. Yet popular music
culture is always keen on change, on generating new markets and almost
meeting consumer expectations. Can this production change be accessed
and placed within the context of spectral agency?
From the production of an album called Music, we might expect
some form of subtext that involves the medium and its industry as such.
One possible point of view is admitting that Madonna is in control of
a field that is highly volatile and thus dependent on highly individualised
cultures of taste, among many other factors. In this way, the artist has
succeeded in turning an aesthetic and social phenomenon, which is
primarily controlled by economic conditions, into something that
appears to be natural, i.e. ideological. However, music is a highly
commodified and mediated medium, so ideology will emerge via social
and aesthetic affordances carried by the acoustic material. The questions
concerning Music can be paraphrased in a more precise manner: What
listening and movement strategies are being offered and which modes of
communication are being envisaged? How do they interact with the
typecast image that Madonna has cultivated, an image saturated with
perfection, control, exercise of power, alertness, hedonism, hard work,
restless presence, and self-assertion? In other words, how does she
construct her hegemony over the field of music, and whose definition
of music is relevant here?
The line of questioning chosen here leads to a paradox: While the
album is introduced as a commodity, the commodity itself is polarised
via the mediations that it is part of, but that it simultaneously
transgresses. A critical reception of the album – via listening experience
or interpretation – should take this paradox into account. If we decide
that it matters at all what can be heard on Music, an analytic strategy
needs to be developed that places the album against and within the
mediations, image constructions and power relations that we prefer to
call popular music.
There are instances showing that Madonna intended to present an
acoustic and dance-like meta-reflection on music as a medium. On the
first track, she reaches out to the audience with an internal dialogue,
which quintessentially captures the jouissance that listeners are expected
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to draw from listening to (Madonna’s) music: “Do you like to […]?”
This is a very sovereign position to take, because it is Madonna who,
through this acoustic medium on track no.1, asks her audience if they
like her music. She actually sings the word “music”, a rare moment of
homage to the medium that uses the medium’s name – reminiscent
of early Italian Intermezzi and the dramma per musica, in which the
power of music was evoked and Lady Music actually appeared on stage
(“Io la musica sono”). In passing, Madonna provides a concise lesson
on the sociology of Music with the lyrics: “Music makes the people
come together | [Never gonna stop] | Music makes the bourgeoisie
and the rebel [Never gonna stop]”.
Similar layers of meaning and meta-allusions affecting the
communicative spell of music and of its technologies can be found
elsewhere on the album.6 Coupled with the romantic strain that
continues to be relevant for mainstream pop, Madonna injects highly
self-aware references that reveal the inner workings and actual
preconditions of popular music communication. 
Track no. 2, Impressive Instant, features a splatter-like, uncanny noise
(onset at 15’) that is reminiscent of a scary animal or cartoon character –
poised on the border between vocal and instrumental sound. Siren-like
acoustic material is audible, as well. Are these sounds the impressive
instant? Madonna falls back into the girl-like allure of her voice known
from her earlier albums, but her voice, too, is synthesised and
manipulated. Her voice and the uncanny noise begin to interact with each
other, supported by whorled basses unfamiliar to pre-2000 mainstream
textures. When Madonna’s heavily synthesised voice states “I don’t even
know your name”, it is not clear to listeners whom this message it directed
to. Is it the odd sounds themselves that emerge as a collective actor? Is it
a general principle or practice that makes her shiver and provokes the
question, something like a religion or a higher being? The lyrics indicating
that the singer is in a state of trance refer to the “creation”. 
246
6 Stan Hawkins has meticulously analysed the use of music technologies in this
album (Hawkins 2004).
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The title of the track Impressive Instant contains yet another
allusion: impressions stands for an aesthetic experience, but in a way
that is linked to the materiality of a literal impression. However, this
materiality is absent from the realm of digital culture. The same holds
true of the concept of instance. Digital operativity is built on pre-
emptivity, with the traditional notion of instants following one upon
the other is replaced by parallel processing in a time-critical,
algorithmic setting. The irony here is that the track was produced with
digital means, so that the ambivalence arising from the role-playing
between Madonna’s voice and the impersonal noise-voice is enriched
by another technological subtext. 
Technology as such is featured in Don’t tell me (track no. 7). The
track articulates the radical opposite of the fullness and presence
promised by music: silence, interruption, the absence of music.
Madonna orchestrates the sudden stop (again verbal statement and
acoustic design interact here) in a way as to conjure a digital nostalgia
familiar only from the analogue era (Danielsen/Maasø 2009). 
Apart from these feeble attempts to describe the tracks and their
communicative operations, the concept of spectre reaches further. It
addresses the tension between symbolic and actual reality, which leads
to the question of where Music should be situated. How does it relate
to reality, given the fact that the realities of its consumers will be fairly
diverse and complex? Does the album present something between
symbolic and actual reality? Or do the aestheticised romantic
experiences that Ma donna portrays in most of the tracks come close, in
a realistic manner, to the experiences of her listeners?
This perspective considers music as a potential resource for
emotional self-management and rewarding socialisation (DeNora 2000,
2008). I would like to couple it with the spectral perspective that reaches
out to entanglements that, for the moment, cannot be empirically
proven, but may provide important speculative and critical insights.
If we regard the pop fantasy observed by Stan Hawkins with respect
to the album Music (Hawkins 2004, 180, 187) as a spectral supplement to
reality, it becomes part of the reality in which, in the Lacanian sense as
elaborated by Žižek, nothing is missing. The transcendental function of
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pop in the all-embracing sense to which the album title alludes could
perhaps be placed right here. Without being asked, Madonna conjures up
a reality that supplements something we already know or have
experienced about this reality. It is not by way of “symbolic fiction”
(Žižek 1994, 21), but through a constructed, yet apparent reality.
Madonna moves on a sophisticated and highly designed level that reaches
deeper than reality itself.7 Her “spectral apparitions” thus become
manifestations and spaces of experiences within reality, mending a
“‘reality’” which is “never ‘whole’” (ibid., 21). With her undeviating vocal,
visual, emotional and technical presence, Madonna overrides – or, to
stick with the engineering imagery – dubs “the symbolic debt” that any
symbolisation of reality entails (ibid., 21). She seems to plausibly convey
things without asserting that her experience would match those of her
listeners and fans. The lyrics offer a surprising variety of symmetric and
complementary tropes8 that may enhance this plausibility. The “truth” of
performance (Hewitt 2005, 206) is a consequence of spectral and
dialogical agencies. While Hawkins believes that Madonna would be
“controlling our sentiments” (Hawkins 2004, 206), it might be more
productive to ask what resources she employs for a continuous self-
fashioning and individual and social identity formation in a hedonistic,
event-fixated society. Thus, rather than studying to what extent we are
able to “access her identity” (Hawkins 2004, 182), one could debate what
she “reveals”.9 If one adopts Hewitt’s conclusion that cultural artifacts in
post-modern mass consumer culture have “nothing to reveal” (Hewitt
2005, 206), the question of what happens on a Madonna album becomes
relevant.
A preliminary answer would direct attention to the activist mode of
production (Hawkins 2004) that obeys the “imperative of production”
of formal structures as implemented during modernism (Hewitt 2005,
209). Listeners are invited to share this technologically alert activism,
248
7 Žižek 1994, 25. – There are no references to present-day popular culture in Žižek’s
seminal text used as a starting point for my argument.
8 Cf. I Deserve It; Nobody’s Perfect; Paradise.
9 I am returning to the line of argument of Hewitt in his chapter on Girlkultur and
social choreographies in early modernism. See Hewitt 2005.
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which – in the case of Music – is interspersed with moral advice10 and
personal recollections of romances past and present.11 The technological
geekiness and mannerism (Hawkins 2004) and a “material sincerity of
performance” – as familiar since the era of the Tiller Girls (Hewitt 2005,
208) – go hand in hand. The material sincerity extends to the
technological mastery. Out of this and out of her incessant production
of presence, Madonna gains technological and auditory agency, the
“political” and “oppositional” momentum of which (Hawkins 2004)
cannot easily be pinned down. The difficulty lies in the fact that “Music”
cannot simply be termed right or wrong from a normative point of view.
It cannot be challenged or contradicted on its own terms. If the track
Amazing (no. 5) reflects on the impact of a partner’s behavior on a
romantic relationship, one cannot call this content outright wrong. It
might be just irrelevant on the basis of a different set of experiences. The
key criterion in the music business is aesthetic acceptance expressing
social adequacy. It appears that many factors besides the lyrics play into
this aesthetic acceptance.
The album bares the workings of ideology, i.e. ideologies of
perfection, self-control and controlled playfulness, in a much clearer
mode, as it does not even pretend to be un-ideological. It is hard to tell
why the album should sound just like it sounds. The album creates its
own presence and a realism that is not realistic in a mimetic,
representational sense, because a plethora of mediations cast their spell
on it. It is thus – like pop cultural artifacts in general – free to pose via
performance ideological contradictions (Hewitt 2005, 208), and one may
speculate if the contemporaneity of artifacts like Music lies precisely in
their capacity to address these contradictions in affectively tangible ways,
rather than via explicit programmatic statements. 
In the “sonic spectacle” (Hawkins 2004, 186) unleashed by Ma donna,
there is space for irony: On track no. 1, Music, she seems to be haunted
by the powers of the very medium. The repeated intense evocations –
10 Cf. Runaway Lover, Nobody’s Perfect, Don’t Tell Me, What It Feels Like For A Girl.
11 Cf. I Deserve It, Amazing, Paradise (Not For Me), Gone.0
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“music” – make her seem frightened and overwhelmed by the possibilities
of technologies set loose. The dialogical momentum extends not only to
a fictive listener, but also to technological actors and environments in
which Madonna and her voice seem to be embedded. Mediologist Régis
Debray singles out the arts as particularly relevant in order to understand
mediological transmission, i.e. the preconditions and dynamics of cultural
manifestations that are worth being delivered. According to Debray, the
arts reverse the relationship of background and form of an epoch (Debray
2003, 78-85). Given the immense technical effort of Madonna that affect
the formal dimension of this album, this could explain why it gains
representative stature, a claim she clearly announces in the album title.
We have to envisage new strategies of analysis that acknowledge both the
constructedness and the moments of truth in popular music artifacts.12
How is the arbitrary made aesthetically and economically viable? How
can obvious technical mastery that carries a perfectionist, bureaucratic
momentum blend in with charismatic qualities that seek to neutralise
bureaucratic, standardised motivations and procedures per se? 13 Instead of
describing cultural meanings, we should venture to understand, with
Debray, how exactly cultural artifacts secure their efficiency and organise
their means of transmission (Debray 2003, 166). Madonna acts as both
subject and object of the experiences she displays. Messages are “not
immanent”, they arise from intermediaries and from mediating
collectives (ibid., 179). Mediation exceeds its agents (ibid., 145).14
250
12 Both terms (“das Gemachte, Unechte”;”das Ewige, Wahre”) draw on Max Weber’s
critical reception of Richard Wagner that he mainly stated in his letters. See Braun
and Finscher 2004, 26-30.
13 I refer to Max Weber’s distinction between charismatic and bureaucratic regimes
of power. Current theories of charisma have shown how, in the absence of political
charismatic leadership, popular culture produces a brand of small surrogate leaders
that achieve osmosis of both models. See Breuer 1994, 195. This seems to be a
particularly relevant observation with respect to Madonna that needs to be
elaborated on elsewhere. Her “bourgeoisie/rebel” reference on the first track Music
(see above) uncannily resonates with Breuer’s observation and with Hawkins’
remark that Madonna’s performativity would be “both excessive and
oppositional” (non-conformist; anti-bureaucratic), see Hawkins 2004, 180.
14 There is no reference to popular culture in Debray.
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In terms of formal design, the album starts with up-beat dance tracks
that best capture the new trend that Madonna and Mirwais establish on
this album. These are followed by traditional, ballad style songs, before
the album (at least the Box release for non-US markets) concludes with
a cover version of American Pie (track no. 11). With the line “But I knew
that I was out of luck | The day the music died”, the track rounds off an
album that spans from the vitalistic kick-off in track no. 1 to the death
of music. Madonna combines a showcasing of technical possibilities and
manipulations in the field of electronica and EDM that will earn her
respect from technological whizz kids and club crowds with (mostly
disillusioning) romantic, monological tracks that show the volatile,
pondering and caring side of the star. The contrast is pretty stark as the
dialogical, multi-perspective, upbeat dance tracks feature daring and
catchy, short and versatile musical modules that hover over the baseline.
They represent maximal pop with riveting acoustic textures that were
unheard of in mainstream pop before 2000. Through the maximum
permanent dynamic compression, they create overwhelming pressure
and presence. 
Madonna offers a variety of affective and social poses in a variety
of technological environments. The album title also implies that music
is able to furnish this variety. Moral sincerity is communicated in the
slower ballads, whereas in the outgoing, technologically complex dance
tracks, sincerity pertains to the level of production. The album
communicates different registers of relationality to its implied listeners,
dancers and consumers. It is worthwhile studying how the various
communicative attitudes that can be culled from the lyrics – ranging
from the distancing position to participatory strategies, from immersive
to presentistic formats, from identificatory to epic strategies – interact
with the musical material. Their mix, pacing and technical mastery
surely contribute to the fantastic impression of the album. In terms of
the chosen modes of agency, the album is an encounter of (fictive)
personalisations of emotions and experiences on the slower tracks with
a kind of distributed subjectivity – as announced in the title track Music
with its many interacting voices and players. This implies another
possible interpretation of the album title: music seems to accommodate
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various forms of experience and technical renderings, with Madonna
installing herself as the master of ceremonies. She keeps music alive,
and vice versa.
After exploring the role of the angel, virgin and vamp in her
gender-sensitive formative years, Madonna turned to embodiments of
the spectral and metamorphic starting with the stunning fluid visuals
of the track Frozen. The vocal-synthesised parts introduced with the
album Music continue into this exploration of the uncanny. The category
spectre/spectrum also has a precise technical meaning: The term is used
to describe frequency bandwidth and noise width. It appears that
Madonna, through her spectral apparitions in the leading medium of
cultural self-assertion and social communication, i.e. music, has not
only enhanced the growing abstraction inscribed into post-capitalist
production processes by translating these abstractions into accessible
affective situations. She has also significantly altered both the technical
bandwidth and the spectral potential of mainstream popular culture
with her album Music.
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Colonial Experience, Post-Colonial Sound:
Makwayela on the Fringe of History
João Soeiro de Carvalho
Lisbon
All over the world, music has been instrumental for changing
historical experiences such as the creation and consolidation of nations.
In the 20th century alone, different experiences on this subject have
been reported and considered using different theoretical perspectives.
Research results by John Baily in Afghanistan (1994), and Martin Stokes’
book on the musical construction of place (1994) – and his other works,
stand out among others. Post-colonial historical situations have been a
fruitful area for the observation of how music and nation-building
projects relate to each other; furthermore, how musical projects come to
being, and how powerful they are in fostering the imagination of a
nation as a socially horizontal entity, as a shared projection of reality
and, in particular, as a response to colonial experience. The end of the
Seaborne Portuguese Empire triggered several of these processes, which
deserve particular attention.
In Sub-Saharan Africa, the breakdown of colonial rule started in
1957, when Ghana achieved independence. Only eighteen years later
were the five Portuguese colonies to obtain independence, after more
than a decade of a liberation war. Democratic revolution in Portugal
in 1974 helped to make the strive for independence of five new
African nations irreversible: República Popular de Cabo Verde,
República Popular da Guiné-Bissau, República Popular de São Tomé,
República Popular de Angola and República Popular de Moçambique.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss relevant aspects of music and
historical experience in this latter young nation, the Republic of
Mozambique, and how such processes relate to its Portuguese heritage.
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The Portuguese presence in this region of Africa dates back to the
voyage of Vasco da Gama (1498), and an effective Portuguese supremacy
to 1508, when a first commitment of troops to the Island of Mozambique
was made, the first Portuguese settlement in the region. Portuguese rule
was felt in coastal regions, and later in settlements such as Tete and Sena on
the Zambezi (1572). In the 1880s, the Berlin Conference configured today’s
borders of the territory of what was then called Portuguese East-Africa, thus
confirming Mozambique as a Portuguese colony.
Such a huge portion of the Southeastern coast of Africa
encompassed important areas of diverse cultural groups. The main
groups include, from North to South: 
The Makonde and the Yao, sharing their land with a vast part of
Southern Tanzania;
The Makwa-Lómwè, mostly contained within the Northern
political borders of present-day Mozambique;
The Shona, sharing their territory with Zimbabwe, and
The Tsonga, including a large number of sub-groups and linguistic
varieties, sharing territories with Eastern South-Africa, Transvaal
included, as well as parts of Swaziland.
Differences among these larger groups, included within the political
borders of Mozambique, are significant at differing levels. Linguistic
differences come in first place. The Tsonga, Shona, Makonde and Makwa
languages are not by and large mutually intelligible. Secondly, there are
economic differences: different modes of production characterise different
cultural groups. Thirdly, there are social differences: leadership rules and
marriage patterns, among many others, are different. Finally, there is
religion. The Makonde and Makwa groups have been Islamic for centuries,
due to their proximity to Arab commercial centres such as Dar-es-Salaam,
Kilwa or even Zanzibar. From the 18th century onwards, the Portuguese
Catholic Church has also created strong areas of influence in these regions.
In Southern Mozambique, animist religions were prevalent. There, a
variety of Christian churches have imposed extremely strong dominance
from the late 19th century onwards. 
Dominated by severe disparity, Mozambique’s territorial integrity
at the time of independence in 1975 was at stake. Samora Machel, the
leader of the left-wing Mozambican Liberation Front, was fully aware of
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the dangers of such a situation. Without delay, he took measures to avoid
the disintegration of the country. Knowing the power of the symbolic
representations of nation, he emphasised the importance of the President
and the flag. Prior to the ceremony proclaiming independence, he
proclaimed “Moçambique é só um, do Rovuma ao Maputo”1
(Mozambique is but one, from the Rovuma to the Maputo – the rivers
along the extreme Northern and Southern borders). This was President
Samora Machel’s dictum to attempt to deal with what he knew would
probably be the major predicament of the recently born Mozambican
nation. Before he came to power on the 25th September 1975, he made a
land journey of several days from the Northern border with Tanzania –
from the Rovuma River, to the Southern border with South Africa – the
Maputo River, crossing the country along its largest axis. On his journey,
he was unanimously acclaimed as the President-to-be of all the ethnic
groups located within the political borders of the nation. Both his
statement and his journey anticipated his major concern with the issue
of unification given the diversity in many areas of the peoples of
Mozambique. Nation-building became a priority, and expressive
behaviour one of its instruments.
1. Expressive behaviour and the young Mozambican nation
Among the peoples within the political borders of the nation,
expressive behaviour was one of the aspects where diversity was most
conspicuous. The Mozambican Liberation Front, FRELIMO,2 had a
strategy regarding this particular matter: not to try to efface such
diversity for the sake of national unity, but rather to put the accent on
a discrete matter, the issue of non-exclusivity. This was a strategy to
create bounds, of the unity within diversity kind: different regional
expressions were tolerated, or even promoted, but exclusivity of
expression was not. At the expressive behaviour level, knowledge and
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performance of other groups’ repertoire was encouraged. Such a rather
post-colonial and innovative idea was clearly laid down by the National
Board for Culture, in a document on the first National Popular Dance
Festival, held in Maputo in 1978:
It can never be emphasised too much that the National Popular Dance Festival
[...] must be a contribution to make our culture become a basis for national
unity, fighting regionalism, racism, tribalism, elitism; stimulating the People
to get acquainted with and to perform dances from all over the country,
fighting and destroying the myth that dances originating from a certain region
can only be correctly performed by people from that region. (DNC 1978:1,
author’s translation)
People’s knowledge of the variety of modes of expression within the
borders of Mozambique was required for such a scheme to be put to
work. Several attempts were made in that direction, including field
campaigns, films, and publications. Most important among those,
however, was the National Popular Dance Festival, with the aim of it:
[…] being a great moment for the knowledge of the wealth and diversity of
our cultural patrimony, and a first step for the assessment of multiple aspects
of our culture: the origin and meaning of several dances and music, the
evolution of their forms and contents, their circumstances in human life, in
the family and in society, their costumes, musical instruments and other tools,
[…] (DNC 1978:1, author’s translation)
So-called “Cultural Brigades” were created for the assessment of the
legacy of music and dance, and sent inland, to the provinces3 with tape
recorders and cameras. One outcome of this project was the publication
of three small brochures on musical instruments and general aspects of
expressive behaviour in Mozambique: a catalogue of musical
instruments (Duarte 1980), a collection of texts on musical genres and
instruments (Soares 1980), and an illustrated booklet on the importance
of music in Mozambican traditional society (Duarte 1983). Finally, a
dance troupe was created, the National Company for Song and Dance,
which was supposed to enact dances from all over the country:
3 Such was the designation adopted for the regions outside Maputo’s urban periphery.
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The National Troupe of Song and Dance is a cultural group of 30 non-
professional artists born in different regions of the country, interpreting some
of its most representative dances, songs and poems. It is an important
weapon for the People’s revolutionary education, a fundamental instrument
for the creation of a new Person [...] It bears witness to the joys and
conquests of the Mozambican people in its creation of a new life, of new
relationships among human beings; it expresses and highlights the conquests
achieved by the working-classes of the whole world; it expresses proletariat
internationalism and the solidarity of the Mozambican People with
oppressed peoples; it exhorts the people to come together in struggle against
their permanent enemy – imperialism; and finally it expresses that the
happiness of the people can only be obtained through Socialism. (INAC
n.d.:1; author’s translation)
For a variety of reasons, however, the general goal of creating a
common repertoire, a corpus from the entire nation, and having it
become known and performed, was never achieved. Reasons for this
included a lack of the technical capacity to document a whole variety of
expressive modes in a large territory, as well as major political instability
caused by frequent changes in the state administration.
At the same time, President Samora Machel had a team
concentrating on radio-broadcasting; short-wave and FM broadcasting
were developed and intensified by Rádio Moçambique. To make sure
that there was effective radio coverage throughout the country (an
essential tool for the creation of the nation), Mozambican government
financed the mass-production (in their thousands) of battery-operated
portable radio sets and record players, made in East Germany, to be sold
to the population at a very low price; these were named Xirico, after a
local bird well known for its fine singing (serynus mozambicus). Due to
the distribution of such hardware, records could also be effectively heard
by a large number of people in Mozambique.
The record industry was established in 1979, four years after
independence, as a state-run enterprise. Initially, records were issued by
the INLD – Instituto Nacional do Livro e do Disco,4 in a series of singles
labelled Ngoma (after the local designation for drum). More than one
hundred records were issued before the series was transferred to Rádio
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Moçambique, the national broadcasting station, in 1983; these were two-
song singles (three to five-minute songs, 45 r.p.m.), featuring solo singers
and small groups mainly from the South (the provinces of Maputo and
Gaza). The Mozambican record industry came to an end in the late 1980s,
with the worsening conditions during the civil war, with economic
deprivation that led to the lack of vinyl and spare parts, and frequent
technical problems at the record-pressing stage. The cassette industry, also
issued by Rádio Moçambique (RM),5 followed the record industry.
The musical content of the record and cassette industry, as well as
radio-broadcasting, were worked out by Rádio Moçambique. RM
leaders took decisions at the musical recording level. Choices were made
within a group of singers and composers from the South of the country,
helping to establish a musical category, Música Ligeira Moçambicana
(Mozambican light music). In this process, however, musicians from
other regions were not forgotten.
2. Urban performance
Different performing modes were not, however, made known
through national radio broadcasting nor through the record industry.
Among these were genres such as those which had been developed in
urban settings prior to independence. For the purpose of understanding
these genres, one must go back to the world of late 19th-century Southern
Mozambique, an important period for the modern social formation of
the country. At that time, young Mozambican men who did not want
to stay in their villages had two main options available.
First, and by far the most sought after, was labour migration to the
Mines of the Transvaal. Tenths of thousands of young Mozambicans,
known as magaíças, joined this annual pilgrimage. Coming back home,
years later, they brought new cultural identities, negotiated through
5 For a more comprehensive account of the record industry in Mozambique, see
Carvalho 2002.
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conspicuous behaviour and goods acquired in South Africa: a suit, a hat,
a few blankets, a bicycle, sometimes even a gramophone and a few worn-
out records (later in the first half of the 20th century). Such new identity
was also negotiated by means of expressive behaviour, including a
performing style which emerged from the mining compound and which
would become the basis for a new social tool, Makwayela.
The other main option for young men was joining Christian
missions, mostly Protestant Church missions, which were spreading over
the southern part of the country. Among these, the Swiss missions stood
out for their teaching and ability to send students to education facilities
such as high schools or even to higher education schools in mainland
Portugal. Many political leaders of the Mozambican Liberation Front
(FRELIMO) actually had been Swiss Mission graduates.
Mines and missions shared a common feature: a great deal of
singing was involved in their daily routines. Missionaries believed in
part-singing as a tool for civilising natives. Each mission had its own
choir, and most were male-only choirs. Four-part singing, known as
Canto Coral (choral singing), was indeed an important part of mission
education.
Singing in South-African mines was of a very different kind. Miners
were grouped in barracks, according to their ethnic origin. Mozambican
miners were put together in the same barracks, and distributed according
to their region and village. In the barracks, singing and dancing were
promoted by mine administrators; musical troupes emerged, with strong
ethnic connotations, and were constantly renewed by the arrival of
newcomers to the mines. Contests were organised and, for that purpose,
from 1943 on mine administrators had special arenas built in the
compounds (Tracey 1952), where Mozambican miners became well known
for their singing and dancing skills.6 Makwayela musical antecedents
emerged in such a mining context, as a form of expressive behaviour
6 At the Consolidated Main Reef Mine, Chief Compound Manager L. G. Hallet
encouraged the use of, and indeed, improvised, many of the dance costumes now
commonly associated with the different ethnic groups, and thus inspired the
dancers to keep their teams together (Tracey 1952: i).
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that became a conspicuous sign of identity for ethnic groups from
Southern Mozambique. Makwayela grew as a Mozambican extension of
marabi, which also emerged from the mining compound context and
had been brought to the South of Mozambique by the 1930s. Marabi is
often said to be “our parents’ Makwayela” by aged performers (Carvalho
1999:168). As a style of music, however, marabi seems to have little in
common with Makwayela. By the 1960s marabi musicians used
instruments such as the violin, and percussion was traditionally
performed using pebble-filled milk tins. Marabi could be described as a
pan-ethnic urban African proletarian style of music developed in
Johannesburg during the 1920s and 1930s. It could also signify the term
for the different occasions where it was performed, and for its patrons. In
this latter sense, one can find a much more inclusive meaning of the
word, which helps to understand why it is considered by Mozambican
performers as an antecedent of Makwayela. It is conceivable that the
meaning of the word had been expanded to include different kinds of
performing occasions, such as those with which Makwayela might have
had different kinds of affinities.
3. Makwayela
One of the greatest demonstrations of musical creativity in
Southeastern Africa, Makwayela can be a musical and a dance genre, and
it can also be the group which performs this genre.7 Groups are made of
ten to fourteen men, dressed in western suits, singing and dancing in a
line called kunfola. Musical instruments are not used; besides singing,
only feet stamping is used to produce sound. Men are organised
according to their voices. Bass, baixos or quarta voz is the lowest voice,
considered as the part which gives most vitality to performance, the true
content of the performance. It is compared to shouting, with an
7 A compact disc is available with musical examples from different Makwayela
groups; see Carvalho 1998.
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undeniable male connotation: men’s shouting, berrar, is the most
common description of this voice.8 Tenor (with a similar spelling in
both English and Portuguese), thina or tinkhela in Tsonga, also known
as primeira voz (first voice), ranks second in importance. It is described
as a thin voice, a woman’s voice – though it is performed by men.
Soprano, second alta or segunda voz is described as a tiny voice, or as ruído
(light noise). Some performers also call it fas pathi (first part), alluding
to the Zulu designation. Finally second basso or terceira voz, a relatively
low voice, is said to sing below second alta.
A typical song in Makwayela includes four sections: stokhozele,
bombing, canção and step. The stokhozele section, also known as dar o
bomba (lit. to give the bomb), is considered as an introductory section.9
It is a short section where the maestro announces to the public the first
few words of that piece’s text. In doing so, he uses a melodic formula
that functions as an aid for the performers to pick their different tones.
This is a standard melodic formula, admitting only slight variations;
different numbers of text syllables are accommodated to each note,
according to the text length.10 After a vocal shh or rrr section divider,
stokhozele goes back to the departing tone (I), with one or more
reiterations of that note.
Canção is the subsequent section. It is followed by a short
intervention by a soloist, generally known as chaiman (from English
“chairman”), consisting of only one to three words; this intervention
8 The Baixo is supposed to be heard over all other voices: it must be the strongest of
voices, the base of Makwayela. The content of the text must be faithfully rendered
and fully perceived through the baixo voice; other voices carry no such
responsibility, being allowed many elaborations which can compromise the
intelligibility of the text which baixos cannot afford to do.
9 The word stokhozele is used in reference to an expressive mode found in Southern
Mozambique. This is a kind of oral historical-genealogical poetic narrative, where
the ascendancy and life events of a person are narrated in public in a heightened
speech mode. This usually happens during moments of ritual transition such as
weddings or funerals.
10 Notes used always correspond to I, III, and V degrees of the scale. Starting on I,
it goes to III where some ornaments are found, falls to V in the octave below,
then to I also in the lower octave. Harmonically, these tones make a perfect chord
- always corresponding to the beginning of the second section of a piece.
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works as a section divider, announcing the end of bombing and the
beginning of canção. Canção has more elaborated melodic and
harmonic configurations, and displays contrapuntal patterns between
one or two soloists that stand against the full four-voice choir. The text
presents an idea as a logical consequence of the stokhozele and bomba.
In the two previous sections, the maestro stood in front of the group;
just before the canção starts, however, he joins the line. In a few
instances, during the canção the group abandons its static position
(hands crossed back), and starts a short marching routine from one side
to the other. This is called marcha (march), and is repeated three or
four times. When the fourth or fifth repetition is about to begin,
movements change into the characteristic of the fourth and last section
of Makwayela, the step.
The step, or istepa section features a series of repetitions of the same
phrase, with no melodic or harmonic change except for counterpoint
patterns such as those found in the canção. It is characterised by lively
gestures and feet stamping, making what is locally known as dança
(dance). Dance routines may change up to four times during the step.
Occasionally groups add a reiteration of the canção at the end of the
step, making a fifth section of the performance. Performers again
assume the same static position of the beginning, creating a sense of
closure.
Bodily motion routines are distinctive of each section of the
Makwayela form. In the first section, the stokhozele, members stay
strictly in a line, feet apart, hands crossed behind the back. The bomba
section follows, with no changes in the body position; only mouths
move for the loud singing involved in this section. When the bomba is
over, the chaiman rejoins the kunfola (the row) and the marcha (the
march) gets started: members make a 90-degree turn to the right and
march a few steps, coming back and going forth about three times. A
fourth time involves special hand gestures, the kuthyia: left hand below
right hand, both horizontal and spaced about one inch, at waist level.
The kuthyia and feet stamping mark the beginning of the step section.
Another main movement component in a Makwayela performance
is the bodily behaviour of the chairman. This is known as estilo (style),
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and each chairman has his own way of estilar (styling). Estilo is not a
part of a composition, since it changes at the wish of the chairman. It
displays personal strength and conviction through the means of several
short actions, and verbal and non-verbal sound expressions. Energetic
leg and arm movements, the pulling down of the coat, finger stamping,
expressions such as “rrrrrr” or “shhhhh”, and words like famba (let’s go)
show the audience the energy and expertise of the chairman even before
a single sound is heard from the kunfola. Estilo makes its appearance
during the stokhozele and the marcha.
In the course of a diachronic comparison exercise, resemblances can
be found between Makwayela and other South-African performance
genres. This is primarily the case with isicathamiya, a type of
performance still alive and popular in Natal and among migrant workers
in the industrial areas of the Transvaal. This kind of Zulu harmony
singing has been deeply influential for a very large number of black
Southern Africans, who learned to perform it and transmitted many of
its features to other regions of Southern Africa. Isicathamiya grew from
a complex matrix of performance genres that became available to the
population of the Natal province by the early decades of our century,
such as minstrel shows and Mbube 11 (see Erlmann 1991).
In 1977, after decades of growth as an expressive mode of the
mining experience, Makwayela, known as a dance from the South, was
reported as far north as the cities of Tete, Nampula and Pemba, the
capital cities of the Northern provinces of Tete, Nampula and Cabo
11 According to Erlmann (1991), in bridging between elements of American
minstrelsy, ragtime songs suited to predominantly urban tastes, and semi-
traditional styles, after a process of incorporation of different local elements, a
new style, Mbube (lion) became a success among the audiences in the
Johannesburg and Durban regions. Mbube dancing reveals several levels of
proximity to Makwayela. Among them, Mbube dancers were supposed to fidget
with their feet, while keeping their body straight and uninvolved. The models for
this kind of choreography were films featuring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
that became popular among the African elite and the lower strata of the black
population. Another common feature among the repertoires of Mbube and
Makwayela was the singing of a strong opening chord in fortissimo (the voice of
the lion).
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Delgado. For a moment, Makwayela became the all-nation emblem of
expressive behaviour, overtly adopted and supported. This was due to an
array of reasons that should be mentioned.
In the first place, while FRELIMO’s military power was mainly
exercised by members of Northern ethnic groups – especially the
Makonde and the Makwa –, on the verge of independence political
power was allocated to members of the Southern ethnic groups. That
was the case with many Protestant mission graduates such as Samora
Moisés Machel, Joaquim Chissano, and Marcelino dos Santos,
respectively the President, Vice-President and President of the
National Assembly of the new independent nation. Southern patterns
of behaviour were naturally endorsed through the prominent position
of the leaders, and so was Makwayela. Samora Machel himself had
been a member of a Makwayela group in Xilembene (Gaza province);
he was known as a fine performer. The National Delegates performed
Makwayela in the opening sessions of the National Assembly meetings,
as well as in many other official ceremonies. Significantly, on these
occasions, party and assembly members were themselves the
performers.
Secondly, Makwayela was said to have been born in South African
mining compounds, thus benefiting from a proletarian ancestry. Such
ancestry was most appropriate for the Marxist-Leninist political regime of
the first republic, which pursued “the end of imperialist exploitation as a
basic principle” (see Estatutos da FRELIMO, Art. 5 [FRELIMO 1976:7,
41]). “Makwayela is a dance against exploitation, racism and apartheid
[...] Today, Makwayela also expresses the support of the Mozambican
People for the cause of the oppressed people [...]” (INAC n.d.:4).
Understood as a product of the proletariat, Makwayela also
enhanced the image of an industrialised country: though not the reality,
that was a priority goal of the government (see FRELIMO, Programa e
Estatutos on economic issues. FRELIMO 1976:16).
In the third place, Makwayela represented an all-vocal communal
type of performance, underlining anonymous authorship and collective
undertaking. It could, as such, represent the creative power of the
People and the collectiveness of Mozambican society. The goals of
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FRELIMO were straightforward in these matters. The Mozambican
population, both in terms of residence and production, was to be
organised into collective units (see FRELIMO 1976:15, etc.).
In the fourth place, Makwayela had a syncretic nature that gave it the
ability to satisfy two basic avenues of development of the Mozambican
society of the time. The first of these was modernity: Makwayela adopted
Western four-part harmony and modern western costumes, features that
are clearly identifiable with modernity. The second was pluralism with
regard to race. Samora Machel’s positions on the issue of race relations
clearly favoured the sharing of power among black and white
Mozambicans (FRELIMO 1976:21). Makwayela is unmistakably a product
of Western and African culture-contact, thus providing an expressive
analogy with the social and political goals of FRELIMO at the time.
Makwayela became a national symbol, as it was used virtually
everywhere in the South, and a little throughout the whole country.
Performed by both party and government members, and by groups
whose brilliance added significance to state ceremonies, it also became
a fundamental part of state paraphernalia. Makwayela groups were
established in the hundreds. There were groups established in every
factory – sometimes more than one –, every company, every market-
place, in every agricultural production unit, every hospital, in every
department of the state administration, and very often in schools. As
the state administration was present in all corners of Mozambican life,
groups were created even in the military and police forces. The National
Board for Culture conceded, indeed, that “Makwayela is a dance which
rapidly became famous and popular in the whole country after the
liberation from colonial yoke” (INAC n.d.:4).
4. Makwayela and post-colonial circumstances
The study of Makwayela serves the purpose of analysing musical
responses to a new condition emerging from the recently vanished
Portuguese colonial rule, since it soon became an expressive response
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to the country’s new condition, adopted and adapted to fit new
symbolic requirements. In this process, a number of significant
aspects need to be stressed.
In the first place, changes in the performance culture in the domain
of expressive modes were consistent with the processes of social change in
Mozambique. The range of choral expressive modes performed in the city
was determined by processes of change at the social and political level, in
the historical journey from the pre-independent, colonial situation to
independence and a socialist ideology. The most noticeable of these modes,
Makwayela, originated and developed according to historical junctures in
both Southern African and Mozambican society. Unlike any other
expressive mode, Makwayela reflects the historical events that shaped
modern Mozambican society and made Southern Mozambique an
important part of the economic system of Southern Africa. Its historical
itinerary included: its genesis, which took place when migratory paths
from Southern Mozambique to the Transvaal became well established; its
expansion in the city when substantial numbers of migrants returned to the
countryside then started to settle in Lourenço Marques (the former
designation of the capital city, Maputo); its heightening when it was
adopted and fostered as a national symbol, during the 1st republic regime;
and its decline with the advent of the 2nd republic, when changing
economic policies brought state patronage of music performance almost to
an end. Other expressive modes, such as Canto Coral, also developed as a
consequence of political change: in the First Republic period, Canto Coral
was, to some extent, also endorsed by FRELIMO.
Secondly, the concept of tradition was linked to Mozambican music
in the late 1970s, by Mozambican authors such as Soares (1980) and
Lutero (1980). Previously, in colonial literature, reference was made to
native, tribal or indigenous music, or to folclore, rather than traditional
music. The outcome of the adoption of the concept of tradition applied
to music was twofold. It included multiple forms of Mozambican music
within the universe of academic attention, since traditional music was the
object of scientific disciplines within the western academic tradition.12
12 The Yearbook for Traditional Music and the International Council for Traditional
Music are good examples of the use of this disciplinary category.
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It also made those expressive modes seen as traditional fall within the
universe of objectionable behaviour, in the face of the modernising wave
felt in all corners of life. Those modes were neglected as a consequence
of the 1st Republic’s modernising cultural policies. This was the case with
danças das províncias including muthimba, chigubo, zore, xingomane, etc.
Very few occurrences of these modes were seen in Maputo, the capital
city. The range of modes then available, including Makwayela, conveyed
the nature and direction of historical processes (modernisation, change,
etc.); they also carried a direct relation to explicit political discourse,
materialised both in song texts, in choreographies and in costumes.
Finally, the socio-historical forces that conditioned the
development of particular expressive modes in Mozambique (such as
the rise of Makwayela and the decline of traditional modes) were made
explicit by performance itself. The individual and group-decisions
involved in the choice of texts, languages, body movement, costumes
and musical styles within each expressive mode came as the corollary of
a socio-historical, colonial and post-colonial experience. This was the
case with the fusion of Western and African elements in performance,
which constituted an analogy with other levels of society. What is more,
participants’ awareness of the coexistence of African and Western
elements offers valuable insights regarding the understanding of culture
change in a post-colonial juncture.
5. Portuguese rule and new Mozambican music culture
Portuguese colonial history played an important role in shaping the
processes of the conception of expressive modes such as Makwayela, and
also in its sound configuration. In the first place, it provided the
administrative and economic background in which labour migration
numbers were negotiated between authorities from Portugal and South
Africa, from about 1890 to 1975.13 The flux of migrants between
13 On this issue, see CEA 1977.
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Mozambique and South Africa was instrumental in the creation of new
expressive modes. Makwayela old styles are a product of such
background. Secondly, the use of Portuguese as the official language made
Makwayela transversal to most cultural groups in Mozambique. Linguistic
diversity within the country borders was determinant in the selection of
the official language; due to such diversity, and to the fact that Portuguese
had been taught in schools for several decades and although the colonial
language, it was the only common language after independence.14 The
Portuguese language was established as the official language, a true lingua
franca for the majority of the population. As a consequence, most
Makwayela groups started to sing in Portuguese. Finally, the response to
Portuguese colonial rule provided the ideological framework against which
Makwayela was remodelled after independence.
The new Mozambican regime engaged in a cultural engineering
venture largely rooted in post-colonial group consolidation issues. These
included pan-ethnic identity and nationalism. Facing the illiterate
condition of the huge majority of the population, officials had to resort
to the media capabilities of different kinds of expression, particularly
sound and visual elements. In music and dance, the synchronous
performance of sound, visual and movement signifiers had the necessary
strength to mobilise the energy of large masses of people. The creation
of a nation had to be based on respected cultural values: dance and song
were among such values. Organised into expressive modes, they
underscored a specific structure of society: they were used for the
symbolic enactment of the nation in order to support a particular
ideology with its power and social structures. This was particularly
accomplished by state officials whose work involved creating a great
national tradition from a local expressive phenomenon. 
One particular expressive mode, Makwayela, was to play an
important role in the expression and articulation of national identity.
Makwayela evidenced incorporative properties that enabled its use as a
14 By the late 1950s, hundreds of schools were operating in the Lourenço Marques
(present-day Maputo) district alone. According to Rego and Santos (1964:115),
the Portuguese Catholic Church had more than three thousand schools teaching
Portuguese all over the country.
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syncretic ideological tool. These properties corresponded to the existing
paradigms for a new African nation, the essentials of the nation-building
process under the 1st Republic: both Makwayela and Mozambique were
modern, African (but not exclusively), communal and proletarian.
A patronage network for performance was established at the time
of the 1st Republic. Estruturas, FRELIMO’s political action network,
operated in the heterogeneous urban setting in a supra-ethnic way.
They did however favour expressive modes representative of the
South (the capital city is in the South, and political power was
allocated mostly to southerners), and, most especially, Makwayela.
The sponsoring of Makwayela developed new codes in performance:
the adoption of different clothing, different movement routines and new
song texts were a response to the new cultural state-emanated ideology, the
pursuit of which was demanded by estruturas. This type of sponsoring
included protective measures for Makwayela group activity, such as time
for rehearsal in the factories and public services, new clothing,
transportation and, above all, official recognition and praise. The action
of estruturas also led to a new process of group formation: as part of the
new ideological apparatus in Mozambique concerning gender relations,
women started to participate in Makwayela performances.
6. Conclusion
The role of expressive behaviour in adaptive responses to changing
environments in Southern Mozambique can be clarified through the
study of performance. Here, the use of selected expressive modes can be
understood as a strategy for operating in a new environment in two
different ways. Firstly, performance acts as a functional solidarity
strategy both for performers and audiences, since a common historical
and emotional experience is channelled through visual, sound and
movement sensations. Secondly, choral performing groups in both
South African mines and Maputo act as voluntary associations that help
to promote migratory paths and to successfully adapt urban migrants to
the social and economic reality of the city. If, on the one hand, urban
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dwellers are limited and conditioned in their acts by the groups to which
they belong, on the other hand these groups provide a focal point for
personal interaction and urban integration. The life of group networks,
and their forms of social action, provide newcomers with the necessary
tools to operate within the constraints imposed by a new physical and
social urban environment. Makwayela had a very significant role as the
expressive mode created and adapted by generations of migrants and
urban dwellers in Mozambique.
Internal migration, from the countryside to the larger cities, had
been a fact in Mozambique since at least the early 20th century. Urban
migrants struggled for a level of so-called ethnic aggregation, noticeable
in the settlements of Maputo’s cane city, the caniço, the sections of
which were known for the origin of its inhabitants. Besides residential
gathering, the use of expressive modes in Mozambique carried a clear
correlation to the perceived and projected identity of migrant groups:
the use of specific structural performing rules was restricted to specific
groups of people as opposed to others. Under these circumstances
expressive modes have an excluding effect, being able to operate as a
differentiating factor at the local level, reflecting ethnic, age, gender,
residential and other divisions. On the contrary, at the larger, country-
wide level, Makwayela was designed to have an inclusive effect,
operating as an equalising factor in the nation-building process.
Makwayela also carries the signs of a double identity. It is
simultaneously Western and African in its form; it is neither exclusively
proletarian nor peasant; it is urban, but also rural in its origins and
networks; it is both colonial and post-colonial in its cognitive standards.
Under these circumstances, expressive behaviour can be framed in terms
of a meaningful integration, of unity between apparently disparate areas
of life. It can be understood as symbolic mediation, through metaphoric
enactment, conceived to enable stability and the resolution of social
forces within a local system, to reinstate coherence in the lived world
and to render this manageable.
The configuration of expressive modes reflects the use (selection,
transformation or rejection) of sound, visual and motional elements. To
explain the vitality of expressive modes in Mozambique, one must
understand the behaviour patterns originated by the efforts to create
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new social paradigms, according to adaptive needs. Individuals
formulate their worldviews and classifications, and mediate their
emotions, in terms of expressive symbols. Here, performance is used
to symbolically convey and re-configure a new social setting; it is
employed as a strategy for comprehending one’s changing
environment, acting successfully on it, through the manipulation of
symbolic alternative systems of values: performing groups, from the
1890s to the turn of independence, were the most readily available
symbols of successful urban adaptation and upward social mobility
for a large group of the migrant population. The manipulation of
sound and bodily motion, where diverse experiences seem to be
encoded, emerged as a privileged metaphoric mechanism for social
action.
It has been demonstrated that the enacting of expressive modes
such as the performance of Makwayela in Mozambique is extremely
powerful and even compulsive for a large group of people. This is so
because, on one hand, the performance of expressive modes has been
an enactor of social changes in Mozambique. What is more, the
shaping of expressive modes is in itself a consequence of the flow of
historical events and ensuing social responses. It reflects both the claim
of a common symbolic heritage and the operation of innovation by
individuals. The harsh realities of forced migrant labour, colonial
experience and war are negotiated within an expressive situation
involving a discourse of parody, through the agency of bodily motion,
sound production and drama. And the inner cultural truism, heir of
a complex historical setting, finds an expression that enables a constant
identity and power negotiation within the multifarious setting of
Mozambique.
Today, the importance of Makwayela has been substantially
weakened. The number of groups has decayed and their effectiveness
as a symbolic representation had undergone a decline as social and
political conditions change, as the mining experience is more and more
confined, and as colonial experience fades with time. At the same time,
newer expressive modes are becoming more and more available for
the young generations, creating an unprecedented array of options
carrying new global meanings.
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The Unity of Diversity:
A Systematic Approach to the Leitmotif Technique
of and beyond Richard Wagner 
Gilbert Stöck
Leipzig and Lisbon
i
The central emblem of Wagner’s experiment, of its aesthetic and cultural
motives, is the leitmotif [...]. It is a magnet for the compound of fear, loathing,
and fascination that characterizes so many responses to Wagner, the beast at
the center of the Wagnerian labyrinth.1
One of the most prominent musicological terms that have been
adopted from German into other languages is that of the leitmotif.2
However, the wide-spread use of the term leitmotif – which is not
exclusive to the musicological realm – did not result in a consistent
concept and definition thereof.3 On the contrary, the leitmotif
Como integrar 183
1 Thomas S. Grey, Wagner’s Musical Prose. Texts and Contexts (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1995), 372.
2 The history of this term has been traced, for instance, by Christoph von
Blumröder, “Leitmotiv,” in Handwörterbuch der musikalischen Terminologie,
ed. Hans Heinrich Eggebrecht and Albrecht Riethmüller (Stuttgart: Steiner,
1990); Joachim Veit, “Leitmotiv,” in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
Sachteil Vol. 5 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 21996): 1078-1095; and Arnold Whittall,
“Leitmotif,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 14, ed.
Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 22001): 527-530.
3 This contribution is based on two previous papers. See Gilbert Stöck, “Das
Kennfigur-System als Neuzugang zu Richard Wagners ‘Leitmotiv’-Technik,”
in Der ‘Komponist’ Richard Wagner im Blick der aktuellen Musikwissenschaft, ed.
Ulrich Konrad and Egon Voss (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Härtel, 2003): 81-94,
and idem, “Richard Wagners Bedeutung für das Frühwerk von Giacomo Puccini.
Eine Analyse der Kennfigurtechnik in Puccinis erster Oper Le Villi,” in Richard
Wagner. Persönlichkeit, Werk und Wirkung, ed. Helmut Loos (Markkleeberg:
Sax-Verlag, 2013): 181-188. In this contribution, I am abandoning my previous
approach of substituting the term Leitmotiv, or Leitmotif with Kennfigur.
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phenomenon and the use of leitmotif technique by various composers
have been researched in various different ways. Typically, musicologists
create individual concepts of analysing leitmotif technique – an
approach that is only valid for one study and the compositions it
examines. Conclusions are thus internally consistent but often not
compatible with studies conducted by other scholars. 
It appears to be a somewhat difficult task to research the history
and development of the leitmotif and its usage; drawing a unified
consensus from the conclusions of other researchers is especially
challenging. Some of the main themes of investigation concerning
Richard Wagner cannot be resolved: questions regarding developments,
similar strategies, and the differentiated use of leitmotifs by Richard
Wagner himself – from Rienzi to Parsifal, as well as questions about the
influence of Wagner’s technique on other composers.4
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4 The entire bibliography of Wagner’s leitmotif technique cannot be presented here.
Some important publications including newer research are (in chronological order):
Karl Wörner, Beiträge zur Geschichte des Leitmotivs in der Oper (Dissertation Bayreuth,
1932); Carl Dahlhaus, “Zur Geschichte der Leitmotivtechnik bei Wagner,” in Das
Drama Richard Wagners als musikalisches Kunstwerk, ed. Carl Dahlhaus (Regensburg:
Bosse, 1970): 17-40; Carl Dahlhaus, Wagners Konzeption des musikalischen Dramas
(Regensburg: Bosse, 1971); Dieter Borchmeyer, Das Theater Richard Wagners. Idee,
Dichtung, Wirkung (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1982); Andrew D. McCredie, “Leitmotive.
Wagner’s Points of Departure and Their Antecedents,” Miscellanea Musicologica
(AUS) 14 (1985): 1-28; Hilda M. Brown, Leitmotiv and Drama. Wagner, Brecht, and the
Limits of ‘Epic’ Theatre (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991); Irène Deliège, “Recognition of
the Wagnerian Leitmotiv. Experimental Study Based on an Excerpt from Das
Rheingold,” in Musikpsychologie. Jahrbuch der Deutschen Gesellschaft für
Musikpsychologie 9 (Wilhelmshaven: Noetzel, 1992): 25-54; Grey, Wagner’s Musical
Prose; Ruth HaCohen and Naphtali Wagner, “The Communicative Force of Wagner’s
Leitmotifs. Complementary Relationships between Their Connotations and
Denotations,” Music Perception 14 (1997): 445-475; Peter Rümenapp, Zur Rezeption
der Leitmotivtechnik Richard Wagners im 19. Jahrhundert (Wilhelmshaven: Noetzel,
2002); Christian Thorau, Semantisierte Sinnlichkeit. Studien zu Rezeption und
Zeichenstruktur der Leitmotivtechnik Richard Wagners (Stuttgart: Steiner 2003);
Thomas S. Grey, “Leitmotif, Temporality, and Musical Design in the Ring,” in The
Cambridge Companion to Wagner, ed. Thomas S. Grey (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2008): 85-114; Mischa Meier, “Chöre und Leitmotive in den
Bühnenwerken Richard Wagners. Von der griechischen Tragödie zum Musikdrama,”
Musik & Ästhetik 15 (2011): 26-41; Melanie Wald-Fuhrmann and Wolfgang Fuhrmann,
Ahnung und Erinnerung. Die Dramaturgie der Leitmotive bei Richard Wagner (Kassel:
Bärenreiter 2013).
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In order to discuss a systematic approach to the leitmotif, it is
necessary to define the semantic field that is represented by each
leitmotif. We have to consider that these types of semantic fields are
often not clearly confined, as is evident from existing compilations of
leitmotifs, starting with the Thematische Leitfäden 5 by Hans von
Wolzogen in the 1870s.6 Leitmotifs could certainly be closely related to
real subjects, such as particular characters, but often, their semantic
meaning is quite intangible and transcendent. The impossibility of
labeling such leitmotifs should not be regarded as a flaw, but rather, as
the deliberate intention of the composer himself.7
Richard Wagner’s own writings, which should not be regarded as
scholarly treatises, but as essays,8 give us some ideas about his
considerations concerning leitmotif technique. This is especially the case
with Oper und Drama,9 Eine Mittheilung an meine Freunde,10
Zukunftsmusik,11 Über Schauspieler und Sänger 12 and Über die Anwendung
der Musik auf das Drama.13
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5 Thematic Guide or Thematic Compendium.
6 Hans von Wolzogen, Thematischer Leitfaden durch die Musik zu Rich[ard] Wagner’s
Festspiel Der Ring des Nibelungen (Leipzig: Schloemp, 1876).
7 See Thorau, Semantisierte Sinnlichkeit, 81, 84 ff., 96, 100 f., 104 f.
8 See Reinhard Gerlach, “Musik und Sprache in Wagners Schrift Oper und Drama.
Intention und musikalisches Denken,” in Richard Wagner. Werk und Wirkung,
ed. Carl Dahlhaus (Regensburg: Bosse 1971), 21. This aspect is also pointed out
by Grey, Wagner’s Musical Prose, 373, Klaus Kropfinger, Wagner und Beethoven.
Untersuchungen zur Beethoven-Rezeption Richard Wagners (Regensburg: Bosse
1975), 89, Rainer Franke, Richard Wagners Zürcher Kunstschriften. Politische und
ästhetische Entwürfe auf seinem Weg zum Ring des Nibelungen (Hamburg: Verlag
der Musikalienhandlung Karl Dieter Wagner, 1983), 13 f. and Carl Dahlhaus,
Wagners Konzeption, 100.
9 Richard Wagner, “Oper und Drama [Teil 2 und 3],” in Richard Wagner. Gesammelte
Schriften und Dichtungen, Vol. 4 (Leipzig: Fritzsch, 31898): 1-229.
10 Richard Wagner, “Eine Mittheilung an meine Freunde,” in Richard Wagner.
Gesammelte Schriften und Dichtungen, Vol. 4 (Leipzig: Fritzsch, 31898): 230-344.
11 Richard Wagner, “‘Zukunftsmusik’,” in Richard Wagner. Gesammelte Schriften und
Dichtungen, Vol. 7 (Leipzig: Fritzsch, 31898): 87-137.
12 Richard Wagner, “Über Schauspieler und Sänger,” in Richard Wagner. Gesammelte
Schriften und Dichtungen, Vol. 9 (Leipzig: Fritzsch, 31898): 157-230.
13 Richard Wagner, “Über die Anwendung der Musik auf das Drama,” in Richard
Wagner. Gesammelte Schriften und Dichtungen, Vol. 10 (Leipzig: Fritzsch, 31898):
176-193.
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11
With regard to the functionality and dramaturgy of leitmotif
usage in opera and musical theater repertoire of the 18th, 19th and 20th
century, I would like to propose a system of leitmotif classification
containing three levels of manifestation.14 Here, each leitmotif can
belong to different levels (I-II, 1-2, a-b). Its attribution depends on the
leitmotif’s function during its appearance.
Level I-II: Leitmotifs and their meaning are related to the present
plot (I); leitmotifs are related to the past or the future plot (II).
This level separates leitmotifs that do or do not occur together with
their (more or less defined) semantic field. Level I includes leitmotifs
related to characters, objects etc. of the plot. Here, leitmotifs are audible
when the respective characters or objects are visible on stage. This was
the most common function of leitmotifs before Richard Wagner.15
Despite being somewhat redundant, this type of leitmotif usage does
fulfill two important goals:
Concentration and unity of musical material; similar situations are
reflected by similar musical ideas.
Connecting a musical phrase with a non-musical meaning is a
form of imprinting. Such imprinting is the precondition for separating
a leitmotif from its semantic field and assures the recognition of such
a semantic field with only musical possibilities.16
On level II, leitmotifs and their semantic fields occur separately.
Therefore, leitmotifs remain in either the past or the future. Here, two
subcategories of level II (1 and 2) become apparent: Leitmotifs
representing commentaries or thoughts of the stage characters (1) and
leitmotifs representing commentaries of the composer himself, beyond
the medium of stage characters.
14 See figure 1, p. 289.
15 See numerous examples by Wörner, Geschichte des Leitmotivs, passim.
16 Wagner, “Oper und Drama,” 221 (see also 225 ff.): “[...] es [das Orchester] bestimmt
zu diesem wichtigen Momente daher die scharf und energisch betonte Wiederholung
einer melodischen Phrase, die wir bereits früher [...] vernommen haben, und die von
der charakteristischen Beschaffenheit ist, daß sie uns das Gedenken an eine frühere
Situation deutlich hervorruft [...]”.
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II.1: The semantic field of leitmotifs is set by the characters of the
plot: e. g. variations of the so called contract-motif in Wagner’s Ring des
Nibelungen occur when characters on stage speak about broken or fulfilled
contracts,17 or leitmotifs refer to characters who are not actually present on
stage. An example can be found in Siegfried: Mime tells Siegfried about
his mother Sieglinde (who is already dead) and at that exact moment, she
is brought to the listener’s mind when her leitmotif is played by the
orchestra.18 We can further divide II.1 into two parts: Commentaries of
stage characters that are expressed verbally (a) and commentaries that only
exist in the thoughts of the respective characters (b).
II.1.a: Commentaries, reflections or emotions of characters are
transmitted verbally: the examples above can be classified as belonging
to this level, as characters often speak directly about contracts and Mime
narrates directly and audibly about Sieglinde.
II.1.b: Commentaries, reflections and emotions of characters are
transmitted by thought. Stage directions and leitmotifs are the only means
of communicating these non-verbal thought processes. In Wagner’s
Lohengrin, for instance, the so-called leitmotif of the forbidden question
sounds the moment Elsa and Lohengrin climb the staircase of the cathedral,
alluding to Ortrud’s thoughts that Elsa will ask Lohengrin the forbidden
question.19 This example has already been considered by Wagner himself.20
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17 Richard Wagner, Das Rheingold WWV 86 A, ed. Egon Voss (= Sämtliche Werke
10/1, Mainz: Schott, 1988), 121 ff., 136, Richard Wagner, Das Rheingold WWV 86
A, ed. Egon Voss (= Sämtliche Werke 10/2, Mainz: Schott, 1989), 354.
18 Richard Wagner, Siegfried WWV 86 C, ed. Klaus Döge (= Sämtliche Werke 12/1,
Mainz: Schott 2006), 87-100, with theme variations.
19 Richard Wagner, Lohengrin WWV 75, ed. John Deathridge (= Sämtliche Werke
7/2, Mainz: Schott 1998), 288.
20 Richard Wagner, Letter to Franz Liszt, September 8, 1850, in Richard Wagner.
Sämtliche Briefe, Vol. 3, ed. Gertrud Strobel and Werner Wolf (Leipzig: VEB
Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1975): 384-396, here 392: “Elsa wird von Lohengrin
schließlich die stufen zum münster hinaufgeleitet: auf der höchsten stufe
angekommen, wendet Elsa den blick mit furchtsamer scheu zur seite abwärts
–, sie sucht unwillkürlich Friedrich mit den augen, an den sie noch denkt, –
da trifft ihr blick auf Ortrud, welche unten steht und drohend die hand zu ihr
emporstreckt: im Orchester lasse ich hier im ff[ortissim]o F-moll die reminiscenz
von Lohengrin’s Verbot eintreten, deren bedeutung bis hierher sich uns deutlich
eingeprägt hat [!], und von Ortrud’s ausdrucksvoller gebärde begleitet hier mit
bestimmtheit ausdrücken muß: ‘geh nur hin, du wirst doch das gebot brechen!’”
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II.2: Messages that connect the past or the future with the present
are directly transmitted to the audience by the orchestra without being
integrated into the plot: e. g. in Siegfried, Mime tries to explain fear,
and therefore asks Siegfried if he has never felt afraid before. While
Mime speaks of the dark, eerie forest, the orchestra develops a
leitmotif 21 that has already been related in connection with Brünnhilde
in Die Walküre.22 The same leitmotif will also occur in the final act of
Siegfried, when Siegfried finds Brünnhilde sleeping in the grass.23 In
the first act of Siegfried, Wagner tells us who will teach Siegfried to be
afraid: Brünnhilde – and neither Mime nor Siegfried has any idea
about this topic at this moment. Likewise, in Die Walküre, Wotan is
unaware that in the future, there will be someone to redeem
Brünnhilde24 who will not be afraid of Wotan’s lance.25 In both
situations, Wagner elaborates a leitmotif connected with Siegfried and
thus informs the audience of the identity of the person who will
ultimately redeem Brünnhilde and resist Wotan’s lance.26
II.2 realises Wagner’s intention of reintroducing the Greek function of
the orchestra as a choir of commentaries separate from the events on stage.27
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21 Wagner, Siegfried, 226-243.
22 Richard Wagner, Die Walküre WWV 86 B, ed. Christa Jost (= Sämtliche Werke
11/3, Mainz: Schott 2005), 214-218.
23 Richard Wagner, Siegfried (Leipzig: Eulenburg [ca. 1910]), 991 ff.
24 “Denn einer nur freie die Braut, der freier als ich, der Gott!” (Wagner, Walküre, 241 f.).
25 “Wer meines Speeres Spitze fürchtet, durchschreite das Feuer nie!” (Wagner,
Walküre, 277-281).
26 This theme has already been identified as a leitmotif of Siegfried: in the third act,
Brünnhilde revealed to Sieglinde that she, Sieglinde, will give birth to the most
important hero of the entire world: Siegfried (Wagner, Walküre, 101-108: “Denn
Eines wiss’ und wahr’ es immer: den hehrsten Helden der Welt heg’st du, o Weib,
im schirmenden Schooss[sic!]. Verwahr’ ihm die starken Schwertes Stücken; seines
Vaters Walstatt entführt ich sie glücklich: der neugefügt das Schwert einst schwingt,
den Namen nehm’ er von mir[:] Siegfried erfreu’ sich des Sieg’s.”). Afterwards,
Brünnhilde speaks of the forthcoming hero (Wagner, Walküre, 207: “weihlichste
Held”; Wagner, Walküre, 216 f.: “dass nur ein furchtlos freiester Held hier auf dem
Felsen einst mich fänd’!”).
27 For instance Wagner, “Oper und Drama,” 190 f. This aspect has already been
discussed by Dahlhaus (Wagners Konzeption, 22), Borchmeyer (Theater Richard
Wagners, 151) and recently, by Meier (“Chöre und Leitmotive,” 29, 32 f.).
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Siegfried’s funeral march in Wagner’s Götterdämmerung contains
leitmotifs referring to Siegfried, Siegmund and the sword Nothung.28
These can be considered commentaries to commemorate the recently
deceased hero,29 providing a kind of a musical and emotional
reminiscence. Consequently, II.2 allows for a new mode of
communication between the composer and his audience.
The above-mentioned classification of different leitmotif functions
is a point of departure for future comparative studies. It provides
information regarding the degree to which Richard Wagner’s usage of
leitmotif technique differs from that of other composers. Additionally,
other possibilities of transfer and acquirement need to be considered,
including secondary reception, which occurred when composers did not
base their leitmotif usage on Richard Wagner’s leitmotif technique, but
rather, on the leitmotif usage of another composer who, in turn, was
influenced by Wagner – such as Richard Strauss. 
111
The following four hypotheses should be useful in the context
of comparative studies:
An assessment of existing leitmotif research clearly reveals that most
cases of leitmotif usage between the 18th and the middle of the 19th century
can be classified as level I. Thereafter, Richard Wagner developed a more
differentiated leitmotif technique in order to realise his ideas of the new30
musical drama. In Wagner’s operas, beginning with Lohengrin, level II.1.a/b
and II.2 are – in comparison with level I – used relatively frequently.
28 Richard Wagner, Götterdämmerung WWV 86 D, ed. Harmut Fladt (= Sämtliche
Werke 13/3, Mainz: Schott, 1982), 167-184.
29 This was considered by Wagner himself – as is indicated in Cosima Wagner’s
diary (Cosima Wagner, Die Tagebücher, Vol. 1 1869-1872, ed. Martin Gregor-Dellin
and Dietrich Mack [München: Piper, 31988], 444). See also Meier (“Chöre und
Leitmotive,” 35 f.).
30 New in the sense of reverting to the intentions of the Greek tragedy.
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II.1.b and II.2 ensure new possibilities of communication,
because they enable the orchestra to communicate about topics that
are not part of the audible narration of the characters.31 Wagner’s
development of II.1.b and II.2 required substantial knowledge and a
conception of new possibilities for the processes of communication
and narration.
Hypothesis 1
Richard Wagner extended the communicative possibilities of
leitmotif usage because he often did not set leitmotifs in function I and
II.1.a, but rather, in function II.1.b and II.2. The degree to which other
composers were influenced by Wagner corresponds with their usage of
level II.1.b and II.2, compared with their usage of level I and II.1.a. The
more functions II.1.b and II.2 were utilised by a composer, the more
probable it is that this composer was influenced by Richard Wagner.
Richard Wagner often worked with variations of leitmotifs instead
of their original versions. Changes pertaining to the connotative flair,
the characters’ emotions etc. required some variation of the respective
leitmotifs as they were adapted to different situations. Such variations
can affect all musical parameters (texture,32 melody, rhythm or harmony)
– e. g. the leitmotif of Walhall, which is modified in its harmonic setting
during Waltraude’s narration in Götterdämmerung.33 Other leitmotifs
that occur modified are that of the Rhine gold and that of the Rhine
maidens.34 This technique provides a change of connotation, thus
284
31 Connotations of meaning, feelings etc. can certainly be mediated by a specific
molding of sound; however, leitmotifs can (albeit they do not have to)
communicate denotations, as well. Also see Meier, “Chöre und Leitmotive,” 33.
32 This refers to the mode of embedding, e. g. whether the leitmotif is audible in
clear unisono and Fortissimo, or hidden in a textural layer.
33 Wagner, Götterdämmerung, 353 ff.
34 This was mentioned by Wagner himself (Wagner, “Über die Anwendung,” 187 ff.).
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changing the respective leitmotif’s meaning and extending its semantic
field. The technique of varying leitmotifs was developed and enhanced
by Wagner.35
He also considered this idea in regard to Lohengrin.36
Hypothesis 2
The degree of Wagner’s influence on other composers is deducible
by examining the way in which those composers modified leitmotifs
in order to vary connotations. The more composers vary leitmotifs in
different situations, the more probable it is that they were influenced
by Richard Wagner.
In Oper und Drama, Wagner explains that music and plot in his so-
called musikalisches Drama should have the same nucleus: neither the
music nor the text of the drama is secondary. One important technique
used to establish a deep relationship between music and drama is the unity
of musical and scenic progression.37 New movements of the action should
correspond to the derivation of new musical motifs from pre-existent
35 The first examples realising this intention came from Wolfgang Amadé Mozart
in Le Nozze di Figaro (Erich Schenk, “Zur Tonsymbolik in Mozarts Figaro,” in
Ausgewählte Aufsätze, Reden und Vorträge (Graz: Böhlau Verlag, 1967), and
Étienne-Nicolas Méhul in Ariodant (1799, see Wörner, Geschichte des Leitmotivs,
11 f.).
36 Wagner, “Eine Mittheilung,” 324: “Außerdem gewann mein Verfahren
[Thementransformation], namentlich im Lohengrin, eine bestimmtere
künstlerische Form durch eine jederzeit neue, dem Charakter der Situation
angemessene, Umbildung des thematischen Stoffes, der sich für die Musik als
größere Mannigfaltigkeit der Erscheinung auswies, als dies z[um] B[eispiel]
im fliegenden Holländer der Fall war, wo das Wiedererscheinen des Thema’s
oft noch nur den Charakter einer absoluten Reminiszenz (in welchem dies
schon vor mir bei anderen Komponisten vorgekommen war) hatte.”
37 Wagner, “Oper und Drama,” 201: “Diese melodischen Momente [...] werden
nothwendig nur den wichtigsten Motiven des Drama’s entblüht sein, und die
wichtigsten von ihnen werden wiederum an Zahl denjenigen Motiven entsprechen,
die der Dichter als zusammengedrängte, verstärkte Grundmotive der ebenso
verstärkten und zusammengedrängten Handlung zu den Säulen seines dramatischen
Gebäudes bestimmte, die er grundsätzlich nicht in verwirrender Vielheit, sondern
in plastisch zu ordnender, für leichte Übersicht notwendig bedingter geringerer
Zahl verwendet.”
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musical material (e. g. leitmotifs).38 Artistic ability is not shown by the
usage of a huge number of arbitrary musical motifs, but rather, by the use
of only a few motifs representing the central topics of the plot. These
main motifs are a point of departure; they are used to develop new
musical motifs that are related to the prototypes (e. g. by melodic
similarity). A very prominent example is the transformation of the Ring
leitmotif from a diminished seventh chord via a dominant seventh chord
into the diatonic Walhall leitmotif in the interlude between the first and
second scene in Rheingold.39 To give another example, the whole plot of
Parsifal is divided into two spheres (Gral and Klingsor) that struggle
against one another. Correspondingly, the leitmotif texture is also divided
into a primarily diatonic and a primarily chromatic setting.40
Hypothesis 3
The influence of Wagner’s leitmotif technique correlates with the
intention to derive new leitmotifs from pre-existent musical motifs.
The more composers install families of similar leitmotifs in order to
distinguish them from other leitmotif families, the more probable is
Richard Wagner’s influence.
Richard Wagner did not merely use leitmotifs to express a specific
meaning with the use of musical texture.41 In fact, leitmotifs and the way
in which they were processed create and support the musical texture in
Wagner’s stage compositions, particularly those written after Lohengrin.
Therefore, leitmotifs often deny their function to communicate
meanings. Wagner’s point of departure was the development section in
Beethoven’s symphonies.42 He considered the thematic net and
correlations, e. g. in Beethoven’s 5th Symphony,43 as a prototype for his
286
38 See also Max Lamm, Beiträge zur Entwicklung des musikalischen Motivs in den
Tondramen Richard Wagners (Dissertation Wien, [1932]), III f., 13-17, 22.
39 Wagner, Das Rheingold [10/1], 96-99.
40 Carl Dahlhaus, Richard Wagners Musikdramen (Velber: Friedrich, 1971), 149.
41 This kind of leitmotif usage is often evident in compositions preceding Wagner;
see Wörner, Geschichte des Leitmotivs, passim.
42 Stefan Kunze, Der Kunstbegriff Richard Wagners (Regensburg: Bosse 1983), 233;
Kropfinger, Wagner und Beethoven, 255-258, 270 ff.
43 Kropfinger, Wagner und Beethoven, 185 f.
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own technique of thematic development. In Beethoven’s symphonies,
each part is filled with meaning.44 Wagner himself discussed this
technique by analysing the leitmotif of the Rhine maidens.45
Methodically, we have to check very carefully whether or not
leitmotifs carry semantic intentions. For instance, in the transition from
the second to the third act of Wagner’s Götterdämmerung, among others,
the motifs Curse, Contract, Siegfried, Brünnhilde, Ring and Rhine gold
are audible. However, a strictly semantic interpretation would obviously
not fit these appearances.
Hypothesis 4
The leitmotif technique of a composer is closely related to Wagner
whenever leitmotifs are not merely used as additions, but rather, are
given an essential function in the development of the musical texture as
a whole. Whenever composers use leitmotifs not only to communicate
meanings, but also to establish and strengthen the musical texture as a
whole, it is probable that they were influenced by Richard Wagner.
1v
Richard Wagner aimed to create the true musical drama as a
renaissance of the Greek tragedy. Consequently, the function of the
antique orchestra is projected onto the modern orchestra. The way in
which connotations were managed and the communication of
commentaries were reconsidered by Wagner. Developing and testing
new functions of communication, he conceived a new approach to the
usage of leitmotifs. In turn, the classification of leitmotifs into I, II.1.a,
44 Egon Voss discusses Wagner’s emphasis on Beethoven’s instrumental music. Although
Wagner did not compose any ambitious symphonies himself, the symphony was
considered the archetype and precursor of his musical drama (Egon Voss, Richard
Wagner und die Instrumentalmusik. Wagners symphonischer Ehrgeiz
(Wilhelmshaven: Heinrichshofen, 1977, 154).
45 Wagner, “Über die Anwendung,” 189 f.
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II.1.b, and II.2 permit a new and systematic approach to leitmotif
analysis. Instead of only being applicable to one particular composition,
this method allows for comparative studies between specific
compositions of one or several composers. 
Additionally, the four hypotheses presented here could help
differentiate Wagner’s technique within his own oeuvre and compare
his innovations with those of his predecessors, and similarly, his
intentions with those of his contemporaries, as well as the following
generations of composers.
In the humanities, any classification will inevitably raise questions
about the appropriate treatment of ambiguous examples. The
classification of leitmotifs presented here is certainly not dogmatic. It
does not attempt to strictly codify any and all appearances of leitmotifs,
as a ‘proper’ classification cannot be achieved in all cases. Rather than
arguing with the use of statistics, the main aim of this approach is to
show tendencies within the usage of leitmotifs. Statistics are certainly a
useful method and certainly have a place in the scholastic discourse of the
humanities. However, rather than being considered the concluding point
of research, they merely provide the basis for further contextual questions.
This contribution attempts to tame “the beast at the center of the
Wagnerian labyrinth”46 somewhat in order to show that a relaxed, factual
and comparative interaction with leitmotifs is indeed possible.
288
46 Grey, Wagner’s Musical Prose, 372.
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Beloved Names Tristan and Isolde.
The Setting of Words to Music in Wagner’s Work
Hanns-Werner Heister
Rosengarten bei Hamburg
1. Names in the Compositional Setting
Instead of perusing or analysing the opera – with or without
Wagner – as a “public promenade” or a “reception room” (Carvalho
1999, 82 and 268), we will in the following move to the backroom, the
boudoir, the backstage, in regard to music sociology and psychology.
In regard to music aesthetics and semiotics we will move into the
deeper generative structures and palimpsest-like overlaps of word and
sound in the compositional setting.1
In Wagner’s “Handlung in drei Aufzügen” (drama in three acts;
1857/1865) Tristan und Isolde, the names of the two lead roles figure
prominently – and in significant quantity – in the dialogue.
Furthermore, they characterise large parts of the whole compositional
setting, both the vocal and the instrumental parts; also, but not only,
through the technique of the leitmotif. 2 This occurs with extreme
frequency and in a yet to be acknowledged fashion. What immediately
stands out is how often the star-crossed lovers call each other by their
names, mutually exhilarated by the name-calling. Tristan’s
Como integrar 183
001 For extensive, intense and essential help with the translation into English I
thank my son Hilmar.
002 Regarding the terminology cf. Stöck 2003, and the contribution of Gilbert
Stöck in this volume. The systematic approach is plausible and helpful; the
term “Kennfigur” (key figure) has its advantages, but does not properly express
terminologically the essential motif function. On the motivic and thereby
semantic function of harmonic correspondences cf. e. g. Kinderman 1983.
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anagrammatic cover name “Tantris”3 already appears in the Old French
and Middle High German epic source texts, and features at central
places in the confrontation of Isolde and Tristan in the first act; and the
cover name constitutes a central motif in the opera, deception and self-
deception, death and covert, unconscious, semi-conscious love. The
theme of deception is essential for Tristan, from the self-deceiving
courtship over the exchange of death and love potion and the
comparatively conventional – in terms of opera – intrigue of his fake
friend Melot against Tristan and Isolde in the second act, up to the
hallucinatory Liebestod (love death) of Isolde in the finale, which
excessively celebrates the questionable and ambivalent, romantic-
regressive and in psychoanalytical terms primärprozesshafte (in a way
according to the primary process) ozeanische Gefühl (oceanic feeling) of
being one with the universe. “Tantris” on the other hand does not have
the same pressing influence on the music as the names “Tristan” and
“Isolde”, in part due to the lack of a female counterbalance in the form
of a cover name, and secondly due to the repeated prosodic pairing of
“Tristan and Isolde”, connected by the connecting “süße Wörtlein und”
(sweet word and):
Isolde “Doch – unsre Liebe, / heißt sie nicht Tristan / und – Isolde? / Dies
süße Wörtlein: und, / was es bindet, / der Liebe Bund, [...].” (II/2) 4
In the following I will primarily focus on one passage, which is
paradigmatic for the text-composition correspondences, for a specific
type of coding or ciphering/encryption, namely through the names, and
292
3 The cover name obviously is a poor disguise, especially in regard to the original
world of sujets during high feudalism: these aristocratic ladies were able to read
and write, as opposed to their counterparts, the knights, and Isolde like others of
her kind would have been able to permutate and decode the anagram “Tantris”
fairly easily. Furthermore she could resort to the infallible thing-sign, which she
points out repeatedly in the course of events: the wedge in the sword of Tristan,
who approached her with his wound that could only be healed by her (a motif
repeated later with Amfortas), which corresponds with the sword shard in the
head of her fiancé, who had been killed by him (I/3).
3 Emphasis added, H.-W. H.
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thereby also for the decoding or deciphering; this brings to the fore
central relations between word/name and melody/motif. At the same
time this passage constitutes a dramaturgical turning point. It is the key
scene in the encounter forced by Isolde (I/5), during which both
consume the death/love potion and the latent love becomes manifest.5
2. A Key Scene: Act I, Scene 5 Troping
– “Isolde, Tristan, Tristan”
Er setzt an und trinkt. [...] Sie entwindet ihm den Becher. [...] Sie trinkt.
Dann wirft sie die Schale fort. – Beide, von Schauer erfaßt, blicken sich mit
höchster Aufregung, doch mit starrer Haltung unverwandt in die Augen, in
deren Ausdruck der Todestrotz bald der Liebesglut weicht. – Zittern ergreift
sie. Sie fassen sich krampfhaft an das Herz – und führen die Hand wieder an
die Stirn. – Dann suchen sie sich wieder mit dem Blick, senken ihn verwirrt
und heften ihn wieder mit steigender Sehnsucht aufeinander.
Isolde mit bebender Stimme Tristan!
Tristan überströmend  Isolde!
Isolde an seine Brust sinkend Treuloser Holder!
Tristan er umfaßt sie mit Glut Seligste Frau!
Sie verbleiben in stummer Umarmung. 
Aus der Ferne vernimmt man Trompeten.
In this case the specific point is to make the latent troping by
Wagner in Tristan und Isolde manifest. Troping is known as a technique
used for the textualisation (Vertextung) of melismatic melodies in the
(Gregorian) choral.6  Troping as textual procedure is generally
counterpoised to musicalisation (Vertonung): here one text – many
H.-W. Heister: Beloved Names Tristan and Isolde 293
5 Because here the methodical principle and its application are discussed, further
examples and counter-examples cannot be dealt with due to the limited space
available here.00
6 One special form that evolved into its own genre is the sequence, such as the Dies
irae. Extensions of the Tropus principle as e. g. the parody mass, which develop
into re-compositions of parts of the melody, shall not be discussed further at this
point.
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melodies, there one melody – many texts. In the here discussed examples
from the work of Wagner the sole text of the troping consists of the two
names as well as the already-mentioned “and”.7
For the troping, the allocation of words/texts to instrumental system
and to melodies and motifs altogether, there is (to my knowledge) no
explicit reference by Wagner himself in the sources available. The
unconscious – “highest lust”, as celebrated in the Liebestod of Isolde at
the end – actively and productively participates in this.
Wagner’s self-interpretations are not necessarily groundbreaking
here. His forms of thought and reflections on the relationship of theatre
and music, of gesture, word and tone, just as Wagner’s entire aesthetics
of music theatre and the biographical-social context of its genesis,
independently make it likely that such ideas and procedures played a
role, as in the often scandalous formulation in Oper und Drama of the
begetting poetry and the bearing music.
The two names differ from each other considerably in their prosodic
character. Tristan is a trochee or resp. spondee, Isolde an amphibrach, or,
more simply and more appropriate in regard to the accentuated music,
it is the pattern of stressed + non-stressed syllable versus non-stressed +
stressed + non-stressed syllable. This results in more possible variations
than with a simple pattern of rising-falling or the like.
294
7 This distinguishes this troping from textual correspondences or assignements, as
employed by Heinrich Wilhelm von Gerstenberg in Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach’s
Phantasy in c minor from 1753 – either the death of Socrates from Plato’s dialogue
or the monologue of Hamlet, or the text ascribed to Beethoven’s symphonies by
Schering, and so on. Methodically I relate this to procedures that have been
further developed primarily by Harry Goldschmidt (see bibliographical
indications to Goldschmidt and myself in “References”). His approach in
principle must be set apart from – controversial – details of troping preferably of
the music of the Viennese Classics – Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert –, and also
Johann Sebastian Bach. Georg Knepler, who was greatly appreciated by Mário
Vieira de Carvalho, has repeatedly picked up on this. Controversial are the
approach as well as the results, because they unveil the maculation of music by
reality, represented by the begetting word. They hereby impinge explicitly against
the ideological paradigm of absolute music and its phantasma that music exists
outside of all contexts and is not mimetically related to reality.
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In the following troping these implicit rules apply:
1. Crucial is the compliance (equivalence, identity) of the prosodic,
i. e. metric-rhythmic relations of word and sound. Emphasised syllables
correspond with emphasised parts of the bars, in the case of not
emphasised parts the opposite applies. Syncopations, prominent in
Wagner’s work, are possible in the form of shifts of emphasis and
acceptable in troping.
2. The actual configuration of musical durations – short and long
– is flexible within certain limits.
3. The diastematic implementation is in principle without restrictions.
4. A severe inhibition of troping is the fundamental syllabicity.
Deviations are only permissible in the case of some very rapid
(instrumental) configurations. (Richard Wagner himself uses not seldom
melismatic appli cations of the names.)
Hyphenations of syllables do occur in the manifest vocal
arrangement. But they are here excluded just as absorption resp. clipping
of syllables in the instrumental system.
5. The theoretically possible exploitation of diverse variations is
avoided; especially of the name “Isolde” (elision “Isold’”, archaically
inflected, and “Isolden” – these two variations appear repeatedly in the
first act.).
6. Repetitions of names are permitted, as their repetition in the
instrumental subsystem corresponds with the magically-evocative. The
same goes for rearrangements of sequence – Wagner himself deals freely
with these in the manifest text. (Therefore not “Ladies first!” or vice
versa.)
7. Allowed is also the troping employing the “süße Wörtlein” (sweet
word) “und” in order to avoid prosodic harshness.
8. Double troping of the vocal melody is possible.
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8 For corrections of my templates and procurement of notation examples I owe
thanks to Hanjo Polk.
Musical example 1. 8
Act I, Scene 5, Bars 1790-1797.
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Starting point is the manifest exclamation “Tristan!” in Isolde’s
vocal melody and the responding call “Isolde!” of Tristan. Between the
large descending interval – the minor seventh c”-d’ for “Tristan” and 
the smaller interval for “Isolde” – the instrumental subsystem constitutes
a bridge. This is indispensable for the musical logic of the phrasing and
the continuity of the melody, and it can be smoothly troped with
“Tristan, I-/solde”, whereby “Isolde” e’-e’-d’ gets reinforced colla voce by
the viola and the violoncello.
Seamlessly this troping attaches to the preceding sequence as well as
the following, ad hoc supported by various combinations of woodwind
instruments.
Let us now follow through with this logic, which operates with the
strict alternation “Tristan!, Isolde!”. At the fourth occurrence “Tristan”
is syncopically anticipated on b’ – and interestingly is reached by an
inversion of the ascending vocal leap by a seventh. This syncope is again
anticipated in Isolde’s voice with the manifest text “Treuloser Holder!”
(traiterous beloved) – and in this case in accordance with the rules or
true to the intervals in the form of a sequencing minor seventh g”-a’.
The generating deeper textual structure must be a different one, namely
again “Tristan, Isolde”. Analogue to this, the instrumental voice earlier
presents a counterpoint to the manifest “Tristan” of the vocal voice with
its “-solde”. The merging of the two lovers, evoked again and again as a 
verbal wish, is musically represented as already fulfilled through such
equivalences. When the meter changes to 2/2 instead of 6/8 (“Lebhaft
mit Steigerung”), this points to another double troping, namely “Tristan,
Isolde!” and “Seligste Frau!” The hyphenation f sharp’-g’ on “Frau” is
surely motivated upwards as an emphatic sigh. In terms of declamation
it is not particularly fortunate, and therefore guided by the underlying
“Tristan”. Again the idea of merging is realised in the musical structure;
fittingly so since it represents a central conceptual and dramatic motif of
the opera. The insoluble connection in the almost palimpsest-like vertical
dimension of the music is reinforced by the autonomous troping within
the instrumental subsystem. Structural support is offered by the two tone
sequence in the bass, which increases the suspense up to the precipitous
re-entry of the external reality, and this with a crescendo. Simultaneously
and successively the diverse variations of “Tristan und Isolde” are
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combined here, with and without “und”. From here the verbal subtext
can be inferred from the vocal-instrumental interplay, the extensive
wordless play of gestures in the prior scene.
298 Analysing Music and Musicians
Musical example 2.
Act I, Scene 5, Bars 1783-1787.
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“Langsam” (Slowly). The silent gaze is complemented by the
eloquent orchestra. The troping is distributed onto various voices in
the manner of classical durchbrochene Arbeit (fragmenting the melody
among various instruments). Because one voice alone could not possibly
fully contain the abundance of expression. Like in a vocabulary the half
tone step is ascribed to “Tri-stan” (1.+2. Vl. T. 1782; low strings, then ob.,
E.H. T. 1786 f.). At the same time “Isolde” also assumes the half tone
step. The suspension of individuality and identity in the merging of the
before-mentioned “oceanic feeling”,9 a basic theme of the oeuvre in its
entirety, thereby becomes apparent in the micrological detail.10
From here evolve through retroactive force quite compelling tropings
of the Einleitung (introduction; also referred to as prelude, “Vorspiel”),
which is here directly quoted (or the Einleitung quotes this scene). Tropings
of the leitmotif are standing to reason, such as troping the so-called
“Blickmotiv” with a descending minor seventh on “Tristan!”, or the
“Motiv des Todesentschlusses” (motif of death decision) with a descending
seventh a’’-h’. For the tropings at this point retrospectively reflect on
motifs in the Einleitung – the same ones as in T. 17 ff. (also violoncello).
As in a prelude, they too already pronounce the names of both
protagonists in the instrumental mode. The music conceals and reveals
the names at the same time; it appears to be a magnificent sound-sensual
lining and disguise of verbal language – and of gestures. Even with the
here assumed strict rules this results in potential combinations through
text repetition. The combinatorial variability is even considerably
expanded by Wagner himself through the hyphenation of “Isolde”.
9 Sigmund Freud, “Das Unbehagen in der Kultur (1929/1930),” in Sigmund Freud.
Studienausgabe, Vol. 9 Fragen der Gesellschaft, Ursprünge der Religion, ed. Alexander
Mitscherlich, Angela Richards, and James Strachey (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer
Taschenbuch Verlag, 1982): 197-204.00
10 Extremely so at the end of Scene II/2 at the ecstatic peak moment just before the
sudden return from the realms of the night and the lust principle back to the light
of day and the reality principle: “Du Isolde, / Tristan ich, / nicht mehr Isolde! /
TRISTAN. / Du Tristan, / Isolde ich, / nicht mehr Tristan! / BEIDE. / Ohne
Nennen, / ohne Trennen, / [...] höchste Liebeslust! / Sie verbleiben in verzückter
Stellung. / Dritte Szene / Brangäne stößt einen grellen Schrei aus. – Kurwenal stürzt
mit entblößtem Schwerte herein.”
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Considering the musical rendering of text and declamation these are
rather precarious, considering the relation of motifs, melodies and words
they are significant. Moreover there exist variations of the name form
“Isolde”. They can already be found in the first act before this key scene
(I/3). Wagner employs elision and archaic inflection (plural, dative and
accusative), reinforced by the end rhyme.11 Of course the name
combination “Tristan und Isolde” by far does not permeate, 
motivate and shape everything. But it intensifies the semantification of
the entire composition beyond the vocal-instrumental duality.
Sometimes the troping even results in new combination of meanings.
Just like the semantically charged leitmotifs it reveals aspects covered up
in verbal language and renders them audible in the music and thereby
makes them evident in a theatrical sense.
3. Mathilde and Sieglinde
In the context of Tristan und Isolde there exist references to the
illegitimate love affair of Richard Wagner and Mathilde Wesendonck. In
1857 and 1858 Wagner rendered five of her poems in music. Two of these,
Im Treibhaus (1858) and Träume (1857), he describes as preliminary
studies for Tristan. The latter was composed in the spatial (Zurich) and
temporal context of this love drama. (In the case of Wagner it found a
lenient end without two deaths, in contrast to Tristan’s ignominious
fate in the realm of art.) In how far the two lovers – in life – arrived at
physical consummation12 is of a certain biographical and voyeuristic
300
11 Kurwenal: “Das sage sie / der Frau Isold’! … / Tristan der Held! / Ich ruf’s: du
sag’s, und grollten / mir tausend Frau Isolden! ...”. Soon after Isolde to the groom
again with elision: “Der ‘Tantris’ / mit sorgender List sich nannte, / als Tristan /
Isold’ ihn bald erkannte...”. And the dative case: I/4, Kurwenal: “Und Frau Isolden
/ sollt ich sagen / von Held Tristan, [...] meinem Herrn...”. And accusative case:
Isolde: “... Ich pflag des Wunden, / daß den Heilgesunden / rächend schlüge der
Mann, / der Isolden ihm abgewann.”
12 Wagner adds an almost paradoxical instruction for the presentation of his chaste
Züricher Vielliebchen-Walzer: “So lustig wie möglich, doch mit leidenschaftlichem
Anstand” [as funnily as possible, but with passionate decency].
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interest, but of little importance for the work and its analysis.
However, how the names and other love symbols entered the work is
relevant in terms of semiotics and semantics. Apart from the known
references in Tristan, already mentioned by Wagner himself, there are
traces of names to be found, which serve as key words. They become
very apparent in Träume (Nr. V). The first 6 bars of the instrumental
introduction contain the verses from the love duet in the second act in
a soft configuration and instrumental hyphenation: “O sink hernieder,
Nacht der Liebe”. “Liebe” is declaimed in descant in a major descending
second (e” flat - d” flat) above the accompaniment, and on the same or
another level it is sequenced and repeated no less than five times.
Retrospectively this appears to be a musically synonymous anticipation
of the actual vocal troping of “Träu-me” (T. 19 f.). The next prosodic
model is established by Wagner to the text of Wesendonck, which with
its regular trochee deviates from the regular iambus of the corresponding
Tristan text.13 He incorporates the verse into the regular four-bars-
scheme, but beginning with a syncope: “Sag’, welch wunderbare
Träume”.
Wagner surely was aware of the immediate alliteration of “Träume”
and “Tristan”. The names, remaining obscured in the poem songs,
naturally come to the fore in Tristan in accordance with the genre.
Wagner does not only compose with references to the Wesendonck-
Lieder, but explicitly points these out verbally; as in a New Year’s poem
from 1857, which dates from after the composition of Träume:
013 On 18 September 1857 Wagner handed over the finalised Tristan text to Mathilde
Wesendonck, and on the occasion read it to a circle of friends. The dates of origin
of the Wesendonck-Lieder coincide with this date. In composing the songs Wagner
quite surely already had his own text in mind, if not on paper.
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Hochbeglückt, / Schmerzentrückt, / Frei und rein / Ewig Dein – / Was sie sich
klagten / Und versagten, / Tristan und Isolde / In keuscher Töne Golde, / Ihr
Weinen und ihr Küssen / Leg’ ich zu Deinen Füßen, / Daß sie den Engel14
loben, / Der mich so hoch erhoben! // Am Silvester 1857 R[ichard].
W[agner]. Asyl, 31. Dezember 1857.15
However, retroactively – and, from Wagner’s perspective also in
anticipation – not only the names of the protagonists of the opera are
played on. As in a palimpsest the names of the real-life protagonists gleam
in the context of the multiple relations in the art. The prosodies (number
of syllables and accentuation) are identical: Richard/Tristan and
Mathilde/Isolde.16 On the one hand this actually is a coincidence, whereas
usually it serves as all-defining for ideologically inconvenient facts and
circumstances such as the denotative semantics in music. On the other
hand Wagner, and to a certain extent also Mathilde Wesendonck in her
choice of titles and her text, gladly pick up on this accidental congruity
and incorporate it into the form and content of their works. Additionally
to the prosody there are further correspondences. Isolde and Mathilde
form a monosyllabic (male) rhyme -de; when taking into account the
obvious tonal assonance even a two-syllable rhyme (female). And both
Tristan and Richard have 7 letters. It could prove fruitful to examine
Wagner’s composition in regard to the possible use of procedures from
gematria.17
302
14 The sacralisation through the metonymic “Engel” evoked a remote response from
outside of Europa. Even Charles Ives might have felt something like salvation and
redemption. In The Waiting Soul, at a point in the text which refers to the now
imaginary-real religious messiah with “Dear Deliverer …”, in the piano
accompaniment he quotes the exact tones, played in a rhythmic variation, just as
they can be found in the accompaniment Wagner had written for Der Engel from
Fünf Gedichte von Mathilde Wesendonck. (see Barnieck 2005, 61).
15 Accompanying verses of the composition sketches of Act I of Tristan (Wagner
1904, letter no. 47, 23.
16 Most likely this possible double troping has been noted by someone else within
the vast literature on Wagner, even though I have not come accross anything of
the kind. It can safely be assumed that Wagner himself was aware of these relations
and all the implied combinatorial possibilities.
17 Cf. among others the studies of Thomas Phleps in regard to the secular and not
sacral use of gematria.
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The entire issue contains an additional sleight. For “Mathilde” had
not received her name at home, where she was called Agnes (surname:
Luckemeyer). In this context Mathilde is not directly an umbrella term,
but in a way a de-individualised name related to a larger clan structure.
It is much related to death and suffering.
Otto Wesendonck was born in 1815 (died 1896) as second son to his
mother Sophia, who died 1824. His sister Mathilde (her birth date
seems to be unknown) became his substitute mother. But she too died
early in 1838. He married on 15 October 1844, but only a few months
later during their honeymoon he lost his first wife Mathilde (!), nee
Eckhardt. 1847 he met Agnes Luckemeyer at a wedding and in 1848
they got engaged. “Auf sein Bitten hin nimmt sie den Namen Mathilde
an.” [Giving in to his pleading she adopts the name Mathilde.] On 19
May 1848 they get married.18 However soft or hard the pressure exerted
by Otto Wesendonck on her to change her name was – it wasn’t quite
her free choice, but one that conformed with civic-parlamentarian
patriarchal game rules. In regard to the selection and distribution of
the letters as in a puzzle or in “Scrabble” one can see: a i and i a are
present in both names 19 – all 4 names have the i in common.20
18 Dates and names follow http://www.wesendonck.websiteportal.de/otto.html
(Accessed July 31, 2013). German, English, Spanish, French Wikipedia articles
simply combine them to “Agnes Mathilde Wesendonck, geb. Luckemeyer”.
19 Obviously I-Ah allows other associations as well.
20 Ciphers and texts might be interpreted quite differently. In a satirical vein, the
culinary publisher Siebeck extracts from “Isolde” an entirely new soggetto cavato:
Isolde’s name contains as only consonants LSD (!), and right in the first act she
brews a portion of lysergic acid diethylamid (“Der Trank ist’s, der mir taugt!”), the
effect of which on tenor and soprano lasts through the entire performance. That
she prepares the LSD with sugar, still common today, is announced by Tristan in
his fifth entry in Act I with a rich “Süßeste Maid!” A further hint is given a few
bars on: “Jach in der Brust / jauchzende Lust!” Jach is one of many synonyms for
LSD; on occasion it is also used for other narcotics. (Siebeck 1967, without page
numbers).
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The triangle constellation Tristan-Isolde-Marke becomes permeable
in regard to the triangle Richard-Mathilde-Otto. Then again it is reflected
in the triangle Siegmund-Sieglinde-Hunding from Walküre.21 Its origins
concur with the Wesendonck phase. Prosodically as well as mythically-
theatrically and biographically this results in a third equivalent
configuration of trochee and amphibrach: Siegmund and Sieglinde. Little
surprise then, taking into account the Otto – “Mathilde” – Wesendonck
configuration, that Siegmund finally allows Sieglinde to choose how she
will call him. “Heiße mich du, / wie du liebst, daß ich heiße: / den Namen
nehm ich von dir!” [Call me you, / as you love me to be named: / that
name I shall accept from you!] In contrast to “life”, art inverts the issue:
now she gives him a new name. “Siegmund – / so nenn ich dich!” (I/3)
[Siegmund – / that is how I shall call you!]
The ecstatic rapture of communion at the close of this entrancing
scene is followed in the next act – typical for Wagner and not far from
reality – by the blues over the death of the newly proclaimed hero. This
structural polarity is fundamental and radicalised in Wagner, as in Tristan
– in the first act the incursion of the external world into newly-won love,
in Act II the day (“Tag”), that promptly ends the glowing lovers’ night
(“Nacht”), in Act III the death of Tristan after his feverish ecstasy during
the reunion with Isolde and her actual death after her feverish
hallucinatory vision of Tristan returned to life in her imagination.
021 In the comedy Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (1862; first sketch already 1845 in
form of a satyr play for Tannhäuser) the analogue configuration von Stoltzing –
Eva – Sachs avoids the Oedipal catastrophe, lastly by a conscious, provident
reflection on the tragedy Tristan by Sachs himself.
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In this structure of coincidentia oppositorum, the interlocking of Eros
and Thanatos, of love and death, Wagner reflects on the impossibility of
realising emphatic happiness in a bourgeois society; Wagner focuses on
and condenses the issue to Liebe (which for him, following Feuerbach,
was a universal and societal principle). Wagner’s theatrical tapering of
the contradiction highlights the actual circumstances of the then existing
world order, which was in the process of transforming from a high
bourgeois to a late bourgeois stage.
Before this background it becomes evident why and how the lovers
Richard und Mathilde could imagine themselves as Wälsung-couple
Siegmund and Sieglinde as well as Tristan and Isolde, just as destined to
die and even obsessed with death. A lot of biographical material has
flown into the works, as is well known. Important as the Oedipal
configuration might be individually for Wagner as well as collectively –
already the formation of the work discussed here with its universal scope
does not depend on the actual triangle relations of Wagner, even though
these have coloured off. Both the purport of the work, in which names
help shape musical figures, and the reception go far beyond this.
Whoever hears Tristan does not necessarily need to be aware of the
connections to Wesendonck, although this additional knowledge
certainly enhances the acquisition of musical understanding. However,
knowledge of the troping of the names is crucial. For they essentially
form a part of the musical-material substance of the work. This
knowledge, adding another layer of semantics, could, even should be
included in the reception of this complex work. Here we have, once
more, one of the many connections between aesthetics and sociology of
music.
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Wagner Belongs To All.
Reflections on His Body, Person, Profession and Values
Eero Tarasti
Helsinki
Everyone studying Wagner encounters a challenge which may seem
overwhelming. As known this concerns the most investigated and most
disputed composer in the world. However, as to the latter aspect, one has
to remark that there must be something extraordinary if a person after
two hundred years can still excite people’s minds so much. One of the
aims of Wagner has thus been attained.
Cosima wrote in her diary what Richard had said on the evening of
March 18, 1880:
No one in the history of arts has achieved anything like this: built a big theatre
house, where due to the power of my personality our first rate artists have
been invited to perform such works. What followed from this success? Hum,
hum! It has brought only costs to me. Well, ladies arrived with their knitted
hair, men with their beards, they made fun and even the Emperor and King
were there. One asked: Heavens, what more does Wagner still desire? Does he
want to have anything more? (C. Wagner 1982, 506)
Probably in the end Wagner wanted only one thing – which is
longed for by all people: that he be understood, that his message,
whatsoever it was, would reach its destination.
However, if one wants to publish a book about Wagner, there
should, to my mind, be two motives. First, one must have a personal
relationship with Wagner, whether passionate or not, but some
relationship in any case. Many works of Wagner have been already
entitled according to the model of his autobiography Mein Leben mit
Wagner,1 such as the book by the music critic Joachim Koehler or by the
conductor Christian Thielemann. On the other hand, when approaching
Como integrar 183
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Wagner one should have a theory or vision about him. However, such a
theory can unfortunately become an obstacle for understanding Wagner,
unless the theory is also tested in the light of facts and particularly of his
music. No single theory can explain this whole phenomenon. The fresh
treatises by media intellectuals such as Lacoue-Labarthe, Badiou, Žižek
are examples of this. They rather establish a cloud of mutual praising
without ever going zu den Sachen as the phenomenologist Edmund
Husserl recommended, they repeat the same clichés which an Adorno or
a young American musicologist once invented.
1. A Theory
My next purpose is to apply my theory of existential semiotics to
Wagner – but the reader does not need to be scared. My model can be
applied so that the reader does not even notice that it is semiotics, or it
can be exercised as Umberto Eco or as Monsieur Jourdain does, speaking
in prose without knowing of it.
My aim is simply that my theory could help someone to navigate
the immeasurable sea of Wagnerian research. I cannot presuppose that
my reader would become familiar with my theory by first reading my
books such as Existential Semiotics (2000), Fondements de la sémiotique
existentielle (Paris 2009), Fondamenti di semiotica esistenziale (Bari, Rome,
2010, or their translations into Bulgarian (transl. by Kristian Bankov
and Ivan Kasabov, Sofia: New Bulgarian University, 2004) or Chinese
(Zhendu: Sechuan University Press, 2012).
However, and according to its title, what is involved is existence
and existing. In no way is my theory a return to existentialism as such
that beginning from Kierkegaard and moving on to Heidegger and
Jaspers until reaching Jean-Paul Sartre and other French scholars. My
most essential notions stem from the same heritage of German thought,
which my object Wagner also admired, albeit Immanuel Kant and
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel have been more important for me than
Artur Schopenhauer. Central here is the idea of Dasein, the place, the
world in which we exist.
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However, inside Dasein man is determined by four modes or entities
which are simply body, person, social practice and values (or norms).
Accordingly, one can name four modes of being, the origin of which
can be found in the Science of Logics by Hegel and which emerge from
the concepts of an-sich-sein and für-sich-sein. To be-in-oneself means
human beings as such with their inherent qualities; to be-for-oneself
means humans as beings in a society, community, defined by others,
observed and determined by them.
From these fundamental categories of being we get four cases when
it is understood that an sich sein represents ‘me’ and für sich sein ‘society’.
In French philosophy they are called by the principles of Moi and Soi.
Me and Society. Adorno thought that the life of an artist, a composer,
was a perpetual struggle between these entities (see for example Adorno
1952/1974). By applying this we finally get four modes or species of
being: an mir sein and für mich sein which belong to the sphere of Moi,
and für sich sein and an sich sein which represent the Soi. In what follows
I will abbreviate these modes by the letters M1, M2, S2 and S1 and
compose a four case field of them, which in Paris is called a semiotic square:
Moi
M1 M2
body                           person
Z
S2 S1
profession                         values
Soi
What do they mean? M1 signifies man’s ego as such, flesh,
emotional, chaotic, not yet articulated this being, in one word, his/her
body with as yet no consideration or reflection. M2 refers to the fact
that this body gradually develops into a person; through the force of
certain manners and habits he assumes an identity and certain stability,
he is able to define him/herself, and he can judge and think.
Below are the two cases for Soi: in the lower right hand corner S1 there
are the values and norms and rules of society, as abstract principles. When
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they are brought into functional practice in social life one arrives at S2,
to which thus belong the institutions, roles, professions, society contracts
– all those rules according to which social life is enacted.
This requires illustration: S1 for example with a value such as
aesthetically beautiful, for example in sound or music, then the
corresponding S2 would of course be a conservatory, opera house or
symphony orchestra, and the musicians operating there. Furthermore,
these roles need certain kinds of persons, who are suitable for such
professions or M2:s; these M2:s must also have some physical and
personal qualities, so that their identities would be functional in such
jobs. Therefore one can say that the social values of S1 gradually
concretise, and become instantiated when one shifts towards M1.
Similarly, in the other direction, thinking of M1 or the body, when it
grows up, develops, gets educated and trained, it socialises and is
spiritualised towards the S1.
Now my model could be called a Z model as follows:
Moi
M1 (S4)               M2 (S3)
Z
S2 (M3)               S1 (M4)
Soi
The letters in parentheses mean that these modes are present but to
a minor degree in the mode under question. Hence, the model portrays
man’s existence, with both being and growing occurring via different
modes of being. 
My second hypothesis is that in principle the symbolic actions of
man can also be articulated in these four ways. What is involved is how
man is represented via different texts and signs. That should also apply
to music. This is called Nachahmung, imitation or “mimesis” by Mário
Vieira de Carvalho (2009, 89). What then are body, person, social
practice and values in music? Body is the same as sound, physical tone,
kinetic energy, movement, emotions stimulated by music, without as
yet any closer formation. This means that to encounter music as such,
the person is constituted by the recognisable actor, music themes; social
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practices are provided by genres, forms, rhetorics, narrativity, values
including the aesthetic ideas of music – its contents, so to speak.
However, in what follows I shall not deal any more closely with this
aspect although it does open a precise point of view on to the music
itself and on to how the modes of being of man are represented therein.
Nevertheless, let us now return to Wagner. Ultimately everyone who
studies a composer must respond to the challenge which exists between
his life and work. That is also the most common title of composer
monographs. However, how many are those who stop and ponder what
this entails. Next I shall scrutinise the case of Wagner, regarding his body,
person, profession and values/norms.
2. Body
Naturally the first question about all those previous modes is on
which sources our observations regarding them are based. Regarding
Wagner’s life, three primary sources emerge. In Wagner’s autobiography
the composer’s Moi lives on all levels amidst the romantic age. Moreover,
the work has been written in a witty manner applying the
Hoffmannian romantic irony at all turns. Another less known document
is Das braune Buch. Tagebuchaufzeichnungen 1865 bis 1882, which was
published and edited by Joachim Bergfeld (1975, Zürich: Atlantis
Verlag). It contains notes which did not end up in other published
sources, and critical editor’s remarks about the subsequent stages of
various sources.
The third source is of course Cosima’s Tagebücher (München,
Zürich: R. Piper & Co. Verlag, 1982), published in four volumes, an
extremely valuable document. However, reading it is not an easy task for
anyone, since it proceeds day by day, slowly and unpredictably like life
itself. One cannot skip over anything, since it may offer up some
comment by Richard, which throws light on his life, output and thought,
always in a fresh manner. All the above mentioned modes are to be found
there, whether Richard was ill or healthy, how he slept, the dreams he
had, what he ate, whom he met, Richard arbeitet, whether successfully
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composing, professional issues, performances, philosophies, reading
circles, recitations, playing, walking, letters, journeys, politics, children
education, animals, guests, the whole life, M1, M2, S2 and S1 always side
by side. In addition to these three sources there is the entire
correspondence, the pearls of which being the letters by Ludwig II of
Bavaria to Richard and Cosima. As to all other sources it holds true that
the closer they are to Richard’s own time, the better. Those who take the
trouble in a library to copy the sources printed in old German lettering
will be rewarded. Often the analyses of his time are as sharp as those by
the best music scholars of our time. For instance, the portrayal of
Heinrich Porges of how Richard conducted Beethoven’s Ninth
symphony in Bayreuth in 1871 in the centenary festivities of the composer
constitutes in fact a completely modern existential semiotic analysis.
(Heinrich Porges 1897, 1-38)
He starts from the statement that “every true artistic work and
performance is a manifestation of an inner force which not only appears
in its outer existence [Dasein]” and only such artists are “great in whom
the life of the whole humanity is focused on one point [Brennpunkt]”
(Ibid., 3). This needs interpreting: in all the four modes of being. Then
he speaks of “the powerful forces of nature with the purest ethical will”
(Ibid., 4; M1 and M2). The problem is how to portray this in art. A real
artist does not take an artistic work as an object but its presentation goes
from the inner to the outer. It is allowed to appear as a particular entity
behind which the personality of the artist disappears (as such, M2
vanishes). In Wagner this mere passivity of emotion (M1) is completely
mastered. So we can ask: what prevails at every moment – M or S? And
the fight about balance among these modes internally emerges from
their affirmation or negation, so either M1 denies S4 or S4 M1.
In the performance this manifests in the tempo and in how it
enables the musical organism i.e. the melody (M2) its highest freedom
and beauty to emerge. This is illustrated by the two last measures of this
first motif and how Wagner remarkably performed them more slowly
than the previous part. Later in the change to B major we are taken away
from the real world in order to look at its inner secrets – in other words:
we are brought to transcendence. In these moments the life of the whole
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world is unveiled to us, and in them the cosmic appears over the
individuality of the Dasein. This had to be played pianissimo with an
impersonal character (non- M2). Later, Wagner was able to portray how
he transgressed the borderlines of his individuality into immense growth
(so again: negation of the M2). The holy desire of love which fills
individual persons is not able to solve the opposition which has its roots
in the innermost grounding of Dasein in the world (So Moi/Soi,
affirmation or negation, resistance/deliverance).
So I now propose a new existential reading of Porges and his study
on Wagner as conductor (Ibid. and Heinrich Porges 1983). Conducting
is a bodily activity, so M1 is speaking there; it is the Barthesian body with
its beats and somathemes. Yet, we know a great deal about Wagner’s body.
He was too short to become an actor, which he had desired, and his voice
was also not appropriate for the stage. His manner of talking was
confused and fast, and he swallowed at the end of phrases as another
witness from Bayreuth performances, Richard Fricke, the ballet master,
tells us (Fricke 1998, 32-33). He spoke the Saxonian dialect, which was
inherited even by his grandsons, as anyone who met Wolfgang Wagner
could confirm. Yet, he was very sporty, almost acrobatic, with his
mountain walks, and the ability to jump on to the stage to show how
something had to be done. However, he suffered from many illnesses,
which he openly described in his autobiography. He was not a
vegetarian and attacked Nietzsche, who refused to eat animals for
ethical reasons. Richard stated that we live in a world of compromises
and the good things we achieve redeem our eating of animals. He
obviously suffered from a maniac-depressive mind and one doctor
recently said that if he had attended him, he would have prescribed
lithium – but secretly wishing that he would have torn the
prescription up since otherwise we would not have had the
Nibelungen Ring. Nevertheless, from the composer’s M1 there is a
long path to its representation in art as text and art as performance.
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3. Person
Wagner’s person was at the same time fascinating and frightening. He
was able to use the media of his time and he was a celebrity all over Europe
due to his literary pamphlets. Many had a negative opinion of him even
before having heard a bar of his music. But he was also surrounded by a
quire of immeasurable admiration which canonised everything
concerning him during his life. Yet, in the media he was also treated
disrespectfully and caricatured. Notwithstanding this, it is impossible to
imagine reading all the sources about him in a naïve state of Firstness –
such works as: 
Theodor Puschmann, Richard Wagner. Eine psychiatrische Studie
(Berlin: B. Behr’s Buchhandlung, 1873).
Friedrich Meyer, Richard Wagner und seine Stellung zur Vergangenheit
und “Zukunft”. Eine literär- und musik-historische Studie (Thorn: E.
Lambeck, 1859).
Pierre Jay, Le pessimisme wagnérien (Paris: Librairie Fischbacher, 1896).
Heinrich Porges, Die Bühnenproben zu den Bayreuther Festspielen des
Jahres 1876 (Chemnitz-Leipzig: Siegismund & Volkening, 1896; English
version: Wagner Rehearsing the Ring. An Eye-Witness Account of the Stage
Rehearsals of the First Bayreuth Festival [Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1983]).
Heinrich Porges, Die Aufführung von Beethoven’s Neunter Symphonie
unter Richard Wagner in Bayreuth (22. Mai 1872) (Leipzig: C. F. Kahnt
Nachfolger, Neuausgabe 1897).
Richard Fricke, Bayreuth vor dreissig Jahren. Erinnerungen an
Wahnfried und aus dem Festspielhause von Richard Fricke […] Nach
dessen Tagebuch herausgegeben und von einer Einleitung nebst Nachwort
begleitet, mit zehn an denselben gerichteten und bisher noch unveröffentlichten
Briefen Richard Wagners (Dresden: Bertling, 1906; English version: Wagner
in Rehearsal 1875-1876. The Diaries of Richard Fricke, transl. by George
R. Fricke, ed. James A. Deaville with Evan Baker [Stuyvesant, NY:
Pendragon Press, 1998]).
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Wilhelm Tappert, Richard Wagner im Spiegel der Kritik. Wörterbuch
der Unhöflichkeit, enthaltend grobe, höhnende, gehässige und verleumderische
Ausdrücke die gegen den Meister Richard Wagner, seine Werke und seine
Anhänger von den Feinden und Spöttern gebraucht wurden (Leipzig:
Verlag von C. F. W. Siegel’s Musikalienhandlung, 1903).
John Grand-Carteret, Richard Wagner en caricatures. 130 reproductions
de caricatures francaises, allemandes, anglaises, italiennes (Paris: Librairie
Larousse, [1892]).
Alexander Moszkowski, Schulze und Müller im Ring des Nibelungen.
Humoristische Skizzen aus der R[ichard] Wagner’schen Tetralogie (Berlin: A.
Hofmann & Comp., 1911).
etc.
When reading such documents we get an instinctive Einfühlung
into the original period, its atmosphere and at the same time we abstain
from anachronistically applying the views of our own time. Nevertheless,
it is impossible to imagine it such that we could, so to say, piece by piece
reconstruct Wagner’s life and person as such and his impact as a cultural
unit, as Umberto Eco would say.
This reserve also applies to the sound records. A CD cover Richard
Wagner 100 Jahre Bayreuth auf Schallplatte. Die frühen Festspielsänger
1876-1906 – recordings from 1900-1930 recently appeared. A Wagnerian
buys this with enthusiasm as he will finally hear it authentically wie es
eigentlich gewesen ist but he will be disappointed. Only three original
voices are the same as they were singing under Wagner himself in
Bayreuth: Lilli Lehman, Marianne Brandt and Herman Winckelmann.
But when they were recorded, they were 30 years older than in their
Bayreuth performances. The performances are totally different, not only
due to the recording techniques but because orchestras and scores were
not like they are nowadays. They sound grotesquely awkward. Only at
times can the splendour of authenticity be heard, as in the case of the
heroic tenor Wilhelm Grüning, whose Morgenlich leuchtend and
Winterstürme wichen dem Wonnemond in 1905 already foreshadow the
Max Lorenz of the 1920s. From Lilli Lehman we also get an idea – later,
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the director of the Paris Opera and the anti-Wagnerian (but still friend
of Marcel Proust!) Reynaldo Hahn destroyed the singer’s voices, unless
they had a bel canto training like Lilli Lehman.
For all sources it holds true that the watershed was 1914, or the time
before the First World War. Although the term la belle époque should
perhaps not be applied to the Europe outside France it is true that the
impact of the war upon manners, culture, spirit of the time, style, world
view, speech, gestures and action was devastating and brutalising. This
holds true for visual documents.
Among Wagner movies the absolute king is The Life and Works of
Richard Wagner by Carl Froelich from 1913. For our time it is – with all
of its deficiencies and perhaps mistakes of biographical interpretations –
the best visual representation of the period. All the actors still behave
according to the codes of the 19th century. Sabine Sonntag has in her study
Richard Wagner im Kino. Studien zur Geschichte, Dramaturgie und
Rezeption filmmusikalischer Künstlerbiographien (Köln: Dohr, 2010),
clarified the background of this movie. What is involved is a central
document in the sense that it is the first German film with original
composed film music.
The producer of the film, Oskar Messter, had earlier filmed
Wagner arias, but now he chose the Italian composer and actor
Giuseppe Becce for the main role and the director of music. The first
idea was naturally to use Wagner’s music, but it proved to be unrealistic
due to the copyright demands of the publishers. Messter had met, in
Berlin, at the Café des Westens (also known as “Café Grössenwahn”),
a person who drew the attention of all through his obvious similarity to
Richard Wagner. He wanted in his film to have an actor who through
his age and physiognomy fitted the original. This was also the case
with the other roles in the movie, in which he was successful: the
figures of Minna, Mathilde Wesendonck, v. Bülow, Liszt and Ludwig
II all seem quite plausible compared to their photographs. Only
Cosima was completely different and perhaps on purpose since the real
Cosima was still alive. As regards Becce, everyone agreed that he seemed
just like the Master alive among us (Sonntag 2010, 54-55). Messter’s goal
was in the first place to provide the audience with a film with good
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music. To do this he used several authentic staged scenes, the mimed
aspect of which the contemporary critics in 1913 stated had been
splendidly successful. This is probably how Wagner’s own stagings
looked. The singers are really like living statues, what was one of
Wagner’s own ideas which Cosima later took perhaps too literally,
thereby causing stage production to stagnate into stereotypical gestures.
The structure of the movie is like in a play in 7 acts, each with 6-8
scenes. There was little need for censorship yet two scenes were deleted:
Minna taking off her clothes and Wagner in the bath. In any event the
film was forbidden from being seen by Youth ( Jugendverbot). One of
the external circumstances of the film was that it was a preparation for
Wagner’s centenary.
Wagner performances in an authentic sense have been richly
studied by Mário Vieira de Carvalho in his social history of the Lisbon
opera house (Carvalho 1999). This discusses in depth transformations
of Wagnerian performance practices and their relationships to his ideas
as well. He deals with precisely what was important to Adolphe Appia:
that is, how opera is staged, sich inscenieren, at various times and places.
Wagner’s person was full of tensions. He obviously did not feel any
contradiction in the fact that during his Triebschen time he was
simultaneously dating four women while he was still married to Minna
Planer, whose biography we have finally obtained. This shows her role in
sharing with Richard his most difficult times but also his most creative
ones. With Mathilde Wesendonck a Platonic relationship at the least was
initiated. Hans v. Bülow, the brilliant Wagnerian interpreter, was on a
visit with his spouse Cosima, daughter of Liszt and Marie d’Agoult. Yet
they had met even earlier in Paris. Cosima’s marriage was unhappy and
Liszt had not cared about his children, so Richard immediately became a
kind of father figure in her psyche. She became a total servant of Richard;
to help him was the only purpose of her life. This explains her fervent anti-
Semitism, as a kind of personality disturbance as her biographer has
explained. Since she had completely subordinated herself to Richard she
needed a class of people under her, to which she could project her negative
feelings.
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However, in addition, Wagner maintained relations with Mathilde
Meyer, whom he asked to keep his household in June 22, 1864 – perhaps
without knowing that Cosima was going to arrive on June 29 1864 after
having left her family. Yet Mathilde reasonably refused to become
Wagner’s housekeeper and anything else.
Wagner’s personality was unpredictable and irascible. When Paris was
in flames after Prussian occupation and the communard revolution in 1871,
and the Louvre was about to be destroyed, he stated there were hardly
twenty persons mourning this. Yet ten years later he said that of all
metropolises he could live only in Paris. The anti-Semitism of Wagner had
its roots in his bitter years in Paris and was caused by his envy of Meyerbeer,
but later he believed in a Jewish conspiracy to prevent the performance of
his works. But at the same time he was totally dependent on his Jewish
interpreters. No one else could conduct the Ring des Nibelungen than Hans
Richter, no one else Parsifal than Herman Levi. However he treated the
latter in an insulting manner, asking him to convert to Christianity, which
he of course refused. Wagner forced him to read aloud an anonymous
letter at breakfast in Wahnfried claiming that he and Cosima had had a
relationship. This was too much for Levi who immediately left Bayreuth.
But he was soon reached by Wagner’s letters of excuses and entreaties for
him to return. The pianist in Wahnfried was Joseph Rubintsein who
played Bach’s preludes and fugues to the Wagners.
Wagner had admirers who were at the same time Jewish and French
like Judith Gauthier, or Mendes, the wife of the writer Catulle Mendes.
Judith’s description of her visit to the Maestro in Triebschen is among
the most entertaining to have been published (Judith Gauthier, Visites
à Richard Wagner, ed. Christoph Looten [Pantin: Castor Astral, 1992]).
Later when the war between France and Prussia broke out, the Mendes’s
and the poet Villiers de l’Isle-Adam continued their stay with Wagner in
Switzerland. The level of the persons M2 was different from that of S2,
society, Soi2, following my model.
However, Wagner had faithful friends of all ages and in all positions.
Ludwig II was young when he entered Richard’s life. He was thoroughly
saturated by Wagner’s ideas and music. He was called “Parsifal” in their
correspondence and in his autobiography Wagner foresaw that his life
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would not end well. The sentimental style of their letters should not lead
to premature conclusions, since such figurative expressions belonged to
the discourse of the time. When Richard wrote: “In ewiger Liebe und treue
[sic: Treue?]” then Ludwig answered: “Mein Freund Mein Geliebter” or:
“Treu bis zum Tod. Mein treu geliebter Freund, Mein Alles!” Or Richard
to Ludwig, September 11, 1876: “Mein königlicher Erlöser’s ewiges Eigen:
RW” or “Mein innigstbeliebter erhabener Einsamer!” or “Mein wunderbar
herrlicher König und Freund!” and Ludwig answered similarly: “Einziger!
Herre meines Lebens! [...]” (Wölfel 1993, 53-54, 129 and 148). Cosima
knew how to understand this although she admitted having felt a certain
amount of jealousy when they wrote to each other: “Mein Liebster!”
What was involved was a role play king / servant. So we should not come
to the conclusions of New Musicology scholars regarding the nature of
their relationship.
Wagner’s attitude to Nietzsche remained as a fostering one although
Cosima never forgot to call Nietzsche “Professor Nietzsche” (C. Wagner
1982, Vol. 1, 209 and passim). He was then – in 1864 – 20 years old and
a young professor of philology in Basel – where his students requested
that he be fired due to the ‘non-scientific nature’ of his teaching –
whereas Richard was already a 51 year-old celebrity.
Richard had also a sense of humour. Cosima said that without it
Richard would not have been able to pass through his life. Mein Leben is
full of anecdotes and puns. When Karl Ritter finally visited Artur
Schopenhauer, the latter had stated: “I greatly admire Wagner as a poet,
but he is no musician at all!” (C. Wagner 1982, Vol. 1, 34) When Richard
heard about this, it amused him a lot, particularly the expression “ich
admiriere”. After having become familiar with the Buddhist doctrine of
resignation, which was first placed against his cheerful Greek world view,
Wagner wrote: “The most important Nation in the world is Resignation.”
(ibid., 206)2
2 Translation E. T.; original: “Welche ist die gottgefälligste Nation? Resignation”.
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4. Profession: Composer
As the German theatre scholar Martin Knust has argued in his doctoral
thesis Sprachvertonung und Gestik in den Werken Richard Wagners. Einflüsse
zeitgenössischer Deklamations- und Rezitationspraxis (Berlin: Frank &
Timme, 2007), the dilemma of Wagner’s life was that of actor or
musician? And consequently: are his music dramas primarily theatre
pieces or symphonies?
Wagner never revealed how he composed. He had his reasons for
this: firstly, it was accepted that he did not need to technically report on
this to anyone – it is only our time with its technical-essentialist need for
such knowledge that wishes to be informed of this (the term is from
Richard Taruskin 1997, 314). Secondly, Wagner would not have been able
to conceptually portray what he yielded as a composer. Thirdly, he was
against the idea of a pure musician, a musician who from morning to
night only made music was like cattle (Vieh): he would be better doing
something else, as he once said to Cosima. It is almost only via the diaries
of Cosima that we can get closer to his creative processes, since Cosima
had no reason to change this information. Yet sometimes she became so
moved that was unable to write down Richard’s comments. This
occurred particularly when Richard played Tristan, “their opera”.
According to Knust, Wagner first wrote libretti, then learned by
heart all his roles and then recited them to a selected audience. This was
a special theatrical genre, nowadays forgotten, which he mastered. But
as Knust says, it would have been hopelessly comical to our ears and
eyes, since words were followed by naïve gestures: when something
elevated was said, hands had to be raised, when something sad, they had
to be down, when love was indicated, hands had to be pressed upon the
breast and so on. This lead to exaggeration. From sketches we know that
Wagner first wrote the melody line, then chordal foundations and
finally, the orchestration. Bryan Magee states that Wagner always started
from a poetico-musical basic atmosphere, a core idea which
determined the soundscape of every opera (Magee 2000, 16-17).
Christian Thielemann has observed: every Wagner opera has a different
Klang or sound. He sometimes even wrote music before the text: an
example is the Mastersingers’ overture (Thielemann 2012, 138).
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How did Wagner compose? Some claim that he improvised
everything (Deathridge and Dahlhaus 1984, 98). The efforts of those such
as Alfred Lorenz are useless in revealing the secret of form in Wagner.
But are Wagnerian operas basically theatre symphonic works? Guido
Adler pondered this in his lectures at Vienna University in 1906 (Adler
1904). According to Lorenz he followed the strict formal scheme of Bar,
Bar, Stollen throughout. Yet he also admits that when the singing stops
then the orchestra alone continues the melos. The fact is that in various
parts of Der Ring des Nibelungen an ideal balance prevails between
Sprechgesang type texture and melodic-lyrical absolute music. When in
Siegfried everything has been speech-like, in the last act melodic quality
bursts out, just as in Die Walküre. In emotional climaxes he almost always
builds a bel canto expression like the love duet in the 1st act of
Götterdämmerung and in the theme of hope in the 3rd act of die Walküre.
Wagner did not write symphonies, but this possibility always
loomed in his mind. After Parsifal he promised to always write one
symphony for Cosima on each of his birthdays (C. Wagner 1982, Vol. 3,
71, 79 and 115). In fact, the whole of Tristan is a symphony. He said to
Cosima that there he wanted to get rid of the straight jacket of drama
and stage, “sich auszurasen musikalisch” (ibid., 188).
His operas are an archive of music history. His models were
Beethoven – he said that the modern starts in music history with the first
theme of Eroica and its C sharp note, the first radical deviation. Bach’s
fugues were for him movements of planets (Ibid., Vol. 1, 40). We could
well study Wagner as Rhetoric since his teacher, the Thomaskantor
Christian Theodor Weinlig, had certainly taught its figures to him. As for
Berlioz, he admitted to being his pupil as far as orchestration was
concerned. Italian opera was also a model and he admitted even in his
most patriotic period – Was ist deutsch in der Musik? – that Germany had
got music from Italy (R. Wagner 1976).
One of his inventions which continues to have its impact on popular
music in cinema is the leitmotif technique. Studies have shown that the
Ring has about 200 leitmotifs. Why? It is my own opinion that if there
were more one could not remember all of them. If there were less, the
music would become monotonous and boring, due to their frequent
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repetitions. However, to keep diagrams and tables of leitmotifs and give
them names was senseless to him, ein Unsinn, as he once said when
playing Götterdämmerung four-hands with Cosima (C. Wagner 1982, Vol.
4, 772).
5. Values and norms
The quantity of writing by Wagner is enormous. Writing was to
him an important activity as a counterbalance to composing but it
would be an error to believe that he would have first created a kind of
system of thought which he subsequently realised in his operas.
However, this was a common view in his time for the simple reason that
his most fervent literary activity took place in the 1850s whereas
composing dominated his life in the 1860s and 1870s. However, as Meyer
(1859, 6) noticed early: “In spite of the devoted admirers of Wagner,
theory and practice, the aesthetics and those works of art, do not
harmonise. […] the Aesthetics is a later product of his development than
his art works […]”3 and moreover he states that his writings are not
written with the peaceful mind of a philosopher but with a drive of an
action-thirsty artist.
Wagner was a philosopher of no class. To take his writings as the
starting point for staging is a serious mistake. He tried to study
philosophy at the university without success. However, he was
influenced by many thinkers. Important years were those spent in
Dresden under the impact of the Russian revolutionist thinker
Bakunin. His sermons of world revolution and destruction of the old
Europe anticipated Götterdämmerung. When Fafner as a dragon sleeps
in his cave upon his treasure, he is a caricature of a capitalist enjoying
his possessions. “Ich lieg’ und besitz”, sings Fafner (in Siegfried). Yet
Götterdämmerung constitutes such a crazy utopian idea to put the end
of the world on stage. It can never be staged satisfactorily and so it is
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equal to Goethe’s Faust II and its final scene. Thielemann has in a funny
way even questioned the whole idea of a complete destruction. When
Brünnhilde has thrown the burning torch to Valhalla causing its fire,
the Rhine river floods and perhaps extinguishes the fire. So the gods
maybe saved and perhaps next Brünnhilde reappears with her horse
(Thielemann 2012, 170). Thieleman likewise has another musical
commentary: no opera by Wagner ends with a minor chord. They all
end with a major! Was he basically an optimist? Death in his mythical
world was not real. This was found by Proust who later wrote about the
themes of music – having Wagnerian leitmotifs certainly in mind – that
we take along divine captives, and death in their company is not so bitter
… and not even probable.
Another shift of values took place in Wagner when he became
familiar with Buddhism and Schopenhauer. He wrote in his Brown
Book: Truth = Nirvana = night; Music = Brahma = twilight; Poetry =
Sansara = Day (R. Wagner 1975, 176-177). In his Mein Leben he states
that the whole leitmotif technique is an effort to portray the rebirths of
musical motifs, actors in the Buddhist sense (R. Wagner 2002, 523).
Next came the unification of Germany in 1871 and Wagner wrote
about the German character. But in the end he was disappointed with
the Germany of Bismarck, who never understood Wagner. An important
source for the political thought of Wagner is the study by the Finnish
historian Hannu Salmi: “Die Herrlichkeit des deutschen Namens ...”. Die
schriftstellerische und politische Tätigkeit Richard Wagners als Gestalter
nationaler Identität während der staatlichen Vereinigung Deutschlands
(Turku: Turun Yliopisto, 1993).
The Mastersingers, which became his most patriotic work,
although only at the end does Hans Sachs praise the noble German
art, was adopted as a symbol of Germanity. It was customary in the
1910s and 1920s to sing Deutschland über alles with the audience at the
end. Parsifal again was of universal nature making art into a kind of
religion. However, a strange circle gathered around him in the late
years of Wahnfried, including Bernhard Förster (Parsifal-Nachklänge,
1883), Houston Stewart Chamberlain and others.
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However, sometimes Bayreuth was also seen in a humoristic light as
in the story by Moszkowski published in Berlin in 1911 about the
experiences of two average German gentlemen, Schulze and Müller, who
arrived at the Bayreuth festival but never succeeded in seeing any
performance there. It is the most perfect and funny portrayal of which
kind of person was a true Wagnerian, the personification and
embodiment of Wagner’s ideas, values and norms, either expressed by
him or conveyed in his operas or interpreted in his community.
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Does the Ineffable Make Sense?
Wittgenstein, Jankélévitch, and the Question
of Musical Meaning1
Paulo Ferreira de Castro
Lisbon
Zero is the greatest metaphor. 
Infinity is the greatest simile.
Fernando Pessoa2
Some insight into the aesthetic and semiotic status of music might
be gained by pondering the wider implications of the philosopher
Vladimir Jankélévitch’s remark: “Music is the silence of words; just as
poetry is the silence of prose. Music, a sounding presence, fills up silence,
and yet music is itself a kind of silence”.3 The suggested affinity between
music and silence, for one thing, is something that Ludwig
Wittgenstein, a very different kind of philosopher altogether, would
nevertheless have probably found congenial. Not surprisingly, one may
find a number of kindred ideas scattered among Wittgenstein’s countless
jottings, including the following note dating from the early 1930s:
“Music, with its few notes and rhythms, seems to some people a
primitive art. But only its surface is simple, while the body which makes
possible the interpretation of this manifest content has all the infinite
complexity that is suggested in the external forms of other arts and
which music conceals”.4 In the original German, the operative word is
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1 A preliminary version of this chapter was read at the Second Annual Conference
of the Royal Musical Association/Music and Philosophy Study Group, London,
King’s College, July 2012.
2 Fernando Pessoa, Aforismos e afins (Lisbon: Assírio & Alvim, 2003), 39.
3 Vladimir Jankélévitch, La musique et l’ineffable (Paris: Seuil, 1983), 172.
Translations, unless otherwise stated, are my own.
4 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Culture and Value, ed. Georg Henrik von Wright et al.,
trans. Peter Winch (Oxford: Blackwell, 1998), 11e. The remark is dated 12-
16.01.1931.
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verschweigt, which is obviously a cognate of the verb schweigen (meaning
to be, or to remain, silent). It would therefore seem that, for
Wittgenstein as well as Jankélévitch, music could indeed be regarded as
a kind of silence: a silence about something that the other arts
supposedly display openly on the surface. Incidentally, let us note the
overtly Freudian resonance of the idea of an interpretation of the
“manifest content” of music that would do justice to the “infinite
complexity” at its core – as, presumably, in the case of dreams; and as
with dreams, a possible element of (self-) repression involved in the
concealment of that complexity should not be dismissed out of hand.
As so often with Wittgenstein’s remarks on musical matters, this
one is too elliptical to warrant a complex philosophical elaboration. It
may well be that in its rather commonplace dualism – of the inner and
the outer –, Wittgenstein was simply showing his allegiance to the
idealist vulgate that placed music firmly within the realm of purely
formal inwardness, as in the Hegelian tradition; perhaps more accurately,
the remark might be taken as a direct echo of the notion of “inner form”
that Wittgenstein, as a good Viennese, might have derived from Eduard
Hanslick’s claim that musical form should be understood as “spirit
taking outward form from within”.5 It seems intriguing, however, that
Wittgenstein should have picked up the word Körper (body), as opposed
to the more predictable Geist (spirit, as in Hegel or Hanslick), as the
more suitable metaphor for that mysterious, ineffable inner realm made
manifest, and yet kept concealed, in music. According to Wittgenstein
then, and contrary to a long-established spiritualist bent in aesthetic
discourse, music would seem to possess a body after all, albeit an
invisible one. This is a question we shall have to return to in due course. 
The crucial point, however, is that, for both Wittgenstein and
Jankélévitch, it is its paradoxical silence that makes music so special
among the arts. By refusing to speak openly, as it were, music is meant
334
5 Eduard Hanslick, Vom Musikalisch-Schönen, Teil 1: Historisch-kritische Ausgabe,
ed. Dietmar Strauss (Mainz: Schott, 1990), 78. See also Carl Dahlhaus, Esthetics
of Music, trans. William W. Austin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1982), 54.
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to display its own kind of mute eloquence, and this eloquence has often
been valued as music’s most precious quality, to the extent that the very
idea of a piece of music conveying any particular images, ideas or ethos
still tends to sound as the ultimate aesthetic heresy in some philosophical
quarters. Concurrently, the belief that music, insofar as it ignores
determinate meanings, is the privileged vehicle of some higher truth,
has a long record in the intellectual history of the West, giving rise, in
turn, to its own set of metaphysical ramifications, in spite of the obvious
contradiction inherent in the notion of a non-significant medium, and
in the conception of music as the expression of “the absolute” in the
mainstream of Western aesthetics. These and similar aesthetic constructs,
however, appear grounded in nothing more than a dubious syllogism:
music says nothing – the transcendent is unsayable – therefore, music
is a location of transcendence (which is obviously no syllogism at all).
But why music, one may feel inclined to ask, and not chocolate, or
perfume? Music is “absolute” insofar as one wishes to speak about it in
such exalted terms, thus endowing it (or, to be precise, endowing
musicians, as a special professional category) with the prestige of
transcendence. The absolute, however, is virtually by definition the exact
opposite of a semantic void. According to Wittgenstein’s insight then,
what music does is to keep silent about the “infinite complexity” at its
core; without that complexity, however – what Wittgenstein calls
music’s body – there would be nothing for music to be silent about, and
the silence of music would amount to nothing more than the sheer
absence of content. It is hard to imagine any other art form (or even
any other human pursuit) being celebrated in such ponderous terms for
its intrinsic in-significance.
In fact, there is no obvious reason why the silence of words should
entail an absence of meaning, because meaning is not necessarily
predicated on verbal articulation; to believe the contrary is to succumb
to the crudest form of logocentrism. To borrow a famous
Wittgensteinian distinction, music could be said to show what it
supposedly does not say. Or perhaps more accurately: to show what
could never be shown in quite the same way by means of words, for
music is obviously not a language in the sense that English, for instance,
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is a language – or in the sense that one cannot translate music into
English. But neither can we translate a painting, by the way (even the
most obviously figurative one), in spite of the nonsense propagated by
Hanslick through his statement that “[t]he content [Inhalt] of a work of
poetry or the fine arts can be expressed in words and reduced to
concepts”,6 a statement that, if taken literally, would amount to saying
that the content of Van Gogh’s famous paintings of a pair of boots is –
well, a pair of boots (Hanslick’s understanding of the non-musical arts is
nothing if not limited). Drawing inspiration from Jankélévitch, it might
be helpful to distinguish clearly between the “unsayable” (l’indicible) and
the “ineffable” (l’ineffable): “The unsayable [...] is that about which there
is absolutely nothing to say, that which makes man mute, overwhelming
his reason and paralyzing his speech. Conversely, the ineffable is
inexpressible because there is no end, no limit, to what can be said about
it”.7 In other words, there seem to be two distinct – actually, opposite –
angles from which to contemplate the inexpressible: the impenetrable
darkness of nothingness (zero, the blank, the hole, death), as opposed to
an inexhaustible plenitude of being (the infinite, the absolute, the whole,
the vital). Not surprisingly, the musical “inexpressible” is equated by
Jankélévitch not with a lack, but with an overflow of meaning: “The
musical mystery is not the unsayable, but the ineffable”, he writes
(probably echoing to some extent the Bergsonian notion of the élan
vital).8 Again, there are reasons to believe that Wittgenstein would have
subscribed to a similar view.
The problem posed by Wittgenstein’s own conflation of silence,
music and ultimate values has been the object of intense debate among
commentators since Frank Ramsey’s famous quip: “what we can’t say we
can’t say, and we can’t whistle it either”9 – a humorous allusion to
Wittgenstein’s expertise in the art of whistling, perhaps, but more
336
6 Hanslick, Vom Musikalisch-Schönen, 42.
7 Jankélévitch, La musique et l’ineffable, 93.
8 Ibid., 92. Emphasis in the original.
9 Frank P. Ramsey, “General Propositions and Causality [1929],” in The Foundations
of Mathematics and Other Logical Essays ed. Richard B. Braithwaite (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1931): 238.
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importantly, the implicit dismissal of one of the more contentious points
of Wittgenstein’s early philosophical work. If indeed, according to the
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, what lies beyond the limits of sense is
nonsense, there could not be much to be silent about (that, incidentally,
would roughly define the hardcore positivist’s stance). To quote from the
Tractatus again: “We cannot think what we cannot think; so what we
cannot think we cannot say either.”10 Was Wittgenstein trying to whistle
it nonetheless?
I believe that, in a sense, he was. But how does one go about whistling
the unsayable? Nowhere in the Tractatus does Wittgenstein provide us
with an unequivocal answer to the question, for the simple reason that,
despite his own claims to the contrary, his ideas remained in a state of
flux. In a sense, this was inevitable, for Wittgenstein’s attempt to establish
the limits of the sayable from within language itself was a precarious
construct from the outset. All that Wittgenstein offers us in the Tractatus
is a vague reference to “feeling” (Gefühl), as a correlative to the Sich-Zeigen
(the “showing-itself”) of that which he himself terms “the mystical”, that
is to say, that which cannot be expressed by means of language as such:
“The feeling of the world as a limited whole – this is the mystical.”11 (Note
how Wittgenstein’s notion of the mystical seems to accord with
Jankélévitch’s view of the ineffable as an expression of plenitude, even if
only of a “limited whole”.) What the actual nature of such a feeling might
be (and its possible aesthetic consequences), we are not told in the
Tractatus, or anywhere else in Wittgenstein’s output. As an heir to the 19th-
century aesthetic tradition of “absolute music”, however, Wittgenstein
was undoubtedly committed to the view that music, in its splendid
isolation from all mundane concerns, formed the very core of that higher
sphere of values encompassing his deepest ethical and existential beliefs,
and to that extent, he could indeed be viewed as a kind of formalist, in the
sense commonly given to the term in aesthetic parlance.12 But
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Brian F. McGuinness (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974), 68 [TLP 5.61].
Emphasis in the original.
11 Ibid., 88 [TLP 6.45] (trans. modified). Emphasis in the original.
12 See especially id., “A Lecture on Ethics,” in Philosophical Occasions 1912-1951, ed.
James C. Klagge and Alfred Nordmann (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1993): 37-44.
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Wittgenstein was also deeply aware of the peculiar tension inherent in the
formalist view, a tension over which, it seems to me, he never ceased to
agonise. In the process of reinventing his own philosophy in the post-
Tractatus period, Wittgenstein came to realise that all artistic products are
inseparable from a complex, infinitely ramified network of language games
and cultural practices (what he came to call “forms of life”) that alone
make those products possible – as well as understandable as works of art.
Wittgenstein seems to have struggled incessantly with the idea that
artworks engage our minds far beyond the mere recognition of shapes,
colours and sound patterns (even though these certainly have a role to
play in the aesthetic experience as a whole). It seems difficult to deny that,
as aesthetic subjects, we perceive not just “structure” in music’s so-called
“tönend bewegte Formen”, but – pace Hanslick – all kinds of intra- and
extra-musical meanings in them as well.13 Music, at any rate, is everywhere
inscribed with the traces of meaning, in the form of rhetorical figures,
mimetic gestures, topics, styles, moods, implicit narratives, ethical subtexts
and intermedial relations with the other arts; why should composers of all
places and ages have bothered with such niceties, if not with the aim of
conveying a wide range of meanings to a potential community of
attentive, competent, sympathetic listeners? Closing our ears to all traces
of meaning on behalf of some lofty, purist aesthetic imperative may say a
lot about us, of course, but little about “music” as such. 
In the Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein suggests that meaning
is akin to a physiognomy, and the image seems closely related to the
discussion of “aspect perception” and “aspect change” that looms so large
in his later philosophy – a matter of particular relevance to aesthetics, by
the way, as Wittgenstein himself stresses from the very first pages of the
text we know as the Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology.14 We do
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13 Hanslick, Vom Musikalisch-Schönen, 75.
14 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology I, ed. Gertrude E.
M. Anscombe and Georg H. von Wright, trans. Gertrude E. M. Anscombe
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1980), 2 [RPP 1]. Cf. also Benjamin R. Tilghman: “The idea
of experiencing the meaning of a word or, analogously, of a gesture or facial
expression, was developed by Wittgenstein out of the idea of aspect perception
and seeing-as” (Wittgenstein, Ethics and Aesthetics. The View from Eternity (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1991), 110).
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indeed talk of hearing, or seeing, something as something, as when we
come to feel the ending of a church mode as an ending, for instance (the
Wittgensteinian use of the church modes as a recurring example being
especially instructive, in that it highlights the role of historical
conditioning in acts of apparently “pure” perception).15 Roger Scruton
has written about the “double intentionality” involved in the
aesthetic experience (the simultaneous perception of the literal and
the imagined in the artistic object), but inexplicably he stops short of
extending such a principle to the sphere of signification, as opposed
to the realm of pure “structure”.16 By contrast, Wittgenstein was keen
to acknowledge that we do hear a word in a particular sense, and that a
sentence, for instance, may sound like “the beginning of a transition”,
not just to other sentences, but, more crucially, to a whole cluster of
images or actions as well: “A multitude of familiar paths lead off from
these words in every direction”, as he puts it in the Philosophical
Investigations. Interestingly, this particular remark (“phrased in this way,
stressed in this way, heard in this way, the sentence [...]”) appears in a
context that explicitly draws attention to the parallels between the verbal
and the musical sentence (Satz), a question he keeps returning to in his
writings.17
Ultimately, “language” itself came to be regarded by Wittgenstein
as a “family-resemblance” (or open-ended) kind of concept, instead of
the static, essentialist category that he had so excruciatingly tried, and
failed, to pin down once and for all in the Tractatus. (Incidentally, one
should also bear in mind that even silence knows different varieties.)
Whereas Wittgenstein’s earlier views on the signifying process had relied
on a strictly atomistic model of the sign, one could claim that a complete
reversal of perspective is at work in his mature philosophy: the
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15 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, Part I, ed. Gertrude E. M.
Anscombe and Rush Rhees, trans. Gertrude E. M. Anscombe (Oxford: Blackwell,
1967), 144 [PI 535]; cf. ibid., Part II, 202-203.
16 Roger Scruton, Understanding Music. Philosophy and Interpretation (London:
Continuum, 2009), 43 ff.
17 Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 144 and 143 [PI 534 and 525] (trans.
modified).
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dimensions of context-dependence, relatedness and semantic interplay (all
more or less covered by the German term Zusammenhang, literally
“hanging-together”) would eventually become central to his approach to
the questions of meaning and understanding in general. Whenever the
“body” of an utterance is unavailable to us, understanding becomes
compromised. Hence Wittgenstein’s well-known, if cryptic, remark: “If
a lion could talk, we could not understand him”18 – a lion’s “form of life”
being simply too alien for a human being to be able to understand the
lion’s “language”. Moreover, Wittgenstein came to realise that to
understand a sentence is, among other things, to know how this sentence
is used by real speakers in a real social context – in other words, being
able to make the sentence one’s own as part of an ongoing socio-
linguistic, interactive praxis far removed from the rarefied picture-theory
of language of the Tractatus. Inevitably, each speech act activates, as it
were, a part of the sentence’s “body” (a potential network of
connections) allowing it to fully make sense for its users; and something
similar could certainly be claimed on behalf of the musical sentence as
well.19 As a consequence, the “true” foundation of meaning will always
elude us as Cartesian subjects; at any rate, it cannot be determined a
priori by purely logical means or by any amount of structural analysis.
Meaning always begins in the middle.
This brings to mind the Tolstoyan description of art as an endless
labyrinth of concatenations.20 It seems to me that the interaction, or the
interdependence (Wechselwirkung), of different media is in fact one of
the (mostly) unacknowledged key themes of Wittgenstein’s later
philosophy: “What belongs to a language game is a whole culture”, he
claimed unequivocally in the 1938 “Lectures on Aesthetics”, giving his
(admittedly perfunctory) remarks on the subject a potential
anthropological twist.21 The interaction between language, gesture and
340
18 Ibid., 223.
19 Ibid., 142-143 [PI 525].
20 In a letter to Strakhov from April 1876, quot. in Severin Schroeder, “The Coded-
Message Model of Literature,” in Wittgenstein, Theory and the Arts, ed. Richard
Allen and Malcolm Turvey (London: Routledge, 2001), 224.
21 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Lectures and Conversations on Aesthetics, Psychology and
Religious Belief, ed. Cyril Barrett (Oxford: Blackwell, 1966), 8.
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music, in particular, remains a recurring thought in Wittgenstein’s
mature philosophy, as part of his disquisition on the concept of
understanding in general – itself a more open concept for Wittgenstein
than commonly realised, to judge by the convoluted nature of his
approach to the subject. Sometimes, he ponders, a gesture will replace
a verbal explanation; sometimes, the opposite will be the case: “How
curious: we should like to explain our understanding of a gesture by
means of a translation into words, and the understanding of words
by translating them into a gesture. (Thus we are tossed to and fro when
we try to find out where understanding properly resides.)”.22 As a
consequence, it would seem that a certain degree of hermeneutic
circularity (“being tossed to and fro”) is necessarily involved in all acts
of understanding – an idea more reminiscent of the hermeneutic
approach of Heidegger and Gadamer than of Wittgensteinian
philosophy. Crucially, there seems to be no obvious beginning or end to
the process of making sense – thus reminding us of Jankélévitch’s view
of the ineffable as an overabundance of meaning that can never properly
be exhausted. The presence of a strong musical element in verbal
language (“language as a kind of music”) and the familiar use of an
expression such as the musical phrase (“music as a kind of language”),
are simply two sides of the same coin. When we understand a musical
theme, Wittgenstein claims on one occasion, it is as if the theme has
become part of our language, as in an ever-expanding, expressive
semiotic continuum; “[d]o not forget [...]” – he notes – “that verbal
language is but one among many possible languages and that there are
transitions from it to the other ones.”23 After having declared, in true
Hanslickian-formalist fashion, that the musical theme knows no
“paradigm” beyond itself (in a sense akin to “model”, but perhaps to
“reference” as well), Wittgenstein is quick to add: “And yet again there
is a paradigm outside the theme: namely the rhythm of our language, of
our thinking and feeling. And yet again the theme is a new part of our
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22 Id., Zettel, trans. and ed. Gertrude E. M. Anscombe (Oxford: Blackwell, 21981),
40 [Z 227].
23 Id., The Big Typescript, ed. Michael Nedo (Wien: Springer, 2000), 47. Emphasis
in the original.
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language, it becomes incorporated in it; we learn a new gesture.”24 Note
the crucial expression: becoming incorporated, that is to say, embodied;
as well as the explicit reference to rhythm and gesture, implying a strong
element of physicality in (all) language. Already in the so-called Brown
Book, Wittgenstein – perhaps surprisingly for those who regard him as
a musical absolutist tout court – hints at the idea that the understanding
of a musical theme could consist in finding a verbal expression that
might serve as a “counterpoint” to the theme. In another remark from
the mid-1930s, he claimed that one might gain some understanding of
the music of certain composers (singling out Beethoven, Schubert and
Bruckner on that particular occasion) by using their music as an
accompaniment to a film; and elsewhere, he claimed that teaching
someone to appreciate poetry or painting could well be part of the
explanation of what it means to “understand music”.25 It should not
come as a surprise then that for the mature Wittgenstein the whole
business of aesthetics should mainly consist in drawing attention to
meaningful aspects of artworks by simply “[placing] things side by
side”.26 One could claim that the earlier distinction between saying and
showing was destined to acquire a specifically aesthetic slant in
Wittgenstein’s later philosophy.
How is this hermeneutic / comparatist impulse to be justified?
Wittgenstein’s disarmingly simple answer is: there are many grounds
for justification – thereby inviting us to resist all foundationalist
temptations and embrace a variety of equally valid strategies.27 A related
idea seems to be hinted at in the remark:
342
24 Id., Culture and Value, 59 [25.09.1946] (trans. modified; emphasis in the original).
Stephen Mulhall explores the link between Wittgenstein’s use of the term
“gesture” and his concept of “aspect-dawning”; see On Being in the World.
Wittgenstein and Heidegger on Seeing Aspects (London: Routledge, 1990), 182 ff. 
25 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Preliminary Studies for the “Philosophical Investigations”:
Generally Known As the Blue and Brown Books (Oxford: Blackwell, 1969), 166-167;
Culture and Value, 29 [1934 or 1937]; ibid., 81 [15.02.1948].
26 George E. Moore, «Wittgenstein’s Lectures in 1930-33,» in Philosophical Occasions
1912-1951, 106.
27 Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 143 [PI 527].
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It is possible [...] to say a great deal about a fine aesthetic difference. – The
first thing you say may, of course, be just: ‘This word fits, that doesn’t’ – or
something of the kind. But then you can discuss all the extensive
ramifications of the connections effected by each of the words. That first
judgment is not the end of the matter, for it is the field of a word that is
decisive.28
It is to be regretted that Wittgenstein should not have further
developed his insight regarding the notion of the “semantic field” of
a word (or of signs in general), for the concept would seem to offer a
welcome safeguard against the snares of semiotic atomism. A pragmatic,
relational approach to meaning would thus have the effect of toning
down the positivistic pathos of literalness, as well as its metaphysical
counterpart, the increasingly trivialised mystique of the inexpressible.
In Wittgenstein’s words: “How [...] do I arrive at the concept of a kind
of description that I cannot possibly give?”29 The dream of the absolute
language game (or the “absolute paraphrase”, in the sense of the
definitive verbal equivalent of a non-verbal entity: a gold standard of
meaning, as it were) can only arise from a deep-rooted misconception
about the requirements of (all) description – however, this
misconception still lurks behind much that passes for serious aesthetic
discourse today. To quote Gordon P. Baker and Peter M. S. Hacker, it
is “as if the paraphrase were an acceptable explanation of meaning only
if it held in every conceivable circumstance of utterance and only if it
met some appropriate standard of generality.”30 Or, to quote William
E. Kennick’s more drastic formulation:
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of force”). Emphasis in the original.
29 Id., Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology, 189 [RPP 1079].
30 Gordon P. Baker and Peter M. S. Hacker, Language, Sense and Nonsense. A
Critical Investigation into Modern Theories of Language (Oxford: Blackwell,
1984), 231. 
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The real heresy of paraphrase is to suppose that one can find a prose form of
words which will in all respects be the equivalent of a work of art. This is
indeed impossible, not because works of art say what cannot be said in a prose
form of words, but because it is self-contradictory to suppose a prose form of
words that is not a prose form of words.31
Since an absolute standard of descriptive exactitude is necessarily
lacking, the contention that words cannot fully describe a work of art (or
anything else, for that matter: try to describe the taste of a banana)
simply fails to make much sense at all.
Furthermore, as the musicologist and music semiotician Raymond
Monelle points out in a different context, “in relating musical topics to
literary topics [...] we are not ‘translating’ them; this would imply the
priority of one medium over the other, as though the literary or social
topic were the ‘true meaning’ and the musical topic were merely a rather
inefficient pointer”; and he adds: “musical codes are proper to music, as
the other codes are proper to their respective spheres. Codes signify each
other, however; between literature and society, reading and life, there
are the sorts of semiotic relations that permit each medium to make
sense.”32 The acknowledgement of the significance of intermedial
interference and semantic transfer, together with the exercise in
conceptual clarification provided by Wittgenstein’s philosophy at its
best, seem to me to provide a useful propaedeutic framework for a
hermeneutics of music that might do justice to music’s specificity as an
art form (its autonomy, in a relative sense – for there is no other), while
contributing towards the understanding of the role of semiotic cross-
344
31 William E. Kennick, “Art and the Ineffable,” The Journal of Philosophy 58 (1961):
309-320, here 320 (emphasis in the original). Cf. also Aaron Ridley’s discussion
of paraphrase (itself partly based on Wittgenstein’s analysis of the concept of
understanding) in The Philosophy of Music. Theme and Variations (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 2004), 26 ff. Although I find myself broadly in
agreement with Ridley, it seems to me that, once it is accepted that the “absolute
paraphrase” is unintelligible as a concept, and that all we can have is different
aspects, or levels, of paraphrase, the distinction between paraphraseable and
non-paraphraseable content breaks down. 
32 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music. Semiotic Essays (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2000), 19.
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fertilisation in the production and circulation of meaning – and in the
process, allowing a more relaxed attitude towards the self-defeating
imperative of strictly separating the “musical” from the “extra-musical”
content of a musical piece, as if the separation, predicated on the
obstinate rejection of all that is other than itself, were indeed possible,
or desirable. Closer attention to semantic interaction, it seems to me,
would bring about a much-needed liberation of intellectual and cultural
energies otherwise blocked by the once-fashionable and still lingering
tautological utopia of music as a self-enclosed, self-begetting and self-
validating semiotic system, powerful enough – against logic itself, it
would seem – to prove its own consistency from within.33
At the beginning of this essay, we saw how Wittgenstein grappled
with the idea of music’s body, that infinitely complex and invisible realm
underlying the “manifest content” of the musical surface. We may now
find ourselves in a better position to assess the potential implications of
that image, itself a reflection of a time when the focus of Wittgenstein’s
philosophy had already started to shift away from the frozen perfection
of “logical form” towards what he termed “language games” and “forms
of life”.34 Music’s body may be invisible simply because our linguistic
prejudices have made us vulnerable to a crass conceptual trap. As an
art form, music is not primarily concerned with the world of visible
objects making up the more obvious (but not exclusive) realm of the
sayable, but rather with ideas of movement, energy, process, desire and
temporality – all of them inscribed in the body in one way or another,
and as such, eminently expressible – which together give music its
specific semantic density. It is my contention that musical meaning
should best be understood as the imaginary projection of bodiliness in
sound and time, a point that the Western mainstream of aesthetics has
done its best to blur. Incidentally, it has been argued that by
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33 Coming from a different direction, Kurt Gödel demonstrated in 1931 the
theoretical impossibility of a logical system entirely isolated from external
premises, i.e., the fact that, as a matter of principle, no system is powerful enough
to prove its own consistency by purely immanent means. Most statements
regarding aesthetic autonomy in the stronger sense seem to me to belong to a pre-
Gödel mindset, and thus, to be obsolete from a strictly logical point of view.
34 Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, passim.
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deconstructing the solipsistic and mentalist fiction of how language is
acquired in the Philosophical Investigations Wittgenstein strove above all
to uncover “the indifference to community and the antipathy to the
body which constitute the metaphysical way of thinking that has
interacted with Christian theology from the start”35 – and not just with
theology, one might add, but with music aesthetics as well (insofar as the
two can be clearly distinguished in Western thought – but that would
be a matter for a separate essay). There is a sense in which Wittgenstein’s
later philosophical work could be regarded as an attempt to reappraise
the role of both the physical and the social body as the privileged
generators of meaning – the twin foci of all symbolic practices, including
those practices constitutive of what we call music. This would probably
be a good place to start making sense of the ineffable as a figure of
semantic fullness and vitality: not as an elusive, mystical negativity
defeating all modes of articulation, but – if we are to embrace
Jankélévitch’s distinction between the ineffable and the unsayable – as
the ultimate horizon of all meaningfulness.
346
35 Fergus Kerr, Theology after Wittgenstein (London: SPCK, 21997), vii.
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Odysseus and the Song of the Sirens Revisited.
Reflections on the Relationship
between Music and Philosophy
João Pedro Cachopo
Lisbon
Now the Sirens have a still more fatal weapon than their song, namely their
silence. And though admittedly such a thing has never happened, still it is
conceivable that someone might possibly have escaped from their singing;
but from their silence certainly never.
Kafka, “The Silence of the Sirens”1
The power of music has long perplexed its listeners. Its ubiquity
and overwhelming influence, however, have probably never been as
conspicuous as today. Thus thought Lacoue-Labarthe, who rejected
the assumption that we live today, or at least since the last decades of the
twentieth century, in a world saturated with – and dominated mainly by
– images. Instead, one might be forced to admit the fact that “music
[…] has continued to invade our world and has clearly taken precedence
over all other art forms, including the visual arts – the fact that
‘musicolatry’ has taken up where idolatry left off”.2 In the context of
contemporary capitalism, Lacoue-Labarthe suggests, there are good
grounds to fear that the power of music is more dangerous, considering
its potential uses and influence, than that of the other arts. It thus
deserves a particularly critical ear, or some sort of soundproofing.
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1 Franz Kafka, “The Silence of the Sirens,” in The Complete Stories (New York:
Schocken Books, 1971), 430-432.
2 Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, Musica ficta. Figures de Wagner (Paris: Christian
Bourgois, 1991), 214; English-language edition, Musica Ficta (Figures of Wagner),
trans. Felicia McCarren (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994), 115.
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And yet, the effort might be useless, for ears, in Pascal Quignard’s
formula, “have no eyelids”.3 The author of La Haine de la musique thus
gave Lacoue-Labarthe’s appraisal a trans-historical tone; for Quignard
“the infinity of passivity (coercive invisible reception) relies on human
audition”.4 Music, he maintains, “plunges into obedience those whom
it tyrannises, chasing them by means of its singing. The Sirens become
Ulysses’ odos (ode in Greek meaning path and singing at the same
time)”.5 If only because it brings to light the irresistibility of music, as
the defining trait of its power, the myth of Ulysses and the Sirens has
arguably lost none of its pertinence. This is not to say, however, that its
interpretation, whatever it might be, could be settled once and for all
(and it is partly the aim of this article to show how overhasty such an
assumption would be). In any case, according to Quignard, being
ubiquitous, contagious and ineluctable, music would engender mortal
obedience.
In fact, Ulysses had to resort to a rational stratagem in order not to
fall prey to the Sirens. Nevertheless, this did not prevent him from
listening to, and enjoying, the song of the Sirens. Following Circe’s
advice, he filled his sailors’ ears with wax and had them bind him to the
ship’s mast. Only because they strictly obeyed his orders (ignoring his
afflicted gestures, while rowing as fast as possible away from the Sirens)
did they secure for Ulysses and the entire crew a (provisory) safe journey.
Given that the domination of nature (both externally and internally)
and society are inextricably entangled in this myth, it is not surprising
that it became an allegory for the civilising process in Adorno’s and
Horkheimer’s Dialektik der Aufklärung.
When only unfailing presence of mind wrests survival from nature, anyone
who follows the Sirens’ phantasmagoria is lost. […] No one who hears their
song can escape. Humanity had to inflict terrible injuries on itself before the
self – the identical, purpose-directed, masculine character of human beings –
was created […].
348
3 Pascal Quignard, La Haine de la musique (Paris: Calmann-Lévy, 1996), 118. Unless
indicated otherwise, the translations included in this article are my own.
4 Ibid., 118.
5 Ibid., 240.
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Measures like those taken on Odysseus’s ship in face of the Sirens are a
prescient allegory of the dialectic of enlightenment. […] The servant is
subjugated in body and soul, the master regresses. No system of domination
has so far been able to escape this price, and circularity of history in its progress
is explained in part by this debilitation, which is the concomitant of power.6 
Reason and domination traversed history – the latter being
inseparable from the former. So, to paraphrase two of the best-known
theses of the book, if myth was already enlightenment (as a precarious
way to come to terms with the unintelligible and overwhelming powers
of nature), enlightenment might turn today into mythologies (as the
boundary between rationality and blind instrumentality became blurred
over the course of modernity).
At this point, it should be noted that, rigorously speaking, the
references to the myth of Ulysses in Dialektik der Aufklärung are not to
do with music alone – far from it. It is undeniable, however, that the
dialectic of the enlightenment traversed all aspects of culture: art, and
particularly music, is obviously not an exception. Furthermore, the
questions raised by Adorno and Horkheimer are far from being
irrelevant to the discussion I aim to develop in the following pages. For
now, let us simply admit that in the meantime Ulysses, as it were,
became a musician himself (a kind of human Orpheus) – i.e., that he
came to be not only a “victim” of the power of music, but also its
“master”. Music, therefore, also became an instrument in his hands (of
praise, of expression, of pleasure, of seduction), at the expense, to be
certain, of being rationally developed as a peculiar, purely sonic,
language.
Taking into account the fact that music belongs to a larger,
culturally heterogeneous, civilising process, it is undeniable that the
dialectic between reason [“razão”] and sensibility, or sentiment
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[“sentimento”], as Mário Vieira de Carvalho puts it, runs through the
history of music in a quite complex way.7 This complexity consists, first
and foremost, in the fact that both poles belong together by virtue, quite
paradoxically, of their opposition and complicity. Such a paradox might
be rephrased as follows. On the one hand, only against the background
of the opposition between reason and sensibility do three moments in
the history of music become intelligible, as a rebellion of affectus against
the reduction of music to numerus or its absorption by hierarchical
conventions of aesthetic and political nature. On the other hand, it is
arguable, at least since Max Weber’s Die rationalen und soziologischen
Grundlagen der Musik,8 that to ignore the contributions of reason to
the development of music’s means of expression – in other words, the
complicity between its rational development and its expressive ripening
– would lead to totally misunderstanding the history of music, its power,
and the fascination it might – and so often did and does – engender.
2. The hatred of philosophy
Philosophers have long been among the listeners fascinated with
music. And, at least since Plato, they have been keen to acknowledge its
power – albeit in quite different, if not conflicting, manners. Be it with
distrust or enthusiasm, they sought to encompass music in their
philosophical accounts of the world. In so doing, however, they also
tended to equate music as being nothing but another object of inquiry.
Even Schopenhauer, who famously praised music as the highest artistic
form – indeed, as the unique, as far as the field of art is concerned,
unmediated manifestation of the Will – was not far from “using” music
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7 See Mário Vieira de Carvalho, «Razão e sentimento na comunicação musical,» in
Razão e sentimento na comunicação musical. Estudos sobre a dialéctica do Iluminismo
(Lisbon: Relógio d’Água, 1999), 23-34.
8 Max Weber, The Rational and Social Foundations of Music, trans. Don Martindale,
Johannes Riedel, and Gertrude Neuwirth (New York: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1958).
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as a privileged touchstone with which to build up his philosophical
system. Viewed as such, the tendency to reify music runs through the
history of philosophy. Drastic as it is, this diagnosis is probably not
without exception. In fact, as Andrew Bowie reminds us,
In the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the relationship between music
and philosophy could no longer be established solely in terms of what
philosophy had to say about music, because the development of music itself
influenced philosophical thinking, and vice versa. This two-way relationship
has largely disappeared in most contemporary professional philosophy, and I
think this is both regrettable and instructive.9
Quite specifically, while mentioning “contemporary professional
philosophy”, Bowie has in mind the approach of analytical philosophers,
whom he blames for narrowing the debate on the relationship between
music and philosophy, and hindering the insight that “the practice of
philosophy itself is also part of what it is to be human, which, like music,
may play a world-disclosive role”.10 Contrary to them, Bowie is
particularly interested in highlighting, as he puts it, “the power which
music has to connect us to the world in many differing ways”.11
Although this view might seem an all too optimistic way of putting
the power of music in perspective, it is surely more challenging than the
insistence on tasks such as defining the concept of the musical artwork
(with regard either to the score or to performance), or denouncing the
alleged illusion inherent in assigning meaning to music – tasks which
philosophers in particular might well cope with, I allow myself to
suggest, just as human beings in general deal with chickenpox (which is
known for being an almost anodyne disease in early age, though tending
to become more serious as one grows up). Indeed, as Bowie points out
as well,
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[…] in themselves the limitations of analytical approaches to music may not
be particularly interesting […]. But if one regards analytical philosophy as a
distinctive manifestation of modern culture, the questions raised by its
problematic relationship to music can bring to light some major issues.12
Admittedly, one of them is the entwinement of knowledge and
domination, of which philosophy might turn out to be – either
metaphysically or positivistically – the ultimate expression. This brings
us back to Dialektik der Aufklärung, in which Adorno and Horkheimer,
who ironically claimed “the world as a gigantic analytical judgement»
to be the “only surviving dream of science”,13 attempted to put forward
a rational critique of reason, thus raising the problem of critique to a
transcendental level (in which criticising the very conditions of
experience and thought are at stake). Though Horkheimer’s seminal
distinction between traditional and critical theories proves to be crucial
in this context, the attempt to develop an immanent critique of reason
(and consequently of philosophy) is far from being pursued only by
theorists associated with the Frankfurt School. According to Foucault,
such an attempt is rather a Leitmotif in the work of a long tradition
of critical thinkers, ranging from Kant – who bound the concept of
Aufklärung to that of autonomy, and thought its motto to be the
courage to think for oneself – to Hegel, Marx, Weber, Nietzsche,
the Frankfurt School’s first generation, and Foucault himself. Others,
be they of the same (like Lyotard) or a later generation (Agamben, or
Rancière, to mention but two) might be added today to the group of
those inclined to engage in both a historical and critical “ontology of the
present”.14
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13 Adorno and Horkheimer, Dialektik der Aufklärung, 44; Dialectic of
Enlightenment, 20.
14 See Michel Foucault, “Qu’est-ce que les Lumières? [1984],” in Dits et écrits, Vol.
II: 1976-1988, ed. Daniel Defert and François Ewald (Paris: Gallimard, 2001):
1498-1507.
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Against this background, to return to the point of this article, the
encounter of philosophy and music might well appear to be a privileged
occasion to set forth an immanent critique of philosophy as a conceptual
form of domination. In contrast to the logical development of
philosophical discourse, music’s mimetic unfolding might then be seen
as a corrective for philosophy’s coercive approach to its objects. Adorno
has famously stated that “[w]e do not understand music – it understands
us”,15 and Nietzsche, many decades before him, had even more
drastically claimed that “without music, life would be a mistake”.16
Hyperbolic as they may appear, these statements interest us here, not so
much because they underline music’s sublimity, but because they
unexpectedly assign the power to judge to music, rather than to
philosophy. They implicitly suggest that music might provide a plumb
line – or even a model – to develop an immanent critique of philosophy.
To be sure, the motivations behind such an endeavour are anything
but arbitrary. And yet, at this point, one may – or rather should –
question the legitimacy of taking music as a model for philosophical
practice. Is it not inevitable, to begin with, that such a move amounts
to another way of instrumentalising music? Is not the only way to avoid
this the envisioning of the encounter between philosophy and music as
inexhaustibly singular, as always concerning a concrete musical work?
Furthermore, the boundary between radicalising the critique of
philosophy and yielding to a certain hatred of philosophy 17 may not be
as clear as one would tend to assume. Should philosophy reject
conceptuality, and alienate its own medium? Should philosophy be
ashamed of itself? Should it – not being able to sing – just keep quiet?
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As we shall see, the fascination with silence might well be the
meeting point between a certain hatred of philosophy and a certain
hatred of music. This confluence notwithstanding, two ways of valuing
silence from a philosophical standpoint are to be taken into account; a
distinction must therefore be drawn between contrasting silence with
the uproar of barbarism, and policing metaphysical Gerede. To grasp
the first tendency just think of Andrei Rublev’s mutism after the
slaughter (in Tarkovsky’s movie based on the life and work of the 15th-
century Russian artist), or of the silence soaring above the former
concentration camps, and arising from the testimonies of Shoah
survivors (in Lanzman’s documentary). Art, philosophy, and culture
proved unable to prevent barbarism, but coexisted with it. Is this not a
fair reason to keep quiet – at least for a while?18
This has little, if anything, to do with the silence one must
presumably comply with when confronted with specific objects of
inquiry. That “whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent”,19
however, might also be taken as a way of criticising philosophy’s all-
encompassing ambition. Nonetheless, whereas the former way of
envisioning silence questions and criticises philosophy’s conceptual drive
to dominate as such (while intimating its kinship to other, non-
discursive, forms of violence), the latter simply displaces such a drive.
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18 Even Adorno, who has stated that “to write a poem after Auschwitz is barbaric”
(Kulturkritik und Gesellschaft 1: Prismen, ohne Leitbild [1951], = Theodor W.
Adorno. Gesammelte Schriften, Vol. 10/1 [Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 2003),
30]), later commented, as is less known than it should be, that “it might have
been mistaken to claim that after Auschwitz one could not write poems any
longer” (Negative Dialektik [1966], = Theodor W. Adorno. Gesammelte Schriften,
Vol. 6 [Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 2003]), 355). One should not lose sight of
the context in which such statements were made.
19 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, trans. Charles K. Ogden
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971 [1922]), 189. It should be noted that, in
this context, I take this statement as paradigmatic of the jargon of analytical
philosophy (in particular, of its “metaphysicophobia”) rather than as
representative of Wittgenstein’s philosophy as a whole. A close consideration of
Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations precludes the reader from drawing such
a conclusion (Philosophische Untersuchungen / Philosophical Investigations, ed. and
trans. Gertrude E. M. Anscombe [Oxford: Blackwell, 31989]).
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Philosophy, as far as its analytical trend is concerned, will keep playing
its “funny games”, though excluding from the playground any sort of
object or problem deemed – however slightly – metaphysical in nature.
3. The hatred of music
Since time immemorial, music lent itself to innumerable uses. It
served as a means of hunting, of praise, of pleasure, of expression. Taking
on the form of a call-bird it attracted to kill. Later on, as its means of
expression gradually attained an unexpected degree of strength and
subtlety and human hunger became increasingly more complex,
music found itself chasing, not birds any more, but the inhabitants
of the firmament above them – the gods, the absolute itself.
Accordingly, the question may arise of whether the Homeric myth, as
Quignard hazards, does not convey its true meaning by means of its
reversal.
It seems to me that the simple fact of reversing the episode gives it its surest
meaning.
By means of their supernatural song, birds lure humans to the place strewn
with bones, where they rest; by means of their artificial song humans lure
birds to a place strewn with bones, where they nest.
The artificial song designed to lure birds is called a call-bird. The Sirens are
the revenge of birds upon the call-birds, which make them the victims of their
own singing. [...]
So one might further speculate as follows: Homer’s text takes over in a
reversed episode a prototype tale about the origin of music, according to
which the first music ever heard was that of the whistle-call-bird used in
hunting. […] Just as vultures and falcons, eagles, owls have gradually deified
themselves for the sake of their heavenliness [...], so have the call-birds, which
lured them, gradually ‘theologised’ themselves. Thus has music become, in a
second moment, a song that lures the gods before men, after having lured
birds before hunters. This happened in a second moment, but the function is
the same.20
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It might be discussed whether composers have actually “lured” the
absolute, whether by expressing it musically, or by attaining an
absolutely musical way of expressing nothing at all, let alone the
absolute. In any case, the change (no matter how successful) was not
necessarily for the better – and thus some composers turned again to
birds. But it was too late. Catastrophe, or the end of time – to quote the
title of Messiaen’s quartet –, had already taken place, and music, along
with the other arts, could not prevent this. But it coexisted with it.
Worse, it participated in it – the very music with regard to which the
claim to be absolute was generally made in particular. And there we have
Szymon Laks – a Polish survivor from Auschwitz, who played in, and for
a while conducted, its otherworldly orchestra – sharing his thoughts on
the “fact that music – that most sublime expression of the human spirit
– also became entangled in the hellish enterprise of the extermination of
millions of people and even took an active part in this extermination”.21
No wonder that it is with Laks’ experience in mind – and
considering his inclination to think that music demoralised the
prisoners, rather than giving them strength to survive – that Quignard
uses the expression “the hatred of music”, by which he seeks “to convey
the degree to which music may become an object of hatred for someone
who has loved it so much”.22 In the same vein, Levi referred to “the
hypnosis of the interminable rhythm, which kills thought and deadens
pain”, and associated the music played in Ka-Be with “the voice of the
Lager”, listening to which Levi’s companions marched like automatons:
“their souls are dead and the music drives them, like the wind drives
dead leaves, and takes the place of their wills”.23 Levi’s and Laks’
experiences were extreme; however, at least partially, both Tolstoy before
him, and Jankélévitch after him, gave expression to a similar distrust as
regards music. Tolstoy is reported to have remarked that “wherever you
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21 Szymon Laks, Music of Another World, trans. Chester A. Kisiel (Evanston, Illinois:
Northwestern University Press, 1989 [1948]), 5.
22 Quignard, La Haine de la musique, 218.
23 Primo Levi, If This is a Man, trans. Stuart Woolf (London: Abacus, 1987
[1958]), 57.
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want slaves, you need as much music as possible”,24 and this very insight
pervades, as one knows, “The Kreutzer Sonata”. Jankélévitch, for his
part, wondered about music’s possible kinship with astrology and
sorcery via its “clandestine causality”.25
The question thus arises whether the grounds for criticising music
are substantial rather than merely circumstantial. Music’s dubious power
would lie in its intrusive nature: in its irresistible capacity to seduce,
manipulate, and coerce. On the threshold of death – in a concentration
camp – the human body is still vulnerable to its charm: it still – albeit
unwillingly, and despite the annihilation of any sort of hope – responds
(obeys) to music, as it does not, so thinks Laks, Levi and Quignard in
their wake, when confronted with a visual or verbal stimulus. In nuce:
Music rapes the human body. It forces everyone to stand up. Musical rhythms
fascinate bodily rhythms. The ear cannot close itself to music. Being a power,
music associates itself with any power. It is essentially inegalitarian. Audition
and obedience are bound together.26
Should we therefore conclude that music is essentially guilty? Should
music be definitely understood as an alienating force opposed to rational
emancipation? Should it henceforth expiate the sins of its ethereal, yet
ominous, influence? Why then music rather than nothing? Or better
still: why not nothing (silence?) rather than music?
4. The hatred of representation
Curiously enough, the parallel between philosophy (or autonomous
reasoning in general) and music lends itself to the denigration of both
(no matter how paradoxical the two aims may be): in order to accuse
philosophy, one stresses the reifying nature of conceptual work in
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contrast to music’s expressivity (taken as a promise of coercion-free
rationality); in order to blame music, one asserts that the alienating
power of music marks it off against the autonomy granted by rational
reasoning as a conditio sine qua non of emancipation. But this means,
at the same time, that the radicalisation of both criticisms shares not
only their motivations – they equally spot a kinship between philosophy
or music, on the one hand, and a quite ambivalent civilising process, on
the other – but also, inevitably, their partiality. For how could both
criticisms hold true, if they are inherently contradictory? This said, I
must add that I am not suggesting that the concerns grounding those
criticisms may be overlooked or dealt with superficially, but simply that,
despite their relevance, they cannot be absolutised.
Mutatis mutandis, Rancière similarly denounced what he called an
“inflationist use”27 of a constellation of concepts such as
“unpresentable”, “unthinkable”, “untreatable”, and “irredeemable”, and
criticised Lyotard’s construction of the artistic sublime in relation to what
seems to be the latter’s elaboration of contemporary art’s duty to witness
the unpresentable, i.e. “to present the fact that there is an
unpresentable”.28 Incapable of being (re)presented, according to
Lyotard’s approach, is not only the obscene attempt to annihilate both
the Jews and the traces of their annihilation, but also the primordial
terror in the face of the other (whose memory the Jews would have kept
intact, thus attracting the anger of “reason” against this inapprehensible,
uncontrollable, unbending rest – i.e. against “immaterial matter”, or
“the presence as unpresentable to the spirit”29).
Rancière’s scepticism towards Lyotard’s hyperbole, according to
which unmediated (im)materiality stands for a new, post-Kantian,
sublime, is not unrelated to our topic, because it reacts against the
suggestion that an obscure, and ineluctable, complicity exists between
philosophical conceptuality, pictorial representation, and the bloodiest
episodes of Western civilisation’s history. Lyotard begins with, and draws
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29 Ibid., 154.
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on, a pessimistic – grounded as it may be – genealogy of reason, but ends
up enacting implicit interdicts of both a philosophical and an artistic
nature. As a consequence, he somehow places a whole regime, not only
of art, but also of thought “under the sign of holy terror”.30 The hyperbole
of the unpresentable, which is tantamount to anathematising
representation, is criticisable for exactly the same reasons why the
absolutisation of the criticisms raised against conceptuality and
musicality turned out to be problematic: a certain use of concepts
(e.g., instrumentality), music (e.g., manipulation), and representation
(e.g., idolatry) is illegitimately taken to be the key to grasp their ultimate
essence.
5. Ineffable, all too ineffable
The parallel between the unpresentable, seen from the standpoint of
visual arts, and its so far undefined musical counterpart is worth
examining more closely. The following question seems inevitable: what
is, in the field of music, the analogous notion to the unrepresentable? The
question is not easy to tackle, because the notion of representation is a
priori problematic when it comes to discussing music. Be that as it may,
and considering the constellation formed by notions such as
“unpresentable”, “unspeakable”, “unthinkable”, and “silence”, it is
tempting to hazard that the “ineffable”, as conceptualised by Jankélévitch,
stands for the musical equivalent to the “unpresentable”. Some
contextualisation is needed in order to ponder such a hypothesis.
One of Jankélévitch’s main points in La Musique et l’ineffable is
arguably that music is incapable of representing anything at all.
Nonetheless, Jankélévitch’s position is not without ambiguities. Music,
as he is keen to assert, has no meaning; consequently, the claims of
both an ethics and a metaphysics of music are equally misleading.
Music’s “Espressivo” is, in Jankélévitch’s words, inexpressive. And yet,
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music’s inexpressiveness lies not so much in that it “expresses nothing”,
but rather in that it “implies innumerable possibilities of interpretation”.31
This twist is crucial to the extent that an ultimate meaning seems
eventually to get a fleeting mention in the book: music would render
manifest the inner nature of the human experience of time, which is
probably why Jankélévitch, right at the beginning of his book, refers to
the “musical Charm” in terms of “a poetic act that has time as its only
dimension,”32 and ends up claiming that music’s “voice tells us of our
fate”.33
Pregnant as music may appear in Jankélévitch’s characterisation, it
still remains an art foreign to the world of representation. And yet, a
crucial difference separates Lyotard’s “unpresentable” from
Jankélévitch’s “ineffable”: whereas the concept of “unpresentable” refers
first and foremost to events which are not (re)presentable as such, despite
the representational ability of visual arts, the notion of “ineffable” names
an ineluctable characteristic of music itself. Besides this – and more
crucially –, a certain optimism seems to further estrange Jankélévitch’s
approach from Lyotard’s. According to the former, “the mystery
transmitted to us by music is not death’s sterilising inexplicability but
the fertile inexplicability of life, freedom, or love”, in a way that “among
the promises made by ineffability is hope of a vast future that has been
given to us”.34 Tying music to a quite ambiguous set of notions such as
love, caritas, and charm, he goes as far as to claim that “musical rapture
is an escape from immanence” and that “a soul enchanted by music […]
escapes its finitude”.35
Silence, too, plays an important role in his argument: just as
“music renews its strength at the fountain of silence”,36 so would silence
take on musical form as “melodious silence”37 – provided, of course,
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32 Ibid., xxii.
33 Ibid., 155.
34 Ibid., 71-72.
35 Ibid., 127.
36 Ibid., 154.
37 Ibid., 140.
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that one comes to understand silence as an interruption of noise,
rather than sound in general (including music) as an interruption of
silence. Jankélévitch’s optimism thus resides in the fact that he fails –
or opts not – to address what is politically and historically at stake in
music’s incantatory power.38
6. Between silence and silencing
So viewed, Jankélévitch’s approach to silence is less close than
Quignard’s to Lyotard’s pessimistic account of the “unpresentable”.
Indeed, rather than pointing to the mysteries of time, or functioning as
a “necessary condition for ‘contemplation’”,39 silence, to believe
Quignard,
has become the modern vertigo. Just as it constitutes an exceptional luxury in
the megalopolis. 
The first to have experienced this is Webern – killed by an American
detonation. 
Music which sacrifices itself lures henceforth the silence as the call-bird lures
the bird.40
The suggestion that music might sacrifice itself while luring – and
incorporating – silence is significant; as is the reference to Webern. As
the aural negative, so to speak, of the ruins of civilisation, silence
demands from composers a position that goes beyond the mere
favouring of reticence, laconism, sobriety – of which Jankélévitch praises
Debussy, Falla, and Ravel for having been the masters. It is arguable,
therefore, that for Quignard the musical embodiment of silence will
sound rather more radically – if only because it is now the duty of music,
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as he suggests between the lines, if not to expiate music’s sins, at least not
to lose sight that music – Romantic music in particular, which he
allusively defines as music composed between 1789 and 191441 – has
participated in the barbaric attempt to exterminate an entire people.
At the same time, Quignard is far from being an enthusiast of
the musical vanguard. And so his views are caught – if seen from the
perspective of contemporary music’s aesthetics and criticism – within an
oscillation between the radicalness his theoretical insights might
eventually entail, and a far more nostalgic (not to say conservative)
appraisal of music his taste prompts him to embrace – between, let me
suggest, Cage’s almost literally silent performances, or Lachenmann’s
compositions frequently unfolding in the threshold of inaudibility, on
the one hand, and on the other hand, the charm of Sainte-Colombe’s
melodious, pre-Romantic, silence.
In contemporary music, to be sure, silence may play quite different
roles – both in musical works, and in their aesthetical appraisal.
Admittedly, Cage’s 4’33’’ is far more experimentalist than, for instance,
Nono’s Fragmente-Stille. An Diotima – at least considering Cage’s
definition of experimentalist music, as one in which “nothing takes place
but sounds: those that are notated and those that are not”.42 This
heterogeneity is an uncontroversial fact, and it would be a mistake to
equate Cage’s envisioning of silence as an occasion to “let sounds be
themselves rather than vehicles for man-made theories or expressions of
human sentiments”43 with how silence came to provide “a revealing
backdrop against which to scrutinise expression”,44 as is the case,
according to David Metzer, in Webern’s, Nono’s, and Sciarrino’s works.
Seen with the benefit of hindsight, in any case, the urge to approach
silence musically turned out to be inseparable from the need to exorcise
the legacy of musical Romanticism, with all the remnants of pathetic
expression the notion epitomises. The appeal of silence is thus also to be
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41 Cf. ibid., 266.
42 John Cage, “Experimental Music,” in Silence. Lectures and Writings (London:
Marion Boyars, 2011 [1968]), 7.
43 Ibid., 10.
44 David Metzer, “Modern Silence,” The Journal of Musicology 23/3 (2006): 331-374,
here 374.
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seen as the other side of the coin of the sense that the culmination of
aestheticism in music had its share of blame throughout the bloody
course of the twentieth century. But does the critique of musical
aestheticism – developed in order to expiate music’s historical guilt
inherent in its enthralling power to engage listeners both corporeally
and psychologically – justify the enthroning of silence as a musical
paradigm?
The answer, at least mine, can be but negative. Still, on the other
hand, one is allowed to wonder whether the burden of proof has not
been inverted along the way. Some aspects of Cage’s approach to silence
suggest this. Valued as an acoustic horizon against which one is invited
to listen to the pure, unmediated, materiality of sounds (of possibly and
mythically audible ones), does not silence turn into a modern mythology
as well? Furthermore, to let silence reverberate, one must remain as quiet
as possible – which applies to listeners and not rarely to performers alike.
So, in a way, as Douglas Kahn pointed out, “[w]hen he [Cage] speaks of
silence, he also speaks of silencing”.45 But if silence comes to have a
silencing effect the barrier between “aesthetics” and “anaesthetics”, as
Vieira de Carvalho understands the possible connection of these two
notions, collapses, and the praise of silence reveals its ideological face.
So viewed, Cage’s campaign against expression is not less politically
problematic, in its as it were “anaesthetic aestheticism”, than Romantic
pathos, in that it might entail the “suppression – in the field of artistic
communication – of any retroaction towards something beyond the
artwork as a sheer object”.46 That in the case of various works by Cage
the musical object is supposed to include all sounds capable of being
heard is as much a gauge of his artistic audacity as a reminder that his
attempt to embrace all and every sound in a pan-musical, open-minded,
Zen-friendly spectacle might eventually revert into a politically naïf
anesthetisation of reality.
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45 Douglas Kahn, “John Cage: Silence and Silencing,” The Musical Quarterly 81/4
(1997): 556-598, here 557.
46 Mário Vieira de Carvalho, “Estética e anestética,” in A tragédia da escuta. Luigi
Nono e a música do século XX, ed. id. (Lisbon: Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda,
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The question thus persists – and I have fallen short of addressing it
in all its complexity – whether it is possible for music to come to terms
with its past – with the reified grandeur of Romantic expression, and the
compromising allegiances such glorification entailed – without
anathematising music’s expressive dimension altogether, or, in extreme
cases, deifying silence. Is not the silencing effect of silence even more
fatal than the charm of music (as suggested in Kafka’s story, quoted in
the epigraph to this article)?
Musicians, composers, and performers are the first to be concerned
by this question, as well as by the challenge of rejecting both nostalgia
and disbelief as regards music’s past, present, and future. As for those
writing about music, let us simply hope that between us and – not only
words, as at the very end of Mário Cesariny’s “You Are Welcome to
Elsinore”, but also – music, “our duty to speak”47 might preclude silence
from having the last word.
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The Avant-garde Discourse
in the Later Years of the GDR
from the Composers’ Point of View
Katrin Stöck
Leipzig and Lisbon
The compositional possibilities that were available in the GDR –
from traditional and avant-garde techniques to socialist realism, and from
modern to postmodern aesthetics – have already been discussed by
numerous musicologists. However, this is not the place to repeat the facts
and arguments of these problematic discussions, which I covered in detail
in my dissertation Musiktheater in der DDR.1 Instead, I would like to
focus on the question of how composers themselves describe their
positions in these discussions and how these discussions on affirmation
of the socialist realism and the avant-garde affected their compositional
activities.
When dealing with 20th century music history, the question of the
avant-garde and its compositional techniques is always at the center of
the discussion. The way in which composers were influenced by various
stylistic movements of their time and their placement between tradition
and avant-garde is of particular interest. In this context, the avant-garde
is mostly perceived as progressive and desirable. However, as we will see
in the following text, this is not the only way in which the assertion of
the avant-garde was experienced.
Socialist realism was established as a special aesthetical concept of
the communist system that was meant to define socialist cultural
identity by furthering traditional music and the music of socialist
realism. In the GDR, socialist realism was to become the main
aesthetical idea of the socialist arts. However, by the beginning of the
1970s, it had become evident that socialist realism could not be
established as the leading aesthetical concept and thus fell short of
Como integrar 305
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occupying a central function within the arts. Instead, composers
experimented with avant-garde techniques that characterised
compositions from West Germany and Western Europe. The composers
of the GDR became aware of these developments as early as the 1960s;
and by the 1970s, they felt encouraged to adapt these techniques in their
own works.
Due to their delayed exposure to the Western avant-garde, East
German composers were able to avoid some of the mistakes and
misunderstandings of the early Western attempts and could thus deal
with the compositional techniques and aesthetical ideas of the avant-
garde more freely and more critically. However, the conditions for the
development of the avant-garde in East Germany proved to be rather
difficult due to the prevalence of socialist theoreticians defending the
ideas of socialist realism. Composers of the GDR were continuously
subjected to criticism and accusations stemming from these positions.
The development of aesthetical discussions during the 1970s and
80s has been described as a spate of occurrences. Often, these
discussions were connected with political conventions, conferences of
the Verband der Komponisten und Musikwissenschaftler der DDR
(Union of the Composers and Musicologists of the GDR)2 and
discussions about and within various political events. From the
composers’ point of view – as well as that of some musicologists –
these decades could also be described as transitioning between times
of hardening and avant-garde influences: from the early days of the
GDR, a hardening of the aesthetical guidelines of socialist realism was
evident.3
During the late 1960s and at the beginning of the 1970s, avant-
garde techniques became more present in East Germany, as more
366
2 The initial German name of the organization was Verband Deutscher Komponisten
und Musikwissenschaftler (VDK); in 1972, the union was renamed Verband der
Komponisten und Musikwissenschaftler der GDR (VKM).
3 Stöck, Musiktheater, 72-110.
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composers became aware of the avant-garde compositional styles of
West Germany and Western Europe and began to use these techniques
in their own works.4 However, during the 1970s and 80s, an opposing
trend of aesthetical hardening arose as a result of the need to defend
the new developments of this avant-garde.
Although the musical development in the GDR during the 1970s
and 80s is usually traced in connection with cultural and political
turning points – such as musical congresses, the change of power
within the Communist Party from Walter Ulbricht to Erich Honecker
or the expatriation of Wolf Biermann – I will present an alternative
interpretation. With regard to musical material, the twenty years in
question could be described as a sequence of hardening and avant-
garde: the phase of ideological hardening formed the first period and
affected the works of the later avant-garde generation starting in the
early 1970s. Subsequently, the avant-garde itself underwent a phase of
hardening during the late 1970s and in the 1980s.
This alternative approach reveals the relationship between the avant-
garde and cultural politics on the one hand and between the avant-garde
and its general musical surroundings – including other composers –
on the other hand. Thereby, the musical material is the most
important aspect, because the avant-garde defined itself with this
aspect, or rather, was defined in this regard by both sympathetic and
antipathetic musicologists. Naturally, the concept of a compositional
avant-garde and its subsequent hardening does not encompass the
entire musical und compositional landscape of the GDR. It does
however describe a substantial part of the discourse of and between
composers and musicologists.
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1. First phase: Hardening
The first period was characterised by prohibitions of performances
and broadcasts of certain works. Furthermore, articles that appeared in
journals such as Musik und Gesellschaft (Music and Society) criticised
composers and their works and discussions within the Composers
Association mostly dealt with concrete pieces and their performances.
One example was the so-called mentoring of Friedrich Schenker by the
composer Fritz Geißler (1921-1984) and the musicologist Eberhard
Lippold in order to bring Schenker back to the right path as a result of
his 1971 Stück für Virtuosen. This occurred in response to a discussion at
the Akademie der Künste (Academy of Arts) in East-Berlin that also
covered Paul-Heinz Dittrichs Chamber music I.5
All composers of this avant-garde – the inner circle typically being
considered to include Friedrich Goldmann (1941-2009), Friedrich
Schenker (1942-2013), Georg Katzer (*1935), Paul-Heinz Dittrich (*1930),
Rainer Bredemeyer (1929-1995) and Siegfried Matthus (*1934) – were
subjected to prohibitions that either affected individual pieces or their
entire output. In several cases, issues already arose during the composers’
studies, as some were for instance denied permission to travel in order to
attend competitions abroad. Besides the avant-garde generation, these
restrictions also extended to non-avant-garde contemporaries, including
younger composers. 
This first phase of hardening serves as the starting point for describing
further developments. It comes as no surprise that an avant-garde
generation rebelling against endured ideological structures will eventually
overcome these structures and subsequently succeed in establishing an
avant-garde status quo. The real surprise only came with the third step –
the hardening of this very same avant-garde towards other generations and
composers who did not belong to the inner circle – a development that was
revealed to me while speaking with some of the composers of this time.
368
5 Neue Musik im geteilten Deutschland, Vol. 3 Dokumente aus den siebziger Jahren, ed.
Ulrich Dibelius and Frank Schneider (Berlin: Berliner Festspiele, 1997), 267-268.
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This text is not the place to describe the first phase in detail,6 which
is why I will now skip to the second and subsequently concentrate on the
third phase.
2. Second phase: Avant-garde
With the cultural and political changes that occurred at the
beginning of the 1970s – mostly resulting from the change of the power
from Walter Ulbricht to Erich Honecker – the avant-garde generation
became well-established. The prohibitions were lifted, but – as is typical
for a socialist system – the changes were not made official or set in
writing. There were also no official changes made to the cultural and
aesthetical guidelines, as this could have been interpreted as a weakness
of the system.
Nonetheless, these changes had an impact on composers, as they
were now allowed more chances to travel to Eastern European
countries and especially to West Germany. Additionally, their
performance opportunities in the GDR increased and many composers
held positions at universities or conservatories, at the Akademie der
Künste and other institutions. Despite these changes, the problems
previously experienced by GDR composers did not suddenly
disappear. The unpredictability of East German cultural politics was
– much like in other socialist countries – problematic until the end of
the socialist system.
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One of the dilemmas of the avant-garde generation was the fact
that composers conforming to the socialist system with a more
conservative style were given extremely few performance opportunities
in Western countries. In contrast, the works of avant-garde composers
saw more and more performances in these countries and some
composers also produced pieces commissioned by Western ensembles.
This caused a discrepancy within official cultural politics: while
there was no interest in advancing avant-garde composers, those
composers could be used as a figurehead to demonstrate the
possibilities of freedom within Eastern cultural politics to the Western
hemisphere. The respective composers found themselves in the same
predicament: While they had to accept the function of representing
socialist ideological goals, they did in turn gain opportunities to have
their works performed in Western countries. Sporadically, even
composers who normally did not identify themselves with the style of
the avant-garde produced progressive works in order to have them
performed in Western Europe – Wolf-Günter Leidel (*1949) and his
piece Via crucis is one such example.7
However, the avant-garde generation also experienced setbacks
connected with the expatriation of Wolf Biermann in 1976: there was
an official attempt to reverse the changes and re-implicate former
restrictions. The death of Paul Dessau (1894-1979), who had been a
great and important mentor of the younger avant-garde generation,
represented a turning point, as well. However, the avant-garde
generation gained a more general acceptance during the 1970s and was
not inhibited by the death of Paul Dessau and the attempts of some
hardliners such as Ernst Hermann Meyer (1905-1988) or Siegfried
Köhler (1927-1984) to reintroduce socialist realism.
The avant-garde moved away from a state of necessary defense
against reversal attempts towards a debate about the permissibility of
progressive compositional techniques as a criterion for evaluating the
quality of a composition. This is shown in a discussion about the call
370
7 Conversation between Wolf-Günter Leidel and Katrin Stöck, Altzscherbitz near
Schkeuditz, August 28, 1999.
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for a new simplicity that was published in Musik und Gesellschaft in
1980.8 The context of this debate was a hardening of views of the avant-
garde and its compositional techniques. From the position of the
avant-garde, a new simplicity in the GDR was viewed as an attempt
to bring back socialist realism under a new name. However, the new
simplicity movement was simultaneously gaining momentum in the
West.
3. Third phase: Hardening of the Avant-garde
After a brief time of irritation following the death of Dessau, the
1980s can generally be described as a period of hardening of avant-garde
positions. The representatives of the avant-garde and the musicologists
accompanying them defined progressive achievements – especially those
pertaining to compositional technique – as a necessary basis for
composing.
During the 1980s, they had worked hard to gain some amount of
freedom for their artistic decision, which might for instance have
required holding a professorship or becoming a collaborator for festivals
such as the Musik-Biennale Berlin or the DDR-Musiktage (GDR musical
days, a festival for contemporary music).
The view described in the following passages is mostly based on the
statements of composers that were taken from conversations and
interviews I conducted with the composers. The impassionate way in
which the avant-garde was defended, the struggle for its
implementation by persons such as Frank Schneider, Gerd Rienäcker,
Stefan Amzoll and others, and the accomplishments of these composers
deserve respect and it is not my aim to relativise these facts. However, I
wish to show different levels of argumentation and explore how the
composers in question dealt with the manifold problems arising from
this discussion. Simultaneously, it must be stressed that unmasked
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speaking or writing was near impossible in the GDR and similar
societies, a fact that underscores the special role these texts played in the
discourse.
4. The Composers’ Current View
of the Avant-garde Discourse of the 1970s and 80s
The current views of composers regarding the former situation and the
way in which they describe their position in the avant-garde discussion is
certainly worth exploring. Some of these composers regarded themselves as
part of the avant-garde, while others belonged to more conservative
surroundings. This was however not always strictly their own opinion; some
composers found themselves being characterised as conservative and felt
devaluated by that description. A third group did not belong to the inner
avant-garde circle, but adopted the avant-garde standards of compositional
technique. And a fourth group of mostly younger composers was not
affected by the discussion about progressive compositional styles as they did
not become musically active until the 1980s.
Composers of the avant-garde generation propelled the constrictions
regarding compositional material either consciously or unconsciously.
Friedrich Goldmann described one of the effects of the position that
these composers had established for themselves in the musical life as a
sort of “revenge” in response to the Verband der Komponisten und
Musikwissenschaftler. When the avant-garde generation – referred to by
Goldmann as “us” – finally joined the Akademie der Künste in the
1980s, they systematically ignored the Verband der Komponisten und
Musikwissenschaftler. As a result, the president of the Verband der
Komponisten und Musikwissenschaftler (Wolfgang Lesser, 1985–1989) was
denied the chance to become a member of the Akademie der Künste. The
Verband der Komponisten und Musikwissenschaftler also attempted – without
success – to sabotage the Akademie der Künste.9
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In the opinion of Georg Katzer certain aesthetic positions were
claimed by his generation and thus kept unavailable for younger
composers. While there was a group of about 40 so-called progressive
composers who had built a reputation for themselves, the younger
generation had trouble finding its ground. Unlike the west, the GDR
did not see an uprising against the older generation.10
Despite the fact that the name Wilfried Krätzschmar (*1944) does
not appear in the context of this avant-garde discussion, his music and
aesthetic views show Krätzschmar’s affiliation for the progressive
movement. He became aware that in the 1980s, after the new material
had become tiresome for those who had dealt with it only cursorily,
composers such as Krzysztof Penderecki and Fritz Geißler reverted to
more traditional methods. Suddenly, the so-called avant-gardists were
the conservative ones who found themselves unable to let go of certain
techniques. Krätzschmar described this situation from the opposite
point of view, remarking that he found himself under pressure to
produce progressive material, such as a commissioned work for the
Gruppe Neue Musik “Hanns Eisler” in the 1980s. In order to compose
for this group, he needed to be up to date. The commissioned work
possibilmente alla serenata was composed in 1989.11
One of the composers who found themselves challenged, or rather,
inhibited by the hardened position of the avant-garde was Walter
Thomas Heyn (*1953). He described two theories and their respective
applications using Fritz Geißler and Friedrich Goldmann as examples.
Regarding the former, the underlying theory appealed to Heyn; however,
he deemed the resulting music intolerable. Regarding the latter, Heyn
appreciated the music as exciting, but considered the theory unbearable.
The music, however, tipped the balance as the more interesting
component. Heyn regarded his own music theatre works as somewhat
removed from the material debates, as in musical theatre everything is
possible and material compulsions typically do not extend into this
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December 14, 1999.
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genre. Said compulsions were very prominent during the late 1980s,
radiating from the Akademie der Künste to a group of composers, in
which Heyn included Goldmann, Katzer, Reiner Bredemeyer and
Friedrich Schenker. In this context, Heyn also mentioned two additional
small groups of composers: one included composers who did not
faithfully adhere to the state standards, and another included those who
did not follow avant-garde tendencies. For both groups, the door to the
West remained closed. The “apologist” of the avant-garde group was
Frank Schneider, whereas Gerd Rienäcker took a similar position for
musical theatre. In Heyn’s opinion both defended rather extreme
concepts in terms of musical material. Heyn considered Bernd Alois
Zimmermann’s Soldaten a sort of standard for musical theatre, noting
that the group disintegrated after the political turn of 1989-90.12
Ralf Hoyer (*1950) regarded the musicology of the GDR as a
“justification science” that was primarily supported by the ideological
state. However, he also stated that the avant-garde argued –
understandably so after having experienced displacement attempts –
from a position of (self )-defense and justification.13
Helge Jung (*1943) mentioned that during the 1970s, the time when
some restrictions were lifted, hardened positions were starting to gain
ground. This he regarded as a sort of compensatory effect: those who
were formally oppressed now attempted to suppress opposing trends
themselves. This resulted in a sort of dictatorship of aesthetics, which
Jung briefly summarised as such: only those composers who were
influenced by Webern could really be considered modern and
progressive, whereas everything beyond Webern was deemed obsolete.
Jung himself experienced exclusion from certain festivals as a result of his
music being considered too reactionary. He especially recalled Paul-
Heinz Dittrich and Friedrich Goldmann, who used their newly-found
positions in a rather drastic way, one example being the Musik-Biennale
in Berlin. One way in which Helge Jung dealt with these accusations
374
12 Conversation between Walter Thomas Heyn and Katrin Stöck, Berlin, November
2, 1999.
13 Conversation between Ralf Hoyer and Katrin Stöck, Berlin, February 29, 2000.
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was his piece Sketch für 5 + 1; but due to his own discontentment with
the piece, he retracted it before its premiere. Jung now regards Frank
Schneider, Gerd Rienäcker and even Günter Mayer as authors of what
could be labeled the “accompanying repertoire” of the avant-garde.14
Lothar Voigtländer (*1943) believes that the positions of the avant-
garde took on dogmatic tendencies starting in 1985, thereby creating
disagreeable restrictions. Voigtländer further sharpened his statement:
“Interestingly and thankfully, this generation has pushed back the group
of social realism followers (that is to say, the hardliners), caused a
material explosion and, 15 years later, found itself moving toward
conservatism.” Accordingly, he states that the representatives of the
avant-garde generation were set in their ways and began to take on
programmatic positions at the Musik-Biennale Berlin and similar
festivals. The younger generation living among them, which would have
gladly joined the movement, would likely have done so with greater
ease. As previously mentioned, Voigtländer felt that with the recognition
of the Goldmann-generation in succession of Hanns Eisler (1898-1962)
and Paul Dessau, a new and rather restrictive concept of aesthetics was
set up. Therefore, he sought to broaden his views by establishing points
of contact abroad, such as the Janáček Philharmonic Orchestra. He
worked in France and the Netherlands, as he found the GDR to once
again establish strict artistic norms. Consequently, Voigtländer
welcomed the turn in both the political and the artistic regard, stating
that now “the once-closed situation is given air to breathe”, thereby
allowing the artistic terrain to open itself up to new possibilities.15
For Peter Freiheit (1940-2001) in Halle, the reinforcement of the
avant-garde began right around the time of the second Musikkongress
(Music Congress) in 1972. The Verband der Komponisten und
Musikwissenschaftler in Halle criticised his violoncello concert as
“not modern” – modern meaning “like Wenzel”.16 At that time,
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discussions within the Verband der Komponisten und
Musikwissenschaftler were conducted in a way that only allowed for
those who composed like Gerd Domhardt (1945-1997) or Hans-Jürgen
Wenzel (1939-2009) to be considered “great composers”.17
Wolf-Günter Leidel only observed the avant-garde – in his case, the
Western avant-garde – from a distance. He remarked about himself that
he has always been “too late”, the respective thing always having been
out-dated. In order to at least follow the trend to some extent, he
composed the piece Via Crucis, which he described as his “step towards
the avant-garde” in the context of his studying with Bredemeyer at the
time. However, this work was unsuccessful at the competition in Boswil
(Switzerland) for which it was composed and was never performed in the
GDR or elsewhere.18
It becomes evident that the creative processes of different composers
were affected by the avant-garde discourse of the 1980s in various ways.
While some composers felt rather inhibited in their output, others
discussed their relationships with representatives of the avant-garde more
theoretically. Those composers who are typically considered part of the
avant-garde movement demand for the effects of a somewhat narrow
point of view toward compositional technique to be regarded as
volitional or unintentional events, which can only be properly
understood in the context of a justifiable defense in response to the
workings of an ideological apparatus.
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30, 1999.
18 Leidel/Stöck, Conversation, 1999.
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Perception and Reception
of Emmanuel Nunes’s Musical Practice
Jaime Reis
Lisbon
The present text compares the study of a musical practice through
considering the perspectives of perception and reception. It briefly presents
how these concepts have been used in different perspectives and introduces
a viewpoint on how to advantageously use them in the study of musical
practices. I have used the study of Emmanuel Nunes’s musical practice,
particularly the study on his conceptions regarding improvisation and
indeterminacy, as a paradigm to express this methodological approach,
which is a common method in ethnomusicological studies, along with
fieldwork and other tools. 
The term Contemporary Western Art Music is generally employed
to refer to a musical practice mainly developed in Western societies,
generally in opposition to popular music, often having different and
contradictory meanings which have changed through time. This term
does not refer to an enclosed reality, since one can frequently find its
characteristics, or at least many of them, applied to other musical
practices that are not normally designated in this way (Middleton 2002;
Tagg 1982). However, studies have shown that such musical practice is
mainly confined to audiences largely made up of the musicians’ peers,
often occurring in very particular performance spaces, requiring
expensive technical conditions, often resorting to music scores and other
ways to represent music, demanding trained musicians to read such
music (whose behaviour generally transcends the common musical
training in an ordinary music Conservatory) and has generally been
dependent on private (less common in Europe) or public funding
(generally provided by Ministries of Culture, or Science Ministries when
a structure is connected to Academia) for its sustainability and
development, since its internal economic activity generally generates a
direct debt (if one considers the example of a concert that cannot pay its
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costs by selling tickets to accomplish this). Characteristics such as these
have been considered in certain studies, such as Kingsbury (1988), Born
(1995) and Bourdieu (1992).
Das Märchen1 is an opera composed by Emmanuel Nunes.2 As an
established composer, recognised by international and Portuguese
audiences, the complexity of the work, the amount of resources
demanded by the score, the duration (circa 4 hours, which is unusual for
contemporary opera) and, finally, the circumstances, also of a political
nature, that anticipated its premiere, along with the extraordinary
expectation that the event arose (Vieira de Carvalho 2011, 169), make this
piece a paradigm of such musical practice. Given these characteristics,
one could ask: why does such musical practice have these qualities? Or
why does such musical practice occur in specific social situations and
what are their characteristics? The first question may partially be
answered through the perspective of the music-makers concerning how
this music may be perceived, while the second question may partially be
answered by studying its reception.
The issue of perception of (contemporary western art) music has
been widely studied from many perspectives, namely in psychology,
neurology and biology (Peretz & Zatorre 2003a, 2003b; Schlaug 2003;
Sloboda 2005; Zatorre, Chen & Penhune 2007; Zatorre & Peretz
2001), musicology (Cross 2001; Howell, Cross & West 1985; Leman
1999; Lerdhal 1990), sociology (Bourdieu 1992, 1999), cultural studies
(Born & Hesmondhalg 2000; Born 1995), sporadically in
ethnomusicology (Nattiez 2004; Nettl 1985, 1998), and semiotics
(Nattiez 2005)3. The latter reports an interesting case involving the
composer Pierre Boulez’ perspective on perception within the relations
378
1 Das Märchen (2002-2007).
2 Emmanuel Nunes (1941-2012). There is considerable literature on the composer,
particularly: (Amaral 2010; Borel, Bioteau & Daubresse 2001; Borel 2002; Monteiro
2007; Nunes 2011; Rafael 2007; Szendy 1998; Vieira de Carvalho 2011).
3 The areas presented here are not strictly delimited. Furthermore, some of the
literature is not focused on perception. However, it may provide a view on how
music is perceived and how one may methodologically approach the study of a
musical practice in such terms.
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of the mediation of his socio-communicative system with the audience.
In some literature the focus is on the study of the brain or other
biological systems in terms of their general regulative functions, while
others concentrate on the cognitive constraints of the perception of
specific musical processes and many other perspectives with varying
works cited. However, the idea of studying perception in its multiple
meanings and its relations to music seems to be an important issue,
particularly when discussing Contemporary Western Art Music. This
focus may occur for other reasons, for an increasingly differentiated
socio-communicative system generated by a musical practice where
rupture and novelty take on an important role, often creating a gap
between what one can perceive, pay attention to or focus on when
encountering such musical practices and what the music-makers would
think that should have been perceived.
The study of reception in (contemporary western art) music has also
been widely studied, with Adorno probably being one of the most
important contributors, focusing “on the complexities involved in
understanding the ways in which music is mediated by society, by the
historical character of its material and its traditions, and by the history
of its reception” (Paddison & Deliège 2010, 260). In Portugal reception
has been studied by Mário Vieira de Carvalho, in studies ranging from
his study from the 18th century to the present day, including the case of
Emmanuel Nunes’s musical practice (1993, 2005, 2011).4
The present text intends to contribute to the study of perception in
Contemporary Western Art Music using Nunes’s musical practice as a
paradigm and to create an introduction to the composer’s perspective on
such a subject. 
I became more distinctively aware of such an issue when I was
directing the first festival I organised5 and I was rehearsing Nunes’s piano
J. Reis: Perception and Reception 379
4 Mário Vieira de Carvalho has researched extensively in this field. On his
70th birthday, I am looking forward to continuing to read and to learn from
his research.
5 Dni Muzyki Portugalskiej w Krakowie, in Poland (2003, November 27-29), along
with the conductor Julia Chmielnik.
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piece Litanies du feu et de la mer I6 with the pianist Zuzanna Drzymała.
We diverged significantly in our interpretation of the very first part of
the piece that starts with the notes B flat and D written freely as regards
the rhythm, with the indication that it should be irregular in this sense.
The composer had an idea concerning this kind of writing related to
the conception of this and other pieces, but that raised some questions,
as mentioned to me by the composer in 2003;7 at a much later stage
after the composition of Litanie du feu et de la mer I and II, Purlieu8 and
others, Nunes challenged the use of free writing, indicating that he
would write these moments in different ways, in order to be more
accurate in his usable rhythmic typologies. He explained that the way he
wrote at the time was related to the conception of the work, but now (at
the time of the conversation), he would prefer to write otherwise,
considering that the kind of attitude towards more free writing could
lead the musician who performs his music to compose for him – a kind
of attitude which differed from Nunes. He mentioned in particular the
case of Litanie du feu et de la mer I, for which he had had an experience
with some performers who played, at the beginning, an ostinato,
syncopation or other figures that are in fact regular (in the sense that
they repeat) but for some performers these are a kind of regularity which
for them is irregular enough (to the extent that they are not exactly the
same repetitions). To Nunes this problem depended on the context and
culture of the individual musician but, in fact, the composer intended
a notion of irregularity in which rhythmic patterns were variable.
The composer had already presented this issue on other occasions,
including with regard to this particular piece, as in the 2001 text where
he stated that an excellent pianist, also a composer, with whom he had
never worked, had decided to play Litanies du feu et de la mer I with a
panoply of metronomes and chronometers. For Nunes the piece
380
6 Litanies du feu et de la mer I (1969) and Litanies du feu et de la mer II (1971).
7 Informal conversation with Emmanuel Nunes on the 27th October 2003,
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisbon, Portugal.
8 Purlieu (1969-1970).
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required a lot of rhythmic improvisation where durations could never be
rigorous (2011, 64), as he previously had mentioned in an interview
(1973) with Mário Vieira de Carvalho, who had asked for comments on
the composers’ perspective concerning “indeterminacy” or “freedom of
musical creation” for the performers. Replying, Nunes referred to the
idea of specific fields of variation and not indeterminacy in pieces such
as The Blending Season,9 Impromptu pour un voyage and Litanies du feu
et de la mer, also expressing his idea that this was not related to a lack of
creating freedom, but to a particular way of notating his music in order
to obtain an objective musical result (2011, 355-365). For the composer,
the idea of improvisation was related to the origin of his compositional
ideas and not necessarily to the idea of such elements being perceived as
improvisations or indeterminate elements. On the contrary, he intended
to maintain the character of the pieces in order to make them
identifiable, as the composer mentioned to Max Faust in 1979,
explaining that he had written two “improvisations for a journey”,10
pieces that included improvisation, but where the conditions for such
improvisations were prepared in a way where there was the possibility for
the composer or performer to determine that one thing or other might
not work within the meaning of the composition. Nunes explained that
in these pieces there was a control of the overall harmonic
development and that it would always be possible to recognise them
in different interpretations, even if they contained improvisations (2011,
373). The idea of improvisation as a way of obtaining the development
of musical materials is frequent in Nunes’s works, as he mentioned to
Francisco Monteiro in reporting the pieces Litanies du feu et de la mer
I and II, explaining they were based on years of practice of
improvisation using the piano, when he was living in Paris, in order to
explore the timbres of the piano, allowing the audience to listen to its
sound qualities and possibilities (Monteiro 2007). It is a personal
J. Reis: Perception and Reception 381
9 The Blending Season (composed in 1973, revised during 1976-1977; the composer
removed the piece from his catalogue).
10 Impromptu pour un voyage I (1973) and II (1974-1975).
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approach to a musical work and not an idea related to the way an
interpreter may view the work, as Nunes stated in an interview with
Cristina Fernandes, explaining that in Das Märchen he did not allow
“undetermined” elements to enter the performers’ considerations, but
that when he spoke about “improvisation” in the melodies of the voices
of the opera, he meant he was referring to his own improvisation when
writing the voices for the singers, in the sense that there was no schema
(such as a serial schema or of other nature), but rather that each
character, during different moments of the opera, had peculiar musical
characteristics in terms of melodic and rhythmic qualities and that these
characteristics were based on his own reading of the text, within his own
rhythm, tempo and other elements that were created as a kind of
handicraft to pass on his own readings of the text to musical materials
(2011, 519).
Getting back to the initial example of my experience with the
pianist Zuzanna Drzymała, in fact I realised in the rehearsals with her
that everything the composer had told me might happen, actually
happened. She had her own idea of irregularity, that in my opinion was
not that of the composer’s. However, after our conversation and trying
out different hypotheses, the pianist rapidly adapted and played what I
considered to be an absolutely exceptional interpretation of the piece.
Improvisation is present in different ways in most musical practices.
For me, it is interesting to understand how a composer, or group of
composers, or other music-makers create their music, focusing on the
process involved in the creation of the work, rather than on the work
itself. This case was intended to be a mere example of how the idea
of perception (in this case, the idea of the perception of typologies of
improvisation) may vary so much even between peers in a musical
practice that one sometimes tends to observe as a crystalised practice the
codes which are common and have been mastered by their peers. This
could also provide an insight to complement the studies on reception, in
the sense I believe one should start from the study of musical processes,
instead of focusing the study on an object such as a musical work. 
One very interesting analysis that contains such a perspective is
expressed in Mário Vieira de Carvalho’s article (2011), where several
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issues concerning the perspective of the criticism about the opera were
analysed as a counterpoint to the production’s perception (the composer
and the opera production team) and the perception of others (critics),
providing examples such as a critic who stated that for logistic reasons
the percussion was in a different room (which was true), and that it was
barely audible (which was absolutely incorrect, since the percussionists
and other musicians, including the choir, were, in fact, in different
rooms that were not the main hall, but they were amplified and
sometimes electroacoustically processed, and transmitted to the room,11
as I could personally observe on the occasions I attended the opera).
The understanding of what a composer (and even other music-
makers involved in musical production) intends to be perceived (in
terms of what the relevant music materials or processes that the
composer intends to make clear at a specific musical moment can be)
may provide an interesting starting point to infer and compare with
what an audience (either a general one, or one of peers, critics or another
typology) may have perceived (which can be very different), and thus to
provide new insights into the study of musical processes in their multiple
contextual dynamics.
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Music for the Camera: The Art of Sounds
in Vilém Flusser’s Philosophy
Rodrigo Duarte
Belo Horizonte
The Czech-Brazilian Philosopher Vilém Flusser became known
worldwide as the thinker of and for the new electronic media and even
as their prophet, since he seemed to foresee some decades in advance (he
died in 1991) technological devices and processes which are now very
popular, such as personal computers, satellite-based global
communication networks (including social networks), digital cameras
etc. As a matter of fact, present-day ubiquitous electronic images are a
better example of what Flusser termed “technical images” than
the conventional photographs which he proposed as the paradigm,
the “prototype” (to use a word he praised very much) of the kind of
plain code which reigns in this age, with the previous age, according to
him, being dominated by writing as the linear code par excellence.
Facing this congenial association between Flusser’s philosophy of
communication and technical images, one could ask if there has been
room in his thought to deal with aesthetical matters related to sounds
and their meaningful organisation in time, in other words to also reflect
on musical language. Indeed a superficial reading of some of his papers
or books reveals Flusser to be a music enthusiast; furthermore, people
who knew him personally recount that he was able to sing (probably
not very well …) by heart the whole of some of the operas he loved most
(chiefly ones by Mozart).
But a close reading of Flusser’s work shows that since his early
publications attention had been given to the role played by music in
human culture as a whole and this was maintained as well as to the more
metaphysical (and also epistemological) context of the first half of the
nineteen sixties, in books such as Language and Reality and History of
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the Devil, as well as media philosophy’s environment in the mid
nineteen eighties, as exemplified by books such as Into the Universe of
Technical Images and The Writing. Does Writing Have a Future?
As for Language and Reality, the first book of Flusser’s to be
published, music has a small but not unimportant role to play in this
ontological reflection on language. The author, influenced by both the
first Wittgenstein and Heidegger, advances the daring hypothesis in this
work that reality coincides entirely with language, since the
unarticulated data of the raw sensations we have are not yet anything
real, but reality only in potential, i.e. not effectively real yet. As a
consequence, each language builds a corresponding world and hence
there are as many worlds as the number of existing languages; and the
translation from one language into another is a method developed to
jump from one world into another.
Although inside a linguistic group – for instance, the Indo-
European – there are many languages, very different from each other,
almost all of them are flexional languages, which means that the worlds
that correspond to each language of this type are at a certain point
similar. It is not the case if the languages belong to different linguistic
groups as isolating languages (such as Mandarin or Vietnamese) or
agglutinative languages (such as Turkish or Hungarian). This difference
of language type presupposes very different kinds of worlds, in which
people who speak these languages live.
But as regards the role played by music as the language of sounds,
these differences among the several spoken languages have only a
limited relevance (which is going to become clear below). What really
matters according to this point of view is the classification of the various
uses a language (mainly of the flexional type) can have, in the way
proposed by Flusser in the diagram he terms “language globe” (fig. 1).
The equator of this globe coincides with the reality given by a language
to the ones who speak it. The meridian which divides the globe
vertically in two halves works as an indicator of the various levels of
degree in which language connotes the ontological content of reality.
While immediately above the default level there is what Flusser calls
“conversation” as a kind of language use in which objective knowledge
388 The Meaning of Meaning
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of the world is produced and communicated, just below that axis lies
gossip, meaning an inflationary and useless exercise of language, which
does not add anything to our cognition and even displays an unworthy
trait of human dignity.
Conversely, while the level of language use immediately superior to
conversation – poetry – presents a more developed sense of reality, since
it not only reflects a world but also makes perceptible many possible
worlds, the one just below gossip is the salad of words, which denotes a
considerable lack of language use articulation and has something to do
with those psychopathologies which directly affect the ability to speak
meaningfully.
R. Duarte: Music for the Camera 389
Fig. 1 – The Globe of Language. Vilém Flusser, Língua e realidade
(São Paulo: Editora Annablume, 2004), 222.
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Prayer and babbling are, according to Flusser, respectively the
highest and lowest levels of language use, having in common their
character of mumbling, but differing in the amount of consciousness
with which each one is exercised: on the one hand babbling denotes the
most rudimentary use of human language capability (it is the babies’
form of communication). On the other hand prayer, which appears as
a kind of murmuring too, presupposes the highest degree of spirituality
as it leaves behind itself other developed forms of language use such as
conversation and poetry.
It is relevant to this discussion on music in Flusser’s thought that
both poles of his globe are composed of silence, differing from each
other, as in the previous case, by the degree of consciousness (Flusser
would say authenticity) displayed by the performer. More important
however is the fact that the eastern side of the crust of the globe means
music while the western side means the visual and plastic arts (the
geographical connotations of course do not correspond in any way to
those of the real earthly globe).
The reason for this is that, according to Flusser, the flexional
languages are not really written languages, with their written records, in
fact, solely being scores to their spoken performance. So, as soon as a
speaker directs him/herself from the globe’s centre along the eastern axis
to its crust the semantic aspect of his/her language becomes progressively
obscured by the melody and rhythm until what remains is only an
organisation of pure sounds without any meaning of the type normally
conveyed by spoken languages. Consequently one could say that in this
first phase of Flusser’s philosophy music plays the role of being the
eastern side of the crust of the language globe. Unfortunately there is not
sufficient space here to explain in detail why the visual arts are the
consequence of an analogous movement – in the opposite, western,
direction – made by the speaker of an isolating language. What can be
said schematically is that isolating languages frequently have an
authentic written aspect, like Chinese, for instance, that possesses
characters in which visual elements help to build its meaning as it occurs
i.e. in the ideograms.
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Flusser himself in a German manuscript, probably dating from the
first half of the nineteen sixties, called Melodie der Sprachen,1 explains
some of the cultural differences between East and West as determined
by the differences in their characteristic types of language:
The Far East has taken the opposite way of developing writing, so that the
eastern languages have ontological forces of a pictorial type that are not known
by our languages. For eastern people reality is so totally different from our
representation, that even a translation from one to another is almost
impossible, since that reality is not composed of words but of ideograms.
While our reality is so to speak acoustic, the eastern one is optic. To us reality
comes in through the ear; over there it comes in through writing into the eyes.
This is why music is in the West the art that penetrates most deeply in reality.
In the East it is painting which plays this role. Here, music is certainly the
absolute speech, hence the essence of language; in eastern culture painting is
the absolute writing, hence also the essence of language.2
Returning to the discussion of Language and Reality: to understand
the repercussions of Flusser’s position regarding music in the last – most
well-known – phase of his thought it is necessary to take into account
that its specific position as the eastern side of the crust of the language
globe implies a convergence of its mathematical and its aesthetic aspects,
such as appears in the following passage from that book:
This aesthetic (why not say it?), this musical quality of mathematics is, most
probably, the true attraction the former exercises on the intellect. Conversely,
the mathematical quality of music in the layer of prayer implies that music
provides the most important contribution out of the flexional languages to the
whole of the conversations which build reality.3
As well as in this first published book of his, and an almost
unknown paper, called Na música, which he gave in São Paulo in
the nineteen sixties, in a symposium on existential thought in the
contemporary age, Flusser draws attention to the convergence of
R. Duarte: Music for the Camera 391
1 “Melody of the Languages”.
2 Vilém Flusser, Melodie der Sprachen (Available at the Flusser Archive, Berlin).
Unless indicated otherwise, all translations R. D.
3 Id., Língua e realidade, 171.
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aesthetic and mathematical aspects in music, reiterating that this
confluence has been a very important achievement of the Occident with
repercussions in human culture as a whole:
In the great mathematical systems there shines the beauty of thought; and
these great systems, such as Maxwell’s or Rieman’s [sic], are accepted through
virtue of their beauty. And in the great musical compositions it glazes the
stringency of thought and these great compositions such as those by Bach
carry us away through their impeccable structure. In fact it is not possible to
distinguish mathematics from music and we feel, taken by emotion, that the
confluence of both methods of linguistic analysis is the goal of our culture. In
other words: the goal of our culture is the mathematisation and musicalisation
of language.4
However, it is equally necessary to consider the role played by the art
of sounds in Flusser’s media philosophy and this relationship between
music and languages (which also involves the relationship with
mathematics) is his point, strongly influenced by Schopenhauer, in
The History of the Devil, according to which music is a pure
manifestation of the creative will, and is also the most eloquent
expression of beauty: 
Music is pure beauty. Music is the articulation of reality. The essence of reality
(which is creative will) is beauty. The structure of reality is the aesthetic rules,
it is harmony. While listening to music, we are being faced by the structure
of reality. This is the reason for the deep emotion music provokes in us and
also for the sensation of intimacy and liberation which it wakes in us.5
However, before I come to consider the role played by music in
Flusser’s late work, particularly in Into the Universe of  Technical Images,
it is necessary to recall something of his probably most famous concept,
i.e., “technical images”. Although this appears in many books of this
last phase, such as Post-History, Towards a philosophy of photography and
The Writing, the aforementioned work can help us focus on its main traits
in a context which leads us directly to the consideration of the art of
sounds.
392
4 Id., Na música (Available at the Flusser Archive, Berlin).
5 Id., A história do diabo (São Paulo: Editora Annablume, 2005), 164.
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To Flusser, the images produced by the hands of humans are their
first method of coping with an external world which appears primarily
to them as alien and menacing: this coincides with the pre-historical
times of mankind and are very well exemplified by rupestrian drawings.
At some moment in mankind’s development, these type of images were
supposed to have caused people more alienation than orientation and,
according to him, this was the time when writing was devised in order
to prevent the adverse effects the traditional images were able to cause.
The first type of writing, such as hieroglyphs, was a linear code stemming
directly from the previous plain code (traditional images) and according
to Flusser this was the period when history properly speaking began. At
some further point of history – after the discovery that writing can
alienate people as well as help them orient themselves in the world – a
new type of images arose, which were no longer made by the hands of
humans but by apparatuses that were products of the human mastering
of linear – alphanumeric – codes. These images were termed “technical
images” by Flusser and their rise meant the end of history and the
beginning of post-history. In Into the Universe of Technical Images Flusser
summarises his point of view as follows:
The universe of traditional images is a magical and mythical universe and
if it has nevertheless changed this was through unintentional coincidence,
by accident. This is a prehistoric universe. Only since linear texts appeared,
and with them conceptual, historical consciousness – some four thousand
years ago – can one rightly speak of a history of images. For only then did
imagination begin to serve (and oppose) conceptual thinking, and only
then did image makers concern themselves with being original, with
deliberately introducing new symbols, with generating information. Only
then was an accident no longer an oversight but rather an insight. Images
of our time are infected with texts; they visualize texts. Our image makers’
imaginations are infected with conceptual thinking, with trying to hold
processes still.6
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The fact that the similarity of traditional and technical images is merely
apparent is very important for the conceptual scheme of Flusser’s, for while
the former totally precede – and thus do not consider – historical
consciousness, the latter entirely presuppose history, although putting itself
in an opposite position to this kind of attitude toward the world:
At first glance, technical images seem similar to the prehistoric images just
discussed. But they are on an entirely different level of consciousness, and
among them life proceeds in an entirely different atmosphere.
Visualization is something completely different from depiction, something
radically new […].7
Flusser’s presentation of the several aspects of the technical images
continues throughout Into the Universe of Technical Images and only in
its last chapter – “Chamber Music” – he considers the topic of music,
which he does in a very unusual and inventive manner. In the first place,
he imagines a situation, that he calls a “fable”, in which people are so
continuously connected to one another by cybernetic means, exchanging
audio-visual information, that they forget to eat and give up personal –
live – contact with others, to the point that the nutrition of their bodies
as well as the reproduction of the species is artificially provided through
the mediation of machines:
The scenario, the fable, I propose here is this: people will sit in separate cells,
playing with their fingertips on keyboards, staring at tiny screens, receiving,
changing, and sending images. Behind their backs, robots will bring them
things to maintain and reproduce their derelict bodies. People will be in
contact with one another through their fingertips and so form a dialogical
net, a global superbrain, whose function will be to calculate and compute
improbable situations into pictures, to bring information, catastrophes about.8
An explicit reference to music appears when Flusser explains the
title of that chapter, drawing attention to the fact that, according to a
tradition which goes back to the Renaissance, chamber music was a kind
of collective sonorous creation, in which the score was just the starting
394
7 Ibid., 14.
8 Ibid., 161.
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point for a complex improvisation without the conductor, in which each
musician would give his contribution only after listening very carefully
to what the other players were doing. In Flusser’s own words:
This brings us to a closer examination of chamber music – not the sort one
hears in concert halls but the sort experienced by those who meet to make
music. I imagine these musicians meeting not to read scores but to improvise
from available scores, as was common in the Renaissance. A recording of the
music will become the basis for further improvisation by future musicians.
This is to suggest chamber music as a model for dialogic communication in
general, and for telematic communication in particular.9
Frequent readers of Flusser’s will acknowledge the power of this last
statement, for in his general typology of communication, dialogue
means democracy, while the opposite method, discourse, when not
complemented by the former, brings the danger of a dictatorship (in
this case, a telematic one). For him there is always a possibility of a true
democracy whenever the possibility of a real dialogue is given, even
when this occurs through the mediation of a huge technological
apparatus, as in the aforementioned “fable”.
Furthermore, when Flusser approximates free musical creation to
computer based interpersonal communication, he makes it clear why
throughout his work, which deals with visual arts, literature and cultural
matters in general, there are so few references to music – at least when
compared to his mentions of technical images and writing, for instance.
And although he was always very well informed about technological
advances, he could grasp telematics – indeed as a pioneering thinker on
this matter – only at a further point of his philosophical career, which
caused him to make the following statement:
Despite this difference, the comparison between chamber music and
telematics occurred to me long ago, long before I began to write this essay.
Had I proposed this comparison at an earlier point in my thinking, I would
have made it easier to gain an insight into telematics. Unfortunately, I felt
forced to defer the model until now because it comes from the world of music.
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As the reader will surely have realized with surprise and annoyance, I have
excluded everything to do with ear and mouth, with sound and words, from
my thinking. I have omitted the audio-visual character of the universe of
technical images. For I am convinced that only now has the moment come to
speak about this. My conviction about this is one of the motivations for this
work.10
As we have seen, Flusser’s philosophical work in the nineteen
sixties – fully completed during his Brazilian phase – constitutes an
exception to the omission admitted by him in the passage above. It is
symptomatic that this admission was suppressed in the Portuguese
version of Into the Universe of Technical Images,11 produced by the
author himself, probably because it would be strange to state in this
version that he had not considered music at all, when in fact it played
such an important role in Language and Reality, which was published
– as Língua e realidade – only in Portuguese (and remains until now
without a translation into any other language). The other book of his,
which considers the theme of music, is The History of the Devil, which
had Flusser’s own versions in Portuguese and German published only in
Brazil and in Germany, respectively.
There is also another aspect of Flusser’s position that must be
considered: as he was a reader of Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, he was
certainly aware of the difficulties of bringing music – as the art of sounds
– so exactly close to technical images – as a visual phenomenon – since
both German philosophers, each in his own terms, warned against
mixing sonorous and optical artistic expressions. Nietzsche, for instance,
claims that the glorious ancient Greek culture itself began to decay with
the rise of Socratism, the choosing of well-constructed rational discourse
(more related to images) over the inexact, non-denotative musical
sounds. At this very moment too the balance between the sonorous and
the visual (and also the discursive) elements in Greek classic tragedy was
broken to benefit the latter, as a result of the innovations in language
396
10 Ibid., 163.
11 Vilém Flusser, O universo das imagens técnicas (São Paulo: Editora Annablume,
2010), 149 ff.
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introduced by Euripides.12 Although Flusser mentions this point by the
young Nietzsche, he takes more into account the position of
Schopenhauer (which was certainly the inspiration for the former),
when he identifies the universe of technical images with the “world as
representation”, as follows:
The universe of music is, according Schopenhauer, the ‘world as will’. It does
not represent anything. Schopenhauer sets the universe in contrast to the
‘world as representation’, the universe of technical images. The universe of
music is not grounded in anyone’s imagination but is some sort of biological
drive. Musical information does not depend on the receiver’s ability to decode
it (such as an ear linked to a brain); rather it permeates the receiver’s body with
vibrations, which bring this body into resonance (sympathy). The universe of
technical images, on the other hand, emerges from the imagination from a
kind of intellect. It presents something and wants to be deciphered. And so
the universe of technical images (the world as representation) sets itself before
the universe of music (before the world as will) and covers it like a veil. In
other words, the world of music is concrete life (will and suffering), and the
world of images is abstract conjuring, ‘Maya’. I will now argue against
Schopenhauer.13
Flusser’s disagreement with Schopenhauer is based on the fact that
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12 Friedrich Nietzsche, “Die Geburt der Tragödie,” in Werke I, ed. Karl Schlechta
(Frankfurt am Main / Berlin / Vienna: Verlag Ullstein, 1980): 80 ff.
13 Flusser, Into the Universe, 164. The passage by Schopenhauer, to which Flusser’s
discussion refers, is the following: “Music is as direct an objectification and copy
of the whole will as the world itself, nay, even as the Ideas, whose multiplied
manifestation constitutes the world of individual things. Music is thus by no
means like the other arts, the copy of the Ideas, but the copy of the will itself, whose
objectivity the Ideas are. This is why the effect of music is so much more powerful
and penetrating than that of the other arts, for they speak only of shadows, but
it speaks of the thing itself. Since, however, it is the same will which objectifies
itself both in the Ideas and in music, though in quite different ways, there must
be, not indeed a direct likeness, but yet a parallel, an analogy, between music and
the Ideas whose manifestation in multiplicity and incompleteness is the visible
world. The establishing of this analogy will facilitate, as an illustration, the
understanding of this exposition, which is so difficult on account of the obscurity
of the subject” (Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation,
translated by Richard B. Haldane and John Kemp. Accessed May 16, 2014,
http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_World_as_Will_and_Representation/Third_
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the divorce between music as part of the “world of will” and visual
phenomena, related to the “world of representation” only holds for him
regarding traditional images, not for the technical ones. These, while
they arise from alphanumeric codes, have the same nature as sounds and
their mutual combinations, since they have owed their existence from
the beginning to numerical quantities related to the frequency in their
mechanical vibrations. In Flusser’s own words:
It is true that technical images are calculated and computed representations
and belong in this sense to Schopenhauers World as representation. But as I
tried to show in the suggested model, the universe of technical images is
reminiscent of many things about the musical universe. In contrast to the
musical one, it is a universe of surfaces, but like the musical one, it is a pure
universe, free of any semantic dimension. Technical images are pure art in the
same sense that music alone once was. And so one can say that with the rise
of technical images, a new level of consciousness is reached, namely one that
makes music with visionary power.14
According to Flusser, this new level of consciousness had been under
preparation since the rise of the European historical artistic avant-gardes,
at the beginning of 20th Century, when Dadaists and Constructivists,
among other movements, carried out the first experiments with mixing
media – including image and sound. But this was still not enough to
characterise the revolution he foresaw in considering technical images
and musical sounds to give birth to a brand new kind of artistic
phenomenon, which he termed “audio-visual”:
In a sounding image, the image does not mix with music; rather both are
raised to a new level, the audio-visual, which could not realize its meaning
until now because of its grounding in earlier levels. [§] Contemporary
approaches to making music pictorial and pictures musical have had a long
preparation. They can be seen, for example, in so-called abstract painting and
in the scores of newer musical compositions. But only synthesized images are
really conceived musically and made musical with visualizing power.15
It is remarkable that, for Flusser, this technological mutation in
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Book#.C2.A7_52. See also Arthur Schopenhauer, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung
(Frankfurt am Main: Insel Verlag, 1987): 371.
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artistic phenomena meant a social and political shift in the conception
of creation as well, overcoming the one born under the influence of
Romanticism, involving creation as the expression of an inspired
individual, moving to a notion of collective production similar to that
described in his “fable”, but with a strong trait of existential statement,
in which the term “visionary” points not only to objects of vision, but
also to the power of the prospective vision of the future:
On the basis not only of its structure, but also of its technology so-called
computer art is moving toward sounding images and visible sound. And this
is the case not only in computer art but in all synthetic images and
compositions, even those that present themselves as scientific or political
documents rather than as art. Visionary power and music can no longer be
separated.16
I think that at least the main goal of this paper has been achieved:
showing that, although he has been always known for his conception of
technical images, Flusser did not leave the theme of music untouched,
not only in his early but also in his late writings. Doing that – and
conscious that these lines are only a first approach to the subject –, I
intend to show as well that here lies an open field for further
investigations, which will certainly be undertaken elsewhere.
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Jorge Peixinho: Towards an Ethics of the
Avant-garde
Francisco Monteiro
Porto
Jorge Peixinho (1940-1995) was the champion of Avant-garde music
in Portugal. A composer, pianist, organiser, conductor of his
Contemporary Music Group of Lisbon, lecturer, political militant
against the dictatorship, Jorge Peixinho took part in the first happenings,
he did collective free improvisation and carried out multimedia
performances, he used instruments and voices in their broadest
capacities and he used electroacoustic and theatrical means. As a
composer and a performer he introduced many techniques into Portugal
which until then had remained unknown: serialism, intuitive music,
extended instrument techniques, even anecdotal particularities that
marked Avant-garde music to a broad public in the nineteen sixties and
afterwards.
Nevertheless, he shows in his music a very prominent and consistent
interest in lyricism and even in emotional self-expression, sometimes in
ironic terms, at other times in pure – even puerile – romanticism. Most
of his music, with very few exceptions, such as Episódios (1960),1 Collages
I-II, A-E (JP 016, 1963-1965), Dominó (JP 020, 1964), Estudo V. Die Reihe
– Courante (JP 131, 1992), shows a strong harmonic and melodic
engagement, understanding these terms in all their historic perspectives
(from the Renaissance to Boulez).
At the beginning, Peixinho used mostly twelve-tone and other serial
means. But very soon he also embraced free – experimental – sonorities
(Cinco pequenas peças para piano – JP 001, 1959, Coração habitado – JP
025, 1966), random structures (Collages, 1963-1965), repetition and
Como integrar 305
1 The catalogue references are taken from Cristina Delgado Teixeira, Jorge
Machado, and José Machado, “Catálogos da obra de Jorge Peixinho,” in Jorge
Peixinho In Memoriam, ed. José Machado (Lisbon: Editorial Caminho, 2002):
321-402.
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improvisation (Harmónicos I – JP 031, 1967, Estudo I, Mémoire d’une
présence absente – JP 037, 1968), quotations (Estudo I – 1968), and even
political references (CDE – JP 040, 1970). What is more, he really never
gave up using any of these expressive means, leaving one or the other for
some time but then embracing them in an original or in a transformed
manner. The evolution of Stockhausen in the nineteen sixties (random
structures, intuitive music, world music, symbolic and theatrical means
of expression / performance) was, perhaps, closely followed by Peixinho
in his early compositions; but soon enough (perhaps after Harmónicos I
– 1967, or, according to himself, after Eurídice reamada – JP 034, 1968)
he became aesthetically more and more autonomous, pursuing his
particular path.2
1. The Avant-garde – an Aesthetic and Historical Perspective
The evolution of music in Europe after the Second World War has
been seen from different perspectives. The important events and
transformations that took place point to the emergence of new ideas of
sound and of music construction, and the explosion of their
consequences in all aspects of musical life such as expression, creation,
performance, production, education and musicology. 
There are several paradigmatic aspects that together developed
music to what it can now be seen as the historical Avant-garde
(Darmstadt, serialism, experimental music, electroacoustic music, and
subsequent approaches).
1) The first paradigm is the hypothetical decline of the tonal system,
the failure of a substructure that had been the common basis for all
music of the last two centuries, and had been understood by the public.
This decline was seen as a) a historical consequence of the highly
402
2 Cf. Jorge Peixinho, “Entrevista à Crítica (1972),” in Jorge Peixinho. Escritos e
 entrevistas, ed. Cristina Delgado Teixeira and Paulo de Assis (Porto: Casa da
Música / CESEM, 2010): 307.
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elaborated harmonies of Wagner and post-Wagnerian composers, and b)
a consequence of the increasing interest of composers and musicians in
the music of the others – the infrastructures, sounds, instruments of
subdued peoples (nationalities, lower classes, minorities) in Europe and
the Americas, and non-European music (from the Turks to the Far East).
This hypothetical decline foreshadowed the use of different non-tonal
substructures (modal, exotic, popular, new scales), the twelve-tone
theories of Schönberg and different kinds of serialism and post-serialism.
Peixinho, in 1964, wrote in-depth about Wagner,3 but used very sparsely
popular based melodies, structures and modes.
2) The second – and basic – paradigm is the ideal of the new.
The new as an opposition to the old and, later, to romanticism and the
romantic way of expression; the new as an awareness of the present
situation in history and the new as an aesthetic criterion: the concepts
of modern, new, truth and the Avant-garde as defined by Adorno and
others. For Peixinho the Avant-garde was indeed an important aesthetic
condition: contemporary music meant Avant-garde music; the rest was
just anachronism: “Para mim, música contemporânea é a da vanguarda.
Há música que se escreve hoje e não é da vanguarda, é simplesmente
anacrónica.”4
3) The cultural meaning of the twelve-tone system was important,
not only as a substructure for composition – as in Schönberg, Berg,
Webern, Eisler, Boulez – but also as a symbol of a basic idea: the abstract
construction as an aesthetic value in itself. This is, perhaps, the third
paradigm of the Avant-garde: the different ways of structuring music
based on mathematical and / or logical principles (modes, series,
stochasticism, chance) and their consequences in the 1950s and
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3 Jorge Peixinho, “O Clímax [Richard Wagner] (1964),” in ibid., 71.
4 “For me contemporary music is that of the Avant-garde. There is music written
today which is not Avant-garde, which is simply anachronistic.” Translated by
F. M. Cf. Jorge Peixinho, “Entrevista ao Diário Popular (1964),” in ibid., 210 f.
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afterwards, as seen in Messiaen, Boulez, Stockhausen, Xenakis and
Emmanuel Nunes, in the invention of modes (Bartók, Messiaen) and in
music analysis (A. Forte). Peixinho used twelve-tone and serialism; later
he used a technique he called para-serialism.
4) To experiment with sound, to play with sound objects and
sound structures, to question the material itself and the way it is
written, to enjoy any experiment with sounds and / or performance
as an artistic procedure, is perhaps a fourth paradigm that transformed
the music of the 1950s and afterwards. Peixinho took part in the first
happenings in Portugal, placed Cage pieces in his concerts, really
enjoyed shocking the bourgeois public with performances full of
disrupted means such as extended instrumental techniques and visual
– dramatic – effects: performance also in the sense of Performance Art:
“Não faz sentido falar-se de ‘experiência’ como um ‘meio’ para se
chegar a um ‘resultado’, porque na sua obra [de Stockhausen] […]
tais termos se sintetizam numa só atitude de criação [...]”.5
5) The fifth paradigm arises as the continuation of the evolution
in modern history of complex musical instruments, and their
technological developments: the machine and the mechanical spirit
and all such uses in music, from the Theremin, the intonarumori of the
futurists, musique concrète, to specific compositional software,
electroacoustic music and live electronics. Peixinho was, perhaps, the
first Portuguese composer to learn and to use these means, already in
the early 1960s.6
404
5 “It doesn’t make sense to speak of ‘experience’ as a ‘means’ to attain a ‘result’,
because in his work [that of Stockhausen] […] such terms merge into a single
attitude of creation.” Translated by F. M. Cf. Jorge Peixinho “Perspectivas [O que
é a Música?] (1968),” in ibid., 128.
6 1960, CEM (Contactorgaan Elektronische Muziek) studio at Bilthoven,
Netherlands.
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2. Modernity, the New and the Avant-garde
The concept of modernity is, in fact, a reference used by
different artists. In the 19th century, Baudelaire referred to the
importance of modernity: “Qui dit romantisme dit art moderne.”7
The concept of modernity is a response to the transitory, to the
circumstances of the time, to the needs of modern life. A modern artist
was one who was aware of the new social, political and cultural
developments of the 19th century, assuming his Zeitgeist against the
academy and the establishment: “La modernité c’est le transitoire, le
fugitif, le contingent, la moitié de l’art, dont l’autre moitié est l’éternel
et l’immutable.”8
Soon it was seen that any art forms considered modern became old
for the following generations, especially when society (the market, the
bourgeoisie) began to accept those modern artists. Modernité began to
be a synonym of décadence. New forms emerged from the newer
generations, opposing their ideas to the old modernity. The new was
a necessity, not only as an affirmation of a generation but also as a
continuous transformation, constantly proposing new forms and new
ideas. The new referred to the now, in a constant opposition to the past.
“Because: Art means New Art.”9
Another concept emerging together with the new was Avant-garde.
The new developed itself into a dialectic of the new, assuming a social
and political eminence – at least, an aesthetic one in terms of a constant
questioning of its principles.
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7 Charles Baudelaire, Salon de 1846, CollectionsLitteratura.com,
http://baudelaire.litteratura.com/ressources/pdf/oeu_13.pdf , accessed on May
20th, 2014. Quoted in Antoine Compagnon, Les cinq paradoxes de la modernité
(Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1990): 29.
8 Charles Baudelaire, Le peintre de la vie moderne, CollectionsLitteratura.com,
http://www.litteratura.com/ressources/pdf/oeu_29.pdf, accessed on May 20th,
2014. Quoted in Boulez, Relevés d’apprenti (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1966): 37.
9 Arnold Schönberg, “New Music, Outmoded Music, Style and Idea (1946),” in
Style and Idea (London: Faber and Faber, 1984): 115.
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Two perspectives of Avant-garde can be seen in art since the end of
the 19th century: an Avant-garde where the artists were engaged in a
political cause (from Zola to Kurt Weill, Stefan Wolpe, Eisler, Roslavetz,
Mosolov), and an Avant-garde where the artists were aesthetically
engaged (Rimbaud, Mallarmé, Satie, Stravinsky of the Sacre, Schönberg,
Boulez, Stockhausen, Peixinho). Some artists and movements such as
Dada, Surrealism, even Futurism, can be seen in one or the other kind
of Avant-garde, or even both (Nono). Interesting is the fact that the first
kind of Avant-garde with regard to the USSR, after the repression of
(Avant-garde formalist) artists under Stalin, developed into a politically
engaged tradition, involving artistic forms of the past with
contemporary ideological intentions. The second (more in central
Europe and America) took on different roles. Especially after World War
II, many artists questioned both materials and forms, even the ways
people appreciated art and the very concept of art itself:10 what now in
music is commonly understood as Avant-garde is this second path.
It is always important to refer to the thought of Theodor W.
Adorno, perhaps the most relevant thinker regarding new music in the
20th century. For Adorno the new – the new music – implies a coherent
opposition to the past. The new exists in the opposition to well-known
techniques, to already used expression (and saturated by the repetition
of its own expressive properties), to musical objects already overexplored:
In this way, art becomes the mere exponent of society, rather than a catalyst
for change in society. It thus gives official approval to that tendency of the
bourgeois consciousness to degrade all intellectual formulations to a simple
function, an object which can be substituted for some other object, or – in the
final analysis – an article of consumption.11
406
10 Cf. Antoine Compagnon, Les cinq paradoxes de la modernité (Paris: Éditions du
Seuil, 1990): 50 and 121-122. Results of this way of understanding the Avant-garde
are conceptual art, happenings, trash-art, and some other extreme approaches.
11 Theodor W. Adorno, Philosophy of Modern Music, trans. Anne G. Mitchell and
Wesley V. Bloomster (London: Sheed and Ward, 1973), 25.
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The new is the nostalgia for the new,12 implying an attitude of
permanent discovery and experimentation of new expressive means and
a constant movement – a constant change – in opposition to the
established. The new must also be in contradiction to society, as, in
Adorno’s aesthetics, capitalism tends to assimilate the new to the market
of art:
No artist is able to overcome, through his own individual resources, the
contradiction of enchained art within an enchained society. The most which
he can hope to accomplish is the contradiction of such a society through
emancipated art, and even in this attempt he might well be victim of despair.13
The new implies truth in art, in opposition to the false. Musical
objects are false or true not because of fashion but due to their
implications within a dialectic perspective of art and society. Truth
implies the novelty or recurrence of the materials – their more or less
expressive possibilities.
Even the more insensitive ear detects the shabbiness and exhaustion of
the diminished seventh chord and certain chromatic modulatory tones
in the salon music of the nineteenth century. For the technically trained ear,
such vague discomfort is transformed into a prohibitive canon. If all is not
deception, this canon today excludes even the medium of tonality – that is to
say, the means of all traditional music. It is not simply that these sounds are
antiquated and untimely, but that they are false. They no longer fulfil their
function. The most progressive level of technical procedures designs tasks
before which traditional sounds reveal themselves as important clichés.14
Thus, in Adorno, the new artist – the new musician – must have a
discussion with the past, a dialectic attitude of confrontation with the
sound materials, with the forms. Even a confrontation with a possible
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12 Id., Teoria Estética (Lisbon: Edições 70, 1982): 45.
13 Id., Philosophy of Modern Music, 105-106. Perhaps a wrong translation of the
original “[…] der entfesselten Kunst zur gefesselten Gesellschaft […]” (see Id.,
Philosophie der neuen Musik [Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1997], 102. I propose
“contradiction of unenchained art within an enchained society”.
14 Ibid., 34. Original emphases. 
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urge for stability – a resignation – with its own discoveries: “Music is not
to be decorative; it is to be true” and “Art does not arise out of ability
but rather out of necessity,15 and: ‘With the negation of illusion and
play music tends towards the direction of knowledge.’”16
Finally, Adorno’s aesthetic thought and social imperative take a
somehow tragic facet, as considered already so in 1949: its importance
for the future, as a message in a bottle, is in contrast with its inevitable
distance from the present and from the public.
Modern music sacrifices itself to this effort. It has taken upon itself all the
darkness and guilt of the world. Its fortune lies in the perception of
misfortune; all of its beauty is in denying itself the illusion of beauty. No one
wishes to become involved with art – individuals as little as collectives. It dies
away unheard, without even an echo. If time crystallizes around that music
which has been heard, revealing its radiant quintessence, music which has not
been heard falls into empty time like an impotent bullet. Modern music
spontaneously aims towards this last experience, evidenced hourly in
mechanical music. Modern music sees absolute oblivion as its goal. It is the
surviving message of despair from the shipwrecked.17
The importance of Adorno’s ideas remains not only in the critical
observations about the new music emerging in Europe (the first edition
of Philosophie der Neuen Musik appeared in 1949) but as an ideological
basis for the evolution of the Avant-garde, even in these first decades of
the 21st century. 
Adorno’s influence in the music of the second half of the century
continued, as a critic against some of the technical ideas spread in the
Darmstadt courses.
L’idée, encore répandue chez des jeunes compositeurs, qu’une musique
pourrait être déterminée tout entière par les propriétés naturelles du son isolé
se ramène justement à ce que Stockhausen dénonçait comme la ‘manie de
quantifier’. Cette idée laisse de côté un élément lui-même irréductible: celui
des relations; elle oublie que la musique n’est pas faite simplement de sons,
mais de rapports entre les sons; et que l’un ne va pas sans l’autre.18
408
15 Arnold Schönberg, Probleme des Kunstunterrichts, quoted in Ibid., 41.
16 Adorno, Philosophy of Modern Music, 41.
17 Ibid., 133.
18 Id., Quasi una fantasia, 318.
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In his article Vers une musique informelle,19 already in the nineteen
sixties, he proposed a constant and consistent search for new structures,
a discussion of musical materials of the past, a refusal of aprioristic
formal proposals, claiming for a consistent and systematic innovation:20
J’entends par ‘musique informelle’ une musique qui se serait affranchie de
toutes les formes abstraites et figées qui lui étaient imposées du dehors, mais
qui, tout en n’étant soumise à aucune loi extérieure étrangère à sa propre
logique, se constituerait néanmoins avec une nécessité objective dans le
phénomène lui-même.21
3. Peixinho’s music and thought
Peixinho’s experience especially after 1965 (the first happenings in
the Galeria Divulgação), although marked by the strong personality of
Stockhausen, was also influenced by his activities in the Avant-garde
artistic milieu, by his contacts with different artists: poetry (Herberto
Helder, E. Melo e Castro, Salete Tavares, António Aragão), new theatre
(Jorge Listopad, Ernesto de Sousa), new visual artists (José Rodrigues),
and foreign groups and composers such as Zaj, John Cage and David
Tudor, Gilberto Mendes, Koellreutter, and many others. Peixinho was
used to hearing and to studying many pieces and composers that he
thought would have any technical and / or aesthetic interest.
Minimalisms, free jazz and collective improvisation were techniques
he knew and that influenced his music. And even after 1974, although
already an established and accomplished composer, he was continually
analytically searching for new approaches, new aesthetic tendencies in
music, such as negative music, neo-romanticism and post-modernism.
In 1983 he wrote that “the postmodern spirit penetrated overwhelmingly
the musical poetics as a necessary reaction to the ascetic constructivism,
amazingly elevated to the category of mythical purity and scientific
accuracy.”
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O espírito do pós-modernismo penetrou avassaladoramente na poética
musical, como reacção necessária ao ascetismo construtivista, elevado
mirificamente à categoria mítica da pureza e do rigor científicos. A
recuperação dos signos de um passado musical, através (nos seus aspectos mais
prospectivos) de uma nova formulação sintáctica, de uma nova função
semântica, da dicotomia equilibradamente procurada (ou estabelecida) entre
alguns níveis dos valores tradicionais designados ilusoriamente por ‘conteúdo’
e ‘forma’, a polifonia de estilos, os confrontos entre linguagens distintas
(pardigmáticas [sic] de momentos históricos diversos da tradição musical, ou
ainda de diferentes culturas), trouxe até nós a abertura de horizontes
insuspeitados.22
Peixinho himself never refused one or the other technical procedure.
Furthermore, he continually used many kinds of techniques, many
different expressive means. The characteristics of some of Peixinho’s last
chamber works are significant in this regard:
- Fantasia-Impromptu (JP 125, 1990) is a very expressive and melodic
piece for saxophone and piano, sounding as if it were an improvisation,
full of ornaments, using many extended piano and saxophone
techniques;
- Estudo V (JP 131, 1992) for piano represents a further development
of strict serialism and para-serial techniques; 
- Glosa II (JP 134, 1992) for piano includes static chords, almost
traditional melodies, quotations (the Tristan chord), pointillist passages,
quick and long arpeggi; 
- In Folio – Para Constança (JP 135, 1992) for piano is a mourning
lament dedicated to Peixinho’s colleague Constança Capdeville, full of
successive repetitions, specific pointillist passages, chord developments,
long pedals and short melodic gestures; 
- Nocturno (JP 136, 1992) for piano almost exclusively uses static
chords and long pedals; 
- Dominó (JP 019b, 1994) is a revision of a serial work of 1964 for
flute and percussion; 
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22 Jorge Peixinho, “Música e Pós-Modernismo (1983),” in Jorge Peixinho. Escritos e
Entrevistas: 144-145.
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- ... A silenciosa rosa / Rio do tempo (JP 138, 1994) is a piece for flute,
violin, viola, cello and harp, consisting of static chords generating new
ones through slow transformations, soli, small melodic gestures and
counterpoint / ornamental developments. 
4. Peixinho’s aesthetic choices
A recuperação, em novas bases, de elementos como a melodia (no sentido
tradicional), o estabelecimento de sistemas, técnicas ou princípios de
‘funcionalidade’ harmónica, o renascimento das técnicas contrapontísticas,
até mesmo a ressurreição do sentido ‘tonal’ que havia por assim dizer
desaparecido da tradição musical europeia nas últimas décadas (da música
mais significativa, é claro, descontando todos os epígonos e populismos)
apontam-nos talvez para uma grande síntese dos movimentos de renovação
e revolução autêntica do ‘modernismo’ […] com os valores culturais e
humanistas implícitos nas suas referencias [sic] essenciais à nossa memoria
[sic] colectiva.23
Despite his public image as an intrepid Avant-garde (para-serial)
composer, Peixinho’s music sounds a bit far from the universe of
Darmstadt or post-serial music: Peixinho’s way of transforming all music
materials was engendered by a dialectic approach in terms of their
expressive properties and of their historical references.
The piece Madame Borbolet(r)a (JP 095, 1982), written for children
and inspired by Puccini’s Madama Butterfly, is especially interesting.
This piece – a homage to Porto’s theatre company Pé de Vento – uses
toys imitating a dog, a duck, a cicada, a dove, canaries and finches, a
cyclist and a wheel, a bow, balloons, music boxes and robots. Some small
instruments, such as a melodica, fifes, bagpipes, a bugle, a clown’s
concertina, a slide whistle, a small (toy) organ and a glockenspiel are
also used. Furthermore, there are snaps, nails, cups and plates played
with bows (made by children), crotales, chimes, a flexatone and a guitar,
as well as a narrator and a possible Indian flute.24 In the observations of
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24 Célia Araújo and Rui Bessa, “E do sótão saíram Borbolet(r)as!,” in Mémoires...
Miroirs. Conferências do Simpósio Internacional Jorge Peixinho [Lisbon 2010], ed.
Paulo de Assis (Lisbon: Colibri, 2012): 79.
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these authors, the ludic devices were used over a transforming harmonic
drone in order to create multiple, simultaneously sounding layers of
harmonic and aesthetic meaning. This is, in fact, an interesting dialectic
process of utilising musical and aesthetic resources, especially in light of
the different possibilities available at the end of the 20th century. It is
important to note that this piece was performed several times in Porto
in 1982, with several performances for children of underprivileged social
quarters. As stated by Cristina Delgado Teixeira, Peixinho understands
Avant-garde as an attempt to synthesise tradition in an innovative
creative expression, being evident the influences coming from non-
European cultures, from other artistic expressions and even from
phenomenology.25
His music and the evolution of Peixinho’s thought, as seen in
different texts and interviews, shows a personality pursuing a renewed
vision of art and of music, searching for the new as a personal ethical
imposition. Sometimes motivated by self-expression, Peixinho always
tried a dialectical approach, using, among others, expressively disruptive
means (sudden changes, extended instrumental techniques) and
quotations (Wagner is many times present). Self-expression becomes,
then, renewed musical expression, renewed Avant-garde, and a new
engagement of modernity with cultural and humanistic values, as in
the words of Peixinho. Post-serialism, Informal Music, Post-modernity,
the different aesthetic perspectives in contemporary music meet at some
point: they all refer to the same need for transformation of the past, for
discussion and inclusion of different materials.
But, for Peixinho, there are limits to this apparently odd
concurrence of concepts: contemporary music has to reflect the social,
cultural and the technological problems and situation of today’s
mankind, inserting itself in a historical process of evolution: 
412
25 Cristina Delgado Teixeira, Música, estética e sociedade nos escritos de Jorge Peixinho
(Lisbon: Colibri, 2006), 179
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Por definição, música contemporânea é aquela que reflecte os problemas e a
situação social, cultural e tecnológica do homem de hoje, inserindo-se num
processo histórico evolutivo. Não consideramos a música que está à margem
desta concepção; é uma música tão pobre que não tem projecção em si mesma,
tem coordenadas já ultrapassadas e vive de injecções...26
The rest is epigones and populism.
5. Conclusion
Peixinho experienced deeply every feature of the so-called Avant-garde
of the nineteen fifties and sixties (the historical Avant-garde), not only as a
student and a young composer, but also as a mature and established
musical individual. But he also pursued Adorno’s teachings through a
critical perspective of music in society and through a renewed interest in
the new: new musical materials, new structures and new (critical)
perspectives of old materials.
The Avant-garde experience of Peixinho responds to the later aesthetic
proposals of Adorno,27 as very early Mário Vieira de Carvalho wisely
explained.28 This progressive concept and the practice of the Avant-garde
by contemporary musicians, in the present time, maintains its relevance,
now far from stratifications and sedimentation of any sort, far from the
hard extreme serial (and post-serial) experiences, as well as far from some
reductive – uncritical, conciliatory – neo-romantic and post-modern
moods.
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Peixinho, Fernando Lopes-Graça, João José Cochofel, Michel
 Giacometti, José Blanc de Portugal, Georges Bernand, José Gomes
Ferreira, José Atalaya, Francine Benoît; Composer’s photo by
 Augusto Cabrita; drawing by Lima de Freitas]. Booklet. Lisbon:
 Associação Académica da Faculdade de Direito de Lisboa/
 /Juventude Musical Portuguesa.
1965. Editor. II Ciclo de Cultura Musical: Dedicado a Luís de Freitas
Branco no décimo aniversário da sua morte [Including texts by Luís
de Freitas Branco, Fernando Lopes-Graça, João de Freitas Branco,
José Atalaya, Humberto d’Ávila, Solange Corbin, Armando José
Fernandes, Vittorio Gui, Pierre Hourcade, Joaquim da Silva Pereira,
Marc Pincherle, Florinda Santos, Jean-Paul Sarrautte, Ernesto de
Castro e Silva, Jorge Croner de Vasconcelos, Francine Benoît].
Booklet. Lisbon: Associação Académica da Faculdade de Direito de
Lisboa (Secção Cultural).
6. Translations
2005. “Génese de um Libreto.” by Graziella Seminara. In Don
 Giovanni ou O dissoluto absolvido. Teatro, by José Saramago, 101-135.
Lisbon: Caminho.
1986. Semiologia da Música, by Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Umberto Eco,
Nicolas Ruwet, Jean Molino (Texts selected by Maria Alzira Seixo).
Lisbon: Vega.
1973. Ludwig van Beethoven, by Jean e Brigitte Massin, 5 Vols. Lisbon:
Estampa.
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7. Production of Music Recordings
1974a. CDE by Jorge Peixinho. Grupo de Música Contemporânea de
Lisboa (Ensemble), Filipe de Sousa (Piano), and Jorge Peixinho
(Conductor). Album cover by Carlos Martins Pereira. Photos by
Alice Gentil and José Luís Madeira. Estúdio Valentim de Carvalho
(Sound Engineer: Hugo Ribeiro). Vynil LP Guilda da Música
 Sassetti PST 50 020, 1974. CD Strauss ST 2071, 1995.
1974b. A Voz e o Alaúde no Renascimento [Voice and Luth in the
 Renaissance]. Jennifer Smith (Soprano) and Manuel Morais (Luth).
Album cover by Artur Rosa. Estúdio Valentim de Carvalho (Sound
 Engineer: Hugo Ribeiro). Vynil LP Guilda da Música Sassetti PST
50 003.
1974c. História Trágico-Marítima [The Tragic History of the Sea], by
Fernando Lopes-Graça (poems by Miguel Torga). José de Oliveira
Lopes (Baritone), Hungarian Radio Chorus, Budapest Symphony
Orchestra, Gyula Németh (Conductor). Recording: Hungaroton,
Budapest, October 1974 (Sound Engineer: Lászlo Csintalan).
 Production: Sassetti, SARL. Edition: Lamiré SC. Included in
 Discoteca Básica National, edited by SEC (State Secretary for
 Culture). Vynil LP Diapasão Diap 25 001, 1977.
1973a. Piano Works by Fernando Lopes-Graça: Sonata No. 1, Sonata
No. 3, Três Velhos Fandangos Portugueses. Olga Prats (Piano). Album
cover by Henrique Ruivo. Recorded at Estúdio Valentim de
 Carvalho (Técnico de som: Hugo Ribeiro). Vynil LP Guilda da
Música. Included as CD in Discoteca Básica Nacional, edited by
SEC (State Secretary for Culture). Strauss ST 2037, 1995.
1973b. Degrées; Impromptu pour un voyage, by Emmanuel Nunes. Paris
String Trio; Trio Debussy; Jean-Jacques Greffin (Trumpet). Album
cover by Alice Gentil. Recorded at the German Evangelic Church,
Paris, 2 to 4 December 1973 (Sound Engineer: Peter Willemoes).
Included in Discoteca Básica Nacional, edited by SEC (State
 Secretary for Culture). Vynil LP Diapasão Diap 25 002, 1978. CD
Strauss / Portugalsom - SP 4032, 1994. 
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1973c. Elegia a Amílcar Cabral [Elegy to Amílcar Cabral], Electronic
Music, by Jorge Peixinho. Recorded in IPEM, Gent, Belgium, 1973.
Vynil LP Diapasão Diap 25 003, 1978. CD Strauss / Portugalsom SP
4118, 1997.
1973d. Supervision. Carmina Burana, by Clemencic Consort
 (Harmonia Mundi), 5 Vynil LP. Portuguese Edition by Guilda da
Música, Sassetti.
1973e. Supervision. Antologia da Música Europeia dos Trovadores a
 Beethoven [Anthology of European Music from the Troubadours to
Beethoven]. Recordings selected by António Marques de Almeida.
8 Vols., 110 Vynil LP, edited by Guilda da Música, Sassetti, 1973.
8. Collaboration in Radio Broadcasts2
1995
RDP3 – Antena 2
“Eça de Queiroz e a música.” interview conducted by Esmeralda Serrano
(9/12).
“Michel Giacometti in memoriam.” (20/10).
TSF – Radio Jornal
Several chronicles on music events.
1994
TSF – Radio Jornal
Radio broacast on Fernando Lopes-Graça on the day of his death (29/11).
Other chronicles on music events.
1993
TSF – Radio Jornal
Several chronicles on music events.
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1992
“Rossini e o bel canto.” (24/3).
“Ivan, o Terrível, de Prokofiev.” (29/2).
“No bicentenário do nascimento de Rossini.” (28/2).
“Que significa ‘concerto’?” (15/2).
“Lichtung de Emmanuel Nunes: estreia em Paris.” (13/2).
“As Paixões de Bach e o teatro épico de Brecht (a propósito da Paixão
 Segundo São João).” (8/2, 9/2).
“Na morte de Constança Capdeville.” (4/2).
“A violinista japonesa Midori.” (20/1).
“Na morte do maestro Silva Pereira.” (19/1).
“O Morcego no Porto.” (16/1).
“O Morcego no Teatro de S. Carlos.” (3/1).
TSF – Radio Jornal
Other chronicles including music examples:
“Carnaval com Petruchka em S. Petersburg.” (3/3).
“Miso Ensemble e a música do moinho de maré de Corroios.” (March).
“João Domingos Bomtempo e a Serenata do Hino da Carta.” (March).
“Um grupo musical do Norte da República do Equador.” (March).
“Rossini e a ‘ópera de números’.” (March).
“As Exéquias Musicais de Heinrich Schütz e os desastres da guerra.” (March).
“A Sonata de violoncelo de Luís de Freitas Branco interpretada por Irene
Lima e João Paulo Santos.” (February).
“As Valsas de Chopin por Victorino d’Almeida.” (February).
“Der Zauberer ou a adolescente seduzida: uma canção de Mozart por Barbara
Hendrycks e Maria João Pires.” (February).
“A Cantata do Café de Bach, o desejo e a emancipação feminina.” 
(January).
“Glenn Gould e o Idílio de Siegfried na versão original de câmara.”
(January).
“Sonatas de Scarlatti em edição fac-similada de Gerhard Doderer, 
interpretadas por Cremilde Rosado Fernandes (edição do INIC).” 
(January).
“A Cena do Idiota de Boris Godunov, de Mussorgsky, e o destino da
Rússia.” (January).
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RDP – Antena 2
“Depoimento sobre Constança Capdeville.” broadcast by Pedro Amaral
(March).
1991
TSF – Radio Jornal
“Canções tradicionais de Natal.” (24/12).
“Nos 85 anos de Lopes-Graça.” (17/12).
“Evocação de Luís de Freitas Branco na data do aniversário da sua
morte.” (27/11).
“Pedro Burmester.” (14/11).
“Os músicos do Teatro de São Carlos e o Requiem Mozart.”  (November).
“Amor de Perdição no Teatro de São Carlos.” (November).
“Mozart: A Flauta Mágica representada em Berlim.” (1/10).
“Mozart: Idomeneo representado em Berlim.” (30/9).
“José Carreras.” (9/9).
“Concerto de metais em Palmela.” (20/8).
“Concerto Pavarotti na TV.” (August).
“A primeira mulher a dirigir ópera em Itália.” (August)
“A Varsoviana.” (July).
“Pianista Steuerman no Festival dos Capuchos.” (July).
“Brigitte Fassbaender.” (July).
“Tania Achot.” (July).
“Mozart: Solistas barrocos.” (25/6).
“Mozart: Cosi fan tutte.” (25/6).
“Claudio Arrau.” (9/6).
“A Oferenda Musical de Bach.” (8/6).
“Evocação de Mozart.” (8/6).
“Evocação de Stradivarius.” (5/6).
“Na morte de Wilhelm Kempff.” (24/5).
“Maria João Pires (2).” (May).
“Maria João Pires (1).” (May).
“A política musical do Secretário de Estado da Cultura.” (May).
“Emmanuel Nunes no Coliseu: Quodlibet.” (May).
“Blimunda de Azio Corghi e José Saramago.” (April).
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“Nova música para o Doutor Marbuse de Fritz Lang.” (April).
“Nova música para filmes de Chaplin.” (March).
“As Percussões de Estrasburgo.” (February).
“O Amor das três laranjas de Prokofiev.” (February).
“Acerca do Teatro de São Carlos.” (January).
“Turandot de Busoni.” (January).
Other chronicles including music examples:
“Lopes-Graça: Concertino para piano, cordas, metais e percussão.” (17/12).
“Leporello: ária do catálogo do Don Giovanni.” (5/12).
“Cosi fan tutte de Mozart.” (5/12).
“Glenn Gould interpreta Mozart.” (5/12).
“Cancioneiro Tradicional Português de Michel Giacometti.” (2/12).
“Les Brigands de Offenbach, pela Ópera de Lyon.” (November).
“Música Sacra Portuguesa do Século XVIII pela Capela Lusitana (dir.
Gerhard Doderer).” (November).
“Cancioneiro de Belém pelos Segréis de Lisboa (dir. Manuel Morais).”
(November).
1990
RDP – Antena 2
“Luís de Freitas Branco.” two interviews conducted by Alexandre
 Delgado (October).
TSF – Radio Jornal
“Kurt Masur à frente da Orquestra Filarmónica de Nova Iorque.”
(26/12).
“Bicentenário de Mozart.” (5/12).
“Vathek de Luís de Freitas Branco.” (December).
“Sinfonia n.º 2 de Mahler.” (December).
“Sonatas de Mozart, por Maria João Pires.” (December).
“Mefistófeles de Boito.” (December).
“No aniversário da morte de Luís de Freitas Branco.” (27/11).
“Na morte de Michel Giacometti.” (24/11).
“Luciano Pavarotti em Portugal.” (24/11).
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“Macbeth de Verdi.” (November).
“Na morte de Leonard Bernstein.” (14/10).
“Evocação de Leonard Bernstein.” (14/10).
“Evocação de Luís de Freitas Branco, no aniversário do seu nascimento.”
(12/10).
“Evocação de John Filipe de Sousa.” (October).
“Fidelio de Beethoven.” (October).
“Concerto de flauta barroca.” (October).
1987
RDP – Antena 2
Estes sons, esta linguagem, series of 20 programmes broadcasted  fortnightly
since March.
1986
RDP – Antena 2
“Centenário de Liszt.” (July).
Several chronicles in Semanário Cultural.
1985
RDP – Antena 2
“Evocação de Luís de Freitas Branco, no 30.º aniversário da sua morte.”
(November).
Comments to Ascensão e Queda da Cidade de Mahagonny, during the
broadcast from Teatro de São Carlos (March).
“Centenário de Alban Berg.” (February).
“Tricentenário de Haendel.” (February).
Several chronicles for Semanário Cultural.
1972-1974
Radio Renascença
Music programmes regularly produced for the radio programme Tempo
Zip.
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9. Collaboration with TV (RTP)4
1990. “Carlos Seixas: um compositor português na corte de João V.”
script draft for a TV-film of 50 minutes comissioned by António
Braz Teixeira, Administrator of RTP.
Musical advising and dramaturgy for the following TV theatre plays
 directed by Artur Ramos:
1992a. A Castro, by António Ferreira.
1992b. Electra, Trilogy by Eugene O’Neill.
1991. Uma família portuguesa, by Miguel Rovisco.
1990. Um Amor Feliz, by David Mourão Ferreira.
1989. Esta noite sonhei com Brueghel, by Fernanda Botelho.
1988a. Octávio, by Victoriano Braga.
1988b. Topaze, by Marcel Pagnol.
1987a. Relíquia, by Eça de Queiroz, adapted by Sttau Monteiro and
Artur Ramos.
1987b. Passeio pelo teatro português.
1986. Resposta a Matilde, by Fernando Namora.
1975a. Interview with Luigi Nono (25 minutes), broadcast in the
weekly series edited by Fernando Luso Soares (February).
1975b. Supervision of several programmes and broadcasts of “classical
music” (May-November).
10. Music Criticism and Other Press Reviews or Chronicles5
2013
Público
“Língua Portuguesa e Ciência.” (29/12).
“Universidades: reserva da República.” (16/9).
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“Toxicodependência das finanças públicas!” (12/8).
“Ocupação alemã e colaboracionismo.” (4/8).
“A privatização do interesse público.” (28/7).
“A ‘Alma da Europa’ à venda.” (26/6).
“Razão fria e barbárie” (24/4).
“Bundesbank ou Ministério da Propaganda?” (7/4).
“Desemprego macht frei.” (24/3).
“Circo Europa.” (10/3).
“Mais betão para cima das artes!” (19/2).
2012
Público
“Memória de Emmanuel Nunes.” (4/9).
“A ‘minúscula besta’ e a pós-história.” (26/8).
“O Estado social e a Guerra Fria.” (31/7).
“As artes do espetáculo e o emprego artístico.” (15/4).
“O Estado-Mercadoria à mercê do Estado-Empresa.” (14/1).
2011
Público
“Salvar a banca em vez de salvar vidas.” (7/9).
“Música e heterodoxia.” (12/7).
“O paradoxo do neoliberalismo.” (6/6).
“O Estado-mercadoria e o fim da democracia.” (18/4).
“Economia da miséria, miséria da economia.” (2/1).
2010
Público
“Difamação do Estado e economia paralela.” (4/12).
“Quem acode ao emprego artístico?” (20/11).
“Escovar a história a contra-pêlo.” (24/9).
“A doença infantil de Passos Coelho.” (23/8).
“Cultura local ou internacional.” (1/8).
“Homenagem a Sequeira Costa.” (15/6).
“Analfabetismo do intelecto.” (19/5).
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“A Cultura e o Estado de Direito.” (9/5).
“Uma polícia da cultura.” (19/4).
“Em louvor de Christoph Dammann.” (1/4).
“O país às avessas.” (17/3).
“Aprender fazendo.” (27/2).
“As lições de um concerto.” (2/2).
“Para uma arqueologia dos valores.” (25/1).
“O valor da hipocrisia e a hipocrisia dos valores.” (6/1).
2009
Público
“Do braço secular à sociedade civil.” (15/11).
“Cultura e civilização.” (2/11).
“Menos Estado, mais desigualdade.” (26/9).
“Catequese ou programa político?” (28/8).
“Diferenciação ou clonagem de diplomados?” (4/8).
“Ópera e efera pública.” (5/7).
“Nos oitenta anos de Jürgen Habermas.” (17/6).
“Questões de Estado e questões de gosto.” (12/5).
“Mudar a universidade: endogamia e ética.” (18/4).
“Empresas públicas e produção artística.” (21/3).
“Jornalismo de casino.” (25/2).
“Fausto: a mulher num universo concentracionário.” (26/1).
“A cultura que nunca existiu.” (10/1).
2008
Público
“A macdonaldização da Antena 2.” (13/12).
“As reformas na educação: ressentimentos e incompreensões.” (20/10).
“A realidade e a fábula num golpe de teatro.” (27/9).
“O sapo crucificado.” (18/9).
“Magalhães: como funciona e para que serve?” (2/9).
“Por lo imposible andamos.” (16/8).
“Gerir por objectivos ou navegar à vista?” (31/7).
“A ópera como investimento reprodutivo.” (25/7).
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“Simplex no apoio às artes.” (19/7).
“Sê bela e cala-te!” (8/7).
“Uma revolução na nossa cultura universitária.” (21/5).
“A nova legislação de apoio às artes: uma reforma estrutural.” (9/4).
“A OPART e o modelo de EPE para os organismos de produção
 artística.” (24/3).
“Cinema: arte e indústria.” (13/2).
Diário de Notícias
“Ópera, Bailado e os saudosistas do antigamente.” (9/7).
2007
Público
“Sobre o Estatuto do Artista.” (3/12).
2004
Público
“As universidades portuguesas e o desafio de Bolonha.” (12/2).
1999
Vértice
“Don Giovanni – Uma história exemplar.” 88: 86-89.
1995
Jornal de Letras
“Moço de recados precisa-se.” 15: 648.
“Jorge Peixinho: o primado da ideia poética.” 15: 17. (30/8).
Other periodicals
“A música e a autofagia da Fundação Gulbenkian.” Expresso (16/12).
“Luigi Nono.” Público, Supplement Zoom: 5. (5/5).
“Lopes-Graça, unidade de pensamento e acção.” Revista da Música 4:
19-21.
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1994
Jornal de Letras
“O Doido e a Morte de Alexandre Delgado.” 14/629: 26-27.
Expresso [Revista]
“A ópera enquanto teatro musical.”: 88-91. (4/6).
1993
Jornal de Letras
“Ligeti presente e ausente.” 13/565: 23.
“Intoleranza 1960 de Luigi Nono.” 13/564: 20-22.
“A Ópera fica-nos curta nas mangas.” 13/561: 26-28.
“Ópera de luxo, ópera do mendigo: Brecht no Teatro Aberto.” 13/550
[without page numbers].
1992
Jornal de Letras
“Stockhausen: Os teatros do som.” 12/519: 22-23.
1991
Jornal de Letras
“Idomeneo na Ópera Cómica de Berlim: o desmoronar de um
 despotismo iluminado.” 11/492: 25-27.
“Ópera mumificada.” (Rapto no Serralho no São Carlos) 11/471: 20.
“Resposta a uma carta do cantor Fernando Serafim.” 11/469: 31.
“Blimunda no São Carlos.” 11/464: 23.
“Blimunda: o voo cénico da Passarola.” 11/462: 27.
“S. Carlos: pensar é morrer.” 11/461: 22-23.
“Emmanuel Nunes: ascese, rigor e originalidade.”; “Biografia breve.”
10/456: 26.
Two interviews with Emmanuel Nunes, 10/454: 18-20.
“Rinaldo: a excepção.” 10/451: 21.
“Pavarotti e Maradona: o mesmo fenómeno.” 10/444: 21.
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1990
Jornal de Letras
“Na morte de Bernstein.” 10 [without page numbers] (24/12).
“A reinvenção do som elementar.” 10: 20. (18/12).
“Não condescender com a degradação.” 10/438: 19.
“Giuditta: uma redescoberta moderna.” 10/437: 21.
“Toda a música é contextual.” 10/433: 16.
“Uma obra-prima da música dramática.” 10/432: 27.
“Schubert no Festival dos Capuchos.” 10/425: 19.
“Por uma ópera em português.” 10/422: 17.
“O discurso subliminar de duas mulheres de excepção.” 10/419: 20.
“Lohengrin: coesão musical e beleza plástica.” 10/414: 23.
“O iluminismo por cumprir-se.” 10/413: 7.
“Blimunda ou a Paixão de Baltasar segundo Scarlatti.” 10/412: 22-23.
“Canções de Lopes-Graça sobre poetas ibéricos.” 10/400: 50.
“O salto qualitativo que é preciso no São Carlos.” 9/396: 22-23.
“João de Freitas Branco e o tempo das perseguições da PIDE.” 9/392: 12.
Other periodicals
“Política musical: da dissipação ao investimento reprodutivo.”
 Contraponto (Boletim da JMP) 2: 3.
“Erros de avaliação” Diário de Notícias: 7 (16/9).
1989
Diário de Lisboa
“Ser ou não ser de vanguarda: um pseudo-problema?” (17/2).
“Maria João Pires, a sua música e o seu público.” (4/2).
“O teatro eléctrico da voz.” (28/1).
“O opus 131 ou a música como filosofia.” (21/1).
“Wolf Biermann na Faculdade de Letras.” (14/1).
“Da cor local à animação musical.” (7/1).
“Fazer música como quem respira.” (2/1).
Jornal de Letras
“Otelo, acontecimento mundano.” 9/388: 18.
“Música de António Teixeira como ele nunca a ouviu.” 9/381: 28.
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“Happy end artisticament happy.” 9/380: 28-29.
“Teatro musical mesmo sem Debussy.” 9/380: 27.
“Entre o Circo e o Teatro.” 9/367: 20-21.
“Ofanim de Berio ou a tecnologia humanizada.” 9/359: 20.
“Que opções para o S. Carlos?” 9/357: 26.
“A canção política em Portugal.” 9/355: 29-30.
“Uma Nona Sinfonia luminosa.” 9/354: 23.
Sete
“Pina Bausch.” (October).
“Conformismo e inconformismo na nova música.” (April).
“Karajan retira-se da vida artística.” (April).
“O casamento pensado em ballet.” (April).
1988
Diário de Lisboa
“Offenbach, ponto de encontro entre Eça de Queirós e Karl Kraus.”
(31/12).
“Os Descobrimentos com Placido Domingo?” (24/12).
“Músicos em Congresso tiram conclusões.” (3/12).
“Eça de Queirós e Offenbach.” (19/11).
“Gewandhaus de Leipzig: 200 anos de tradição.” (4/11).
“Música e Musicologia.” (29/10).
“Que verbas para que música? Uma carta da Fundação Gulbenkian.”
(21/10).
“Grandes Orquestras Mundiais e a sala de concertos que não temos.”
(15/10).
“Tafelmusik interpreta Monteverdi.” (8/10).
“Silêncio no Dia Mundial da Música.” (1/10).
“Jornadas de Música Antiga.” (24/9).
“Ser ou não ser insubstituível.” (21/9).
“Em busca do pós-moderno no teatro musical.” (17/9).
“Na pista do Teatro Musical.” (9/9).
“Bolsas de Estudo Fernando Lopes-Graça.” (19/8).
“De Gil Vicente à Opereta de Gombrowicz.” (5/8).
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“O Rigoletto em Nova Iorque: um momento de antologia no teatro
 musical contemporâneo.” (29/7).
“Música no feminino.” (22/7).
“Um talento fulgurante.” [Joly Braga Santos], (19/7).
“Música e cooperação internacional.” (15/7).
“A ópera e o seu público.” (8/7).
“A música na Reforma do Sistema Educativo.” (1/7).
“Cantar e representar.” (17/6).
“Fernando Pessoa na música portuguesa.” (11/6).
“Enganar a fome ouvindo música.” (4/6).
“As Bodas no São Carlos.” (20/5).
“12.ºs Encontros de Música Contemporânea.” (13/5).
“A vanguarda soviética tocada por norte-americanos.” (6/5).
“Michael Gielen e a Orquestra da Rádio do Sudoeste da Alemanha.”
(29/4).
“A Regie Sinfonia ou o triste destino das orquestras em Portugal.” (22/4).
“Don Juan em cena, música da sua época em disco.” (15/4).
“Da ópera radiofónica à ópera como teatro.” (8/4).
“O Pássaro de Fogo pela Companhia Nacional de Bailado.” (2/4).
“Mozart, segundo o Comissário do Povo para os Negócios  Estrangeiros.”
(25/3).
“Jovens compositores premiados no CAM.” (4/3).
“Jovens compositores portugueses.” (26/2).
“Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan e o seu Grupo.” (19/2).
“Música do século XX sob a direcção de Álvaro Salazar.” (5/2).
“Bonecos de Santo Aleixo e Vozes do Mundo no ACARTE.” (12/2).
“Dois cantores debutantes à procura duma ópera.” (29/1).
“Música e Ballet na Fundação Gulbenkian.” (22/1).
“Euro-Rádio ou a distância que nos separa da Europa.” (15/1).
“Oliveira Lopes no British Council.” (9/1).
“Toscanini.” (2/1).
Other periodicals
“O Otello de Peter Stein: a Ópera de Gales e a Ópera.” O Diário (25/6).
“Mulheres compositoras ou a nossa irremediável perdição.” Mulheres
127: 64-65.
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1987
Diário de Lisboa
“Encontro Oriente-Ocidente.” (12/1987).
“Música e literatura no romantismo alemão.” (16/12).
“Uma semana de bailado.” (11/12).
“A música e os mitos.” (30/11).
“A ópera em questão.” (27/11).
“A música e os mitos.” (20/11).
“Jazz em Novembro: Michel Portal.” (13/11).
“O novo tango de Astor Piazolla, virtuose do Bandonéon.” (12/11).
“Música coral.” (7/11).
“De Maria João Pires a Zakir Hussain.” (30/10).
“Arte viva ou mumificada.” (23/10).
“Vilancicos tocados por Savall, explicados por Rui Nery.” (16/10).
“Música Antiga: Ensemble Stradivaria.” (10/10).
“Jornadas de Música Antiga.” (9/10).
“Festa e realidade.” (2/10).
“Se temos o ábaco para que queremos computadores?” (25/9).
“Por uma concepção de teatro musical como arte criativa.” (18/9).
“Encontros ACARTE ou a Europa é maior do que parece.” (12/9).
“Beethoven na oposição política.” (4/9).
“Beethoven do outro lado do fio.” (28/8).
“Concertos com leitura a acompanhar.” (21/8).
“Do nobre desprezo do canto.” (14/8).
“Pierrot Lunaire na Central Tejo.” (31/7).
“Uma obra, duas interpretações, três intérpretes.” (10/7).
“Festival do Estoril: inauguração nos Jerónimos.” (4/7).
“Concurso Viana da Mota: 45 pianistas em prova.” (26/6).
“Animação Cultural em iniciativa da JMP.” (19/6).
“Música no Hot Club.” (5/6).
“Dos passes de magia contra os músicos portugueses.” (29/5).
“Gavrilov: um dos grandes pianistas de sempre.” (22/5).
“Arte vocal em conflito com teatro musical.” (15/5).
“Grupo de Música Contemporânea no Teatro da Comuna.” (9/5).
“Xenakis na Fundação Gulbenkian.” (8/5).
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“Grupo de Música Contemporânea no Teatro da Comuna.” (8/5).
“Música minimal.” (6/5).
“Jorge Peixinho, musicus poeticus.” (5/5).
“Stockhausen: A magia de Eva.” (5/5).
“Stockhausen: do racional ao transcendental.” (2/5).
“Intercâmbios.” (May).
“Boulez e a obra aberta.” (May).
“Stockhausen em Lisboa.” (24/4).
“Quartas Jornadas da Oficina Musical.” (18/4).
“Kiu de Luís de Pablo no S. Carlos.” (6/4).
“A ópera Kiu no São Carlos.” (3/4).
“Kiu de Luís de Pablo.” (27/3).
“Uma carta de Schoenberg.” (20/3).
“Viena 1900.” (6/3).
“Encontro Oriente-Ocidente.” (March).
“Estudar José Afonso, o músico.” (27/2).
“A tragédia de Dresden num Quarteto de Chostakovitch.” (20/2).
“Jovens artistas na Gulbenkian.” (13/2).
“Concertos.” (6/2).
“Ravel e Purcell no S. Carlos.” (27/1).
“A decisão dificilmente tomada.” (22/1).
“Regresso a Joly Braga Santos.” (16/1).
“Debussy, ecologista.” (7/1).
Other periodicals
“Cabaret: nova criação de Jerôme Savary.” Sete (19/8).
“O Navio dos Cabrais.” O Jornal (Revista) 656: 18-21. (18/9).
1986
Diário de Lisboa
“Toru Takemitsu, o compositor de Ran.” (24/12).
“Lopes-Graça e o nosso destino nacional.” (21/12).
“O carácter nacional da obra de Lopes-Graça.” (17/12).
“Concerto de Lopes-Graça no S. Carlos.” (6/12).
“Os oitenta anos de Fernando Lopes-Graça.” (4/12).
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“Teresa Berganza.” (28/11).
“O Navio Fantasma no S. Carlos.” (14/11).
“Elmar Oliveira com a Orquestra Gulbenkian.” (10/11).
“Da música de Bomtempo ao jazz-para-ser-ouvido.” (8/8).
“O Requiem nos Jerónimos e os cantores do S. Carlos.” (6/8).
“Cultura e alienação.” (8/7).
“Do Frei Luís de Sousa ao Rigoletto.” (24/6).
“Entrevista com Fernando Lopes-Graça.” (in collaboration with João
Mendes), (18/6).
“O Rei-Pastor: ópera séria como arte ornamental.” (9/6).
“10.ºs Encontros de Música Contemporânea.” (10/5).
“As portas que Abril não abriu.” (26/4).
“Fidelio, um projecto frustrado de teatro épico.” (5/4).
“Fidelio no S. Carlos.” (29/3).
“O Rapto do Rapto.” (3/3).
“Cantar, tocar e fazer teatro.” (7/2).
“Música do Nilo.” (24/1).
Other periodicals
“Lopes-Graça face ao Estado Novo.” (reproduction of an excerpt from
‘Pensar é morrer’ ou O Teatro de São Carlos na mudança de sistemas
sócio-comunicativos), O Diário (Suplemento Cultural), (14/12).
“Festivais de Música Clássica: variedade de experiências musicais.” Sete
(16/7).
“Do que a música (não) diz.” review of Semiologia da Música, by
Umberto Eco et al. (Lisbon: Vega, 1986), Diário de Notícias
 (Suplemento Cultural), (15/6).
1985
Diário de Lisboa: 
“Homenagem a Luís de Freitas Branco.” (22/11).
“A nova temporada de ópera.” (2/11).
“Requiem... por quem?.” (28/10).
“A recepção do teatro barroco: Narciso ou um equívoco.” (26/10).
“Dar nova vida à música antiga.” (25/10).
“João Lourenço Rebelo no Portugal de Seiscentos.” (22/10).
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“Ópera barroca, bailado clássico e moderno.” (18/10).
“Ainda a Orquestra Estatal da URSS.” (16/10).
“VI Jornadas de Música Antiga.” (11/10).
“Orquestra Sinfónica da URSS.” (10/10).
“Orquestra da URSS na Gulbenkian e no Coliseu.” (4/10).
“O Romantismo e a Ópera: uma exposição em Sintra.” (28/9).
“Uma triste viuvinha.” (28/9).
“Bandas de Música na Gulbenkian.” (13/9).
“Opúsculos de Lopes-Graça.” (30/8).
“A questão do Requiem por Pessoa e as opiniões do Ministro da
 Cultura.” (19/8, 28/10).
“Ir ao concerto para tocar.” (17/8).
“O segredo da Suite Lírica.” (9/8).
“Cenerentola no S. Carlos: um arremedo de encenação.” (12/7).
“A Administração da RDP e a suspensão da Onda Média 2.” (12/7).
“No centenário de Heinrich Schütz.” (5/7).
“Sintra e o Romantismo.” (28/6).
“Quadras à d(er)iva.” (27/6).
“Concerto da Oficina Musical.” (7/6).
“Mahagonny de Brecht / Weill no S. Carlos.” (21/3, 30/3).
“Estreia moderna em vão do Átila de Verdi.” (16/3).
“Um filme também sobre Mozart (Amadeus ).” (4/3).
“Butterfly no São Carlos.” (16/2).
“Quarta-feira de cinzas com música de Schütz.” (15/2).
“Alban Berg nasceu há cem anos.” (9/2).
“Semana Mozart.” (9/2).
“Tristão e Isolda no São Carlos.” (29/1).
“Tannhäuser: a crítica do Estado repressivo e machista.” (26/1).
“Winifred e a nazificação de Wagner.” (25/1).
Other periodicals
“No tricentenário de Haendel.” O Diário (Suplemento Cultural), (1/12).
“Weill (na rádio) com o Requiem de Berlim,” O Diário, (4/8).
“O teatro de Wagner ou a música ao serviço do drama.” O Diário
 (Suplemento Cultural), (20/1).
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1984
Diário de Lisboa
“Floridante de Haendel.” (1/10).
“Marialvismo, libertinagem e emancipação feminina.” (16/7).
“Wozzeck de Alban Berg na Ópera de Dresden.” (4/5, 25/6).
1983
Diário de Lisboa
“Don Giovanni repensado por Liubimov.” (26/12).
“Arrancar ao capital a máscara.” (21/12).
“La Traviata ou a história duma mulher só.” (9/12).
“Bayreuth no centenário de Wagner.” (12/9, 19/9, 26/9).
“Para quando a lei das interdições profissionais?” (9/8).
“A campanha contra a RDA ou o regresso à guerra-fria.” (30/5).
“Do Anti-Fígaro à perspectiva de mudança.” (29/1).
“Fischer-Dieskau versus Pavarotti: dois estilos de execução.” (3/1).
1982
Diário de Lisboa
“Ariana em Naxos encenada por Herz.” (30/12).
“Quando Mozart não quer que se cante.” (29/12).
“Na Ópera de Dresden.” (27/12).
“Uma nova Bohème na Ópera Cómica de Berlim.” (24/12).
“Crepúsculo dos Deuses em São Carlos.” (22/12).
“Festival de Música e Teatro em Berlim.” (13/10, 15/10).
“Maria João Pires: apoteose em São Carlos.” (20/9).
“Na Ópera Cómica de Berlim.” (4/9).
“Dois jovens pianistas portugueses em Moscovo.” (23/8).
“Esta Flauta Mágica e o futuro do São Carlos.” (11/8).
“Mozart em folhetim.” (16/7, 17/7, 24/7, 26/7, 2/8).
“Ópera de Pequim: arte total.” (9/7).
“Encontros de Música Contemporânea.” (9/6, 12/6, 19/6).
“Os Mestres Cantores ou a coroa de louros para o teatro.” (8/5).
“Salomé de Strauss.” (24/4).
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“Estreia de Holofernes.” (17/3).
“O novo auditório de Leipzig.” (10/3).
“Estreia de Kagel em Berlim Ocidental.” (28/1).
1981
Diário de Notícias
“O sério e o cómico na Ópera do Estado de Berlim [II].” (1/1).
Diário de Lisboa
“Nos 75 anos de Fernando Lopes-Graça.” (23/12).
“O Teatro Musical de Walter Felsenstein.” (13/11).
“A Morte de Danton encenada por Alexander Lang.” (20/10).
“São Carlos em tempo de mudança?” (12/10).
“Cancioneiro Popular Português.” (1/10).
“Basta de tanto sofrer: 20 anos de muro de Berlim.” (29/9).
“Reunião parlamentar da ONU na RDA.” (25/9).
“Gonzalo Olavide contra a uniformidade na música contemporânea.”
(28/8).
“A estreia do Requiem pelas vítimas do fascismo em Portugal.” (31/7).
“Novidades sobre La Giuditta.” (15/5).
“A guerra colonial no Festival de Berlim.” (4/3).
“Peter Grimes de Britten ou uma comunidade inglesa em Berlim.” (16/2).
“O Amor Industrioso ou os vícios de base do S. Carlos.” (8/1).
1980
Diário de Notícias
“O sério e o cómico na Ópera do Estado de Berlim [I].” (6/12).
“Lulu na Ópera Cómica de Berlim.” (23/9).
Diário de Lisboa:
“A tradição e o modelo salazarista do São Carlos.” (29/12).
“Julius Caesar na Ópera do Estado de Berlim.” (19/11).
“A Morte de Séneca.” (12/11).
“Do Rigoletto ao Caso Makropoulos.” (12/9).
“Macbeth: a ópera e a responsabilidade dos encenadores.” (10/9).
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“Maneiras de estar na ópera: A propósito de um Titus em Leipzig.” (6/9).
“Fidelio de Beethoven em Hanói, cantado em vietnamita.” (4/9).
“Festival do Estoril.” (3/9).
“Música sinfónica no Pavilhão dos Desportos.” (2/9).
“Lopes Graça e Os Lusíadas.” (25/8).
“Nova música portuguesa.” (4/8).
“Roteiro Cultural.” (29/7, 5/8, 8/8).
“Um século de música norte-americana.” (19/7).
“Teatro de São Carlos, local do crime.” (12/7).
“Encontros de Música Contenporânea.” (11/7, 18/7).
“O amor industrioso.” (5/7).
“Reviver a época de Camões através da música.” (28/6).
“80 coros no centenário do Orfeão Académico de Coimbra.” (27/6).
“Em defesa dos cantores portugueses.” (16/6).
“Procurar Mozart em Losey.” (30/5).
“Bisneto de Wagner encena Parsifal em Lisboa.” (24/5).
“Grupo de Música Contemporânea: 10 anos de intervenção.” (21/5).
“London Sinfonietta: jogo e expressão.” (17/5).
“Schumann em violoncelo.” (15/5).
“Wozzeck no São Carlos há 20 anos e hoje.” (12/5).
“Variantes de Filipe Pires: a música e o número.” (10/5).
“Apocalypse now: o teatro da guerra?” (7/5).
“Os Mestres-Cantores de Leipzig.” (21/3).
“Portugal na Feira de Leipzig.” (10/3).
1979
Jornal da Costa do Sol
“Balanço crítico do V Festival da Costa do Estoril.” (3/10).
Diário de Lisboa
“O último concerto do ano.” (26/12).
“Festival de filme-documentário em Leipzig.” (30/11).
“Marchismo em frente.” (28/11).
“Óperas-Minute no Festival da Holanda.” (4/10).
“Festival de Jazz em Setúbal.” (28/9).
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“Satie, Picabia e René Clair.” (28/9).
“Ópera em Praga e Bratislava.” (21/9).
“O violino pode ser mais importante.” (21/9).
“A bateria emancipada.” (14/9).
“Carmen pela Companhia Nacional Checa.” (7/9).
“Teatro Musical 1979.” (31/8).
“Ópera Cómica de Berlim.” (24/8).
“Jorge Peixinho, músico radical.” (22/8).
“Festival do Estoril.” (7/8).
“Entrevista a Ramón Barce.” (2/8).
“No termo da temporada de ópera.” (26/7).
“A tecnologia contra a cultura.” (19/7).
“Concurso Viana da Mota.” (7/7).
“Don Giovanni sempre diferente.” (2/7).
“A cultura que deve ser.” (22/6).
“Descobrir o passado.” (8/6).
“Primavera de Praga: Sequeira Costa.” (1/6).
“Entrevista ao presidente da Câmara de Almada.” (28/5).
“Companhia Portuguesa de Ópera dá sinal de vida.” (23/5).
“Um Rigoletto memorável.” (10/5).
“Retrospectiva dos últimos concertos na Gulbenkian.” (9/5).
“Em busca de uma linguagem nova.” (5/5).
“Obras de Emmanuel Nunes e Jorge Peixinho.” (24/4).
“Alfredo Kraus, o melhor Werther.” (23/4).
“Lulu na TV.” (17/4).
“Ópera à espera da Primavera.” (10/4).
“ Do 25 de Novembro à frustração da direita.” (7/4).
“Bienal de Berlim.” (30/3).
“A vanguarda musical e a canção política.” (16/3).
“Solistas de Câmara da Gulbenkian com Álvaro Salazar.” (8/3).
“Siegfried Matthus: compor para quem.” (14/2).
“Wagner, Wagner, quem és tu?.” (10/2).
“Depoimento sobre o Teatro de São Carlos para ANOP.” (2/2).
“Uma orquestra à procura do lá.” (26/1).
“A greve dos músicos em São Carlos.” (12/1).
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1978
Diário de Lisboa
“Para um ‘dossier’ sobre realismo e vanguarda.” [issue of 4 pages],
(30/12).
“De Finisterra com Carlos de Oliveira.” (22/12).
“O novo snobismo.” (22/12).
“Sonambulismo operático.” (22/12).
“Orquestra da BBC no São Luiz.” (6/12).
“Os últimos concertos da Gulbenkian.” (20/11).
“Por onde vai a música soviética?” (11/11, 15/11).
“Julia Kristeva na Associação Portuguesa de Escritores.” (3/11).
“Uma carta de Ana Bela Chaves.” (31/10).
“Gulbenkian: nada de novo.” (27/10).
“Música de Peixinho na Torre de Belém.” (21/10).
“Uma orquestra a desfazer-se.” (19/10).
“Notícias do Conservatório.” (14/10).
“Dia Internacional da Música.” (9/10).
“Entrevista a Luís de Pablo.” (22/9, 29/9).
“Peixinho em água e mármore.” (8/9).
“O Ouro do Reno.” (23/8).
“Leoš Janáček morreu há cinquenta anos.” (12/8).
“Muitos concertos, pouco público.” (11/8).
“Entrevista a Artur Semedo.” (11/8).
“Um dicionário de música.” (4 , 5, 17, and 28/8).
“Os despedimentos no Conservatório.” (1/8).
“Aldo Ciccolini no São Luiz.” (31/7).
“Quais os objectivos culturais do Teatro de São Carlos?” (15/6).
“Encontros de Música Contemporânea.” (6/6, 16/6, 20/6, 24/6, 29/6,
30/6).
“Na via do teatro experimental.” (26/5).
“A propósito do caso Tomás.” (15/5).
“O recital e o filme por fazer.” (13/5).
“Maria Velho da Costa: na literatura, a rosa.” (9/5).
“Veredas da música.” (6/5).
“Guilherme e Marinela ou a sátira do machismo.” (3/5).
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“Recordação de Tachkent.” (27/4).
“O 25 de Abril e o trabalho de um compositor.” (25/4).
“O Trovador no Coliseu.” (13/4).
“O Trovador no São Carlos.” (7/4).
“Nos 70 anos de Karajan.” (6/4).
“Luís de Freitas Branco, uma obra por conhecer.” (3/4).
“Glória de Vivaldi e Paixão de Bach.” (30/3).
“D. Pascoal tradicional.” (23/3).
“Cantus firmus.” (18/3).
“Artistas búlgaros no São Luiz.” (16/3).
“Eugénio de Andrade na Faculdade de Letras.” (14/3).
“Barata Moura na SPA: Pôr em prática a ideologia.” (8/3).
“Beethoven vendido por grosso.” (2/3).
“Uma paz podre.” (1/3).
“Que concertos temos?” (4/2).
“As armas que eu trazia na bagagem.” (21/1).
“Sonatas de Schubert na Fundação Gulbenkian.” (12/1).
“A propósito do Quebra-Nozes pelo Ballet Gulbenkian.” (10/1).
“Perspectivas do novo teatro musical.” (9/1, 14/1).
1977
O Diário
“No 150.º aniversário da morte de Beethoven.” (December).
Diário de Lisboa
“Respeitar a criação.” (17/12).
“A vida musical na RDA.” (7/12, 10/12, 12/12, 14/12, 16/12, 17/12, 22/12,
27/12).
“Carta a um maestro meu amigo.” (3/12).
“Manuel de Lima, um homem ‘barbaramente’ presente.” (29/10).
“Mussorgsky: a encenação sonora da palavra.” (26/10, 28/10).
“De Beethoven a Mussorgsky.” (21/10).
“Quinzena da música soviética.” (19/10).
“Beethoven no Dia Mundial da Música.” (13/10).
“Vagas na Orquestra Gulbenkian.” (19/9).
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“Festival em retrospectiva.” (15/9).
“Música na Festa do Avante.” (12/9).
“Peixinho em água e mármore.” (8/9).
“Vanguarda e ligação à terra.” (24/8).
“Duas concepções de direcção.” (2/8).
“Um Requiem por coincidência.” (23/7).
“A música como princípio e fim.” (16/7).
“Isto de cantar... o que é?.” (14/7).
“Intervenção socialista.” (12/7).
“Novos compositores.” (11/7).
“Pausa para reflexão.” (5/7).
“À procura de um som novo.” (30/6).
“Não criar música em vão.” (21/6).
“Novos artistas executantes.” (4/6).
“Lugar da nossa música.” (14/5).
“Êxito de cantora portuguesa no S. Carlos.” (14/5).
“O Orfeu dos sons-ruídos.” (7/5).
“Xerxes pela Ópera de Leipzig.” (6/5).
“A música como argumento político.” (19/4).
“Mais vaias no S. Carlos (Madame Butterfly ).” (14/4).
“Música viva e reprodução mecânica.” (6/4).
“O Barbeiro de Sevilha: pateada em S. Carlos.” (15/3).
“A Espanha da Inquisição e a luta pela Liberdade.” (12/3).
“Stoika Milanova.” (24/2).
“Para onde vamos?” (27/1).
“Ver e ouvir para além da música.” (20/1).
“O piano do Município.” (18/1, 25/1).
Extra (Revista)
“A Ópera de Leipzig em Lisboa.” 18. (16/4).
“A Cultura depois do 25 de Abril [direction of a round table with
Eduardo Prado Coelho, João de Freitas Branco, Manuel Gusmão,
and Maria Velho Costa].” 32-34. (23/4).
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1976
O Diário
“Lopes-Graça ou a importância do mi bemol.” (31/12).
O Jornal
“As suspensões na TV: Justiça ou retaliação política?” (30/7).
Diário de Lisboa
“Para onde vai a música de câmara?” (29/12).
“Stop no non-stop.” (3/12).
“Concerto em Alhandra.” (20/11).
“Responda a Gulbenkian.” (6/11).
“Um minuto de silêncio (por Manuel de Lima).” (3/11).
“Requiem por Mozart.” (22/10).
“Ter consciência do processo histórico.” (7/10).
“Fernando Lopes-Graça: 70.º aniversário, 50 anos de actividade
 criadora.” (23/9).
“Falla, Ohana, Lopes-Graça.” (21/9).
“Bach segundo Tortelier.” (15/9).
“Da cítara indiana ao piano de Chopin.” (20/8).
“Quartetos de cordas e Zés Pereiras.” (3/8).
“Ser respeitado e dar-se ao respeito.” (28/7).
“Convívio e música.” (23/7).
“Nova linguagem na dança contemporânea.” (9/7).
“Vanguardismo estético e vanguardismo político.” (3/7).
“A luta continua.” (26/6).
“Beethoven no Coliseu.” (15/6).
“Encontro com a nova música.” (11/6).
“Ballet da Moldávia.” (4/6).
“À procura da vanguarda.” (31/5).
“Ópera de Varsóvia.” (24/5).
“A voz na música de hoje.” (16/5).
“Viva Verdi!” (13/5).
“Revolução política e revolução cultural.” (12/5).
“Pensar a música hoje.” (3/5).
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“Bailado e animação cultural.” (3/4).
“Sonia Kehler: a revelação de Brecht.” (29/3).
“Quando os músicos tomam a iniciativa.” (13/3).
“Algumas perguntas ao S. Carlos.” (11/3).
“O quarteto da Paz.” (3/3).
“Ópera de importação.” (25/2).
“Serviço de Música Gulbenkian: para quando a autocrítica?” (20/2).
“A via musical para a democracia.” (11/2).
“A Verdi o que é de Verdi.” (7/2).
“Cinco cantores numa redoma.” (4/2).
“Uma artista que se afirma (Anabela Chaves).” (29/1).
“A ópera: privilégio ou função?” (20/1).
“Pensar a música em vez de consumi-la.” (13/1).
1975
Diário de Lisboa
“Da matemática à música.” (31/12).
“A resistência antifascista e a lição de Lopes-Graça.” (29/12).
“Bela Bartók, hoje.” (20/12).
“Um músico na Revolução (Chostakovitch).” (8/11, 10/11, 13/11, 14/11,
18/11).
“A 15.ª Sinfonia de Chostakovitch.” (28/10).
“Concerto popular com a Orquestra da E. N.” (11/10).
“A música e a luta ideológica.” (22/9, 23/9, 26/9, 27/9).
“O concerto possível duma orquestra em crise.” (25/8).
“Gyula Németh dirige a Orquestra Sinfónica da Emissora Nacional.”
(22/8).
“À memória de Chostakovitch.” (12/8).
“Orquestra da E. N.: a crise continua.” (9/8).
“Um concerto, uma intérprete.” (5/8).
“O Grupo Gulbenkian ao ar livre.” (31/7).
“Fazer arte e fazer política.” (29/7).
“Lopes-Graça em concertos itinerantes.” (23/7).
“Certezas e equívocos da Companhia Portuguesa de Ópera.” (22/7).
“I Encontro de Coros do Ribatejo.” (13/6).
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“Aplausos e pateada para Vitorino de Almeida.” (11/6).
“A sala de concertos de dentro para fora.” (6/6).
“III Festival dos Três Coros.” (4/6).
“Da pesquisa estética à acção revolucionária.” (2/6).
“A revolução a dançar: Ballet Nacional de Cuba.” (22/5).
“O burguês Strauss e a Isolda frustrada.” (19/5).
“Conservatório Nacional: a crise eterniza-se.” (14/5).
“Uma obra prima da ópera checa.” (6/5).
“Mensagem de Luc Ferrari.” (17/4).
“Responder ao desafio.” (4/4).
“Espectáculos de Mischa Maisky e Victoria Postnikova.” (25/3).
“Da intervenção de Verdi à ópera portuguesa.” (21/3).
“Uma orquestra a recuperar.” (4/3).
“Revolução na cultura, cultura na revolução.” (24/2).
“Luigi Nono: fazer a música e a revolução.” (31/1, 3/2).
“A estreia da Elegia para jovens amantes.” (13/1).
“Bach e Beethoven versus Ricardo Strauss.” (10/1).
1974
Diário de Lisboa
“Concerto da Orquestra Sinfónica da Emissora Nacional.” (26/12).
“Novos discos de Lopes-Graça.” (18/12, 26/12).
“Beethoven entrevistado para A Mosca.” (14/12).
“Do privilégio de ser músico.” (2/12).
“A Orquestra Sinfónica da E. N. ameaçada.” (27/11).
“Assim vai a Gulbenkian.” (19/11).
“Orquestra Naciona Inglesa no S. Carlos.” (13/11).
“Duas embaixadas artísticas siberianas.” (2/11).
“Obras Lopes-Graça no concerto comemorativo do 25 de Abril.” (26/10).
“Descentralização cultural, plano exposto por Nuno Barreiros.” (25/10).
“Sequeira Costa e a Orquestra de Sidney.” (23/10).
“Da URSS, de novo boa música e solidariedade.” (30/9).
“Grande jornada popular com os coros da armada soviética.” (16/9).
“Amália melhor que José Afonso?” (22/8).
“Festival do Algarve.” (6/8, 24/8, 26/8).
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“Homenagem a Francine Benoît.” (31/7).
“O aggiornamento da Gulbenkian.” (22/7).
“Bailado soviético no S. Carlos.” (1/7).
“Conservatório Nacional: as sequelas duma reforma.” (1/7).
“Escândalo no São Carlos.” (27/6).
“Béjart e o oportunismo da Gulbenkian.” (4/6, 6/6).
“Situação da Ópera.” (24/5, 3/6, 5/6, 17/6).
“O fascismo na música.” (17/5, 18/5).
“O futuro da ópera em Portugal não se pode basear em soluções do 
 passado.” (6/5).
“Grande êxito de Sutherland e Kraus na Traviata.” (22/4).
“Os Segréis de Lisboa na Fundação Gulbenkian.” (19/4).
“Donizetti ou a anti-ópera.” (8/4).
“La Bohème resiste.” (5/4).
“Um grande cantor e os seus equívocos.” (22/3).
“Beethoven e Berlioz músicos populares.” (18/3).
“Georg Solti e a Orquestra de Paris no Coliseu.” (11/3).
“Georg Solti e o Falstaff.” (7/3).
“A Missa Solene reabilitada.” (4/3).
“Um maestro exuberante, mas funcional.” (2/3).
“Um trio e um maestro solista.” (22/2).
“Uma Flauta Mágica neutralizada em vez de redescoberta.” (18/2).
“O Cavaleiro da Rosa no Coliseu.” (4/2).
“Suspensão de Emmanuel Nunes.” (31/1).
“O recital de Schwarzkopf.” (24/1).
“Música, para onde vais?” (18/1).
“Inauguração da temporada de ópera.” (12/1).
“Don Giovanni: o melhor teatro e a melhor música.” (3/1).
1973
Seara Nova
“Que crítica musical?” (January).
Diário de Lisboa
“Exposição de raridades musicais no Palácio da Ajuda.” (29/12).
“Um políptico dramático-musical chamado Pélleas et Mélisande.”
(20/12).
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“Gravado em Paris o primeiro disco de Emmanuel Nunes.” (6/12).
“Notas musicais à margem do Ludwig de Visconti.” (22/11).
“Filarmónica de Nova Iorque.” (14/11, 23/11).
“Os maestros, as orquestras e as falsas aparências.” (12/11).
“Os dilemas da Filarmónica e as responsabilidades do Município.” (9/11).
“Êxito de Silva Pereira com a Orquestra de Zagreb.” (6/11).
“Uma ironia no Reino Cadaveroso do nosso violinismo.” (1/11).
“Da interpretação de certos vícios aos vícios de certas interpretações.”
(22/10).
“Uma catedral de música no Pavilhão dos Desportos.” (12/10).
“Variações psicanalíticas sobre um tema de Gustav Mahler.” (23/8).
“Entre a música e a dança.” (23/7).
“A cantata dos Direitos Humanos.” (5/7).
“A música de Lopes-Graça, essa desconhecida.” (4/7).
“Entrevista a Iannis Xenakis.” (28/6, 12/7).
“Músicos ingleses na Gulbenkian.” (21/6).
“Notícias do Litoral.” (18/6, 19/6).
“Percussão: a música mais contemporânea.” (17/6).
“A crise da Orquestra Gulbenkian” and “Para um ‘dossier’ Gulbenkian.”
(7/6, 21/6, 23/8, 9/8, 23/8, 30/8, 13/9, 20/9, 27/9, 11/10, 2/11).
“Penderecki: do cântico amorfo ao capricho erótico.” (7/6).
“O universo musical de Emmanuel Nunes.” (6/6).
“Música viva de Lutoslawsky.” (2/6).
“10.º Festival de Royan.” (31/5, 14/6, 21/6, 19/7).
“Música vinda de Cracóvia.” (30/5).
“O charme discreto da Gulbenkian.” (25/5).
“No concurso de violino: Bach subjectivo, Mozart objectivo.” (23/5).
“Factor geográfico na protecção a quartetos.” (18/5).
“Wagner entrevistado em Lisboa.” (17/5).
“Parsifal: misticismo ou anti-misticismo?” (17/5).
“O público cantou mas ‘o rei vai nu’.” (11/5).
“Beethoven com vícios que o direito qualifica.” (10/5).
“Parsifal de via reduzida.” (7/5).
“Fazer justiça a Chopin.” (3/5).
“Boris Christoff ou Boris Godunov?” (15/4).
“Fiorenza Cossotto no Trovador.” (9/4).
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“Evocação de Pedro de Freitas Branco.” (5/4).
“Tosca em rotina.” (29/3).
“Antes de mais convém saber ouvir.” (22/3).
“Apontamentos polémicos à margem de um festival.” (15/3).
“Uma Carmen à beira do abismo.” (12/3).
“A magia desmistificada.” (10/3).
“Uma flauta mágica.” (9/3).
“Quando chegará o tempo de Mahler?” (7/3).
“Bons músicos, bons maestros.” (3/3).
“A importância da função social da música.” (1/3).
“Um pianista duplamente limitado.” (27/2).
“Festival dos Três Coros.” (22/2).
“Gestos em falso.” (18/2).
“Tristão e Isolda de Wagner.” (15/2).
“Música para fazer brilhar solistas.” (10/2).
“A anti-memória em música.” (2/2).
“Ópera: assim fazem todas.” (30/1).
“Ópera Escocesa no S. Carlos.” (27/1).
“O ponto de vista musical em A Laranja Mecânica.” (25/1).
“Quando o jazz vem de Nuremberga.” (19/1).
“Acaso e determinismo na música contemporânea.” (18/1).
“Um pouco da Broadway no S. Carlos.” (16/1).
“Temporada de Ópera: S. Luiz antecipou-se.” (12/1).
“Música acessível.” (11/1).
“Que é que a música exprime?” (4/1).
1972
Musicalíssimo
“Promenade e cá: a propósito de um concerto.” 1972.
Jornal do Comércio
“Manon: sobrevivência tão difícil como incómoda.” (28/2).
“The Rake’s Progress de Stravinsky.” (25/2).
“Música antiga e contemporânea no S. Luiz.” (24/2).
“Uma cantora em ascensão e um maestro em crise.” (7/2).
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“Ópera: guerras que se ganham e guerras que se perdem.” (5/2).
“As Variações Rococó num programa deserto.” (2/2).
“Pequenos Concertos no S. Luiz.” (1/2).
“Erwartung e Electra no S. Carlos.” (31/1).
“Brilhante exibição de Maria João Pires.” (21/1).
“Royal Philarmonic Orchestra.” (20/1).
“Pianista espanhol no Instituto Alemão.” (15/1).
“Ifigénia em Taurida.” (6/1 ?).
“Excelente concerto pela Orquestra Gulbenkian.” (6/1).
“Ana Bela Chaves: concerto de Bartók.” (5/1).
“Dois concertos de Natal.” (4/1).
Diário de Lisboa
“O dilema de Jorge Peixinho.” (28/12).
“Mahler: a primeira e as últimas sinfonias.” (21/12).
“Quando a habilidade não chega.” (21/12).
“Canções de Lopes-Graça por Dulce Cabrita.” (20/12).
“A crítica supérflua.” (19/12).
“Uma experiência de divulgação musical radiofónica.” (14/12).
“Homenagem a Ravel.” (13/12).
“De um filme de Kubrick a um concerto no São Luiz.” (9/12).
“Três solistas no último concerto da Emissora.” (4/12).
“As encomendas e o compositor (Joly Braga Santos).” (3/12).
“Finalmente, Webern: infelizmente, Webern.” (27/11).
“Entrevista a Jorge Peixinho.” (23/11).
“Caricatura e eficácia na direcção de orquestra.” (23/11).
“Carta aberta a Manuel de Lima.” (23/11).
“O debate que não chegou a haver.” (23/11).
“Em Círculo da Fundação.” (19/11).
“A melhor Sexta na pior interpretação.” (18/11).
“Gerardo Ribeiro: êxito na Gulbenkian.” (10/11).
“Rudolf Serkin em Lisboa.” (8/11).
“Aimez-vous Brahms?” (1/11).
“Onde se fala de Rossini e de Beethoven, de Xenakis e de Chopin, a
propósito de Hans Werner Henze.” (29/10).
“Orquestra do S. Luiz: que fazer?” (28/10).
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“Chefes de orquestra precisam-se.” (27/10).
“Concertos sinfónicos da Emissora Nacional.” (24/10).
“Música para orquestra, de Bartók.” (21/10).
“Penderecki na Gulbenkian.” (19/10).
“Da luminosidade de Mozart ao ascetismo de Bruckner.” (14/10).
“Música de cravo na lapela.” (13/10).
“Música de piano de Lopes-Graça por Nella Maissa.” (7/10).
“Petruchka de Stravinsky: o dramático e o pitoresco.” (30/9).
“Aranjuez, mon amour.” (29/8).
“Stockhausen: partir de um som conhecido para um som inteiramente
novo.” (24/8).
“Êxito de Maria José Falcão no Festival de Sintra.” (21/8).
“Do mecenato aristocrático à aristocracia na música.” (19/8).
“Bailado no S. Luiz.” (8/8).
“Ser ou não ser: a questão da Filarmónica.” (2/8).
“Bailado branco e negro.” (25/7).
“Lopes-Graça: do pianista ao recriador de poemas.” (22/7).
“Grupo de Música Contemporânea de Lisboa.” (22/7).
“Morte e Transfiguração do Piano.” (4/7).
“No tricentenário de Heinrich Schütz.” (28/6).
“Os irmãos Kontarsky na Gulbenkian.” (27/6).
“As lições do Quarteto de Filadélfia.” (7/6).
“New Phonic Art ou a investigação básica em música.” (3/6).
“Single Singers e Cathy Berberian na Gulbenkian.” (30/5).
“Mourray Louis: a meio caminho de caminhos alheios.” (26/5).
“Wagner no Coliseu.” (9/5).
“A força da rotina.” (18/4).
“Rubinstein, o último romântico.” (16/4).
“9.º Festival de Royan.” (15/4, 22/4, 6/5, 7/5, 27/5).
“Bailado na Gulbenkian.” (24/3).
“Diversas espécies de isolacionismo.” (22/3).
“Otelo no Coliseu.” (18/3).
“O maestro necessário.” (17/3).
“O Ovo de Colombo.” (15/3).
“Otelo no São Carlos.” (12/3).
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“Vasco Barbosa no S. Luiz.” (4/3).
“Falhanço previsível.” (3/3).
“Liszt in natura.” (1/3).
Crítica
“Cinco Romances Tradicionais Portugueses” and “Partita” de Lopes-
Graça, 5, (March).
Review of Ludwig van Beethoven, by Jean and Brigitte Massin, 5,
(March).
1971
Diário de Lisboa
“Entrevista a Michel Giacometti.” (18/6).
“Corrigenda. Beethoven, homem político.” (28/1).
Seara Nova
“D. Duardos e Flérida: um feito da nossa música dramática.” (March).
Jornal do Comércio
“Um grupo em desagregação?.” (23/12).
“Deseducação do público, preço da má rotina.” (16/12).
“Emissora Nacional: um programa medíocre.” (15/12).
“Stravinsky nos concertos da E. N.” (6/12).
“Festival de Jazz.” (29/11).
“Dois maestros brasileiros.” (25/11).
“Inauguração da temporada na Fundação Gulbenkian.” (18/11).
“IV concerto da Emissora Nacional.” (17/11).
“Um concerto supérfluo.” (13/11).
“Sylvia Markovici: uma artista empolgante.” (10/11).
“Temporada do S. Luiz.” (9/11).
“O Requiem de Mozart na Fundação Gulbenkian.” (8/11).
“VII Ciclo de Música para Órgão.” (3/11).
“Encontros-Debates para quê?” (2/11).
“Inauguração do novo Teatro Municipal de Lisboa.” (28/10).
“Festival de Sintra.” (17/8, 24/8, 31/8, 7/9).
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“Festival de Vilar de Mouros.” (3/8, 10/8).
“La Bohème no Trindade.” (27/7).
“Uma exposição sem quadros.” (20/7).
“Nikolais Dance Theatre.” (29/6).
“Obras de Scarlatti e Carissimi na Gulbenkian.” (29/6).
“Mais festival.” (22/6).
“Música de Lopes-Graça na Academia de Amadores de Música.” (15/6).
“O décimo quinto Festival Gulbenkian.” (8/6).
“Três companhias de bailado em Lisboa.” (8/6).
“O Grupo de Música Contemporânea de Lisboa e a Fundação
 Gulbenkian.” (1/6).
“Orfeu e Eurídice no Trindade.” (18/5).
“Academia de Amadores de Música.” (11/5).
“Olga Prats e as responsabilidades do intérprete aqui e agora.” (4/5).
“Festival de Royan.” (13/4, 20/4, 27/4, 4/5, 11/5, 18/5, 25/5, 8/6, 15/6, 22/6).
“Estreia moderna do Miserere de Bomtempo.” (6/4).
“Il Prigioniero (em estreia) e Il Tabarro no S. Carlos.” (6/4).
“Três concertos de música de câmara.” (30/3).
“Don Giovanni cantado e encenado por Tito Gobbi.” (23/3).
“Emissora Nacional e Banda da GNR.” (23/3).
“O Rigoletto no S. Carlos.” (16/3).
“Grupo de Música Contemporânea de Lisboa.” (16/3).
“Temporada do Grupo Gulbenkian.” (9/3, 30/3).
“Paul Tortelier: a decadência?” (2/3).
“Excelente realização cénica da Carmen.” (2/3).
“Gerardo Ribeiro um violinista de futuro.” (9/2).
“Tristão e Isolda no S. Carlos.” (9/2).
“Um concerto excepcional no Instituto Alemão.” (2/2).
“Inauguração brilhante da temporada de S. Carlos.” (26/1).
“Álvaro Cassuto dirige a Orquestra Gulbenkian.” (26/1).
“Música – Fundação Gulbenkian.” (19/1, 16/2, 9/3).
“Quebra-Nozes numa realização feérica.” (5/1).
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1970
Foco
“Concertos sinfónicos.” (January).
Seara Nova
“Rubinstein e Oistrakh entre nós.” (October).
“Música.” (Concert review), (May).
Jornal do Comércio
“Estreia no S. Carlos de D. Duardos e Flérida.” (29/12).
“Concerto na Fundação Gulbenkian.” (15/12).
“Círculo de Cultura Musical.” (8/12).
“Grupo Gulbenkian de Bailado.” (24/11, 15/12).
“Passar à promoção cultural.” (17/11).
“É urgente mudar do Tivoli para o Coliseu.” (10/11).
“Concertos da E. N.” (13/10, 27/10, 29/12).
“Arthur Rubinstein.” (22/9).
“Festival de Sintra.” (18/8, 25/8, 8/9).
“Fausto de Gounod no Trindade.” (28/7).
“Madame Butterfly à moda do Trindade.” (14/7, 11/8).
“Ballet de Kiev.” (23/6).
“Concertos na Sé, Quarteto Juilliard.” (2/6).
“Fidelio em versão de concerto.” (26/5).
“Festival Gulbenkian.” (26/5, 16/6).
“Grupo de Pesquisas Musicais da ORTF” (19/5).
“Inauguração do Festival Gulbenkian com a ópera Trilogia das Barcas.”
(12/5).
“Cristobal Halffter num concerto da JMP” (12/5).
“Ópera no Trindade.” (5/5).
“IV Curso de Iniciação à Música Contemporânea.” (28/4).
“Música de Câmara.” (14/4).
“La Bohème.” (31/3).
“Concertos da Emissora Nacional.” (31/3, 7/4).
“Falstaff e Lucia.” (24/3).
“Quarteto de Cordas do Porto.” (17/3, 9/6).
“Diálogos das Carmelitas.” (10/3).
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“Igor Oistrach e Sequeira Costa.” (10/3).
“Mario Benzecry dirige a Orquestra de Câmara Gulbenkian.” (10/3 or
3/10).
“Harkness Ballet.” (28/2).
“Revitalização da JMP.” (24/2).
“Ópera e Bailado.” (17/2).
“Comemorações beethovenianas.” (10/2).
“Penélope de Sousa Carvalho.” (10/2).
“Recital de violino e piano.” (3/2).
“Tannhäuser no S. Carlos.” (3/2).
“Orquestra e Cravo.” (27/1).
“Música Portuguesa.” (20/1).
“Orquestra de Câmara Gulbenkian.” (13/1).
Diário de Lisboa
“Beethoven: ‘se soubessem o que ele pensa na sua música!...’.” (18/12).
“Canções entre aspas.” (24/7).
“Festivais Gulbenkian de Música.” (19/6, 26/6).
Comércio do Funchal
“Entrevista a Penderecki.” (17/5).
“Apelo à recta razão (a propósito do Falstaff ).” (3/5).
“Entrevista a João de Freitas Branco.” (25/1, 1/2, 8/2, 15/2, 22/2, 1/3, 8/3).
“A propósito de um concerto para jovens.” (4/1).
Arte Musical
Review of Páginas Escolhidas de crítica e estética musical, by Fernando
Lopes-Graça, 27-28, (February).
1969
Vida Mundial
“Recital por Aldo Ciccolini.” (3/10).
“Gleb Aksselrod em Sintra.” (19/9).
“Gravação integral da obra de Bartók.” (5/9, 12/9, 3/10).
“Festival de Sintra.” (29/8).
“Companhia Portuguesa do Trindade.” (22/8).
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“Ópera no Trindade.” (8/8).
“De Xenakis especialmente para nós.” (1/8).
“Ópera: Festival Gulbenkian.” (11/7).
“Rostropovitch e Lopes-Graça.” (20/6).
“Uma obra para esquecer.” (13/6).
“Festival Gulbenkian.” (30/5).
“Um perfil e um obra: Olivier Messiaen.”: 43-48, (30/5).
“Entrevista com Bogoslovsky.” (2/5).
“Quarteto para o fim do tempo.” (25/4).
“Temporada de câmara da E. N.” (11/4).
“Uma noite memorável na A. A. M.” (4/4).
“Música nova num concerto da JMP” (21/3).
“Sviatoslav Richter.” (14/3).
“O Navio Fantasma”, “Louise”, “Três concertos.” (28/2).
“Gravações de Bartók e Penderecki.” (21/2).
“Doze Festivais Gulbenkian: o caminho certo?” (24/1).
“A propósito do Festival de Sintra.” (3/1).
“Jorge Peixinho: As últimas experiências musicais segundo um prisma
pessoal.” (interview): 36-43, (3/1).
Review of “Dimitri Chostakovitch: Katerina Ismailova,” Recording,
 published by “Chant du Monde” LDX 78400/03. [date unknown]
Jornal do Comércio
“No centenário de Berlioz.” (30/12).
“Três concepções de Romeu e Julieta.” (16/12).
“A semana culminou com As Bodas.” (10/12).
“Filme soviético numa sessão da JMP” (1/12).
“Cinco concertos em seis dias.” (18/11).
“Dois concertos excelentes.” (4/11).
“Um Sobrevivente de Varsóvia.” (28/10).
“Concertos sinfónicos da Emissora Nacional.” (21/10, 11/11).
“Inauguração da temporada da Emissora Nacional.” (14/10).
“Recital de José Lopes e Olga Prats.” (30/8).
“Festival de Sintra.” (23/8, 6/9, 13/9).
“Ópera no Trindade.” (26/7).
“Música.” (31/5, 5/7, 12/7).
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1968
Vida Mundial
“Concerto de Música Contemporânea na Universidade.” (6/12).
“Cossacos em Lisboa.” (29/11).
“Concertos sinfónicos da Emissora Nacional.” (8/11, 15/11, 29/11, 20/12).
“IV Concurso Viana da Mota.” (25/10).
“Recital por Yuri Boukoff.” (11/10).
“IV Concurso Viana da Mota.” (20/9).
“Festival de Sintra.” (6/9, 9/9, 13/9)
O Século
“Concerto de música portuguesa.” (20/10).
“Festival de Sintra.” (20/8, 23/8, 24/8, 29/8, 2/9).
1967
“Dirigismo”, Movimento (Secção Cultural da AAFDL-Associação Académica
da Faculdade de Direito de Lisboa) 1: 11.
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